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1: Introduction 
1 .  

I I 
I _,.I  

I .  

I?re Natural Gas Transmission and DistributionModel (NGTDM) is the component of the Natiod Energy Modeling 
, System (NEMS) that is us#l to represent the d o m d c  natural gas transmission and distribution system. NEMS w p  

I * developed in the office of Integrated Analysis and F o d g  of the Energy Information Administration (EIA). NEMS ' 
is the thitd, in a series of computer-based, ,midterm energy modeling systqs  used since 1974 by the EIA and its. 
predecessor, the Federal Energy 'on, to analyze domestic enngycconomy markets and develop projections. ~ 

From 1982 through r993, the Intermediate Future Forecasting System (IFFS) was used by the ELA for its balyses, and 
the Gas Analysis Modeling System (GAMS) was used within h , t o  represent amral gas markets. Prior to 1982, the 
Midterm Energy Forecasting System (MEFS), also referred to k the Project Independence Evaluation System ;(PIES), 

NEMS was developed to enhank and,updatc EIA's modeling capability by ,internally incorporating models, of energy 
markets that had pre%ously been analyzed off-line. In addition, greater structural detail in NEMS permits the anidysis . 
of a broader range of energy issues. The time horizon of NEMS is the midterm period (i.e., h . u g h  2020).' In order ' 

to represent the regional differencesin energy markets, the component models of NEMS'function at-regional levels. 
appropriate for the markets represented, with subsequent aggregatioddisaggregation to the Census Division level for 
reporting purposes. 

T&c projections in NR$S are developed uskg a market-based approach2 to energy analysis, as had the earlier models. 
For each fuel and consuming sector, NEMS balances energy supply and demand, accounting for the economic 
competition between the various fuels and sources. NEMS is organized and implemented as atmodular system.' The 
NEMS models represent each of the fuel supply markets, @veiSion sectors, and end-usi: consumption sectors of the 
energy system. NEMS also includes macroeconomid and international models.. The primary flows of information 
between each of these models are the delivered prices of energy to the end user and the quantities consumed by produci 
Census Division, and end-use sector. The delivered prices of fuel encompass all the activities necessary to produce (or 
import), and transport fuels to the end user. The information flows also include other data such as economic activity, 
domestic production activity, and international petroleum supply availability. . ' 

Anintegrating routine of NEMS controls the execution of each of the component models. The modulai design provides 
the capability to execute.models' individually, thus. allowing independent analysis with, as well as development of, 
individual models. This modularity allows the use of the methodology and level of detail most appropriate for each 
energy sector. NEMS solves by iteratively calling each model h sequence until the delivered prices and quantities of 
each fuel in each region have converged within tolerance both within individual models and between the various models, 
thus ,achieving an economic equilibrium of supply and-demand in the consuming sectors; Model solutions arc reported 
annually through the midterm horizon. A schewc of the NEMS is p v i d d  in E p  1-1, w e  a list of the associated 
model documentation reports is in Appendix C.. 

' 

, 

. ,  
was employed. . .  

" 

' 

I 
a -  

. 

- 

' ' 

The NGTDM is the model within tho NEMS that represents the transmission, distribution, and pricing of natural gas. , 
* The model also includes representafions of the end-use demand for natural gas, the production of domestic natural gas. 

and the availability of natural gas traded on the international market based on information received h m  other NEMS 
models. The NGTDM determines the flow of natural gas in an aggregate, domestic pipeline network, connecting 
domestic and foreign supply regions with 12 demand re!.ons. The methodology employed allows the analysis of impacts 
of regional capacity constraints in the interstate natural gas pipeline network and the identification of primary pipeline 
capacity expansion requirements. There is an explicit repreSentation of core and nonwre markets for natural gas 
transmission and distribution services, and the key components of pipeline tariffs are repmnted in a pricing algorithm. 
Naturalegas pricing y d  flow patterns are derived by obtaining a market equilibrium across the three main elements of 

. .  

'For the AMual Emigy Oprbok I998 the NEMS w& executtd for &-year from 1990 through 2020. 
%e cenpl $erne of a pkd-based approach is that su ply and demand imbalances will eventually be rectified through an 

me NEMS is composed of 13 models and a system i n t e y  routine, lkse co ncnts a~ fnsuently referred to as "moddes" 
in other NEMS related publications; however, in this ub 'cation they will al l  be reyd to as "models.' Foomotes will be aqed 
when the f o d  ,name IS diffenn! from the nfennAname. The components of the NGTDM will be r e f e d  to as "modules: 

, adjustment in pnces that cltrmnates excess supply or demand: 

I 
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2: - Overview 
- .'. - 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief overview of the Natural GaS Transmi@on and Distribution Model 
(NGTDM) and its capabilities. The NGTDM $ the component of the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) that 
rcpnsents the mid-term natural gas market. NGTDM models the natrnal gas transmission-and distribution network 
in the Lower 48 States that l i  the suppliers (including importers) and consumqs of natural gas, thus determining the 
regional market clearing natural g~ end-use i d  supply (including border) prices. The demand regions modeled are the 
12 NGTDM regions (F&ure 2-1). These regions are based on the 9 Census Divisions, with Census Division 5 split into 
South Atlantic and Florida, Census Division 8 split into Mountain and*Arizona/New Mexico, Census Division 9 split 

*into California and Pacific, and Alaska and Hawaii handled independently. Foncasts arc reported annually through 2010 
for natrnal gas end-use prices in the residentid;commercial, industrial, electric generation, and transportation sectors. 

' 

, 

The model structure consists of four mjor components. The h u a l  Flow Module (AFh4) is the integrating module of 
the NGTDM. It simulates the natural gas price determination process by bringing together all major economic and 
technological factors that influence regional imu@ gas trade in the United Statcs. The Capacity Expansion Module 
(CEM) forecasts the development of new natural gas pipeline and storage facilities and sets maximum annual utilization 
ra& based on a scasonal analysis of supply capabilities and demand requirements. The Pipeline Tariff Module (PTM) 
represents the development of Winterruptible tariffs for transportation and storage services provided by interstate 
pipeline companies.. The Distributor Tariff Module (DTM) r e p e n t s  the devclopment of markups for distribution 
services provided by local distribution companies and for transmission seMces provided by intrastate pipeline 
companies. The modeling techniques employed are linear programs for the AFM and the CEM, an accounting algorithm 
for the PTM, and a largely empirical process based on historical data for the DTM. 

The NGTDM provides a number of key modeling capabilities that were not available in its predecessor model, the Gas 
Analysis Modeling System (GAMS). These capabilities give the NGTDM the abiity to: 

' 

0 Represent intczregion$ flows of gas knd pipeline capacity constraints 

0 Represent regional supplies 

0 Represent different types of transmission service (firm and interruptible) 

0 Determine the amount and the Iocaho~ of additional pipeline and stokge fahies on a regional basis 

0 Capture the economic tradeoffs betiwen pipeline capacity additions and increases in regional storage 
capability c 

Provide a peak/off-peak, or seasonal analysis capability in the asea of capacity expansion 

Distinguish customers by category (core and noncore) in end-use sectors. 

I 

.. 

( .  

0 

0 

These capabilities will'be described in greater detail in the subsequent chapr s  of this report which describe-the 
individual modules of the NGTDM. 

Model Objectives 
The purpose of the NGTDM is to derive natural gas end-use and wellhead prices and flow p&ms for movements of 
natural gas through the regional interstate network. The prices and flow pattcms'are derived by obtaining a market 
equiJibrium across the three main elemcnts.of the natural gas market: the supply element, the demand element, and the 
transmission and disfribution network that links them. The domestic supply, imports, and demand representations are 
' provided as inputs to the NGTDM from other National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) modules. The kcpresentations 

1 
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63 Figure 2-1. Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Model (NGTDM) Regions 
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f . ,  
? - .  

of the key features of the transmission and distribution network, which ihclude interregional netwprk capacities and 
transmission and distribution service pricing, are the focus of the varioirs components of the NGTDM. 

'Ib need to model these specific characteristics'of the natural gas industry stems from the structural changes that have 
takcn p l ~  in the industry over the last 15 years. These changes include complete deregulation of the wellhead market, 
the unbundling of pipehe services, and the introduction of competitive forces related to pipeline expahion decisions, 
and transmission and distribution scrvi& pricing. Some of these changes have already had a large effect on the market, 
while other changes haverecently been initiated and have yet to provide a s i m c a n t  impact on the prices and availabiity 
of services. Two key factors support the need. to include an explicit representation of the transmission and distribution 
of mtud gas within NEMS. The first is the substantial decline in wellhead prices which resplts in the acquisition cost ' 
of the commodity itself generally being less than half of the end-& price. The second is the ongoing evolution of the 
market. This ongoing evolution also supports the need for significant flexibility in how prices for transmission and 
distribution. services arc represented in thc.NG?TiM and how the interregional flows respond to Mces over time. 
Bccausevof this, the NGTDM provid'es, in addition to mid-term forecasts of end-use prices, forecasts of prices for, 
availability of, expansion of, and utilization of interstate natural gas pipeline Services; 

Prior to model development, a working paper was compiled.by the EIA to establish the specific requirements for the 
overall NEMS, as well as for each of the component modules? Requiremen& pertaining s ~ c a l l y  to the NGTDM 
WCR based on: (I) analysts performed with EIA's IFFSIGdLMS foncasting system, (2) limitations of GAMS, (3) the 
regulatory reform agenda of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 0, and (4) Department of Energy W E )  
policy initiatives 9 outlined in the National Energy Strategy? These requhments, along with recommendations from 
a Model Quality Audit of the GAMS by the Office of Statistical Standards,' yielded a list of design guidelines for the 
NGTDM ,that support a broad array of desired analyses. Based on these guidelines, the NGTDM needed to: . 

' 0  

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Represent pipeline capacity%mita!ions exiting ihe mjor producing regions and entering the major market 
'anas 

Employ a solution procedure based on an interregional trade equilibrium model that attempts to minimize 
simultaneously the global costs of supply and transportation subject to gas supplies available in each 
region, regional demand requirements, and pipeline capacity constraints 

Incorporate a transmissionlstorage capacity expansion/planning module that would recognize on-going, 
and planned/announced capacity expansion projects, as well as 0th capacity expansion needs throughout 
the forecast period 

Have the ability to endogenously determine market based rates for pipeline tmkportation services 

Have the ability to partition the natural gas market to apply either market based or cost based rates to 
specific segments of end-use sectors or to the market as a whole 

Employ a short-run supply curve that includes a direct representation of marginal sources of supply 

Rep-nt Canadian and Mexican pipeline gas trade and liquefied natural gas trade 
- 

During the development of the model methodology, a study was w e  of existing models and modeling techniques that 
might be used tc, meet the above requirements. Based on tlk study and the reports mentioned previously, i t .was  
detemined that no model cmntly in existence could satisfy the NEMS requirements, and thus a new model \yas nceded. 
The results of the study arc presented in Appendix I). .Docunicnts that were referenced in support of the model 
development effort are listed in Appendix B. The following sections provide brief overviews of the four components 
of the NGTDM. 

' 

* 

. .  
I n f o d o n  Administration. Wce of It&ataI Analysis and F-ting. "Requinmeats for aNational Ettcrgy Modeling 

System, December 12,1991. 
6NatiodEnergy Strategy. First Edition, 1M1/1992 (Washingtop, DC, Fcbxuary 1991). 
'Carpenter, Paul R., Review ofthe Gas M y s i s  M o d c h g  System (Boston, MA: hceniives Research, hc., August 1991). 
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Annual Flow Module , 

The N& Gas Annual how Module (AFh4) is the plain &tegrating module of the NGTDM. One of its major functions 
is to simulate the.naturaf gas price'&termination process. The AFM brings together all major economic and 
technological factors that influence regional natural gas trade in the United States. The economic considerations include 
the demand for and the supply of natural gas, competition from substitute fuels and conservation options, and competition 
fromimport#lnaturalgas. . 
The AFM integrates all components of the NGTDM (the AFM itself, the Capacity Expansion Module, the Pipeline T d  
Module and the Distributor TdModule) .  Through this integration process, the AFM derives average annual natural 
gas prices (wellhead, city gate, and end-use) that reflect an intemgional trade market equilibrium among competing gas 
supplies, end-use sector consumption and transportation routes. End-use prices are derived for both core and noncore 
markets. Within NEMS the classification of customers as core versus noncOre is predetermined. 

The historical evolution of the price determination process simulated by the AFM is depicted schematically in kgure 
2-2. Until recently, the marketing chain was very straightforward, with end-users and local distribution companies 
contracting with pipeline companies, and the pipeline companies in turn contracting with producers. Prices typically 
reflected average costs of providing service plus some regulator-specified rate of return. Although this approach is still 
used as a basis for setting pipeline tariffs, more pricing flexibility is being introduced, particularly in the interstate 
pipelhie industry and more recently by local distributors. Pipeline companies are also offering a range of services under ' 
competitive and market-based pricing arrangements. Additionally, new playas-for example marketers of spot gas and 

Figure 2-2. Principal BuyerlSeller Transaction Paths for Natural Gas Marketing- 

\ 

. , 

, ,  , 

I 

Produce'rs 

I . I  
I .  I 
1 I 
I I 
I I 

' I  I 

'Traditional Transaction Paths 
-------- Addiiional Transaction Paths Under Open Access. 

I .  

\ 
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brokers for pip+ine capacity G a v e  entmd the market, c & n g  new links connecting suppliers with end-usus. 'Ihe 
marketing links will become increasingly complex in the future. 

. .  
me level of competition for piperit services (generally function of the nuniber bf p;ipelines having access to a 
customq and the amount of capacity available) is currently driving the prices for interruptible transmission service and 
is,beginning to have an effect on. firm service prim. - Currently, t h m  are significant diffmnces m s s  regions in 
pipeline capacity utilization? nese rigional differences are ivolving as new pipeline capacity has been and is being 
constructed to relieve'the capacity constraints in the Nohheast and on the West Coast, to expand markets in the Midwest, 
and to move more gas out of Cahada and the Gulf of Mexico. As capacity changes takeplack, prices of services should 
adjlist accordingly to reflect new market conditions. 

Federal and S& initiatives arc &ucing-barriers to market entry and are encouraging the development of more 
compttitive markets for pipeline and distribution scrvim. Potential mechanisms ustd to make the transmission sector 
mok competitive include the widespread capacity releasing programs, market-bastd rates, and the formation of market 
centers 4th deregulated ups@cam pipeline Services: Some' combination of these mechanisms wfll probably be used in 
the future. As the outcome is unknown at this pint,  the AFM is not designed to model any specific type of program. 
It is instead designed to simulate the o v e l  impact of the movement towards market based pricing of transmission 
services. - 

, ' 
' 

1 .  

. 

. .  
me regional supply detail in the AFM, in conjunction with the AFM representation of pipeline capaciiy, supports. 
analysis of regional shifts in supply and demand patterns. Regional differences in marginal sources of supply ate also 
captqed. Finally, the AFM addresses transmission'fuel consumption and losses; the impact of the Canadian and 
Mexican natural gas mar-kets on the U.S. gas markec and capacity rationing (accomplished via the pricing of services). 

Capacity Expansion Module 
The p& purpose of the Capacity Expansion Mod& (0 is to simulate the decision-making process for expanding 
pipeline and/or storage capiicity in the U.S. gas market. In simulating gas pipeline capacity.expansion, the CEM: (1) 
determinks the amount of pipeline and storage capacity to be added between or within regions in the NGTDM, and (2) 
establishes effective (or practical) maximum annual utilization rates for each of the inteiregional pipeline routes 
represented in the Annual Flow Module. Maximum utilization rates (or load factors) on pipeline routes are established 
to capture the impact of variations in seasonal demand on.the maximum amount of gas which can practically flow I 

between regions within a year. Pipeline and storage capacity .additions are usedin the h u a l  Flow Module (in , 

combination with the maximum load factors) to set limits on annual interregional flows and to set.working gas storage 
levels. These capihty additions are also used in thePipeline , Tariff Module . ,  when determ,ining fi$urc storage rates and 
intemgional pipeline tariffs. 

The CEM was designed to address the guidelines that supprt a broad army. of desired analyses dd,policy questions to 
be answered, such as: 

0 What impact will the increased demand for natural gas attiibutable to greater market penetration of new. 
end-use gas technologies have on the utilization of the U.S. pipelipe grid and requirements fornew 
capacity? In what regions is capacity likely to be added? 

0 ' What rqight be the impact of a proactive n a t d  gas policy on the utilization of pipeline capacity and the 

How will unbundling and the'increasingly markct&iented pricing of gas supply andtransmission semi& 
affect the diffcrenm between delivered prices for r c s i d e n t i d c o m  and . .  industrial and electric 
generators sector gas u&m? 

, 

. *  

. .  2 .  , ,  . .  

~ 

. .  

need for pipeline expansion? . ' . , I  

0 

I .  
I .. . 

, -  

. \. 

'Enetgy Information Administration, and Service on* the Inrerstate Nataiml Gas Pipehe System, 1990.. Regional Profiles 
Md Analyses, DOE'ELA-0551 (W&= .Mayl992). . 
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Regulation affecting the demand for gas and the supply of gas, such as emissions controls and tax credits, are modeled 
within the demand models of NEMS and the Oil and Gas Supply Model, respectively. The Pipeline Tariff Module and - 
the Distributor Tariff Module provide tariffs to the CEM. Therefore, regulations affecting the setting 0f.rate-s are 
specified yithin these twotariffmodules, and are subsequently incorporated within the CEM. When the NGTDM is used 
to analyze the impqt of new regulations which will increase or decrease expansion costs, these adjustments will be. 
incorporated within the Pipeline TariffModule, where the &state tariffs associated with expanded pipeline or storage 
&ity are ca~culaied (e.g., incremental versus rolld-in rates for new capicity). Within the CEM, parameters can be 
set to capture the impact of change in lead times Bssociatcd with the regulatory approval procqs for pipeline and storage 
expansion. -. 
The design of the CEM is consistent with the NEMS requirements for modeling natural gas pipeline capacity and ~ 

capacity expansion: "The model will respond to external decisions (assumptions) about throughput capacity for natural 
gas facilities including the expansion of facilities (interstate pipelines, storage and import facilities), and maintenance 
and replacement of facilities, as well as the associated costs. The output reports will contain capacity requirements and 
utilization rates distinguished by region." 

~ Pipeline Tariff Module 
The primary purpose of the Pipeline T&Modrile (PTM) is to compute tariffs for transpoxtation and storage services 
provided by interstate pipeline companies. These tariffs are used within the Annual Flow Module to derive supply and 
end-use prices and within the Capacity Fxpansion Module to derive capacity additions. The tariffs are computed for 
individual pipeline conhpanies, then aggregated to the major gas pipeline corridors or arcs (in the United States) specified 
in the NGTDM network, as described in Chapter 4. An accounting system is used to triyk costs and compute rates under 
various rate design and regulatory scenarios. Tariffs are computed for both firm and intemptible transportation and 
storage Services. Trimportation tariffs are computed for interregional arc& defined by the NGTDM network. These 
network tariffs represent an aggregation of the tariffs for individual pipeline companies supplying the network arc. 
Storage tariffs are defined at regional NGTDM network nodes, and, likewise, represent an aggregation of individual 
company storage tariffs. Note that these services are unbundled and do not include the price of gas, except for the 
cushion gas used to maintain minimum gas pressure. Furthe~ore, the module cannot address competition for pipeline 
or storage senices along an aggregate arc or wi@n an aggregate region, respectively. 

Since the tariffs determined by the PTM represent an aggregation of individual pipeline companies, the PTM is not 
designed to address the issue of analyzing'competition within a regional pipeline comdor. It should also be noted that 
the PTM deaIs only with the interstate market, and thus does not capture the impacts of State-specific regulations for 
intrastate piglines. Intrastate transpodtion charges arc accounted for within the Distributor Tariff Module. 

Pipeline tariffs for transportation and storage services represent a significant portion of the price of gas to industrial and 
electric generator end-users, in pdcular. Cpsum~rs of natural gas arc grouped generally into two categork (1) those 
who need firm or guaranteed service because gas is their only fuel option or because they are willing tapay for security 
of supply, and (2) those who do n!t need guaranteed service because they can either periodically terminate operations 
or use fuels other than natural gas. The first group of customers (core customers) are assumed to purchase firm 
transportation services, while the latter group (noncore cdomers) are assumed to purchase interruptible Services or 
released capacity. Pipeline companies guarantee to their core customers that they will provide peak day service up to 
the maximum capacity specified under their contracts even though these customers may not actually q u e s t  transport 
of gas on any given day. In return for this service guarantee, thesc customers pay monthly reservation fees (or demand 
charges). These reservation fees arc paid inaddition to charges for transportation service based on the quantity of gas 
actually transported (usage fees or commodity charges). The Pl'M transportation and storagerates to core customers 
are based on the avepge costsf-service provided by the pipeiie to all of its comparably situated core customers. 

The actual m a t i o n  and usage fees (tariffs) that pipelines are allowed to charge are largely regulated by the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Cbmmission (FERC). FERCs ratemaking traditionally allows (but does not necessarily guarantee) 
a pipeline company to recover its costs, including what the regulators consider a fair rate of rem on capital. A 

. 

. 

%mgy Information Administration, Requirements, pp. 12-13. 
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fundamental decision in. cost-based rate design is the apportionment of costs among customer c h .  How costs are 
apportioned determines the extent of differences in the rates charged to diffmnt classcs of customers and for different 
types of service. For example, the more fixed costs that are included in usage fees, the more n o n m  customers share 
in paying pipeline costs. Howvq, transfcning a larger share of fixed costs to reservation fees leads to corc customers 
bcaringa larger share of system costs. The PTM is designed to provide flexibility in allocating fixed and variable costs 
to core and noncore customers so hi various policy initiatives may be examined. In addition, the PTM contains a 
revenue crediting mechanism to captun the gross effects of.rcvenue crediting for pipelineprovided interruptible services. 
Should revenues from intermptible customers exceed costs allocated to t h e a  a portion of the excess revenues is credited 
back to firm customers and the remainder is left for pipeline profits. In an effort to capture the alternate rate policy 
recently issued by FERC, a mechanism has been implemented in the PTM that lowas (raises) fixed costs to core 
customers on a pipline as the utilization rate falls (rises). 

Since requirements of noncore customers generally are not taken into account in determining the peakday delivery . 
nquircments of pipeline systems, the availability of capacity to serve these customers during peak consumption periods 
can be limit&, and intemptions can occur. FERC sets maximum and minimum a pipeline is allowed to charge for 
interruptible service, unless a competitive market can be demonstrated; thus, pipeline companies are allowed to offer 

* discounts from the maximum usage fee at their discretion provided they do not unduly dikrhinak among customers. 
Since ratcs may be discounted to the variable cost of moving gas, and the major portion of the pipeline costs are fixed 
costs, the pipelines have considerable discretion in setting rates. Additionally, various rate making policy options 
currently under discussion by FERC may allow pcak-season rates to rise substantially above the 100-pcrcent load factor. 
rate (also known as the full costsf-service rate). In capacityanstraiaed markets, transportation ratts based on marginal 
costs will be significantly above the full cost of service rates. 

In the PTM, fixed and variablecost allocation provides flexibiiity in modeling a pipeline company's response to m n t  
FERC regulatory decisions to unbundle pipeline sales b d  transportation services, and to encourage market-based 
responses to competition. The cost docation is s p d i e d  at the pipeline company-level. After individual company 
revenue requirements are determined, they are aggregated across companies to the arc-level specifitd by the NGTDM 
network. The PTM estimat6s maximum and minimum interruptible transportation service rates yhich are used to 
determine intermptible service arc-level tariffs charged to nonwrc customers. The maximUm ra!e computed by the PTh4 
is the full cost-of-service rate (cu~ently the 1OO-percent load factor rate). The minimum rate is the variable cost of 
transporting gas. The actual rate charged nonwrc customers is a function of m@et conditions. The lower bound is set 
between the regulated maximum and minimum rata as a function of pipeline capacity utilization. In noncapacity 
constrained markets, the lower bund becomes the effective rate. The effective rate charged in the Annual Flow Module 
in capacityconstrained markets is based on marginal costs and, on occasion, ex& the maximum rate computed by 
the PTM. 

Theoretically, the PTM could compute either incremental or rolled-in (average) rates for new capacity, thus allowing 
, a more comprehensive analysis of the &ults of sbpply and demand shifts on capacities and flow patterns, as well as a 

more representative analysis of the pricing of natural gas transpoItation aid distribution seMces."' 

, 

> .  

, 

x 

, ' 

1 .  
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Distributor Tariff Module 
The primarypmpose of the Distributor TariffModule @TM) is to de tcqhe  the components of end-use bees that are 
regulated by State and local authorities. These consist of (1) distributor markups charged by local distribution companies 
for the distribution of natural gas from the city gate to the end user and (2) markups charged by intrastate pipeline 
companies for intrastate transportation services. Intrastate pipeline tariffs arc spccified exogenously to the model and 
are currently set to zero. However, these tariffs are accounteCr,for in the model indirectly. End-use distribution service 
is distinguished within the DTM by slctor and service type. 

, 

"Tbroughwt the report, refennce will be made to the cumnt fokularion of the NGI'D.M where incremental rates will be used . 
as a market test for capacity expansion,.and when the AFM will use rolled-in e @ s?lVing for flows and prices in the firm &et 
and marku-based rates for the mtamptlble market However, the capabh uusts wthm the PTM-to compute Warat types of rates 
allowing it, and thus the NGI'DM, to nspond to different ratc design an * 2 regulatory scenarios. . 



. , -  

Distribution markups represent a significant portion of the price of gas to customers. These customers include the 
residential, commercial, industrial, electric generators, and transportation (compressed natural gas vehicles) sectors. 
Each sector has different distribution service requirements. For example, the core customers in the model (residential, 
kqmta t ion ,  comma6al and some industrial and electric generator customers) q u i r e  guaranteed ondemand (firm) 
service because natural gas is their only fuel option. In contrast, large portions of the industrial and electric generator 
sectors may not rely solely on guaranteed Seryice because they caq ether periodically terminate operations or switch to 
other fuels. These customers are r e f e m  to as noncore. They can elect to receive some gas supplies through a lower 
Priority (and lower cost) interruptible transpor&a!ion service. During periods of peak demand, saviccs to these sectors 

-can be intermpted in order to meet the natural gas requirements of core customers. In addition, these customas may 
select to bypass the local distribution company pipelines and hook up directly to interstate or intrastate pipelines. 

The actual rates that local distribution companies and intrastate carriers are allowed to charge are regulated by State 
authorities. S h e  ratemaking ?raditionally allows (but d k  not necessarily guarantee) local distribution companies and 
intrastate caniers to recover their-costs, including what the regulators cowida a fair return on capital. These rates are 
, duived from the cost of providing service to the end-use customer. The State authority determines which expenses can 
be pas'kd through to customers and establishes an allowed rate of rem. These meaSUrtS provide the basis for 
distinguishing mte differences among customer classes and type of service by allocating costs to these classes and 
services b e  on a rate design. The DTM does not M y  account for the separate cost components in deriving a 
xevenue requirement for distribution services, but appximates the change in the total revenue requirement from year 
to year. In addition, the unbundling of distribution services (sal& versus delivery, and sometimes local storage) is 
making considerable inroads. 

The DTM repraents'distribution tariffs to the core customers (excluding the transportation and electric generator sectors) 
by estimating annual changes to total distribution costs, and subsequently the related tariffs, starting from a base year. 
Base year values for total costs and distributor tariffs are established using historical data. The annual change in total 
cost is dependent on an assumed increase in operational efficiencies, & well as the annual change,in natural gas 
consumption a d  in national average capital and employment costs. The revenue requirements from core customers are 
adjusted due to an assumed contribution of revenues from noncore customers. The allocation of these revenue 
reqiircments to individual sectors is primarily dependent on the relative annual change in consumption across sectors. 
User-pified parameters allow adjustment of the markups to account for shifts due to regulatory policy. Many of these 
modeling choices are the result of data limitations." 

Distribuhr markups to the nonmxe customers arc set at historical levels and are held constant. A user-specified option 
is available for allowing these rates'to decline (or incnase) steadily throughout the forecast. Distributor markups to core 
electric generators are initially set at historical levels, then allowed.to change in response to annual changes in 
consumption levels within the sector. The natural gas vehicle (NGV) sector markups are calculated separately for fleet 
and personal vehicles. Markups for fleetvehiclcs%are set and held constant at historical levels with taxes added (although 
a user-specified decline rate is allowed). Markups for personal vehicles are set at the industrial sector core price, plus 
taxes, plus an assumed distribution cost. This price is capped at the gasoline equivalent price, as long as minimum costs 

Since the markups determined by the DTM represent an aggregation of individual local distribution companies and 
intrastate pipeline companies, this module is not designed to address the issue of analyzing competition for distribution 
services yithin a region. It should also be noted that the DTM deals only with issues at an aggregate re&onal level, and 
thus does not capture the impacts of State-specific regulations on in- tariffs and by-pass issues. Finally, the 
proccdges used by thcDTM to estimate markups are l i i t ed  by the typcs and availability of data 

, 

* 

. .  
i 

, I  

are c0ve;ed: 
\ 

I 

l l d  data surveys currently do not COW the cost components required to derive rcvenue qu inmen t s  and cost-of-sexvice for 
local distribution companies and intrastate carriers; nor are these data colleaed by other pubhc or private sources. These cost 
c o v  can be co iled fmm rate filings to Public Utility Conqnissions; however, an extensive data collection effort is beyond 
the scope of W S  &%IS time. This data collection may be considend for a future development effort. 
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3. interface Between the NEMS and the NGTDM . 

a .  
I 

, ' This chapter presents die general role that the Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Model (NGTDM) plays in the 
NEMS. First a general description of the NEMS is provided, along with an overview of the NGTDM. Second, the data 
passed to the NGTDM h m  other NEMS models will be described along.with the methodology used within the NGTDM 
to transform these prior to their I& in the model. The mural gas demand representation provided to the NGTDM from 
the Electricity Market Model (EMM) and from the end-use demand models of NEMS is described, followed by a section 
onthe riatural gas supply interface. F i y ,  the information that is passed to oth& NEMS models from the NGTDM will 
be described. 

. 
. 

A Brief Overview of NEMS and the NGTDM 
I 

The NEMS represents all of the major fuel markets-crude oil and petroleum products, natlrraI gas, coal, electricity, and 
imported energy-and iteratively solves for an annual suppIy/demand balance for each of the 9 Census Divisions, 
accounting for the price resppnsiveness in both energy production and end-use demand, and for thc'interfuel substitution 
possibilities. NEMS solves for an quilibrium in each forecast year by iteratively operating a series of fuel supply and 
demand models to compute the end-use prices and consumption of the fuels The end-use demand 
models-for the residential, commercial, industrial, and lransportaton sectors-arc detailed representations of the 
important factors driving energy consumption in each of these sectors. Using the delivered prices of each fuel, computed 
by the supply modules, the demand models evaluate the consumption of each fuel, taking into consideration the interfuel 
substinition possibilities, the existing stock of fuel and fuel conversion burning quipment, and the level of economic 
activity. Conversely, the fuel conversion and supply models defnmine the end-use prices needed in order to supply the 
amount of fuel 'demanded by the customers; as determined by the demand models. Each supply module considers the 
factors relevant to that particular fuel, for example: the resource base for oil and gas, the transportation costs for coal, 
or the refinery configurations €or petroleum products. Electric generators and reiheries are both suppliers and consumers 
of energy. 

Within the NEMS system, the NGTDM provides the interface between the Oil and Gas Supply Model (OGSM) and the 
demand models in NEMS, including the EMM. The NGTDM determines the price and flow of dxy natural gas supplied 
internationally from the contiguous U.S. borderI3 or domestically from the wellhead (and indirectly from natural gas 
processing plants) to the domestic e n d - ~ r . ' ~  In so doing, the NGTDM models the markets for the transmission (pipeline 
companies) and distribution (local distribution companies) of natural gas in the contiguous UniM States. The primary 
data flows between the NGTDM and the other oil and gas models in NEMS, the Petroleum Market Model (PMM) and 
the OGSM, are depicted in Figure 3-1. 

Functionally, each of the demand models in NEMS provides the level of natural gas that would be consumed at the 
burnextip by the represented sector at a given end-& price; and the OGSM provides the level of natural gas which would 
be produced (or imported) at the wellhead (or border crossing) for a given supply price. The NGTDM uses this 
information to build "short-term" supply or demand curves which are used to approxhate a given model's response to 
prices within a limited range.Is Given these short-term demand and supply curves, the NGTDM model solves for the 
end-use, wellhead, and border prices that represent a natural gas market equilibrium, while accounting for the cost and 
market for transmission and distribution services (including its physical and regulatory constraints). These solution' 

as primary input variables. In addition to the basiccalculations performed within these models, the parameters which 

' * 

k .  

' ' 

' 

I prices, and associated production levels, are in turn passed to the OGSM and the demand models, including the EMM, 

l2& more detailed description of the NEMS system, ihcludin? the convergence al orithm used, can be found in "National Energy 
Modeling System Integrating Module Documentation Report. ' DOEEIA-MO57,bay 1995. 

I3Because of the distinct separation in the nawal gas market between Alaska. Hawaii. and the a n t i  ow United States. n d  
gas consungion in, and the associated supplia from, Alaska and Hawaii ate'modeled separatelyfmm contiguous United States 
withinthe GTDM. 

14NaNral gas exports ate also repnsen&d within the model. 
IJSpecial arameks arc provided by OGSM for the consauction of supply wves for domestic n o d &  natural gas rdduction 

(some of wkch ate no l o n p  being us+) and b EMM for the consmctlon of demand curves for natural gas consumed g y  electnc 
generators that can use residual he1 oil as an dkmate. 
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Figure 3-1. ' Primary Data Flows Between Oil and Gas Models of NEMS 
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define the natural gas supply or demand curves us& in the NGTDM are updated (as appropriate) to reflect the prices 
most recently provided by the NGTDM. 

TIX NGTDM model is cornposed of foir primary components or modules: the Annual HOW M ~ ~ U I C ,  the capacity 
Expansion Module, the Pipeline Tariff Module, and the Distributor Tariff Module. The Annual Flow Module is the 
central module of the NGTDM, sink it is used to derive flows and prices of natural gas in conjunction with an annual 
natural gas market equilibrium. Concepplally the Annual Flow Module is a simplified representation of the natural gas 
transmission and distribution system, structured as a network composed of nodes and arcs. The other three primary 
components serve as satellite mbdules to the Annual Flow Module, providing parame&rs which define some of the 
C b E X & l W l  ' 'cs of these nodes and arcs. Other parameters for defining the natural gas market (such as supply and demand 
curves) are derived based on information passed from other NEMS models. The Capacity Expansion Module provides 
the Annual Flow Module with regional underground storage activityI6 and maximum annual flow limits along each of 
the arcs in the network. nie Pipeline and Distributor Tariff Modules set the tariffs to be charged along each of the 
interregional, intraregional, intrastate, and distribution arcs. Data are also passed back to these satellite modules from 
the Annual Flow Module and between the satellite modules themselves. 

The NGTDM is called once for each iteration of NEMS, but all modules are not run for every call. The Pipeline Tariff 
Module and the Capacity Expansion Module are executed once for each forecast year, on the first iteration of each year 
and the last iteration of each year, respectively. The Annual Flow Module and the Distributor Tariff Module are 
execuied once every NEMS iteration. The calling sequence of and theinteraction among the NGTDM modules is as * 

follows for each year of execution of NEMS: 

. .  

, 

' 

.- 
0 

0 

0 

, /  

. .  First Ikration: 

The Pipeline Tariff Module determines tariffs for interregional and interstate pipeline company 
transpodon and storage serviwk, using a cost based simulation, arid establishes tariff curves for pipeline 
and storage expansion. , . .  

' ,  
Each Iteration: I ,  

The Distributor Tariff Module sets markups for intrastate transmission and,for distribution sepicts based 
on historical data and assiuned parameters. Next, the Annual Flow Module incorpoiates-tariffs from the 
Pipcline Tariff Module and markups from the Distributor.Taxiff Module into a linear program that solves 
for interregional flows based on supply availability, demand rqumments, and pipeline capacity 
constraints. The linear program determines a m,arket equilibnum solution by maximizing consumer and 
.producer surpluses, while e n g  supply and trampofion costs, tlius determining gas end-use 
andmpply prices and domestic production. Pipeline capacity constraints for the first year (or years) of 
execution arc determined from historical data. Subsequent year's constraints are taken from the previous 
year's Capacity Expansion Module tesu1,ts. 

I I ,  

Last Iteration: 

The Capacity Expansion Module employs the pipeline and storage expansion curves calculated in the 
Pipeline Tariff Module, the tariffs from the Distributor Tariff Module, and expected future supply 
availability and consumption levels from other models in the NEMS. ?he Capacity Expansion Module 
represents two natural gas market seasons within a linear program structure to determine pipeline and 
storage capacity expansion (beyond planned additions) for a future year, by minimizing the pipeline and 
storage expansion costs required to meet the expected consumption levels of ~turaI  gas. The resulting 
pipeline capacity build requirements and seasonal flow patterns are used to establish effective lits on the 
annual load along pipelines, for use in the A n n d  Flow Module. In addition, annual net storage 
withdrawals for the firm and interruptible service networks are set based on resulting pcak/offpeak flows 
to and from storage in the Capacity Expansion Module. 

'%e CEM detennines.&Ud net~stomge withdraw+ b firm and interruptible Seryice types. The sum of these two values by 
region in the forecast p o d ,  beyond the years covered in d!e Short-Tem Energy Ourlook, equals zero. 
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. .  
me outputs h m  the NGTDM, which are USBd as inpk in other NEMS m&els, result from establishing a natural 
gas market equilibrium solution:'. end-use prices, wellhead and border crossing prices, nonassociated natural gas 
production, and ,Canadianimprt levels. In addition;the model provides a forecast of lease and plant fuel consumption, 

, pipeline fuel use, aS well as pipeline and distributor tariffs, pipeline and storage capacity expansion, and interregional 
- natural gas flows., - 

. 
. 

- -  
. _  

'Natural Gas Demand 'Representation . 

. Natural gas which is'produccd within +e United States'is consumeb id lease'and plant operations, helivered to 
&msy&s, exported internationally, and & d a s  pipeline fuel. The consumption of gas as lease, plant, and pipeline 
fuel is determined within the NGTDM. Gas &d in well, field, and lease operatons and in'nahrral gas proceising plants 
is set cq~al to an exogenously &id percentage (Appendix &.-E-SSUPL) of dry gas Pipeline fuel 
use dependsbn the amount and distance of gas transported and distributed in each region, as &+bed in Chapter 5. 
The level .of natural g& expo& are currently determined exogenously to NEMS and passed'to the NGTDM from the 
OGSM mbdel. Exports are distinguished by six Caimiian and three Mexican border crossing points, as well as for 
. expork- of liquefied n a h d  gas to Japan from Alaska. The representation.of g+s delivered to consumers is described 
below. 

' 1 .  

. I  
1 .  

Classification of  Natural Gas Consumers I 
\ 

Natural gas that is delivered to consumcks is represented within the k S  at the Census Division level and by five 
primary end-rise sectors: residential, comnlercial, bdustrial, transportation, and electric generation." These demands 
are further dist indhed by customer class (core or-nonwre), reflecting the type'of natural gas transmission and 
distribution service that is predominately purchased. The- "core" customers q u i  guaranteed service, particularly 
during peak &ys/periods durjng the year. The "noncore" customqs requin a lower quality of transmission services and 

- therefoie,consume gas under a less certain and/or less corrtinuous basis. In the NGTDM, the core custome~ are assumed 
to purchase fkm transmission'services and the noncore custom& are -gssumed to purchase interruptible transmission 
services or released capacity. . 

Currently in NEMS, dl customers in-the transportation, residential, and commcrqial sectors are classified as core.'9 
' 

Within the kidustrial sector the noncore stgment includes the industrial boiler market and refineries. .The noncore 
segment of the electric generation sector is further separated into two subclasses, depending on the alternative fuel a plant ' 

would burn should n d  gas be unavGla6le or relatively uneconomic. The subclass of noncore electric generation 
pliints that has the option of burning distillate fuel in lieu of natural gas is referred to as "'competitive-withdistillate." 
The second subclass of noncore plants can burn either nat,ural gas or residual fuel oil and is therefore referred to as 
"competitive-with-residual fuel." Thg electric generating units defining each of the three customer class& modeled are 
as follows: (1) core-gas steam units or gas combined cycle units, (2) competitive-withdistillate-dual-fired turbine 
units or gas W i n e  units, (3) competitive-with-residual f u e k h a M r e d  steam plants (consuming both natural gas and 
residual fuel oil); Within the NGTDM, na!ural gas is exported to Mexico under finn fransmission service and to Canada 
under interruptible transmission service. ' 

' 

. 

/ 

. 

1 \ .  

. For any given NEMS iteration within a forecast year, the individual d e k d  models in NEMS determine the level of , 
nahrral gas consumption for each region and customer'class at the end-use price for the same region, class, and sector, 
as-calculaied by the NGTDM in the previous NEMS iteration. Within.the NGTDM, each of these consumption levels 
(and its &oci@'prie) is used in conjunction with an assumed price elasticity as a basis for building a short-term 

17"be f w r s  used in calculatinl; regional lease and plpt fuel consumption are initially based on historical averages and he!d 
od. Howeva;in the hstoncal ears (and, if chosen, the first two forecast years as pnsented in 

' the latest available Shn-T'h Ourlook (SIEO), DOE'EtA&), these fsdors an scaled so the resultin national lease and 
lant fuel consumption will matchthe anuual published value (Appendix E, QLPIN, SIyLLPIN). The Scal$ivaIu& for ttie last 

.- kstorical year an used throughout the forecast per@: The.adjustment attributable to benchmarking to S"E0 (if sel-ected as an 
option)$ phased out by the year STPHAS-YR. A sinular adjustment IS pcrfomcd on the factws used in calculating pipeline fuel, 
clmsumptxon. ' .  

~ W W  gas burned thetransportatjon &tor is &fin& as'compnssed natural gds thatis burni in naW,gas vehicles; and the 
electric generation sector includes al l  elecaic power generators exccpt'cogcnnators. . 1% NEMS is mctur+y ableto classify a: segment of these'sectors ai noncore, but m n t l y  sets the nonwri consumption for . . 
the residential, commercial, and transportanon sectors at zero. 

' 

, .  ,. .. 
. ,  

constant throughout the forecast 
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demand curve. m e  price elasticities are set to zero if fixed consumption levels are to be.used.1 These curves are used 
with@ the NGTDM to minimize the required number of NEMS iterations by approximating the demand response to a 
different price. In so doing, the price where the implied market equilibrjum would be realized can be approximated. 
Each of these markit equilibrium prices is passed to the appropriate demand model during the next NEMS iteration to 
determine the consumption level that the model would actually forecast at this price. The NGTDM disaggregates the 
Census division regional consumption levels into the regional representation that the NGTDM requires. The demand 
curve representation and the regional mapping for the electric generation sector differ from the other NEMS sectors 
described in the following sections. - . 

Regional Representa?ions of Demand 
Natural gas consumption levels by all nonelectric?' sectors are pbvided by h e  NEMS demand models for the 9 Census, 
divisions, the Primary integrating regions repnsented in the NEMS. Alaska and Hawaii are included within the Pacific 
Census Division. The EMM represents the electricity generation process for 13 electricity supply regions-the 9 North 
American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) Regions and 4 selected NERC Subregions (Figure 3-2). Electricity 
generation in Alaska and Hawaii is handled separately. Withinthe EMM; the electric generators' consumption of natural 
gas is disaggregated into wbregions whickcan be aggregated into Census Divisions or into the regions used in the 
NGTDM. 

With the few following ex&ptio~, the regional detail provided at,a Census division level isadkquate to build a simple 
network rephntative of the contiguous U.S. natural gas, pipeline system. First, Alaska and Hawaii are not connected 
to the rest of the Nation by pipeline and aretherefore treated sepagtely from the contiguous.Pacific Division in the 
NGTDM. Second, Florid;? m i v e s  its gas from a distinctly differentroute than the rest of the South Atlantic Division 
and is therefore isolated. A similar statement applies to Arizona and New Mexico relative to the Mountain Division. 
Finally, California is split off from the contiguous Faiific Division because of its relative size coupled with its unique - 

energy related regulations. The resulting 12 primary regions represented in the. Annual Flow Module are referred to as 

' 

' ' 
. . . 

the "NGTDM Regiok" (as shown in Figure 2-1). 1 ., 

The regions which are represented in the EMM do not always align with State borders and generally do not share . 
common borders with the Census divisions,or NGTDM regions (Figure 3-2). Therefore, demand in the electric 
generation sector is represented in the NGTDM at the regions (NGTD-) resulting from the combination of the 
NGTDM regions overlapped with the EMM regions, translated to the nearest State border (Figure 3-3). For exa'mple, 

' the South Atlantic NGTDM'region (number 5 )  includes-three NGTD- regions (part of EMM regions 1.3, and 
9). Within the EMM, the disaggregation into subregions is based on the relative geographic location (and natural gas- 
'fired generation capacity) of the current'and proposed electricity generation plants within each region. 

The consumption levels for each of the nonelectric sectors are disaggregated from the 9 Census divisions to the 12 
NGTDM regions by applying historically based shares.which are held constant throughout the forecast (Appendix E, 
NG-CENSHR). For the Pacific Division, natural gas consumption estiniates for Alaska are first subtracted to establish. 
a consumption level for just the contiguous Pacific Division before the historical share is applied. The consumption of 
gas in Hawaii wai considered to be negligible. Within the NGTDM, a relativkly simple module (described later) was 
included for approximating?he consumption of n a d  g& by each nonelectric sector in Alaska These estimates, 
combined y4th the consumption levels provided by the EMM for mxisumption by elwtric generators in Alaska, are also 
USHI in the calculation of the production of n a a  gas in ~laska. 

Natural Gas Demand Curves for Nonelectric Sectors 

. 

While' the primary analysis of energy demand takes place'in the NEMS. demand models, the NGTDM itself directly 
incorporates limited price responsive.deniar!d curves to speed the eve+ convergerice of NEMS and to.improve the 
qditjr of the results obtained when the NGTDM is run as a stand-alone model. The NGTDM may also be execute3 to' 
de t ehne  e n d - v  prices for fixed consumption levels (represented by setthg the price elasticity of demand in the - 

%e "nonelectric" wprs refer to sectors that do not produce el~cctricity using natural gas @e.. the residential. commercial, 
' industrial, and transportation demand =tors.) 
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Flgure 3-3. Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution ModeUEiectricity Market Model (NGTDWEMM) Regions 
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d&d c&e &arion to z;'ero). TIiese de&d curves are de&d within a limited range around the pricelquantity p& 
solved for during the mostrecent NEMS itcration..sThe form of the demand curves for the firm rmkmission service typ 
for cach nonelectric sector and region is:, - -- 

- - t r y ' '  
. .  

NONU,PR_F, = 

=' 

NONU-ELAS,F, - '  = 

end-use pr iq  io core sector s .in NGTDM region r in the preyioui NEMS iteration 
(dollars per 'Mcf) 
na!ural gas quantity which the NEMS demand models indicate would be consded at 
price NONU-PR-F by con sector s in NGTDM region r (Bcf)' 
short-term pric'e elasiicity of'demand for core sectors (Appendix E) 

- PRICE' . = , 'end-& price at which demand is to be ev&tcd (dollars per Mcf)' 

-' QBAS-NONU-Fq 

c ' 
~ . , No%: Demand curves can. be npresenkd with &ed consumption levels by setting 

- elasticities qual to zero. . .  , .  
' 

N G T D M , C R V ~ O ~  = ' estimate of the natural gas which'would be consumed by con sector s in region r at the 
. -. pricePRIcE(I3cf) . - 1  . . -  

s = c ~ r e  sector (1-rekidential, 2-coinmercial, 3-indust~ial, 4-transpmtion) ' 

. .  . -  . ,  I .  
\ I  

L .  

1 .  

The form ofthe demand curve for the nonelectric inttrmptible transmission service type is identical, with the following 
variables substiwtd N G T D M - C F t V N O ~  NONU-PR-I, QBAS-NO?IU-I., and NONWELAS-I. 

. *  .. 

Natural Gas Demand Curves for Electric Generators 
/ 

Natural gas demand by electric generators is represented somewhat differently in the NGTDM from the nonelectric 
demands because of greater cross price affects. Within the EMM natural gas cohumption in the short-term depends first 
on the dispatch order of the gas buining plants, which is a function otthe price of gas relative to the price of fuels burned 
by otheipowerplants, and second, on the percentage of gas used in dual-fired plants. If a change in the relative fuel 
prices results in a change in the dispatch order (relative to a base), the associaied consumption level for natural gas 
burned by electric generators is likely to change as well. However, with the general exception of the competitive-with- 
residual fuel plant types, the gas consumption level of electric generators is unlikely to respond to changes in the gas 
price that do not affect the'dispatch order. The dispatching of powerplants is represented in the EMM, not in the 

' NGTDM. Therefore, in the NGTDM the gas consumption by electric generation within the core and competitive-with- 
distillate service types is fixed at the values calculated by the EMM in the p~vious  NEMS iteration. 

In the EMM, natural gas consumption by plants classified as competitive-with-residual fuel can change significantly in 
nsponse to a different price even with no switch in the merit order (the order plants are dispatched for the generation 
of electricity). Consumption levels can change because these plants can switch between burning natural gas and burning 
residual fuel oil, which has historically k n  priced competitively with natural gas. A representation of the natural gas 
demand response within the EMM for the competitive-with-rcsidualhl plant types is incorporated in the NGTDM using 
parameters provided by the EMM. Thissepresentation will be relatively accurate within a range of natural gas prices 
which do not lead to a merit order change. 

Since the de& f o r d  gas in the competitive-with-midual fuel class within the EMM is a function of the relative 

. 

\ 

. 

I 

price of the two competing fucls, the demand curve to represent this customer class is specified within the NGTDM as 
a function of the price of 'ktural gas rcln,ative tb the price of rcsidual fuel og to electric generators, as illustrated in Figure 
3-4. For a given demand for electricity and a given dispatch order for a region within- the EMM, there is a maximum 
(GSHRMAX) and a minimum (GSHRMIN) level o f~ tu ra l  gas which would be consumed by the competitive-with- 
residual fuel class (repmnted by the vertical lines in the figme$. GRATMIN is the lo& price 40 which would result 
in a consumption level equal to GSHRMIN, and GRAThUX is the highest price ratio which would result in a 
consumption level equal to GSHRMAX. For each NGTDMEMh4 region, the EMM provides these pridquantity pairs 
to the NGTDM be on thepispatch oder from the current NEMS iteration. These are two of the four pricdquantity 
pairs provided by the EMM, which the NGTDM connects to form a piece-wisc linear demand curve for the cdmpetitive- 
with-midd fuel class within the electric generation sector. The EMM also provides the quantity of gas (GSI-IRPAR) 

* 

. .  
I 
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Figure 34. Example Nahrrai Gas Demand Curve for Competitivewith-Residual Fuel Oil 
Class of Electric Generators 
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that would be consumed at the price 'ko which represents parity (GRATPW), a& the quantity of gas that wodd be 
coIlsumed a t h e  nahxal gas price (conveged .to a price ratio in the NGTDM) which w& sent to the EMM in the previous 
NEIvIS iteration (SHROLD and RATOV). Within-the NGTDM the residual &el oil price to electric generators-(used 

converting the price ratio into a natural gas price) is held constant at the level established in the previous N E M S  
. iteration and is dculated k a quantity:weighted average of .the low-sulfur and high-sulfur.residd fuel prices 

. .  
. .  
' 

-. . (QkLELGR, QRHELGR)-@ the electric generation sector. .. , . *  , .  

, 

. Natural Gas Supply Interface . 
. )  

 he p r i m q  Categories of.natural gas supply rep.rcsented in the NGTDM for the contiguous Lower 48 states are 
nonassociated and associatcd-dissolved gas from onshore and offshore regions, pipeline imports from Mexico and 
C+nada, liquefied natural gas imports, g& transported via the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation System (ANGTS), 
synthetic natural gas produced froni coal and from liquid hydrockbons, and other supplemental supplies. The only 
supply categoxi& from this list which are allowed to, vary within the NGTDM in response to a change the current year's 
natpal gas pride qesynthetic gas produced from liquid hydrocarbons and nonassociated gas from onshore and 

. offshore regions. The supply 'levels for the remaining categories are fixed at the beginning of kach forecast year.(i.e., 
before market clearing prices afe &termhed), with the exception of associatcddissolved gas (detehnined in OGSM) 
which varies 'kith a chege in.the oil production in the current 'forecast iear. I The annual'oil production level is 
&&mined in the Petroleum Market Model and can vary betyeen each iteradon of NEMS. 

Within the OGSM, n%mI gas supply activities are mbdeled for the 12 supply regions (6 onshore, 3 offshore, and 3 
-&askan geographic areas) shown in Figure 3-5.' A separate component of the OGSM models the foreign sources of 

. natural gas wl+h are transported via pipeline from Canada and Mexico, e d b y  way of oceanic vessels in liquefied form 
(liquefied natural gas). Six Canadih and three Mexican border crossings demarcate the foreign pipeline interface 

. between the OGSM and the NG'J'DM. Supplies frbm the four existing liquefied natural gas te&nals arc also represented 
(as supply points) in the NGTDM, although only two of the four existing terminals are currently in operation. The annual 
levels of liquefied natural gas imports are degrmined in the OGSM q d  are provided to the NGTDM at the beginning 
of each fo-recast year. Similarly the OGSM establishes the level of gas which will flow into the contiguous United States 

' * 

,- 

: 
. viatheANGTS. 

Supplemental Gas Sources 
f .  

Sources for synthetically produced MW gas are'geographically specified in the NGTDM based on current plant 
locations. Synthetic gas from coal is exogenously specified (Appendix E, SYNCOALS), independent of the price of 
batural gas in the current forecast year. The forecast represents assumed future natural'gas production from the'Gmt 
Plains Coal Gasification Plant in North Dakota. To rqresent synthetic gas production from liquid h y d r d l o n s  
.(currently prpduced only in nliiois) a statistica~y tstimated price responsive supply curve is incorporated within.the 
NGTDM: , 

VAL = S N G A I * V A L U E ~ ~  

-whe& ' 

VAL = 
VALUE = 

synthetic gas production from liquid hydrocarbons in Illinois (Bcf) 
firm service natural gas market price in &e East North central Census'Division (which 

, contains Illinois), (dollars per Mcf) 
SNGA1, SNGA2 = estimakd parameters (Appendk F, Table l%) ' .  

- ~ f i k  synthetic gas' production level resulting itom the &ve equation is limited to be no leis than an. exAgenously 
specified mininium (Appendix E, SNGMIN) and not to increase by more than 50 percent above the level in the previous 
forecast year. Synthetic gas production from liqiid hydrocarbons in Hawaii is held constant throughout the forecast at 
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Figure 3-5. Oil and Gas Supply Model (OGSM) Regions , 
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. .  

an historically based.leve1 (Appendix E, SNGHI), as are,other supplemenA suppliis2'.(Appendix E, OSUP-TOT, 
- .  OSUP-R!sHR). 

I 
J 

Natural .Gas ImpoHs Via. Pipeline 
- 

. The OGSM provides most of the parameters used in the NGTDM for representing the imports of gas from Me&o and 
Canada into the United States by pipeline. Border crossing points are established at each NGTDM region adjoining an 
international border. The annual import levels for gas from Mexico arc generated exogenously and passed to the 
NGTDM via the OGSM. The O@M also provides parameters for defining a national Canadian natural gas supply 
curve, an exogenous forecast for consumption of natural gas in Can@& and additional parameters for representing the 
transmission system for gas within Canada. The NGTDM exogenously sets a forecast of the physical capacity of natural 
gas pipelines crossing the border from Canada into the Uni& States. 'Ibii physical capacity l i t  6 then multiplied by - 
set of exogenously specified utilization rata (with parameters for setting an assumed annual p w t h  rate) to establish 
maximum effective capacity limits for these p i p e k .  "Effective capacity" is d&n@ as the maximum annual physically 
suminable capacity of a pipeline times the assumed maximum u t i l i i o n  rate, based on the expected seasonal demand 
pr0fili.s ofthe custqmers Wing served.  he functional f d m  oftheCanadian natural gas supply curve is represented +s 
follows: 

CN-PRODUC = OGRESCANzy*OGPRRCANzy * 
. (1+OGELSCANz1* CN-WELPRC-CN-,RCUGl (3) 

CN-WPRCUG 

where, . 

CN-PRODUC 
OGRESCqN, I 

OGPRRCANQ' 

- ,  , - .  
. .  

L I  = 
= 
= 
. fraction) 
= , estimated short run price elasticity of exkction for Canada (from OGSM) , 
= 
= ' average Caniklian wellhead price in year y-1 (dollars per Mcf) [for the first 'forecast 

Chadian domestic natural gas production in year y (€36) 
Canadian natural gas re~erves in beginning-of-year y (fiom OGSM in Bcf) 
expected natural gas production;to-reserves ratio jn Canada in year y (from OGSM as 

average.Canadian wellhead price in year y (dollars per Mcf) 

, - y k .  this is set to CN-WELPRC89, (Appendix E)] 
h 

A m t  is impoxxi on canadian production (MAX,QI-PRODUC) equal to the produc; of OGRESCAN, OGPRRCAN, 
and the assumed value for PARM-MAXF'R (Appenabi E). The amount of natural gas available to flow into the United 
States from Canada is calculated as: 

TOT-BRDQ = 

CNiPRODUC = 
OGCNCON,, = 

total gas available to flow into &e United States from Canada (measured at the 

Canadian domestic n d  gas production in year y (B6) 
consumption of natural gas in Canada (from OGSM in Bcf) 

wellhead), (€36) 
< 

, - .  



c 

CANFLO,OUT, = 

= 

OGCNDMLOSS = 

dGcNExLOSS = 

g& fl owing into Canada from the U.S. which was originally produc+l in Canadaz in 
Y a y  (Bcf) 
-exports of gas from the United States into Canada by border crossing i in year y. (from 
OGSM in Bcf) 
@centage of gas produced in Canada to satisfy Canadian demand that is consumed in 
transit (from OGSM as fraction) 
percentage of gas produced in the United Statcs to Satisfy Canadian demand that is 
consuined in transit within Canada (from OGSM as fraction) 

. This formulation 6 based on an allocation method presented in,the SRI-Gw Energy Model by Decision Focus 
Incorporated. If the value of TOT-BRDQ ex& the total effective capacit) of the natural gas pipelines used to flow 
gas into the United States fram Canada, then it is assumed that &e share of TOT-BRDQ which will flow across each 
of the representative border crossings in the model (CN-FLOSHR) will be equivalent to that border crossing’s share of 
the total effective capacity. Under most likely model scenarios thishas been shown to be m e  through the 2020 time 
frame. However, if available Canadian supplies are less than total effective pipeline capacity across the bprder, the 
allocation of TOTJRDQ to each of the six border crossings is calculated as follows: 

OGQNGEXP, 

, 

1 CN-FLOLAGi 
&-FLOS€IR, = (oGcNpARMI* ) +  

where, ’ 
I. 

CNJLOS% = 

CN-FLOLAG, = 

OGCNPARMI = 

OGCNPARM2 = 

CN-BRDPRC, = 
=’ 

the share ofthe gas avaiiable to flow from canada into the united states to flow across 
border crossing i (fraction) \ 
the amount of gas which flowed from Canada into the United States across border 

- crossing i in the previous year (adjusted for pipeline additionsU in year y), (Bcf) 
parameter which reflects the importance of the historical flow pattern in the 
detcmination of actual allocation of gas (from OGSM, 0 c OGCNPARh4ld) 
parameter which reflects the responsiveness of the flow panem to differentials in 
border prices netbacked to the wellhead (from OGSM. OGCNPARM2 = 1) 
the market price at border crossing i (dollars per Mcf) 
assumed markup from the average Canadian wellhead price to border crossing i (from 
OGSM in dollars per Mcf) 

, OGCNPh4ARKUPi 

If the resulting shares indicate flow levels across &me border crossings which ex& their maximum effective capacity 
level, then the !‘unflowable” portion is made available at border crossings with available pipeline capacity, and,? values 
for ‘the vqriable CN-FLOSHR are adjusted accordingly. These shares arc ultimately used in the calculatlon of the 
Canadian wellhead price: / 

’ 6  
CN-WELPRC = C C N - F L 0 S H R i * ( C N - B R i - O ~ M A R K U ‘ P i )  ’ 

1-1 ’ 

where, . 

CN-WELPRC = Canadian weIlhead price (dollars per Mcf) 

=A si ficant amount of natUrai gas flows into Minnesota from Canada on an mual  basis onIy to be routed back to Canada 
&%ligan (and a very small Fount through Montana). The amountof.gas entering the Umtcd States that is not im 

u””f!kada, from 
forecast (Appendix E - &%.cuN. CAM.ZO,SHR). 

and the percm of th~s amount whch travels back through ?‘I~ch~gan, an set ?t exogenously specified levels ported or the . 
we 1990 capacity additions for the Canadian import arcs are specified exogenously (Appendix E, CN_NEwCAp90). 
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CNJLOSHR, = 

CN-BRDPRC, . = 
. OGCNPMARKUPi = 

the share of the gas available to flow from Canada into the United States to flow across 
boder crossing i (fraction) 
the market price at border crossing i (dollars per-Mcf) 
assumed markup from the average Canadian wellhead price to border crossing i (from 
OGSM in dollars per Mcf) I 

The system of equations whicli represents the pricing and-flow of gas from Canada into the United States.can not be 
solvld in a toplaown fashion; but r e q u k  an iterative process due to the intenelationships involved. Furthermore, the 
solution algorithm used within fhe NGTDM e u i r e s  prespecified supply curves (or fixed supply levels) at each border 
crossing before solving. A short-term supply curve is generated for a sjngle border crossing point, through the use of 
the equations shown above, by holding the, border prices for the other crossing points at their solution values from the 
previous NEMS iteration (or the previous year, in the k t  

. 

e .  ' .  
- ,  . . Supply Curves for Domestic Dry Gas, Production ' 

Most of the pa ramek  for generating short-term supply curves.for dry natural, g& production are provided to the ' 
i . NGTDM by the OGSM. The six onshore OGSM regions within-the contiguous United Statesdo not 'generally share 

. -common borders with the NGTDM regions. As was done with the EMM regions, the NGTDM n p m n t s  onshore'supply 
for the 17 regions resulting,fiom overlapping the OGSM and NGTDM regions (Figure3-6). 

These supply c b  defined as king net of f--and plant hcl consumption &e., th'e amount, of dry gas av+lable 
for market aftcr any necessary processing and before king transportedvia pipeline). Within the NGTDM, dry gas 
production &-delineated by f\io categories, nonakociated and associatedaissolved. Nonassociated gas is largely defined 
as gas that is produced from gas welIs,,and is assumed to vary in response to a change in the natural gas price. Whereas, 
associateddmlvd gas is'defined as gas that is produced ii-bm oil wells, and can be classified as a byproduct in  the oil 
production process. ~ 

Total domestic natural gas production is.the sum ofnonassociated and associated-dissolved production. Associated- 
dissolved gas production is provided by OGSM for the 17 NGTDYOGSM onshore regions and the 3 offshore regions, 
while production parameters are provided by OGSM for the NGTDM to generate nonassociated gas production curves 
for the s'ame regions. Within4he NGTDM, total natural gas prduction curves are generated by adding the asswiated- 
dissolved production to the nonassqiatcd gas production curves, effectively shifting ths production curves to the right 

The NGTDM includes the option of selecting.one of three different functional forms for the supply curve for 
nonassociated dry natural gas prodimion (net of lease and plant fuel) in the domestic onshore and offshore regions. AI1 
three forms are.cor+stxucted from a common key point (or pridquantity p&) which is based on'an expected extraction 
rate, esthmqj in the OGSM. The "expe&d" or-- production level from h onshore region is calculated as follows: 

. 

, 

' 

I .  

f 
., . ,  

' . 

~- 
dong Be quantity 'ax&.* \\ ' * 

. 

' BASE-Q, = OGRESNGON,*OGP~GON,*PER * (7) 

- .  . -  . .  
I 

~ . .  
where, ' 

. * . BASE& = expected, nonassociakd production (net of l e k  and -plant), in 'onshore 

. OGRESN&N,~ . = . dry gas reserves at the beginning-of-year.y in onshore NGTDWOGSM Fgion r &om 
OGSM in Bcf) 
exptcted extraction rate.in yZar y from reservk in onshore NGTDM~OGSM region r 
(fiom OGSM as fraction), 

' NGTDWOGSM region r @cf) 

-. . ' OGPRRNGONty = 
_.  

. /  

initial value is exogenously specified for CN-BRDPRC (Appendix E, CN-BRDPRC90). 
=For conv&ience in the code, the synthetic production of gas from coal is similarly added .to the total production curve. 

, , 
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, - P E R  = 

.PcTLSE-SUP& = 
1 

. -. . - . . , - . - . . . . . . . - ~  -~ -. . . . . - . . . _. 

1 ,  

, .  

- 
1 - PCI'LSE-SUPL, - PCI'PLT-PADD, a factor for netting lease and plant fuel out of 
dry, gas production (fraction)% - percent of dry gas production which is consumed in well, field, lease, and plant 
operations [Appendix E, fraction)] 

' Note: For the offshore regions BASE-Q = OGRESNGOF,, * OGPRRNGOF,; 

' 

* 

'The price (BASE-P) askciatea with BASE-Q is a function of the previous year's wellhead pricen'and a multiplicative 
benchmark factor (PSHIFI'-SCALE). The b e n c k k  factor is used to calibrate the model to an historical (or fokcasted, . as represented in the Short-Tern Energy Ourlook (SZEO)) national average natural gas wellhead price.= This benchmark 
factor represents the ratio betwen the national average. wellhead price solved by the model and the corresponding 
historical or STEO wcl&ead dce. It is endogenously defined within the NGTDM. The portion of the fytor attributable 
to STEO calibration is phased out over a five to ten year period (Appendix,E, STPHAS-YR). The amount the 
production will vary from BASE-Q is a function of how different the wellhead pri& (at which the function is being 
evaluated) is from BASE-P. The calculation of the additional quantity of production @EL-QJB which would result 
at a given wellhead price (VALUE) is diffennt under each of the three options.? Options one and two are presented 
below, with option 3 following. 

- 
. .  

c 

where, 
. .  

OGELSNGON, = , estima& short-t&pnck elasticity (from OGSM). for offshore regions the variable 
OGELSNGOF, is used 

Q D l h 2  

. DEL,Q, = BASE-Qr*ELAS *(VALUE-BASE-PJBASE-P, (9) 
i 

where, , 
\ 

If VALUE L BASE-PP ELAS = PARM3JPCRV21, (short-term price elasticity 1, Appendix E) 

If VALUE c BASE-PP ELAS = PARM-SUPCRVh, (short-term price elasticity 2, Appendix E) 
\ 

Option 1 is symmetric for price inmases and decnases. Option 2 assum.es production responds more strongly to price . 
declines than to increaSes. The justification for incorporating a different elasticity above and below the "expected" 

. production level on the supply curve is that producers have a vested interest ~ selling close to their planned for or 
expected production level. Much lower than anticipated gas sales do not allow the producer the necessary &h flow to 
stay in business. In such cases, prices would be l o d  enough to increase sales and resulting tevenues. However, there 
are practical upper limits on the fates of extraction from reserves, causing an upward push on the price when there are 
market pressures to produce at elevated extraction rates. 

Option 3 is a combination of Options 1 and 2. In a close range k u n d  the basepoint (plus or, minus an assumed 
peicentage -P+FUi4-SUPCRV31- of the base quantity), the short-term kllhd price elasticity (PARM-SUPCRV33 
.does not change from one side of thezase point to the other (as in Option l), but is assumed to be highly inelastic. 

%I rcvious versio6s of the model lease and plant fuel factors wue npnsentcd in se& variables, In the AE098 version of 
the N h M  the PCILSE-SUPL variable accounts for both 1- and plant fuel consumption and the FCIPLT-PADD variable is 

*or tht first forecast year, the value for BeE-p is set to the, 1989 national average Wellhead price (Appendix E -.WPRLAGON, 

-or theAE098 reference case, the 1997 and 1998 model were calibrated to'the rk&@ gas wellhead price published in 

WDEI,-Q is negative, the resuiting production kvel will be le+ than BASE-a 
3oA &el user se!ect one of the e functional.forms for the sup Ijt curves by settin 'the variable TYk-SUPCRV,qwd to 

1 ,' I _  

. .  . .  

settozero. 1 .  

.WPRLAmF). 
, 

t .  

. 
. the Short-Term Energy Outlook (3rd Quarter). DOEEIA-O202(973Q), September update. 

I 

either I, 2, or 3, auxdngly.  For,generahng the fo-t pubhshed in $e A n i y f  Energy &bdk 1998, Option 3 was selected. 
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, . . ,  

Outside of this range, the short-term price elasticities are set to the same values used under Option 2. However, these 
segments of the curve are s h i M  (left, below the base price, and right, above the base price) to intersect the end points 

. of the segment of the curve running through the base point; as follows: 
- 

. .  

. I.f VALUE is within the a g e  BASE-P, * (BASE-P, * PARM-SUP~RV~, / PARM-SUPCRVQ 
PARM = 0. 
ELAS = PARM~SUPcRV32 

PARM = +PARM-SUPCRV31 
ELAS = PARM-SUPCRV21 

If VALUE is greater than BASE-P, + (BASE-P, * PARM-SUPcRV31 / PARM-SUPCRV33 

If VALUE is less than BASE-P, - (BASE,P, * PARM-SuPcRV3, / PARM-SupcRV3z) 
PARM = -PdRM,SUPcRV3, .- 
ELAS ,= PARM-SUPCRV2, 

The assumed values for all of the parameters and elasticities shown above are referenced in Appendix E. Figure 3-7 
graphically depicts an' example of how a region's supply curve would appear under each of the three'options. 

r -  

Afkr establishing a value for DEI.& for a specified wellhead price in a givenregion,'the cobponding total dry gas 
production would be calculated as: , I  

,. 

. .  NGPRD-LA8 = BASE-Q, + DEL,Q, +'((ADGPRDON, + k C A P P R D , )  * PER) 1(11) 

where, , 
c 

NGPRD-US = . dry gas production in onshore NGTDWQGSM region r (BCF) . 
. OGCCAPPRD = dry gas production in onshore NGTDWOGSM region r attributable to the Climate 

. 
For an offshore region, the corresponding vaiiables usedin the code are NGPRDBCS and ADGPRDOF, (with PER 

For control purposes, upper and lower l i t s  are placed on the non&iated dry gas production levels 'established within 
the NGTDM. The lower and upper l i t s  imposed on nonassociated gas production in each NGTDWOGSM onshore 
and offshore region are BASE-Q times PARMNINPR and PARM-MAXPR, respectively (Appendix E). 

Change Action Plan's coalbed i methane outreach program, as set in OGSM (BCF) 

set to 1). . 

- 

Alaskan Natural Gas Module 
The NEMS demand models provide a f o r d s t  of natural gas consumption for the total Pacific Census Division, which 
includes Alaska. Currently natural gas which is produced in Alaska cannot be transported to the Lower 48 States via 
pipeline. Therefore, the production and consumption of natlnal gas in Alaska is handled separately within the NGTDM 
b m  the contiguous States. Estimates of contiguous Pacific Division consumption levels are derived within the NGTDM 
by first estimating Alaskan natural gas consumption for all sectors, and then subtracting these from the core market 
consumption levels in the Pacific Division provided by the NEMS demand models. The use of nahnal gas in compressed 
'natural gas vehicles in Alaska is assumed to be negligible. The consumption of gas by Alaskan residential customers 
is a function of a forecast for-the number of customers (exogenously derived): 

. 

- 
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. ' (12) (res): QALK-NONU-F~=EXP(AK-CJ + A K - R N ~ ~ ~ / ~ O O O .  -.- -. -- 
where, 

'I ' 
QALK-NONtJ-Fd = 

.AK-C - = 
' AK-RNi .= 

consumption of natural gas by residential (d=1) customers in Alaska (Bcf) 
estimated parameters for residential consumption quation (Appendix F, Table FI) 
number of residential customers (exogenously s$ccified, Appendix F, Table F2) 

Gas consumption by Alaskan commercial customers is a function of the previous year's consumption level and the 
number of commercial customers in the c m n t  and prcvioq foreckt ye&, as follows: . 

, '  (com): Q+K-NONU-Fd. = EXP(AK-D,) *( le. *PREV-QAL.I&l)u* 

. A K ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ A K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O .  
where, . .  

/ .  

QALK-NONU-F,, = 

PREV-QALK,, 

consumption of natural gas by cominercial (d=2) customers in Alaska in the cumnt '- 
forecast year @cf) 

= ' consumption of natural'gas by commekial (d=2) customers in AIaska in the previous 
forecast year @Cf) 
estimated parameiers for commercial consumption equation (Appendix F, Table F1) 
number of commercial customers (exogenously specified, Appendix F, Table F2) 

AK-D = 
AK-C& = 

s Gas consumption by Alaskan industrial customers is a function of time and the level of industrial consumption in the . 
I;revious forecast year, as follows: 

(14) 
' (ind): QfUK-NONU-Fd = ( EXP(AK-E,) * (lOOO.*P~Qqy-, 1- * 

. ,TU * ( ~ - 1 ) = 4  j 1000. 
where, 

QfUK-NONtJ-Fd = consumption of natural gas by industrial customers (d=3), (Bcf) 
' PREV-QALK,, = consumption, of natural 'gas by industrial (d=2) customers in Alaska in the previous 

= , estimated parimetch for industrial consumption quation (Appendix F, Table F1) 
= .time piramcier,dme T=l for 1969 (the first historical data pdint) and T=CNlYR+21 

in forecast year CNTYR (where CNTYR eqlials 1 for 1*0). 

forecast year (Bcf) 
AK-E 

, T 

' 

At a sectoral level, Alaskan consumption is disaggkgated into the tod delivered to customers in South Alaska - 
(AK-CONS-S)' versus a North p?aska (AK-CONS-N) total using historically derived shares (Appendix E, . 
AK-PCTSOUTH). This distinction is needed for the derivation of natural gas production forecasts for the north and 
soua regions [not accounting for the additional production necessary should the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation 
System (ANGTS) open], as follows: 

. 

. .  

(N. AK): AK-PROD,,, = AK-CONS-N 1 (l-AK-~E~.2-AK,PCrpLT,,-AK,PCTPIP,,,) . (16). 

where; 

AK-PROD, = 
AKCONS-S = 
AK-CONS-N = 

EXPJAP = 

dry gas production in South (-1) or North (-2) Alaska (Bcf) 
total gas consumption by customers in South Alaska (Bcf) 
total gas consumption by customers in North Alaska (Bcf) 
quantity of gas liquefied and exported to Japan (from OGSM in Bcf) 
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.. 
, I  

- .. 

AK-DISCR = Discrepancy, the historically based.difference in reporttd supply levels and 

AK’,pcIzsE, . = . asspned prcent of gas production which & consumed in lease operations in region r 
(fraction), ~ 

AK-PCTPLT, ’ = &shed pcrcent,of gas,production which is conshed in plant operations in region r 
(fraction) .. 

(fraction) . \  

- consumption levels in’Alaska (Bcf) 
- 

AK-PCTPIPr ..= . assumed percent of.gas prdduction which is.consumed as pipeline fuel. in region r 
* ’ _  

1 ,  . .  , .  . .  

The forecast vduk for the vkable for AK-DISCR are set a; the value from the last historical year with dak availabi 
(Appendix E). The variablcs’for AK-KIUE, AKJCITLT, and AK-PCTPIP are based on historical percentages 
(Appeidix E) and itre held constant throughout the forecast, with the exception that PciZsE is decreased by 50 percent 
should ANGTS become fUy operationil. (These variables are also used to estimate the consumption levels for pipeline 
fuel and lease and plant fuel in Alaska.) .The OGSM provides a forecast of natural gas exports to Japan, the level of flow 
through ANGTS which would reach the contiguous U.S. border when and if it is connected, and the maximum production 
level for South Alaska (currently used only as a verification check in the NGTDM). m e  production of natural gas in 
Alaska which is necessary to support ANGTS (AK-PROD,) is derived in the NGTDM using the flow level at the border 
established in OGSM, and assumed valuesfor PCTLSE, PCTPLT, and PCTPIP related to production to be marketed 
via ANGTS. 

Estimates for natural gas wellhead and end-use prices in Alaska are roughly estimated in the NGTDM for proper 
accounting, but have a very limited impact on the NEMS, system. The average Alaskan wellhead price over the North 
and South regions (not accounting for the impact should ANGTS be.connected) is-calculated as: 

AK-WPRC = (AK-F, *WRLAG) + ( AK-F2*(AK,CONS-S +AK-CONS-N) ) (17) 

where, 
, . .  

I ,  

k L W P R C  = average Alaskan natural gas wellhead price (dollars per Mcf) ’ 

AK-CONS3 = , total gas consumption by customers in South Alaska (Bcf) ’ . . I 

AK-CONS-N 
., WPRLAG 

= . 
= . ,  average hash natural gas wellhead price in previous forecast year (dollarsper Mcf) 

total gas consump\tion by customers in North Alaska (Bcf) 

[the 1989 value used in forecast year 1990 is WPR89, Appendix E] . .  AK-F = estimated parameters (Appendix F, Table F1) 
’ ”  0 .  

2 .  

However, if ANGTS is conn&ed, he wellhead price in North Alaska is overwritten to be equal to the price at the I 

U.SJCanadian border crossing point, most repiese$ative,of where ANGTS will ponnect, plus an assumed markup 
(Appendix E, ANGTS-TAR). With the exception of the industrial &tor, end-use prices are set Gual to the average 
wellhead price resulting itom the equation above,plus a fixed markup (Appendix E - AK-RM, AK-CM, AK-EM). The 
Alaskan industrial sector price is calculated as: 

. 
I 

, , .  . .  L .  

PALK-NONU-F~ =. AK-G;+(AK-G~*W~PCUR) . ’ , (18) , ’ 

, .  I + .  
, L~ 

. .  . .  , . J  

where, , 

PALK-NONU-Fs = 
. WOPCUR 

price of natural gas- to Alaskan induskal customers (s=3), (dollars per Md) . 
= ’ landed price of crude oil in current forecast year (dollars per, barrel) 

, 

’ - AK-G = . estimatedpamnieters(AppendixF,TableFl) 
. .  r .  

~. 
. Historically, the industrial price was shown to V a q  more in response to the crude oil priceand much less in response to 
die natural gas *ellhead price. 

I . : . .  . 
. .  
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The predous chapter described the function of the NGTDM withiin the NEMS. This chapter wil l  present an overview . 
of the NGTDM model stru&re and of the methodologies d to repxesent the natural gas transmission and diskibution 
industries. First, a detailed description of the network used in the NGTDM to represent the U.S. natural gas pipeline 
system is presented. Next, a general descriggon of the interrelationships between the modules within the NGTDM is 
presented, along with an overview of the solution methodology used by each module. * 

'NGTDM Regions and the Pipeline Flow Network 
General Description of the NGTDM Network 
In the NGTDM, a trans.pission and distribution network (Figure 4-1) simulates the interregional flow of gas in the 
contiguous United States. This network is a simplified representation of the physical natural gas pipeline system and 
establishes the possible intemgional transfers to move gas from supply sources to end-users. Each NGTDM region 
contains one transshipment node-ajunction point representing flows coming into and out of $e region. Nodes have 
also been defined at the Canadian and Mexican borders. Arcs connecting the transshipment nodes are defined to 
represent flows between these nodes; and thus,.to represent interregiond flows. Each of these interregional arcs 
represents an aggregation of pipelines that arc capable of moving gas from one region into another region. Bidirectional 
flows are allowed in cases where the aggregation includes some pipelines flowing one direction and other pipelines 
flowing in the opposite direction?' Bidirectional flows can also be the result of directional flow shifts within a single 
pipeline system due to seasonal variations in flows. 

, 

Flows are further represented by establishing arcs from the transshipment node to each demand sectodsubregion 
represented in the NGTDM region. A demand group in a particular NGTDM region can only be, satisfied by gas flowing 
firom that same region's tr?nsshipment node. Similarly, arcs are also established from supply.points into transshipment 
.nodes. The supply from each NGTDWOGSM region is dkectly availible to only one transshipment node, through 
which it must first pass if it is to be made available to the interstate market (at an adjoining transshipment node). 

Figure 4-2 shows an illustration of all possible flows into and out of a transshipment node. Each transshipment node has 
one or more arcs to represent flows from or to other transshipment nodes. The transshipment node also has an arc 
representing flow to each end-use sector in the region (residential, commercial, industrial, electric generators, and 
transportation), including separate arcs to each electric generator subregion. Arcs are also established from nodes at the 
international hrders to represent exports. Each transshipment node has one or more arcs flowing in from each supply 
source represented. T h k  supply points may represent onshore or offshore production, liquefied natural gas imports, 
synthetic natural gas production, gas produced in Alaska and transported via the Alaska Natuml'Gas Transportation 
System, or Canadian or Mexican imports in the region. In addition, each onshore supply region also includes any 
synthetic natural gas produced from coal, well as other supplemental supplies. F d y ,  annual net underground storage 
withdrawals, transported under firm and interruptible service, are accounted for at each transshipment node. Also 
accounted for but not presented 'in Figure 4-2 are discrepancies (is., historically observed differences between 
independently reported natural gas supply and disposition levels). 

0nce.all of the types of end-use destinafions and supply sources are defined for each transshipment node, a general 
network strucmre results. Each transshipment node does not necessarily have all supply source types flowing in, or all 
demand source types flowing out. For instance, the transshipment nodes at the Canadian border may only have Canadian 
supply defined going into the node. Also, some transshipment rides will have liquefied natural gas available while 
others wiU not. The specific end-use sectors and supply types specified for each transshipment node in the network are 

$ 

. 

. , I .  .. 
3*Historically, one out of each pair of b@nCtipna' arcs in Fig~re~4-1 n resents a relative1 small amount of as flow during the 

year. These arcs arc r e f e d  to 8s "the bI&rechonal.~" and are idcnt&d as gomg hpm Bto 8.11 to 8.4 to!, I! to 7.4 to 7.3 
to 4.5 to 6,s to 3,2 to 3.2 to 5.6 to 7, and 1 @ 2. h h m u m  flows constraints are estabhshed for these arcs at hstoncally observed 
flow levels. 
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Figure 4-2. Transshipment Node 

0 
'A 
0 

I 

- Transshipment Node 

- Demand Point - 
. .  

Parameters: (model inmts) 
TAR - Tariff 
EFF - Efficiency 

- Supply Point . CAP - Capacty 
MILE - Mileage 

. + - Direction 
MIN - Minumum Flow 

Variables: (model outputs) . 
x - Flow 
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listed in Table 4-1. This table also indicates in tabular form the mapping of Electricity Market Model regions and Oil 
and Gas Supply Model regions to NGTDM regions, (Figures 3-4 and 3-7 in Chapter 3). 

As described in &lier chapters; there are signSkant differences in m a r k  structure and dynamics between the firm and 
. interruptible service markets. The-hasic network structure! separately represents the flow of gas within the firm and 

in tkp t ib l e  service markets within the Annual Flow Module. Conceptually t& can be thought of as two parallel 
networks, with three areas of overlap. First, the firm and intenuptible transmission service flows along each arc are - 
in&rrelated and heir sum is constrained to the pipeline capacity available along the arc. Second, the firm and 
interruptible service networks share common supply so&. At each supply source there is a single price regardless 
of whether the supplies arc used to meet core or noncorc demand (or both), because it is assumed that the supply . 
component of the &et will remain fully competitive.% Third, the quantity of net injections transported under 
interruptible service into underground storage is equal to the net withdrawals from storage in the same region that are 
to be transported und& firm service. The actual levels of underground storage injections and withdrawals associated with 

. the fkm and interruptible service markets are.detennincd hthin the Capacity Expansion Module (since it contains a . seasonal representation) and used within the Annual Flow Module. 

' 

' 

. -  
Specifications of a Network Arc 

- 1  

Each q of &e network has zksociated parameters (inputs) ahd model variables (outputs). The parameters that define 
an arc are the pipeline direction, available capacity, the tariffs, the percentage of gas which e v e l s  on the arc that is lost 
'or used (in power compressor stations) along the way, a mileage indicator, and a m@imum flowievel (Figure 4-3). In 
thecase of bidirectiDnal arcs, the,* with an historicalry lower flow rate is identifi,ed as a "bidirectional" arc for special 

Once a model solution has been reached (is., the quantity of th.e natural gis flowalong each interregional arc is 
determined), pipeline fuel use a s s o c i d  with intemgional transfers (from transshipment node to transshipment node) 
c811 be computed for each arc by multiplying the percentage loss of gas (given by the efficiency parameter) by the flow 
along the arc. , .  

. For the firm service maiket the pipelinetariff (indicated as "TAR" in subsequent equations) is a function of two basic 
parameters: a usage fee and a reservation fee (coll~ted from customers who have reserved capacity on the pipeline), 
Since the NGTDM does not explicitly represent the capacity reserved on a pipeline, the reqrvation fee is a function of 
a revenue requirement forecast, an associated pipeline utilization rate, and,the actual flow of g& during the previous 
f o h  year (as a p x y  for the c-nt forecast year), as dkribed in Chapter 8. The total pipeline tariff for the firm 
service market is the sum of the usage fee and the resulting reservation fee. For the intenuptible seriice market, the tariff 
parametk is simply a per-unit usage €& (as specified by the Pipeline Tariff Module). It is not neceSSary for h e  firm and 

For the a r c s h m  the transshipment nodes to the end-use sectbrs, the parameters defined are capacities, $riffs, and the 
percentage of gas ked in compressor. stations. "lie tariffs here represent the sum of several charges or adjustments, 
including in&& pipehe tariffs in the region, @trastate pipeline tariffs, and dispibutor markups when applicable. The 
model variable'associated with each of these arcs is the flow along thearc, which is equal to the amount of demand 
satisfied plus gas consumed in pmpressor stations. For arcs from supply points to tramkhipment nod&, the parameters 
are capacities, tariffs, minimum flows, and compressor station usage. In this &e the tariffs theoretically represent 
gathering.clprges, but in actuality a & . d  todign model results with historical prices in each region. Minimum flows 
are set on supply arcs by s p l i e g  the assumed minimum production levels for +h source (desdribed in Chapter 3) into . 

I iinn and intenuptible'components based on the relative levels of corc and noncorc consumption in the Lower 48 States. 
Although capacity limits can be set for the arcs to and from end-dse and supply. points, respc?ively,~the current version 
of the model does not impose such limits omthe flows along these arcs. 

, handling. , *  . .  

. .  

. 

1 .  . ,  . interruptible usage fees to be equal. : - , 

. 

. I  

I .  

. .  

%e in art to the seasonal load differences.betw&n core and noncore consumption, there & reasons to believe that &e supply 
prices to %e two markets are different on au annual basis. Structurally. the model is designed to handle such a su ply nce 

prices than had previously been observed. 

44 

'differential, but the supporting dat6have yet to be developed. Howeva, mort rtcent &ds show less ,variation in season. 36: we1 ead 

I .  
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R, C, 1, T, U(11/12) . 
R, C, I,  T, U(W13) . . 

P(11/4), P(11/5) 
P(12/6), Pacific: Offshore 

Canadian Exports 
Canadian Exports 

Canadian Expork 
Canadian Exports 
Canadian Exports . 
Canadian Exports . . 

Mexican Exoorts 

Canadian Imports . .  
Canadian Imports . 

Canadian Imports 
Canadian Imports 
Canadian Imports 
Canadian Imports, Alaskan Supply 
Mexican lmwrts 

Mexican Exports '. 

Mexican Exports 
Mexica'n Imports 
Mexican Imports 

Table 4-1. Demand and Supply Types at Each Transshipment Node in the Network 

Demand Types-. Transshipment 
Node 

1 PWlL LNG Everett Mass. II 
2 R, C, I, T, U(2/6),-U(&3) P(2/)) 

PWl). SNG * . 3  R, C, I, T, U(3/1), U(3/4) 
4 R, C; I,T, U(4/5),U(4/10) 

I R, C, I, T, U(5/1), U(5/3), U(5/9) 
Island Georgia, Atlantic Offshore 

~~ ~ ~~ 

P(6/1), P(6/2) 
P(7/2), P(7/3); P(7/4), LNG LBke Charles 

l Louisiana, Offshore Louisiana, Gukof 
I Mexico 
P(8/51 

6 R, C. I, T. U(6ll), U(6/9) . ' 

7 R, C, I,  T, U(7/2), U(7/10) 

,. 
8 R, C, I, T, U(8/11), U(8/12) 

R,'C, I,-T, U(9/14) 
R, C, I, T, U(10/8) 

I P(9/6) 
P(10/2) . 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 
14 I 

15 
16 
17 

18 
19 

20 , 
21 

6 - Residential demand; C - Commekial demand; 1 - Industrial demand; T - Transportation 

U(nl/n2) - Electric generator's demand in NGTDM/EMM region (nl/n2) as shown in Figure 3-3 
P(nl/n2) - Production in NGTDWOGSM region (nl/n2) as shown in Figure 3-6 (also includes synthetic 

demand 

natural gas from coal and other supplemental supplies) 
SNG - Synthetic Natural Gas from liquid hydrocarbons 
LNG - Liquified Natural Gas . 

, .  

. . .  . . .  , I  
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Figure 4-3. . Nekork  Parameters and Variables 
. .  

I !' 

- .  . .  

1'1 - Transshipment N o i e  

A - Supply,Point 
.. r 

0 .  - Demandpoint 

e 

Parameters: (model inputs) 
. TAR - Tariff 

EFF , - ' Efficiency 
CAP - Capacity: 

MILE - Mileage - 
. ' EMIT - Emissions 

MIN -- Minimum Flow 
1 - Direction 

Variables: (model outputs) 
X - Flow , 
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In an effort to represent potential interruptions in transportation service to the noncore market, a "relief v@ve" was put 
in the system. n)e noncore demand requirements can optionally be' met through a highly priced "backstop" supply 
'source, which is made directly available at the end-user nodes. Backstop supply is designed to be used only in the event 
that pipeline capacity (existing plus capacity to be built for the firm service market) is not sufficient to mect the noncore 
demand requirements. Backstop supply displaces noncore consumption which would be expected not to transpk in the 
Annual Flow Module due to fuel switching or generally lower consumption levels in response to higher gas prices. The 
incorporation of backstop supply is a modeling tool and is not intended to represent a real supply source. 

Note that any of the above parameters, supplies, or demands may be set equal to zero. For insthce, some pipeline arp 
may be defined in the network that currently have zero capacity w h m  new capacity is expected in the future. On the 
other hand, some arcs such as thoseto end-use sectors arc defined.with infinite pipeline u@city because @e model does 
not forecast liits on the flow of gas from transshipment nodes to end users. 

' 

I Overview of the NGTDNI- Modules and Their Interrelationships 

a 

The NEMS genera'tcs an annual forecast of the outlook for U.S.'energy markets for the ycars 1m through 2020. 
Although the NGTDM is executed for cach iteration of each forecast year solved by the NEMS, it is not necessary that 
all of the individual components of the model be executed for all iterations. Of the NGTDMs four components or 
modules, the Capacity Expansion Module and the pipeline Tariff Module arc executed only o n y  per forecast year. The 
Annual Flow Module and the Distributor Tariff Module are executed every iteration of each forecast year. A process 
diagram of the NGTDM is provided in Figure 4-4, showing the general calling sequence. 

The primary function of the Capacity Expansion Module is to forecast interregional pipeline and underground storage 
expansions and produce annual pipeline load profiles based on seasonal loads. Using this information from the Capacity 
Expansion Module and other data, the Pipeline Tariff Module an accounting process to derive intemgional and 
intrarcgional pipeline taris for firm and interruptible transmission service to be used in the Annual Flow Module and ' 
the Capacity Expansion Module. The Distributor Tariff Mddule provides distributor tariffs for use in the Annual Flow 
Module and the Capacity Expansion Module. The Distributor Tariff Module must be called each iteration b some 
of the distributor tariffs are based on consumption levels which may change fiom iteration to iteration. Finally, using 
the information provided by other NGTDM modules and other NEMS models,.the Annual Flow Module solves for 
natural gas prices and quantities which reflect a market in equilibrium for the current forecast year. A brief summary 
of each of the NGTDM modules follows. ' 

The Annual FIow Module . 

The Arinual Flow Module (AFM) is considered the central mbdule within the NGTDM, ;with the Capacity Expansion 
Module, Pipeline TariHModule, and Distributor Tariff Module (in.addition to other NEMS models) providing it with 
critical information. Its objective is to determine the market equilibrium associated with natural gas supplies, demands, 
and transportation costs, thereby generating supply and end-use prices and production levels for use by other NEMS 
models. Formulated as a linear program, the AFM determines a market equilibrium by maximizing the sum of cokmer 
and producer surplus, while minimizing transmission and distribution charges, subject to system collstraints. As the name 
indicates, it has been designed to represent annual flows from supply points todemand points traveling along a pipeline 
network. As defined above, the network in the AFM represents firm apd in-ptible service markets separately along 
parallel networks, connecpi only at the supply points and through capacity constraints along the network arcs. 

To accomplish its goal, the AFh4 uses regional price curves to represent regional supplies and demands.. These curves 
represent linear approximations of the price response that can be expected from the more detailed NEMS models that 
provide the parameters used to buiId the curves. Each force& year the Oil and Gas Supply Model provides the 
parameters to build the supply curves, and each iteration the demand models provide the paramem to build the demand 
curves. 
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. Figure 4-4. . NGTDM Process Diagram 
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. 
The Capacity Expansion Module, Pipeline.Tariff Module, and Distributor Tariff Module also provide data required by 
the AFM. The Capacity Expansion Module provides pipeline capacity additions, pipeline utilizations for firm flows and 
&tal flows, and net storage withdrawal levels a&iated with &e firm and interruptible service markets. The Pipeline 
Tariff Module calculates intemgional and intrangional pipeline for both firm and interruptible service. Similarly, 
the Distributor T a M o d u l e  provides the AFM 4 t h  markups for local distribution and intrastate transpoRati on services. 

Annual flow results from the AFM are provided to the Pipeline Tariff Module and the Capacity Expansion Module. The 
Capacity Expansion Module uses firm flows to set minimum flows for its capacity expansion forecasts, and the Pipeline 
Tariff Module uses both firm and intermptible-flows in conjunction with cost estimates to set u n i W  pipeline tariffs. 

, ' 

-L 

, 

The Capacity Expansion Module 

. ?he Capacity Expansion Module (CEM) is the only module in the NGTDM that includes a seasonal representation of 
the naturaCgas markc! In each NEMS foncast year, the.CEM determines incremental pipeline and storage capacity 
required to'satisfy expected firm service &mands in a future year based on an analysis of the expected supply, storage, 
and transportation requirements. Thi peak and off-peak seasons are analyzed, concuinntly within the C33f, to 
determine pipeline and storage capacity needs. The storage decision affects the need for pipeline capacity upstream from 
the &orage facility and influences the reiative utilization of ?he pipeline between the peak and off-peak seasons. A brief 
description of the seasonal network used in the CEM is besented next, followed by an ove&ew of the model solution 
metlpdology. 

Seasonal Network Representation in the Capacity Expansion Module 

* 

The basic network structure defined for the CEM is nearly identical to $e general NGTDM network described above, 
with the exception that a two-period @eak and off-peak) repmentarion of the annual market is now beiig modeIed. The 
"peak period" is defined as the months in.the year with distinctly higher levels of natural gas consumption on a national 
basis?' As in the Annual Flow ModuIe, intemgionaI fI ows to satisfy firm transmission service are handled separately 
from the flows to satisfy intemptible service, both in the peak and off-peak periods. 

Conceptually the Capacity Expansion Module consists of four parallel networks. Each network represents the flow of 
gas either during the peak period under firm service, $e off-peak period under firm service, the peak period under 
intermptible service, or the off-peak period under intermptible service. Interaction between the two periods occurs 
primarily through the use of storage. Arcs are established fromeach off-peak firm and intemptibletransshipment node 
to the storage point in the region to represent storage injections. Likewise, arcs are established from each storage point 

* into the associatedpansshipment.nodes ih both the finn and interruptible peak period networks. These arcs represent 
storage withdrawals in the peak period to be transported under firm and interruptible service to satisfy core and noncore 
demands, respectively,' An additional link between the two periods due to the existence of annual supply sources 
as opposed to separate peak and off-peak supply. niuS, supply from each supply source in a region is available to both 
the peak and off-peak e p m e n t  node in the regio~~, and arcs are established to allow for these flows. An illustration 
of the two-period network is shown in Elgrrre 4-5 for a base network with three transhipment nodes. For simplicity, the 
example does not show the further disaggregation of the network into its firm and interruptible components. 

r 

- 

. Overview of the CEM Solution Methodology- 

. The functional requirement for the CEM is to make natural g k  pipeline and storage capacity expansion decisions and 
to estimate corresponding pipeline and.storage utilization levels based on assumptions similar to those used by the natural 
gas industry. .The has been designed as a scasonal natural gas transportation model, with storage serving as a link 
between supplies and seasonal demands. As with the Annual Flow Module, both firm and interruptible services are also 
represented. Formulated as a linear program, the objective is to minimize production and transportation costs, as well 
as costs associated with pipeline and storage expansion'decisions. Although the basic network structure, its parameters 

I 

'?he data in uts to the Capacity Expansion Module define themonths designa& as peak versus offpeak. Currently the data in 
the Capacity &pansion Module reflect a peak penod from December through Apnl. h e  to a lag in the reporting of monthly 
consumption data, November falsely appears to be a "nonpeak" month. This should be corrected in the future once a method is 
developed for generating adjusted monthly consumption data. . , 
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@puts), and i& model variables (outputs) have been designed to be similar to that ip the Apnd Flow Module, some 
elements,had to be defined as seasonal. 

?he CEM is executed &&in the NGTDM once.at the end of each forecast year to determine the pipeline and storage 
expansion which will come on line "n" years in the .future. Capacity is expanded to accommodate the transmission 
service needs of core consumers that are expected to occur in that year. The parameter "n" represents the average 
number of years in which the decision tb expand capacity cannot be reversed due to contractual obligations. The results 
generated by ihe CEM during the current forecast year do not affect the current forecast year's markt solution, but.arc 
'used in the Annual Flow Module and the Pipeline Tariff Module when the NGTDM determines a natural gas market . 
equilibrium solution for the n* year in fhe future. 

The data inputs for the CEM from the NEMS system include macroeconomic parameters from the Macroeconomic 
Activity Model of &MS, as well as expected values for natural gas consumption levels in future years. The NEMS . 
Integration Routine provides the Clh l  with estimates of future nab@ gas -consumption levels for the nonelectric 
 sector^.^ Consumption forecasts for the core and noncore electricity generating sector are a function of the estimates 
provided by the Electricity Market Model. Parameters are provided by the Oil aid Gas Supply Model to the CEM for 
estimating potential future supply levels. In addition, minimum interregional firm service flow constraints (based on 
Annual Flow Module solution values in the previous forecast year) arc sit  in the CEM to represent the inertia of core 
customers from annually switching pipeline routes d i n  transporting their natural gas (e.g., due to long-term contract 

The CEM uses the s h e  regions ahd end-use sectors defined within the Annual Flow Module. However, the Annual 
Flow Module is an annual model; whereas, the CEM requires a seasonal analysis to represent more accurately the 
decision to expand pipeline and/or storage capacity to meet peakday core market demands. The CJ34 includes a 
methodology for conver,ting from annual to seakonal (@-and off-peak) consumption Ievels, as well as a.mcans for 
capturing core peak-day requirements in the capacity expansion decision. The, factors for estimating seasonal load ' 

patterns are historidly b e  model inputs which are held constant throughout the forecast in the current model. FutLm 
model enhancements may allow for the representation of structural changes in seasonal consumption pattenis (e.g.; 

' 
- 

' 

' .  
* ' 

* 

, .  

' commitments). 1 -  . 
.e 

' 
' 

' demansside management, changing building stNcaucS, and/or technological WovatiOns). ' 

Dry gas production is represented in the CEM with a price-responsive quation (or curve) developed from inputs from . 
the Oil and Gas Supply Model. Although the supply representation within the CEM reflects annud levels, the . 
formulation allows for upper bounds on the level of supply available Within the peak or off-peak period from each supply 
source (formulated as the annual supply times the percentage of the year represented by the given pesod). 

Imports'from Mexico and Canada are repreknted as constant supplies and tracked at a seasonal level (peak and off- 
peak). Mexican imports, are provided by the Oil and Gas Supply Model and arc supplied to the core market only. 
Canadian imports ark available to both core aqd noncore.markets and~are detehnined from exogenously specified 
Canadian pipeline capacities and utilizations; Also, Canadian produced natural gas which passes through the United 
s& on its way to Canadian markets (as in  chap^ 3) is split into peak and off-peak levels based on assumed 
Shares. 

I 

I 

J 

' . Storage is used to satisfy peak d o n  consumption by injecting gas hto storage in the off-peak period and withdrawing 
the g q  during the peak season. Thu$ sto%e is considered a supply source in the peak period, and a demand 
requirement in the off-peak period. This limits the amount of off-peak capacity that is available on an intemptible basis 
for consumption in the period. In addition, regional historically observed reporting discrepancies arc accounted for in 
the model, with seasonal splits based on national consumption in the peak and off-peak periods. 

The Pipeline Tariff Module provides interregional pipeline tariffs and storage charges associated with existing and 
incremental expansion of regional pipeline and storage facilities. This information is sent to the CEM in the form of 
storage and pipeline "capacity supply curves." These "cap'acity supply curves" are based on exogenously specified 
capital cost curves for expansion and on macroeconomic parameters from the NEMS Macroeconomic Activity Model. 

. 

ylhese expeaed co tion levels are based on annual growth rates in previous histoid. or forecast years, capped by inaximum I 
. allowable growth w-n the NGTDM. 
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If the CEM determines'that pipeline (or storage) capacity will Lk added, the Pipeline Tariff Module will in turn adjust 
the 'assoCi  revenue r&rcmcnts (and resulting tariff parameters) for the,year in which the new capacity is schcdu1,ed 
to come on-line to jmxunt for the expansion cosfs. In addition, the pipeline capacities and seasonal utilization patterns 
establish& in the CEM &e used in defining maj;imUm annual interregional flow constrain$ in the Annual Flow Module, 
riflecting the $p+t of the variation in seasonal consumption on pipeiie loads; The seasonal storage injections and 
witfidrawsls are used as a basiifor ktting annual net storage withdrawals by core and noncore customcis in the Ann& 
.FloWModule. The Pipeline Tariff Module also the levels of storage and pipeiie capacity expansion established 
in the CEM when determining the assbciated capital expenditures (an input ti, the Macrocconomic Activity Model of 
the NEMS). . - I  

;ihe NGTDM has qn option available which allows the user tq either (1) run the & dcscribcd~above (used' for AE098), 
(2),use a designated data file (created by the CEId during a previous run) 'which contains the capkity and utilization data 

. . needed by the NGTDM, or (3) first I& a designated data file for a user-specified number of years and then run the CEM 
' &- for the re-g forecast years. This is controlled by the input parameter EXCEM. If the parameter is set to the 

model base year (e.g., 1990), then option 1' is selected, if it is set tda large number (e.g., 9999), then option 2 is selected; 
'if it is set-to an interim forecast year (e.& 2000), then option 3 is invoked. Under option 3 the designated . I  data file is 
used prior to the specified year and the CEM is run for the remaining forecast years. 

. 

.~ - */ , 
I 

, .  
. 

- I -  

. 

/ 

. .  
.* ,. 

Th.e Pipeline Tariff Module . 

.The Pipeline Tariff Mod& (PTM) is executed within the N h M  once each forecast year to calculate pipeline and 
storage tariffs for the h u a l  Flow Module, the Capacity Expansion Module, and the Distributor Tariff Module. ?he 
tariffs calculated within the pTM are computed for individual piEline coypanis, and are then aggregated as required. 
An accounting Vtem is used to track costs and compute rates undei various rate design and.regulatoxy scenarios. Tariffs 

. are computed for both storage and firm ,and intmuptible transportation services. Transportation tariffs are computed 
for interregional arcs &&ed by the NGmM network, as well asintfiregional connections. These network tariffs . , 
npresent an aggrega!ion of the tariffs for iridividual pipeline companies supplying the network arc. Storage tariffs are 

. definedat regional NGTDM network transhipment nodes, A d  likewise, represent an aggregation of individual storage 
company tariffs. Thcse tariffs are for &mission servicesbnly and do not include the price of gas. 

MOIE s p ~ c a ~ ~ y ,  the PTM computes (1) reservation costs d s i q e d  to firm transportation ser+ige customers, (2) usage 
fee+ for firm transportation service, (3) mhhi~um, maximuii, and reference level (a function of pipeline capacity 
utilization, but between !he minimum and.maximum) transprtation & for intehptible service, and (4) ram for 

. storage service. For 6 service, cost-of-service based revenue requirements are computed by the PTM as a basis for 
generating a reservation fek to'be used within the Annual Flow Module tb price transportation services. Where markets 
are competitive or are loosely regulated (i.e., interruptible transportation), the Annual Flow Module uses the reference 
level transpodon rate set by the PTM as a lower bound foi servik in determining the ratt charged. The 
resulting rate (dependent on marginal'costs) should be within thebo&ds of the.hinimum and maximum rates computed I 

The iqkick of $e capacity e x p i o n  decisions made in the Capacity Expansion Module are kflec.M in,the pipeline 
tariffs computed by the'PTM. The Capacity Expansion Module detemines the 1ocation.and quantities of additional 
pipeline capacity and storage facilities at the aggregate level rep&npd by the NGTDM network Interregional pipeline 
or regional a n n d  storage capacity expansion requirements are provided to the qrU by dre Capacity Expansion Module. 
Also, since capacity expansion decisions need to take into account the marginal changes in pipeline tariffs in response 
to increased capital requirements, the .PTM initially establishes tariffs (reservation fee)*associated with a series of- 
incremend expansions. Many of the calculations of components of the &venue requirements require the use of 
macroecono&c variables that are provided by the NEMS M Z U X O ~ ~ O ~ O ~ ~ C  Activity Model. 

. 
_ .  , .  

' 

- by the PTM?' . .  -- . . .  

. 

1 
, . .  . 

. I  

. .  

I ,  

%e NGIllM &mpans the effective tariff (is, the difference between.the pri& at twoaijoi@n~ nodes) to &rtain if the limit 
WB violated. Currentl the model does not have a w m n g  m e c h s m . l f  the consmnt IS nolated and simply, reports the . i i ~  a report. h C  -ntly lifted this limit when competitive markets can be demonstrated. 

... 
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, The Distributor Tariff Module, 

’he Distributor Tariff Module (DTh4)’deteimines regional and sector&ecific y h p s  that are applied to regional hub 
price? to derive regional end-use prices for each sector and market type (core and noncore). The end-use markups are 
camprkd of four separate cost components: distributor tariffs, intrarc@onal pipeiine tariffs, intrastate pipeline tariffs, 
and a citygate benchmark factor. f i e  distributor tariff component represents the tariff for services provided by lodal 
distribution companies from the citygate to end-users, and is determined within the DTM. Intrarcgional and intrastate 
tariffs are regional charges.by pipeline companies for intrarcgional interstate and in- transportation services, 
respectively. Intraregional interstatc’tariffs are determined by the Pipeline Tariff Module, and intrastate tariffs are 
specified exogenously. Citygate benchmark factors an determined endogenously to the model, and serve to align the 
model with core and noncore historical citygate prices. These markups from the hub to each end-use sector an used 
within both the Annual Flow Module and the Capacity Expansion Module. ’ 

The DTM uses different methodologies to estimate regional core and noncore distributor tariffs. For the noncore 
customers in the electric generator and industrial sectors, distributor tariffs are based on the corresponding historical 
tariffs, and were assumed not to’ vary across the forecast for AEO98. However, the annual change in core distributor 
tariffs (excluding the transportationn and electric generator sectors) are a function of the annual change in nonelectric 
core consumption and in costs of capital and wages, the noncore contribution to cor6 revenues, and ttchnological 
efficiency improvements. The annual change in the core electric generator margins are assumed equal to a fraction of 
the annual percentae change in the corresponding consumption. Not accounting for tax&, core distributor tariffs 
associated with the compressed natural gas fleet vehicle sector are a function of historical distributor !arijTs, while those 
associated with the personal vehicle sector are based on the industrial core market distributor tariffs with an assumed 
dispensing cost. Distributor tariffs are calculated within the model each iteration of each forecast year, with historical 
levels used during historical years. 

- 

* *  

- .  
, , -  .. 

3”Thb hub p r i ~  is equal to the market clearing price of 

%e core transportation’sector is comprised of fleet vehicle and personal vehicle consumption of compressed natural gas. 

s u p p h ~  at the tmShipmCnt nodi in the region in which the gas is 
consumed. 
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5. Annual Flow Module Solution Methodology " '  

As a key cbmponent in the NGTDM, the Annual Flow Module (AFM) determines the m a r k  equilibrium between supply . 
and demand of natural gas. This translates into finding the price such the quantity of gas that consumers would 
desire to purchase equals the quantity that producers would be willing to sell, accounting for the transmission and 
distribution costs, pipeline fuel use, Capacitylimitations, and mass balances. Strucasally, the AFM consists of a network 
of regions connected by a parallel system of pipelines designed to service two types of customers, core and noncore. 
Supplies are defined as total regional supplies available to both parallel networks, while demands an defined separately 
as core or noncore regional demands. Because of the chsractaistics of these two markets, pipeline tariffs are rated 
differently along the same arc. To achieve market equilibrium, the AFh4 has been formulated as a linear program which 
maximizeS consumer plus producer surpluses while minimizing transportation costs?' SuppIy and demand prices and 
quantities, as well as resulting flow pattems, are obtained from the linear programming solution and sent to other 
NGTDM modules or other NEMS models af&q some prmssing. A simple system diagram of the infodtion flowing 
to and from the AFh4 is presented in Figure 5-1. A brief explanation of how supplies and demands are represented in 
the AFM, how the linear program has beenformulated for the AFM, and how the AFM results are processed for the other 
NGTDM modules and NEMS models is presented below: 

- 

Network Characteristics in the AFM 
. As described earlier, ;he AFM network consists of-two parallel networks (finn i d  intermptible service), each containing 

12 regions (or nodes), 6 Canadian border crossing nodes. and 3 Mexican border crossing nodes. Net storage withdrawals 
are represented at 10 of the 12 regional nodes for both firm and interruptible services. Arcs connecting the nodes .are 
characterized by pipeline efficiencies, physical capacities, pipeline tariffs, minimum flows, and maximum utilizations. 
The eficiericies are exogenously definedB and represent reduction in fl ows due to pipeline fuel consumption. Pipeline 
tariffs (defied in thePipeline Tariff Module) represent fees for moving gas along pipelines. Pipeline tariffs in the firm 
market include reservation and usagefees while pipeline tariffs in the interruptible market are composed solely of usage 
fees. Minimum flows are defined for each arc in order to maintain continuity in flows from one model year tb the next. 
Maximum pipeline utilizations (established in the Capacitj Expansion Module) are definkI to maintain consistency 
between capacity expansion decisions and flow patterns. Finally, a designated percentage of the pipeline capacity is not 
allowed to be used, to represent the capacity that would not be released, and is held as a safety margin under normal 
weather conditions (Appendix E, WTHWAC). 

. 

Supply and Demand Representations 
Supply and demand are represented as price curves in each region in the AFM network These curves represent estimates 
of short term responses that can be expected from the NEMS models hat  provide the AFM with regional supply and 
demand levels. Demand is defined as core or noncor& aqd tied exclusively to either the firm or intenuptible service 
network, rcspedvely; while supply is deked as total supply available (in most cases) to either networkl constrained by 
minimum 'flows along selected supply arcs  going to each of the two networks. The supply and .&man& types are 
addressed below. 

. 

* 

Supply in the AFM includes associateddklved and nonassociated production sources (onshore, offshore, and Alaska), 
imports (Canadian and Mexican by.pipelinsmd as liquefied intd gas), synthetic natural gas (from liquids and coal), 
and other supplepmtal supply. Of these, the associateddissolved production, liquefied natural.gas, Mexican imports, 
Alaska production, and other SuppIementaI supply categories are considered to be constant (or fixed). With the exception 
of associateddissolved natural gas, supplies with hd levels are assumed to be available nly to the firm network, while 
supplies with variable levels (Le., relatively price mponsive in the short-term) are available to either network. 

' 

I .  

I 38Adaptcd fromthe Project Independence Evaluation System (PEES) model. I 

s h s t  every arc. in the NGliDM network.has an associated efficien variable. Wth the exception of the interstate pi line am. 
all of these factors are set to 1.0 (Appendix E - NEW-PIPE, Wg-PPE, SEFF,PIPE, MExEFF. m, &-PIPE 
AEFF-PIPE-SCALE93). 
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Figure 5-1. Annual Flow Module System Diagram 
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Some supply quantities are provided directly by the Oil and Gas Supply Model andlor other NEMS models, while others 
are determined within the NGTDM, as described in Chapter 4. 'For example, onshore and offshore nonassociated natural 
gas production and Canadian imports qe determined within the NGTDM based on parameters provided by the Oil and 
Gas Supply Model, whereas the Oil and Gas Supply Model establishes the level of natural gas flowing into the . 
contiguous United States via the Alaskan Natural Gas Traasportation System (ANGTS). The 02 and Gas Supply Model 
also defines the liquefied natural gas qwtities imported through the four gasification taminals modeled by the NG'IDM, 
as well as fhe level of associatcd-dissolved gas production. Synthetic natural gas from liquids in Iho i s  is determind 
by the NGTDM (as a function of the associated region's market price), with synthetic natural gas from Hawaii held 
constant throughout the forecast. Synthetic natural'gas from coal in North Dakota is set exogenously based on analyst 
. judgemmt, F d y ,  other supplemental supplies are sd to historical levels by the NGTDM and held constant throughout 
the forecast. Table 4-1 provides more detail on the regional representation of natural gas supply in the NGTDM. 

Ahother & of supply (or pseudo supply) available is backstop supply; however, it is undesirable for the system to use 
this supply source. Backstop supply is designed to be used only if the system has iFisuftcient supply or pipeline capacity 
to meet a minimum level of de&. If it is used, a high price is sent to the demand models which, in turn, expected 
to respond by sending lower demand levels. Backstop supply is priced higha in order to prevent it from becoming 

. 
I 

economically attractive. . . ' .  

Demand includes end-use sector demands as well as exports (Canadian and Mexican), d e w  for'both core and noncore 
customers. Although both types of customers are represented by demand curves, cort demands arc. kept nearly constant 
while noncore demands are allowed to vary more depending on sector type. Export levels are set exogenowly in the Oil 
and Gas Supply Model and are assigned as core or nmcore within the NGTDM using exogenously specified shares 
(Appendix E - -SHR, --SHR). 

AFM Linear Program Formulation 
A linear programming algorithm has been developed to determine the least cost approach to akchicving an eqdibrid 
between the supply and demand for naturaI gas in the AFM. Eqtdibriyn cxcprs when the pricq at which co~lsumcrs are 
willing to purchase a product is equal tpthe price at which producers together with transporters are willing to supply the 
product to the end-user. Economically, this is the point where the sum of consume~s' surplus and produCirs' surplus is 
maximized." The methodology employed in solving the natural gas supply and demand equili6rium,assumes that 
rnarghl costs are the basis for determining market-clearing prices to noncoie customers and that core customers are 
charged the average price of gas delivcrqi to the associated region. The problem is based on a transmission and. 
distribution*system composed of two parallel networks. These two networks h e  as a means of distinguishing between 
firm and interruptible transmission and distribution seMcts, and are interconnected only at supply points and through 
capacity constraints. This section defines the linear programming methodology used to &l.ish a market equilibrium 
in the AFM, iiom which supply and end-use prices are obtaind. First, the representation of consumer plus producer 
surpIus used in the objective function is derived, then a general w p t i o n  of the entire formulation is presented, 
followed by the expli&t mathematical equations. 

. 

. .  
,, 

Derivation of the Representation of Consumer and Producer Surplus 

The objcdtive of the hear program desi@ed for the AFM is to darrmine'a~market equilibrium bepeen the supply and 
demand of naMal gas. As mentioned above, this occurs when &e sum of consumers' surplus and producers' surplus has 
been maximized . Figure 5-2 illustrates this sum as the arek under the,&mand curve (A+B+C) minus the area under the 
supply curve (C) to the left of the point of market equilibrium (P,Q). This section describes the computation of the area 
under the supply and demand curves that are used in the objective function equation. 

. 

A method for determining the area under the demand curve is established by firstrepresentihg the demand curves ad step 
functions, as shown in Figure 5-3. A base quantity and price are given and n steps on either side of the base point are 

%e backstop supply price is a user input (Appendix E, NG-BKSTOP-PR). 
41Adaptcd from the Project In&pcnden& Evaluation System (PIES) model. 

i 
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Figure 5-2 I Supply and Dbmand Curves 
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Figure 5-3. 
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. defined. Toward this end, let (QDEMOSDEMO) represent a known point (the base point) on the c&e and an estimate 
of where the model will solve. The parameters UDEM, and UDW are defined as the incremental quantities 
represented by each step on the curve &e.; the length of each step on the demand curve), and PDEM* and PDEU, 
represent the comsponding actual prices. Note that the subscript k identifies the P step on the curve tb the right of the 
p i n t  (QDEMOSDEMO), and the subscripJ,-k comspqnds to the k* step on the curve to the left of (QDEMOSDEMO). - 
The variable ydem defimd as the tot@ deviation fromthe base point, and the set of model variables ydem, and ydem, 
are used to define ydem. Each variable represents a portion of the length of the specified step, such that 

', 

0 L y&\ 5 uDEh4& 
0 3 J'd0m-k ?; mE?d-k - , 

(19) 

d ,  - - . I  

In order for-ydem to & s e n t  the distance tither to the right or Ieft'of theinitid point (QDhOSDEMO), the following 
conditions must hold. If ydem is greater than zero, then each ydem, is at the lower bound of zero; q d ,  if ydem is less 
than zero, then each ydem, is.equal to zero. If ydem is qual to zero, then each'ydem, and ydem, is qual  to zero, and 

In, short, the demand curve is &mscn&s a &p function by defining an initial point on the curve (PDEMO,QDEMO), 
n ydem, v&ables. n ydem, variables, and the comsponding prices. 

Given the above conditions for the relationshi;, between ydem, Ad ?de& , the' 
approximated by: .. 

' 

. the model solved at '(QDEMOSDFO). . .  
.. . 

under the demand curve is ' 

_ .  I 

n 
.c(PDEMk*ydemk - PDEh4&*ydem-k) + C 
k-1 . I  , I  

I ,, . 
. >  . .  where, 

. .  I .  
C 

. C PDEM,*ydem, 
= - the area under .the demand curve from 0 to QDEMO 
= , . *  the area under the demand curve from QDEMO to step k ' 

I: PDEM+*ydem, = the under the demahd curve from step -k to QDEMO 

Note that C is a Conskt since the demqnd cube and QDEMO are given. The variable ydem represents the distance 
either to the right or left of 6 e  initial point (QDEh4O,PDEMO), and the 'quation approximates the integral evaluated from 
zero to that point- 

The arw under the demand curve as calculated in the dmve quation is incorporated in the objective function of the 
linear program with some modifikations. First, the model is formulated as a minimizationproblem requiring the signs 
of the coefficients on the equation kpwcn$ng the area under the d e e d  curve.to change. Second, since the inclusion 
of a constant in the objective function does not change the model solution, the C tern is excluded from the objective 
function. AS a resuit, the foliowing tcrm.becomes a part of the objective function: . 

. -  , .  

, ,  .* 

, . 

. . .  ' 

I *  

* 

. -  

. .  

. When the area to the right of QDWO (ydem greater than'zero)' is calculated, the following properties must hold 

(1) ' At most one ydem, is not qual to zero or LbEMp I 

'%e analogous pmpcriies hold for the left of VDEMO (ydcm less thaazero). 
I .  , .  

\ '  
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. .  
. .  (2) 

. 
If ydem, is not equal to one of its limits, then ydeq, for all j less than k, is equal to its upper liinit UDEM,; 
and ydem,, for all j greater than k, is equal to its lower limit of zero. 

At optimality, the conditions listed &ve for.ydem can be shown to hold." If the optimal quantity satisfied k o n  step 
k of the d e y d  curve, i.e., ydtm, is not at either of its bounds, then ydcq;for j lk than k must be at its upbr bound 
(UDEM,). &awe it will .always be more beneficial to bring in more Af quantity y w  than to bring in any of ydeq 
since the cpefficient of ydem, is negative and PDEMj greater than PDEMk Similarly; ydem, for j greater than k wll be 
zero because it will not be bencfic.ial to bring in any of ydem, before bringing inaU of ydeq since the coefficient of 
ydem, is negative and PDEy is lessthan P D W  : 'Furthemore, ydeq for all j will be zero because it will not be 
beneficial to bring in any of ydem, since its c.oefficient is positive. 

Likewise, if the optimal quantity satisfied corresponds to step -k (some quantity must be subtracted from the.base 

because it will always be more beneficial to subtract more of quantity ydem, than to subtract any ydew , since the 
coefficient of ydem, is positive and P D W  is leis than P D W  . Similarly, ydeq , for j greater than'k, will be zero - because it will not be beneficial to subtriyt any of yde? before subtracting all of ydem, since the coefficient of ydemej 

, is positive and PDEh4, is gnater than PDEM* Furthcrmorejdeq for all j will be qro even though the coefficient of 
ydem, is negative. This can be deduced by observing that if the quantity at y d v  were above zero, the increase in 
quantity would have to be negated by increasing ydem,, which has a higher price, thus causing the objective function 
to rise. ' 

* 
. I  

I demand), where yde- is not at either of its bounds, then ydem,, for j less than k, must-be atits upper bound (UDEM,),. 

, 

. 
1 -  - 

6 

Supply Cuwes ~ 

. .  
As with the demand curves, the area under the supply c i p e  can be &timated by first representing the supply curves as 
step functions and then summing the area under the steps on.each cum. This is accomplished in a mannci similar to ' 

' the methodology used for deinand curves; however, the base $int (QSUPO,PSUPO) is asswed to be:at QSUPO equals 
zero. Thus, the ysup is represented only by ysup. and the supply~tek~ in the objective function becomes Z PSuPk~sup, 
The'base point (QSUPO, PSUPO) is set at the solution value (gas production,,wcllhcad price) resulting from the previous 
NEMS iteration. The size of each ysup is set progressively larger as k inma+; therefore allowing for smaller 
gradations-around the base pdint (to better approximate the original supply curve). For the first two NEMS iterations, 
the size of each ysup is exogenously specified. Subsequently, the step sizes are decnased (as. the NEMS converges to 
an equilibrium solution) based on the difference in the wllhcad price solutions from the previous two NEMS iterations. 

. 

/ 

- .  
. .  ' :, 

a /  

General Description of fhe A FM Linear Program Formulation , . 

The objkctive of the linear program designed for the AFM is k d&mmine a market quil~brium between the supply and . 
demand of n a e  gas. Since the network consists of multiple Sqply s o m ,  multiple demand points, and transshipment ' 
arcs, transportation costs also must be included. Thus, system equilibrium,will occur when the sum of a the consumers' 
surplus, A the producers' surplus, and A the transportation costs (negative) is maximized. A h r  translating this into 
a cost' minimization problem, the follow objective function&sults. 

. 

minimize 

where, 

{ transportation costs - ( C (consumer surplus) + C (producer surplus) ) } 

z (consumer s u r p ~ )  + i (proiuccr surplus) = 
(the area under the demand curve to the left of equilibrium)- ' 
(the area under thebupply curve to the left of equilibrium) 

I 
. 

Capacity flow constraints are defind for each inkmgional arc in the overall network. Two types of constraints have 
been defined. One limits total annual flows along an arc and the other serves to limit annual firm service flows along 
the arc. The total flow constraint is an inequality constraint defied to insure that total flow (f3m plus interruptible) 

, .  
I 

''See page B-16 in the PIES model documentation for a complete description. 
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along an arc d k  notexceed the maximum allowable annual flow along the pipeline. 33e maximum allowable flow is 
defined is the &mum physical capacity (adjusted for normal weather representation) times the maximum total 
utilization (defined by the Capacity Expansion Mdule) for that arc. Similarly, the flow constraint is an inequality 
c@traint defined to ensure that firm flow along an arc does not ex& fhe inaximum allowable annual firm flow along 
the ,pipeline. The' maximum allowable firm flow is defined as the maximum physical capacity (adjusted for normal 
weather representation) times the maximuin' firm utiliition (defined by the CapaciG Expansion Module) for that arc. 
The resulting consents are given bclow for each interregional arc., . .  

* ,  

. For iach inmgional &c ij: 
I -  

' . (flow on the arc to &ti* the core mkket) + (flow, along & arc to kitis@ the noncok marklt) s ((physical 
capacity on the arc) * (1 - weather adjustment factor for n o d  weather) * (annual capacity utiliition factor 
for total flow)) - . -  

' (flow on the =.to sai is f j  the core &et) s ((physical cap&ty on the arc) * (1 - w d e r  adjustment factor 
foi norjnd weathtir) * (aim~al capacity utiliiation factor for firm flow)) 

A ma& balhce constraint. exists for each &shipment node in &h parallel network to ensure that the total input to 
a node equals the total output from the node (hcluding net storage withdrawals, diicrepancies, and lossis). In general, 
gas.flowinginto a transshipment node comes from oiher trapshipment nodes, supply points, and (in some cases) storage, 
-while gas flowing-from a'transshipment node goes to demandpin&; other transshipment ncides, and (in some cases) 
storage. Storage flows in the AFM are assumed to be constant for a particular year (defined by.the Capacity Expansion 
Module),and .are rcprcsknted as net withdrawals (Le., natural gas flodng out of storage to a node, minus natural,gas 
flowing hto storage from a node). Net storage withewah are defined separately for the firm and intcnuptible networks. 
Discrepancies &present the difference between historically reported supply versus disposition values (is.,& balancing 
item)." @I niodel incorporates an exogenous fore+ of the national discrepancy~' shared out to regions based on 
historicdly based shares (Appendix E - NA'IL-DECR, STEO-DISR-SHR). A g e n M  transshipment node mass 
balaride constraint is listed below for both networks. 

. 

. .  

, I  % 

For each servik,&sshipmentnode i: 

I 

I 

I 

(flowinto a tpmhipment node from another firm skrvice transshipment node) + (flow into a transshipment 
node .@m supply points in the region) + (net storage withdrawals corresponding to firm service) - (losses) = 
(flow out of the transshipment node to other firm service transshipment nodes] t (flow out of the transshipment 
node to'core market demand points in the Vgion) + (discrepncy) 

, . ' 

I .  
* ,~ 

For +h interruptible service transshipment node i: , e '  
- ,  

(flow into a transshipmlnt nodehom'another intermptible sekce &shipment node),+ (flow into a 
transshipment node.fibm supply points in the region) + (net storage withdrawak corresponding to interruptible 
senice) - (losses) = (flow out of the transshipment node to other interruptible seivice transshipment nodes) + 
(flow out of the transshipment node to noncoe demand pints in the region) + (discrepancy) 

A k s  bal&ce c o d r i t  also is included for,each core and noncom & A d  point I This constraint insures that the I '  

quantity allocated to an end-ty point esuals the quantity demanded at that pbint. Consumption in'the AFM is defined 
by region and is repxscn&.by demand curyes. It is the h e a r  appro-ons to thesc curves that are used to represent 
demandsin the I@ar progrknmiing problem. Although these~curves allow consumption to drop to levels below base 
levels in an effort to achieve a market equilibrium, supply or pipehe u t i l i i o n  limits may prevent some regional 
demands frombeing met. In order to prevent the linear prggr?m from going infeasible, a highly priced backstop supply 
is available at each demand poiit. If backstop supply is needed, high prices r h l t  , -  and the other.NEMS models will 

' 

. .  I .  , '  - . 
. . 

I .  

. .  

."HistoricalIy, the level of the b*c@g item in-the accountin of naw gas supply and disposition arc not insignificant. If the * . 
natural gas consum hOn forecast 1s 111 hne wth hstory and the%alanang item 1s not accounted for. the produrnon forccast in the 
m~del wiil be signiBcantly out of line with WOW) history. merefon the model incorporates an exogenously specifid fo-t of 
this balancing item or discrepancy (Appcndix E. NATL-DISCR). 

45For the years ZOO0 to 2020.35 BCF was exogenously subtracted from the national discrepancy kncast to represent fugitive 
emissions savings from the Climate Change Action Plan. For 1999 only 28 BCF was sub-. 
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&pond with lower demands. General Gsshipment node'mass balance coditmints are listed below for both parallel 
7 , -  , networks. ' 

. -  
, (flow out of a transhipment node to core markt demand points in the region) + (flow from a backstop supply 

point to con market demandsits in the region) - (losses) = (quantity c o d  at that node for firm service) 

(flow out of a transhipment nade to noncore demand points in the region) + (flow from a backstop supply poiht 
to noncore demand points in the region) - (losses) = (quantity consumed at that node for interruptible service) 

Each supply point also has a mass balance constraint represented. Since gas may flow from a supply point to a 
transshipmefit node (in the same region) in either the firm or intmuptible network, this constraint insures that the to@ * 

quantity flowing from the supply point equa~s the amount supplied.  he constraint states ti& total supply is equal to the 
portion of supply flowing to the firm network plus the portion of supply flowing to the interruptible network The general 
constraint is presented below. 

I ,  

(quantity supplied from the supply curve) = (flow from the supply point to a transshipment node tosatisfy the 
core market) + (flow from the supply point to the transshipment node to satisfy the noncon market) - . 

~ u e  to the name ofa linear p r o g r a m  an  optima^ solution will not allow flow to OcCuT simultaneously on a primary arc 
from Region A to Region B and on its bidirectional arc from Region B to Region A because such a situation would incur 
higher transportation costs (as compared with a ,case where flow occurs only in one direction andrcpre&nts net flow). 
Since an arc in the ne-twork may represent an aggregation of some pipdines flowing one direction and other pipelines 
flowing the' opposite direction, flows along bidirectional arcs need to be explicitly represented. '&is is accomplished 
by setting minimum flows along the bidirectional arcs in both the finln iind intemptible networks qual  to historically 
observed levels (Appendix E - AFLOW-F, -OW-I). The general equations are presented below. 

I 

(flow along the bidirectional arc to satisfy the core market) 2 (minimum firm flow requirement for the arc) . 

(flow along the bidirectional arc to satisfy the noncore market) 2 (minimum intirruptible flow rc&ment for 
the arc) 

Minimum levels are also set f& flows along primary arcs within the firm network. These minimum flows help to 
generate some continuity in flow patterns (which may not always occur in a linear programming environment) that arc 
generally associated with core market contract demhds. These minimum levels are a percentage (Appendix E, 
APCI'&h4INF) of flows resulting from last year's solution,a and are defined as lower bounds on the flow variables. The 
general bound equation follows. 

(flow along the primary arc to satisfy the core market) 2 (minimum firm flow requirement for the arc) 

Nominal minimum flows are also defined for flows along primary pcs  in the interruptible network. As with the firm 
network, the minimum flows are set equal to a percen~ge (Appendix E, AFCI'-MINI) of the flows resulting from the 
last forecast year's solution, and are define&& lower bounds on the flow variables. 'Ihis is rcpresenied in the following 
bound quation. 

(flow along the primary arc to satisfy the noncore market) 2 (minimuqintmuptible flow requirement for the 

Minimum flows are defined on the arcs (to the firm and interruptible transshipment nodes) from the supply sources which 
are not already specifically targeted for either the firm or interruptible network This is done to insure that each of these. 
sources supplies a reasonable mix of natural gas to both the firm and intemptible networks. The sum of the minimum .* 

flows from each of these supply soutces is set qd to the associated minimum supply level (described in Chapter 3). 
The f h d i i ~ m p t i b l e  split used in setting minimum flows for all of these arcs is equal to the national core and noncore 

\ 

the first fo&t year, minimum flows arc assigned as a &centage of historically derived flows for 1990 (Appendix E - 
AEW3W-F, AFLOW-I). 
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. ' .  

consumpti,on split (after accounting for the supplicis spccifichly targeted to I .  a p&cular firm or interruptible network). 

,(flow along the'supply afc to satisfy the core' , / '  market). 2 (minimum firm flow requirement for the arc) 

(flow along,the supply arc to satisfy' the noncoremsrket) L (&um interruptible flow requirement for the 

F d y ,  a number of bound constraints &, n k e d  to completely describe thestep fictions for the supply and demaild 
curves. The& bounds serve to define the lengths of each of the steps on the line'arized c v e s .  

- , 
This is represented in the following bound equation. 

1 '  . .  . ,  , 

. . 
' . 

. arc) . ,  

- ,  
, .  

. . I .; - , - -  

. .  , .  '! 

Mathematic?/ . .  Specification of the AFM Linear Program Formu/ation ' . 
. I .  1 .  

This section presents the set of equations which completely defines the linear programming formulation for the AFM, 
.including an objective function, flow constraints, mass balance constraints, and,bounds on mddel variables. , The 
objectiye function has been.defined as the market eq*ibrium between .natural gas supplies and demands, including 

, relevant transportation costs and backstop supply. This is reprisCnted in the following'objective function quation:. ' 

. 
. 

C - + cc(PsuP&*ysup&) 
s,ik=l' 

where the subscripted indices are: , ' . I .: 
I .  

I -  . ij ,andm = transshipnientnode 

. -  x k = steponthecurve 

d = demand.point 

st = storagepoint 

c = mumber.of steps on the supply curve . , . , 
n 

. i j  
i,d = arc from transshipment node i to demand p i n t  d . - 

s,i 

i,st = 

s = .supplypoint 

.. ' 

= I number 'of steps represented- to the left or right of the initial d & n d  point 

= . . &.connecting transshipment n e ' s  i and j 

= . arc from supply point s to transshipment node i 

, I  . (QD.EMO.PDI3fO) 

- .  . 
' stj = arc from transshipment node st to storage point i 8 1 , .  

arc from , .  transshipment node i to stirage . I  point st 



. .  

the parameters are: . .  
TAR * =  

E F F =  
PCAPMAX = 

WTHRXCAP = 
AUTILZ = 

I MINF , =  
, m =  

, PSW 
' PDEM 

QDEMO 
QSm 

. DISCR 
UDEM 
'USUP 
LSUP 

the variables are: 

xij =. 
ydelqdJ- = 

. . Y=P, = 
qzz, = 

. j .  

I .  per unit reservation fee and usage fee (dollars per Mcf) 
efficiencies (fraction) 
physical capacity (Bcf) 
weather factor for normal weather (fraction) [Appendix E, W'THR-XCAP] 
pipeline utilization-(from Capacity Expansion Module as fraction) 
minimum flow requirement ( ~ c f )  
price of backstop supply 
(set to an arbitiarily high value); (dollars per Md) . 
prices on the supply steps (dollars per Mcf) 
prices on the demand steps (dollars per Mcf) 
tiase demand level (Bcf) 
net withdrawals from storage (Bcf) 
discrepancies (Bcf) ' 

. 
< 

._. 
size of demand step (Bcf) * . I  

size of supply step (Bcf) 
minimum supply level (Bcf) 

flow from i to j (Bd) 
for demand point (id), amount of corresponding demand step taken (Bcf) 
for supply point (s,i), the amount of supply step k taken (Bcf) 
amount of backstop supply used for dem.and point (id), (Bcf) . 

Capacity Constraint Along Each Arc ij: 

.y' + s PCAPMAXu .* (1 - WTHRXCGiJ) * A q ?  

?; < PCAPMAX, * (1 - wnnUrCAPu) * A- 

Mass Balance Constraints at Each Transshipment , .  Node (m): 
* 

+ Z ~ E F F -  + Q S K ~ =  EX&, + ~4 + DE@. 

C ~ ~ E F F ~  + C ~ E F F ~  + QS& = E& + C& + D I S ~  

I 

' I  d i 
Z32EFFb 
i .  

i I '  d i 

Mass Balance Constraint at Each Supply Point (s,i): 

E F I  cysup,, = x&i + x&i 
k=l 
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Minimum Bounds on Flows Along Bidinctional Arcs (ij): 
- .  s ,  

. .+ mJF 
. -  -..- 

* ,  * .  

Minimum Bounds on Flows from Each Designated Supply Point (s,i)i 
\ ,  . .  

, -  

I@nimum Bounds on Flows Along Primary Arcs (ij): 

42-5 
, .. 

The following bound constraints also must be defined for the steps on the supply and demhdcurves .. 

. - ,Os ydemF,' ' s mmF, 

LsIjP-s ysup,' 5 usup, 

. 0 8  y&mFra.; s u D E M F & & t  I 
Os ydcmI= s' UDEMI, , I 

Os ydcrn'~* .s. mm$, ' ~ 

For the most part LSUp is zero; except 'on the first step -. of the supply curve where a minimum supply level may be 
defined. I 

Thus, the .&ve equatiok mathematically specify the linear program objective function and the model constraints. The 
linear programming solution is obtained using a commercial software package (see Appendix A)'designed to solve these- 
problems., 

Processing of AFM Results 
The AFh4 is responsible for providing other models within NEMS with natural gas end-use.and supply prices and 
>quantities which correspond to a market equilibrium between 4 gas supply and demand. In addition, the AFM must 
provide NEkIS with resulting pipeline fuel consumption, lease and plant consumption, and &nissions levels associated 
with the network results. Once the linear p r o d g  problem is solved, these principal model forecast results arc 
processed using information extracted from the resulting matrix. For example, since the p3;M solves at a regional level 
which differs somewhat from the NEMS ensus divisions and other model's regional defiitions (as described in Chapter 
3). the AFM results must be aggregated into the regions required by the receiving models prior to being passed to NEMS. 
Another major processingstcp is the calculation of average market prices to the core customers. The various 
methodologies used to generate these model resulis are presented below. 

. .  

, Supply Prices and Quantities 

The AFM provides wellhead prices and quantities for onshore, offshore, Alaska, and Canadian production, for Canadian, 
Mexican, and liquefied natural gas imports (at the border crossing), and for synthetic natural gas and other supplemental 
supplies. With the exception of Canad$n import and wellhead prices, these values arc obtained dirtctly from the linear 
programming soSution with little or no processing required. For exihnple, wellhead prices obtained from the model 
solution need to be translated from one rCgional representationlo another. The Mexican ahd LNG imprt prices as 
extracted from the LP arc adjusted using item-specific benchmark factors that remain constant throughout the forecast 

r-ln 



year. Each benchmark factor represents the difference between the model solution (in the last historical year) and the 
. related historical regional import price. .Sonic of these results are passed to the Oil and Gas Supply Model, the Petroleum 
Market Model and the Coal Market Model fdr processing, while others are passed to the integrating routine of NEMS 
for convergence and reporting purposes. 

To determine Canadian.import and wellhead prices, a netback pricing routine is ked in conjunction with benchmark 
factors. For Canadian import priceS,'this involves taking the price at the node nearest to the border crossing node, 

.' reducing it by the tariff along the arc.connecting the two nodes, and then adding a benchmark factor. For example, since 
Canadian imports from border crossing node 13 go into node 1. on the AFM network (see Chapter'4), the netback price 
at node 13 & the node price at node 1, minus the tariffalong arc 13 to 1. A benchmark factor is then added to the result 
to anive at the Wadian import price. As with .the Mexican and LNG import prices, the benchmark factor r e p k n t s  
the difference between the netback pricing model result (in the last historical year) and the corresponding historical 
Canadian import price. Similarly, Canadian wellhead prices are determined by first taking each of the resulting Canadian 
imkrts prices (at the border crossing) and sibtracting the comsponding Cas@ian markups h m  the wellheid, and then 
taking a quantity-weighted average of the results (adjusted for losses). ' . . ,  

. -  
..a 

End-Use Prices 
1 

The AFM provides regional end-use prices for the Electricity Market Model (electric generation sector) and the other 
NEMS demand models (nonelectric sectors). For the nonelectric sectors, prices comspond to core and noncore service 
at the Census Division level. However; for the electric generation _sector, prices are determined for three types of 
customers, (core segment, noncore segment competitive-with-residual fuel oil. and noncore segment competitive-with- 
distillate fuel oil), at two different regional levels (the Census Division level and the N G T D W  subregion level). 
End-use prices for some sectodsegments within the model are easily determined from the AFM linear programming 
solution, whiliothers are determined through more rigorous procedures. 

End-use prices correspondingto the noncore, nonelectric sector for each Census Division are easily determined from 
the NGTDM regional prices produced by solving the AFM linear program. On& retrieved'from the linear programming 
solution, the NGTDM regional prices are aggregated into Census Division level mlts,(using a simple quantity-weighted 

End-use prices for core services'cannot be taken directly from the linear progamming solution because the linear 
program prices natural gas at the margin, while the model assumption is that prices for the core segment be represented 
as average prices. A methodology has been established to calculate average regional transshipment node prices, from 
which average end-use prices for the core segment can be determined. 'Ihis methodology is based on the premise that 
the NGTDM network (discounting bidirectional flows) can be viewed as having a quasi "tree" structure, with the p i n k y  
supply sources at the bottom (ormot) and the m m  distant demand regions at the top. Using this tree structure, average 
firm transshipment node prices are calculated h h g  from the mot and moving up to the top branches. At each regional 
transshipment node, the average price is calculated as a quantity-weighted average of gas coming from other regions and 
gas.produced within the region: Gas produced from other regions is priced at the average transshipment node price in 
the other region, plus the assigned tariff to move the gas from the other region. Nok that average prices are calculated 
&r the linear program has been solved. 'Ihis should not directly impact other NGTDM modelmults (e.g., interregional 
flows) since core demands arc relatively inelastic to price changes (reflected in the fact that the model assumes a price 
elasticity of zero for the core demand curves). 

End-use prices for core customers in a region are then set by adding the intraregional tariff, the intrastate &iff, the 
distributor tariff, and a citygak benchinark factor to the average rcgional transshipment node price (see Chapter 6 for 
details). These regional prices are then aggkgated to de  Census Division level using a simple quantity-weighted average 
technique and converted to the appropriate units. Note that regional core transportation end-use prices are determined 
in a similar fashion but are definid individually for fleet vehicles and personal vehicles (PGFTRPV). A 
quantity-weighted averaging routine is used to dctcrmine the combined end-use price for the core transportation sector. 

, 

. averaging technique) and converted into the appropriate units. 

. 

Electric generation sectqr prices are sent to the Electricity Market Model at the NGTDM/Eh4M subregion level and to 
NEMS (for.convergence and reports) at the Census Division level. The Electricity Market Model requires prices to be 
reported for all three market segments, while NEMS requires that prices for the competitive markets be combined into 
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an average noncore price. Different methodologies ark used to determine the delivered natural gas price to each of the 
three electric generation market segments. Electric generation sector prices to core customers in each NGDM/EMM 

. region'are determined by adding the intraregional tariff, the intrastati tariff, the distributor tariff, and a citygate 
benchmsrk factor to the average associated NGTDM regional firm trhsbipment node price (defined above), processed 
to represent the appropriate regions (NGTDIMIEMM subregions for the Electricity Market Model and Census Divisions 
for NEMS), and convated into the proper units. Two 6serdefined options exist for determining electric generation 
sector prices to the competitive (residual and distillate) 6gments: (1) the sum of intemptible transshipment node price, 
the inaxregional, intrastate, and distributor tariffs, and a benchmark factor (used for AEO98), or (2) a function of their 

* corresponding competitive fuel price. See Chapter 6 for details. Next, a quantity-weighted averaging routine is used 
to combine the two competitive segments into a single average end-use price to send to NEMS. 

. .  
. Pipeline Fuel Consumption and Realized Pipeline Tariffs. . ' 

For tach arc of the network, pipeline fuel consumption is calculated by multiplying the flow on the arc by the percentage 
, (specified as a W o n )  Iost due td pipeline fuel use. r Ih is  percentage lost is 1 minus the qfficiency specified along the 

arc. The efficiency term is defined using input data in conjunction wia a multiplicative scaling factor which is used to 
calibrate the results to cqiral the most recent ndonal historical or STEO pipeline fuel consumption. The pipeline fuel 

'' use along each arc of the netw& must be translakd to fue1,use by NGTDM region.. This disaggngation is dmplished 
by multiplying the fuel &e on each arc by regional shares based on the mileage of pipe in a given region (Appendix E, 
NG-ARCSEE). A similar loss factor is applied along each intraregional arc to account for losses acmed.in the 
'&stributionprocess; . , * 

kpeliie fuel consumption is used as a basis for calculating the emissions which result from pipeline compressor engine 
use. Both reciprocating engines and gas turbines used to power compressors. The latter engines outnumber the 
former by a factor of approximately 3.3, primarily because they accommodate higher capacity flo,ws at a greater 
efficiency. However, the reciprocating engines allow for greater variation in flows and are able to send flows in both 
directions along the pipe. Accodiing tb estimates by Argonne National Laboratory (presented in the NES Environmental 
AnaIysis Model (NESEAM): ANI, Technical Memtyanduni, Section "Natural Gas" of the Appendix C), 77 percent of the 
engines It;d for pipeline transportation are gas turbines and 23 percent are reciprocating piston cempression engines. 

The PipeIine%ariff Module pro&des the AFM witha minimum and maximum usage fee, as well as'an estimateduage 
fee for use in the model for transporting gas between regions under inteiruptible service. Once the linear program is 
solved, the r ea l i i  tariff gong &h arc in the network quals the difference between the market clearing prices at the 
two connected transshipintnt nodes. If the natural gas flow along the arc is less than'its capacity limit, the realized tariff 

, equals the-usage fec assigned when the linear program was formulated. If the flow along the arc is at its liinit, the 
r ea l i i  tariff will be greater than (or possibly equal lo) the,u&ge fee originally specified and could exceed its maximum 
allowed level. A check is made 'to identify any rralized tariff greater than iWallowed maximm Cumntly no adjustment 
is made within the model if thismaximum is exceeded, although it hically 6 not. The Federal Energy Regulatory 
Co&ssion (FERC) has recently lifted this regulatory li&t on interruptible &riffs when a competitive market be 
demonstrated. 

' 

\ ' i  . I .  

. 

I 

. 

, ' -  , ,  
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6. Distributor Tariff Module Solution Methodology 
* ,  .& ! 

. . i r  b .  

This chapter discusses the solution methodology for the.Distributor Tariff Module (DTM) of the Natural Gas 
Transmission and Distribution Model (NGTDM). The DTM develops distributor tariffs and the comsponding markups 
that are applied to regional hub prices to derive end-use prices within a region. The hub prices are equal to either the 
' market clearing price for supplies to noncore customers or average market prices for supplies to core customers. These 
markups include an intrarcgional interstate, an intrastate, and a sector specific distributortariff, as well as a benchmark , 

factor. ' The intraregional interstate tariffs are provided by the Pipeline Tariff Module. The intrastate tariffs are set 
exogenously;" and the benchmark factors are established endogenously to calibrate citygate prices to historical ~ a l u e s . ~  
Distributoretariffs are assigned withinjhe DTM. 

Distributor @&, and therefore marhps, are determined sepaktely for the residential, commercial, industrial, electric 
generatol;, and transportation (compressed natural gas vehicle) sectors. Distributor tariffs for the industrial sector and 
electric generatdrs arc segmented by core and noncore markets, whenas residential, comm&i, and natural gas vehicle 
customers are classified as core. It is assumed that core customers receive all of their natural gas under firm (or near- 
firm) transportation agreements and that noncom customers transport their gas under intirmptible or short-terh capacity 
release transportation agreements. As described in Chapter 3, the noncore electric generation Sector has been further 
divided into two customer classes within NEMS: dual-fired electric generating units that are switchable to residual fuel 
oil (competitive-with-residual fuel), and gas turbines and dual-fired turbines that are switchable to distillate fuel oil 

* (competitive-withdistillate). Consequently, distributor tariffs, markups, and end-use prices are defined sepabtely for 
these two noncore seivicc typts. Similarly, the core transportation sector is composed of two categories of compressed 
natural gas (CNG) consumers (fleet vehicles and personal vehicles) and also has separate pricing components. 

The primary task of the DTM is to detennine regional core and noncok (where applicable) distributor tariffs for each 
end-use sector. Distributor tariffs to residential, commercial, and industrial core customers arc based on estimates of 
(1) the cost of providing service to the core end user, (2) recovery of fixed costs h m  the nonwre segment of the market, 

I -  

(3) industry efficiency improvements, ind (4) bypass by large industrial and electric utility consumers. Electric generator 
and noncorc industrial distributor tariffs are based on historical tariffs, with annual growth or decline rates. A primary 
factor in the selection of methodologies for developing distributor tariffs was the lack of publicly available data to 
develop a detailed cost-based accounting methodology similar tothe approach used for interstate pipeline tariffs in the 
Pipeline Tariff Module. 

The calculation of the following are discussed in the reniainder of this chapter in the given order: -the end-use prices by 
sector, the price markups from the hub to the end-user by sector, and finally the components' of these markups (primarily 
the distributor tariffs). - - 

Markups and End-Use Pricing in Natural Gas Markets 

End-Use Prices 

End-use prices for the residential, commercial, industrial, transportation, and electric generation sectors are comprised 
of five components: (1) b e  regional hub price of natural giis, (2) the tariff for intraregional movements of natural gas 
on the interstate network, (3) a tariff for intrastate pipeline scMces, (4) a taiiff covering the costs of distribution services, 
and (5) a citygate benchmark factor. The latter four components are consolidated into a markup. In establishing the find 
end-use price, both the markup q d  the supply price at the hub ire adjusteki using an "efficiency" factor to account for 
the use of fuel in transporting natural gas from the regional hub to the end user. . 

. -  
"7'he intrastate tariffs an currently set to zcro and are indinctly accounted for within the distributor tariffs. 
"If the option is select+, the ciFygatebenchmark factors are also used to align the end-use prices more closely to h e  residential 
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- . .  Nonelectric Sector md-Use Prices - 

The primary equations for* determining core and-noncore natural gas end-use 'prices'for the nonelectric sectors are 
provided be~ow. .me transportation sector is presented separatdy foliowingthese equations.) - . .  

. ,  

. .  . ,. . '  

.. 
' NONU-PR-Fti =' (NG-AVGPRLFj , + LPm-NONU-F?): / (NEFF-PpEd * AEFF,P'PEjJ) (36) . 

I ,  

Noncore. . _ '  - ,  I 

NONU-PR-Iu = (NG-MAGPR-Ij + LPMU-NONU-Iu) / (NEFF-PIE'Ed * AEFF-PPEjJ) (37) 

. ,  where, 
NONU-PR-F . = ' n&ural gas end-use price to the-core nonelpc.&tors (dollars per Mcf) 

. NG-AVGPR-F 

L€k4U-NONU-F = 

NONU-PR-I = 
NG-MAGPR-I = 

. .  . _ . .  -. p&Mcf)] 

= , hub price for firm service [derived from Annual Flbw Module solution matdx (dollqs 
. perM~f)]'~ - ' 

markup from firm service hub price to core nonelectric &tors, before'adjusting for 

natural gas end-use price for noncop nonel&c sectors (dollars per Mcf) 
hub price for interruptible kMce [from Annual Flow Module solution matrix (dollars 

adjusting for pipeline fuel use (dollars per Mcf). 
efficiency factor fpr accounting for fuel gse to transport natu;.al gas' from the r e g i c i i  
hub to-end-lsc customers.[Appendix E] 

= , efficiency-factor for accounting for fuel use in the intrarcgional interstate-&sport of 
gas[AppcndixE] , . 

, . pipeline fuel use (dollars per Mcf) ' I  

- .  
a LPW-NOW-I = markup from intekptible service -hub prik to noncore nonelectric Sectors, before , 

= - P ~ E  = 

--PIPE 

. i = end-usesectorindex 
j = region index (jJ equates to intrarcgional activity). ' ,  

, -  

, Before completing the processing of nonel&c end-use prices, the DTM checks ;he; prices against a minimum threshold 
price of $O.ooOOl per Mcf. The purpose of this check is' to send.a n o s r o  pri& to the NEMS Integrating Module in 
situations where there is no gas consumption by a sector in a given region. Should-the end-use price be very small, the . 
price is reset to thelast price that is available (either from a previous iteration, model year, or historical period) for the 
sector and region. 

Regional transportation &or end-use, prices (assumed to be core) are determined in a similar fashion, but are defined 

, 

. -  
. ,  

.. 

individually for fleet vehkle and . .  personal vehicle, use. . .  

core fleet ve- . *  . .  
~ "RFv-PR-Fj = (NG-AVGPR-Fj + G~-"RFv-Fj) j (NEFFpIpE,,J * "AEFFs'pEjJ) (38) 

. ,  , 

where, 
"V-PR-F = 

LPMU-TRFV-F = 

. TRPV,PR-F = 

natural gas end-use price for the fleet vehicle sector (dollars per Md) , 

markup from fh service hub price to the fleet vehicle transportation sector, before 
adjusting for pipeline fuel usc (dollars per Mcf) 
natural gas end-use price for the personal vehicle tmqmmion sector (dollars per Md) , 



LPMU-TRPV-F = 
NG-AVGPR-F . = 

NEFF-PIPE = 

AEFF-PIPE = 

markup h m  firm senkce hub price tp the personal vehicle t m s p t a b  'on sector, before 
adjusting for pipeline-fuel use (dollars per Mcf) 
hub price for firm service [derived h m  Annual Flow Module solution matrix (dollars 
per 
efficiency factor to account for fuel used to trakpc~rt natural gas from the regional hub 
to end-use customers [Appendix E] 
efficiency factor to account for fuel used for the intraregional misport of natural gas 
[Appendix E] 

' 

i = end-use sector index (i=4 for transportation sector) 
j = region index (jj equates to intraregional activity). 

If the regional end-use price of CNG for pcrsod vehicles (7WV-PR-n is greater than the regional commercial Sector 
motor gasoline price (defined by the Petroleum Market Model), then the resulting price is determined to be the greater 
of the follwing: 

1: P M G q * C F N G N  / 

2: "RPV-PR-Fj - (RETAIL-COST * RF0TAIL-PCT) 
I 

where, 
- PMGCM = commercial sector motor gasoline price (dollars per MMBtu) 

TRPV-PR-F = ' end-use price of CNG consumed by personal vehicles (dollars per Mcf) 
RETA&-COST = dispensing charge above fuel cost (dollars per Mcf) [Appendix E] 

RETAIL-FCT = discount on dispensing charge (fiaction - 020) 
' CFNGN = conversion factor . .  (=1.031 MMBtu per Mcf) 

j = regionindex. 

Electric Sector End-Use Prices 

An equation similar to that used for the nonelectric sectors is used for determining core end-use prices for the electric 
generation sector: 

where, , 

UTIL-PR-F = 
' '  NG-AVGPR-F = 

LPMUJTL-F = 

UEFF-PIPE = 

AEFF-PIPE = 

end-use price for core elec,tric generato; sector (do&rs per Mcfi . 
hub price for firm seMce [derived from Annual Flow Module solution matrix (dollars 

markup from the firm &Me hub price to the core electric generator sector, before 
adjusting for pipeline fuel~use (dollars per Mcf) 
efficiency fa'ctor to account for fuel used to transport natural gas f&m the regional hub 

efficiency factor to account for fuel.used for i n h g i o n a l  mprt of natural gas 
[AppendkE] - 

per M 9 l  

~ to electric'generatos custo,mers [Appendix E] . 

j = region index (jj equates to inmgional activity) . 
n = Electricity'Market Module region index. 

The end-use prices for the two categories of the noncore elect& generatdr sector are calculated as follows: 

where,' 
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* \  

- ,  

t 
, UTIL,PR-IR = . nahnal ge end.-* pricg'for noncorc co&ctitive-&th-midual fuel electric generation I 

sector (dollars per Mcf) 
LpMu,uTIIsI,IR. = _ _  markup h m  interruptible hub price to the noncom competitive-with-residual fuel ' 

elktric generation sector, before adjusting far pipeline fuel use (dollars per Mcf) 
. . UTIL-PR-ID - = 2 . naiaral gas end-use price for noncon competitive-withdistillate electric generation 

'&tor(dollars perMcf) . ' . 
L,PMUJJ"lL-ID . = markup from inteMptible.hub price to the noncorc competitive-withdistillate e l d c  

NG-MAGPR-I ~ = : hub price for interruptible service [from Annual FlowModule solution matrix (dollars 

= . , efficiency factor to -unt for fuel ;sed to transport natural gas from the regional hub 

' 

'. geneqition sector,.before,adjusting for pipeline fuel use (dollars per Mcf) 
1 

' .  perMcf)] 1 

UEFF,PIPE 
to, end-use customers [Appendix E] ' 

. ' AEFF-PIPE = efficiency fetor to account for intrarcgional transpbiofnatural gas [Appendix E] ' 

, .  j . ' = 'NG'l?MngiOn index . 
n ' = ' Electricity MarketModulengionindex. . - 

' 
, An option for a second methodology for setting noncore electric generator prices is available and, has been used in the 

' t ,  

. . past. The specific equations follow . . I . -  

i 
. ,  

.- 
443) . , 

. .  . .  
VflL-PR-IRM I = PR-MINjD: . . 

UT'L-PR-IR = ' natvral. gas end-lise price for the noncom competitive-with-residual fuel. electric ~ , 

' . . .I 

. .  
. ' where, 

, .  
! 

generation sector (dollars per Mcf) . .  
PR-MIN = . . discounted dtern&ve~fuel price (doll& per Mcf) I .  

- I  j '  = NGTDMngionindex 
n = 'Electricity Market Module region index. 

, 

The'discounted alternative fuel pricek the product of the altema!ive fuel price (residual fuel oil) times a discount factor. 
The discount factor is the lesser of the nahml gas-to-residual fuel ail price ratio provided by ,the Electricity Market 
Module (GRATMAX, equal to the price at which electric generators will burn the maximum amount of gas as opposed 
to residual fuel oil) or the natural gak-to-residual fuel oil price ratio specified within the NGTDM '(Appendix E, 
NGRATMAX). , .  

, .  

where,. 
UTL-PRJD = 

PDSEL = 

PERCDISC = 
CFNGU = 

natural gas end-use price for noncore competitive-withdistillate elktric generation 

alternative fuel price (distillate fuel oil) to the electric gennation sector (dollars per 

percent discount off alternative fuel price (Appendix E, wDP1) 
'conversion factor [assigned by NEMS system at 1.034 (MMBtu per Mcf)] 

. 'sector (dollars per Mcf) 

=tu), 

j = NGTDMrcgionindex 
n = EIectricity Market Mdule region index; 

Under this alternative option, the effective distributor tariff &ulting from setting the end-use price based on the 
. alternative fuel is checked against an assumed minimum (Appendix E - URFLOOR, UDFLOOR). Ifthe minimum j s  
violated the end-use price is adjusted accordingly. Under both options, an aggregate noncorc end-use price for the 
electric generation &tor (U"&-PR-I) is calculated as the quantity-weighted average of both components. 
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Markups . 

lntraregional Intrastate Benchmark 
Tariff Tariff Factor 

a - -  - -  - -  - -  c Distributor 

Ah of the markups from the firm or intermptible hub to the end-use price mentioned above are compristd of four sep- 
cost components - distributor tariffs, intrarcgional briffs, intrastate tariffs, and a citygate benchmark factor. These tariff 
and benchmark components arc presented in Figure 6-1. The distributor tariff component is rc~on and sector specific, 
while the other components are only region specihc. Distributor tariffs arc calculated within the model each iteration 
of each forecast year, with historical levels used dming historical years. The methodologies used to calculate distributor 
tariffs for core and noncore customers axe defined in the next two section of this chapter. Intrarcgional pipeline tariffs 
are provided by the Pipeline Tariff Module each forecast year, while the inpikate'tariffs arc input assumptions that 
remain constant throughout the forecast. Citygate benchinark factors are determined endogenously to the model. ' 

Figure 6-1. Tariff and Benchmark Components of Regional Markups 

Tariffs 

I c 

, .  

I 

,, . End-Use 

, . 

. .  

The generic equation for the markups from a hub price to an end-user follows: 

LPMUj = DTARj + FTARM +. INTRA-TARj + CGBENCHj (45) 
* .  

where, 
LPMU = markup h r n  ab-e& &-or interruptible hub price to either the core or noncore end- 

use price for a given sector within region j 
DTAR = distributor tariff for either the core or noncore category of a given end-use sector within 

region j 
PTAR = tarifffor intraregional (firm-PTAR-F or interruptible-FTAR-I) service provided by 

interstate pipelines within region j 
IN"RA-TAR = tariff. for (firm-INTRA-TARF or interruptib~le-lNTRA-TARl) intrastate., pipeline 

services [Appendix E] 
CGBENCH = (firm-CGBENCHF or intcrruptible-CGBENCHI) citygate benchmark factor 

j = region index QJ equates to intrarcgional activity) 

The specific variables used in the NGTDM and referenced in the documentation for &h of the sectodcategories - represented are shown below (where s represents a sector index): 
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- 

sec torlcategory' I LPMU DTAR 

, Corenonelectric . LPMU-NONU-Fq ' NONU-DTAR-Fq 

Noncon nonelectric LPIvlU-NONU-& WONU-DTAR-I, 

Fleet vehkles LPMu-TR+v DTAR-TRFV-F 
Personal vehicles LPMU-TRPV DTAILTRFYF 

, core electric generator LFWU-UTKF UTE-DTAR-F 1 

, .  ' 

.' 

Noncore electric generator LPMU~uTJL-1 U"lL-DTAR-I 

Competitive-with-residual fuel . LPMU-IlTIL+-IR UTE-DTAI-IR 
Competitive-withdistillate LpMu_uTIL_ID . UTIL-DTAR-ID . 

1 Core Distributor Tariffs 
The dgorithm that kts distributor tariffs for residential, commercial, and industrial core customers is responsive in part 
to revenues genera@ from the noncore ,segment of the market, user-specified industry efficiency improvements, and 
user-specified assumptions on bypass by large industrial and electric utility consumers. The methodology is based on 
the concept that a portion of the revenues from interruptible customers are used to off. firm revenue requirements as 
viewed by alocal disttibution company (LDC). The transportation sector is not idcluded among the sectors for which 
this algorithm is used because of the current nature of the market: the usc of compressed natural gas as a vehicle fuel, 
is evolving from governmenthndustry sponsored demonstration programs to large scale commercial use. The core 
electric generation sector is also not included in these calculations because in most cases they do not buy gas through 
a local distribution company. Therefore, a separate methodology is used to detqmine distributor tariffs for @e 
transportation and electric generation sectors. These are described separately below. 

Resideniial, Commercial, and Industrial Sectors 

In general, the new DTM algorithm estimates the annual change in total costs associated with providing distribution 
,- services to core% customers, accounts for any rcc~vcry of fixed costs tiom the noncore segment of the market. and 

adjusts the previous year's distributor tariffs for tach of the end-use sectors to reflect the resulting annual change in 
revenue requirement. First, regional core market reveng requirements (RR-FJ are set based on an endogenously 
derived total cost (TC,F) for core distribution services and an assumed noncore marklt contribution (ICG) to fixed 
costs. Next, c o n  distributor tariffs (EST-DTAR-Fd arc estimated for each. sector and region based on the core 
distributor tariff (NONU-.DTAR-.FPREV,J'fiom the previous year and the annual percentage change in n& gas 
volumes consumed by core customers (QBAS-NONU-FJ. These tariffs are then used to estimate the revenue 
nq&mcnts ('E!3T-RR-Fr) that would be met fromcore customers ifthese estimated.&butortariffs (EST-DTmF 
were charged. F a y ,  core distributor tariffs (NONU-DTAR,& for the current forecast year an set by adjusting these 
estimated regional core distributor tariffs by apportioning the associated difference in revenue requirements 
(RR-RATIOr) between the forecasted and estimated values to the se&rs represented based on their relative contribution 
to the total 'revenue requirement. The following equations 'describe this process in mathematical terms. 

Vaxiable Definitions t 

The variables used in the subsequent equations arc defined p follows. 

. >  

%I this section "core" refers only to the residential, commercial, and con industrial sectors. 
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. .  F = core market (receiving firm transportation service) 
I = 

* r= region 
s= sector 

res = .residential sector 
corn = commercial secpk, 

4Y =. .Year 
t- l= previousyear . 
YR = cumnt forecast year (4 digits) \ 

noncore market (receiving interruptible transportation service) 

' ind= industrialsector .. ,e.-. 

V_ariablts' . =-F= 
, . , EST-RR-F= 

TcJ= 
- ICC= 

QBAS-NONU-IPREV = 
CHQTY-RJ3 = 

CHQTY-COM = 
CHQTY-IND= 

FQTY;= 
QBASJONU-F = 

QBAS-NONU-FPREV = 
IJ3YPAsS = 

NONU-DTAR-IPREV = 
NONU-DTAR-F = 

NONU-DTW-FPREV = 
MINMU-I = 

EST-DTAR-F = 
.MIN-DTAR-F = 

RR-RATIO = 

DTM-BETA = 

TCF-CHANGE = 
CHCOSTCAP = 

CHEMPLCOST = 
TEc€?EFF= 

MC-ECWSPNS = 
. .  MC-CPI = 

COSTCAP = 
AVG-COSTCM-OLD = - 

AVG-COSTCAP = 
TCF-COEFF = 
.WT..DEBT = 

DEBTYR = 
NG-FEALRMGBLUS = 

MC-Rh4PUAANS = 

AVG-RMPUAANS = 
MC-PDGP= 

marhi revenue requkments for core customers(87$) 
estimated market revenue requirements (87$) 
total cost to provide distribution services to con customers (87$) 
noncore revenue contribution to fixed costs (87%) 
noncore natural gas consumption in the previous forecast year (Bcf) 
annual percentage change in residential natural gas consumption (fraction) 
annual percentage change in commercial natural gas consumption (fraction) 
annual percentage change in industrial  anal gas consumption (fradtion) 
annual percentage change in sectors natural gas consumption (fraction) 
volume of natural gas consumption in the current forecast year ( B C ~  
volume of natural gas consumption in the previous forecast year (Bcf) 
percent of noncore volumes that bypass the LDC [Appendix E, fraction] 
the noncore distributor tariff in the previous forecast year (87$/Mcf) 
distributor tariffs for current forecast year (87$/Mcf) 
distributor tariffs for the previous forecast year (87$/Mcf) 
minimum honcore distributor tariff [Appendix E, 87$/Mcfl 
estimated market distributor tariff (87$/Mcf) 
minimum-offset.to shift DTAR from negative to positive (87Wcf) [$050 plus the lowest 
nonpositive distributor tariff from the previous year] 
delta between forecasted revenue requirement (RRJ) and estimated nvenue requirement 
(EST-M-rn (87$) 
percent of profit from noncore revenues contributed to offset core market distribution costs 
[Appendix E.- DTM-BETA, (frslction)] 
percent change in totid core market disebution costs (fraction) 
annual percentage change in capital costs, as a fraction 
annual percentage change in employment costs, as a fraction 
technical efficiency factor, by year [Appendix E, scaler] 
employment cost index - private wage and salary (provided by the Macroeconomic Model) 
consumer price index (provided by the Macroeconomic Model) 
cost of capital 
average cost of capitk as defined beforeAE097 
average cost of capital as defined for AE097 forward 
estiplated parameters [Appendix E, scaler] 
weighting for debvquity contribution to cost of capital [Appendix E, (fraction)] 
number of years rolling average taken on debt (years) 
real dollar yield on 10 year U.S. Governplent bonds (forecast values provided by the 
Macroeconomic Model, historical values in H-REALRMGBLUS - Appendix E) 
yield on AA utility bonds (forecast values providedby the Macroeconomic Model, historical 
values in H-RMFVAANS Appendix E) 
20-year rolliig average of yield on AA utility bonds 
GDP deflator index (provided by Macroeconomic Model) 

. 

. 
. .  
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Determine Regional Core . .  Revenue Requiremenk ~ I \  

\ 

egional core revenue requirementS are a function of total core c h m a  related costs and the recover of fixed cdsts from 
noncore customers w i t h  the region.. 

Regional core revenue requirements = kgional total firm costs - regional nonco? contribution-to fixed costs 

e .  

. ,  ' . .  I 
. I  

I .  

The following rekitionship is built on the a+sumptions that a portion (I-BYPASS) of the nodcore customers bypass the 
E:' that the regional noncore rtcovcry of fixed costs is a proportion DTM-BETA of the regional noncore profits 
collected bythe LDC, and that noncorc profits rcpmentnoncorc revenues that c x d  the *st of providing noncore 

Regional noncore contribution to fixed costs = [ to& regional noncore' volume *' (1 1 LDC bypass) * (;egional 

. .  . .  
. .  services, as~follows: . . ,  

, I  , 

.noncare distributor tariff - minimq n ~ o n a l  noncore distributor * DTM-BETA , .  
~ . I  , 

. ,  ICC, = c QBAS:NONU-IPREX;~ * (1 -~I-BYPASSJ 
' (47) . >  

&IONU-DTA.R~IPRW,~ - MINMU,I)' I. * DTMJETA ; ! 
f. - - 

. * I  , 

Due to the lack of aviable datd for regional c0sts'rela;ed to core distributor &rvices,'historical values for these costs 
are derived from the data that are available and annual changes in costs are forecast using model input parameters. Some 

. of these parametas were based on Statistical istimates presented by Mary Lashley Barcella & her paper, "Wholesale and 
Retail Analysis for Estimating the Price Effect of Natural Gas ConsCrvation." The paper presents a total distributor cost 

. equation with paramekrs estimated on the basis of data from ,64 local gas distribution companies covering the period 
1%9 through 1993. Selected h t e r  estiinateS (XF-COEFF).from h a  work have been used to.forecast the annual 

' change in total regional disbibutor costs associated with core customers, .~ show below: 
. .  

(48) ' ' 

TCF - CHANGE = [ TCF - COEFk,*kHQ'I%RES, + "CF-COEFF,*CHQTI,COM, + 

TCF-COEFF3*CHQTY-INDr + ~ ~ c o E F F , * c H c o s T c A P  + 

T C F - C O E F F , * ~ L C O S T  3 
, 

m e  CHQTY-RJ3, &QTY-COM, and CHQTY-IND terms represent percentage change in volme, calculated as 
follows: 

I 

, . . .  

The percentage change in.employment costs (CHEMPLCOST) is calculat& using the variables MC-ECIWSPNS and 
MC-CPI, set within the Macroeconomic Model of the NEMS, as follows: 

' F .  

, 

c 



(52) * .. 
MC-CP?-, ’ 

. .  

’Before the AE097 version of the mdel, the percentage change in cost of capital (CHCOSTCAP) was obtained using. 
an average cost of capital (represented as’a three year rolling average). The cost of capital was approximated using a 
weighted average of the yieldeon AA bonds (20-ycar rolling average, DBTYEAR) and the yield on 10-year government 
bonds. For the AE097 version forwad, the actual historical series for the average cost of capital that was used in the 
total cost estimation was obtained from Mary Barcella. Then, an equation Was estimated (Appendix F, Table F5) to 
forecast this series (AVG-COSTCAP) 85.8 function of the previously used series for the average cost of capital -, 

(AVG-COSTCAP,OLD): The comsponding equations are: 

. 

, 

. 

, . .  

(53) 
AVG-COSTCAP, - AVG-COSTCAP~-, 

CHCOSTCAP = , 
AVG-COSTCAP,-, 

whek, ’ , .  

AVG-COSTCAP, = 7.44691 + 1.22689*AVG,COSTCAP-OLDf + 71.6M79*(YR-1979)-”*’ . (54) 

COSTCAP, + COSTCAP,-, + COSTCAP,, 
AVG-COSTCAP-OLD, =. 3 .  - ’  (55) 

t 

(56) 
COSTCAP, = WT-DEBT * AVG-RMPUAANS, +. 

c (1 -WT-DEBT) .* NG-REALRMGBLUS 
*t 
C [ MC-Rh4PUAANSY - (loO*(MC-PGDP~C,PGDPt-l) :l) ] 

DEBTYR 
AVG-RMPUAANS, = ’*-” . (57) 

Finally,’the total cost for distributor service to core customers for the forecast year, by region, is: ’ 

me TECHEFF term is present to iapture the impact of advances in technical efficiencies. 

Estimate Core Distributor Ta@k and Corresponding Revenue Requirements 

Regional core distributor tariffs are estimated fqr each end-use sector asa function of corresponding k n  tariffs in’the 
previous year and the annual percentage change in core consumption.or volumes. 

witen TCF-COEFF, (Appendix E) are the various parametcr’estimates for the end-use sector terms from Mary Lashley 
Barcella’s study (also used in q d o n  48). The annual change in the EST-DTAR-F value is limited to a user specified 
level (Appendix E, MAXCHNG) to prevent an unreasonable adjustment from one y-ear to the next. These distributor 
tariffs are then used to obtain an estimate of regional core revenue requirements: 

. * 



1 1  
, .  

(60) 

' -.EST-RR-:,' = EST-DTA~Z-F,~ * 'QBAS-F~ONTLF,~ + 1 
.. . .. EST-DTAR-F~~ -* QBAS-NONLLF,- + . 

. EST-DTAR-F,, * QBAS-NONU-F,~\ I .  . .  , ,  . .  
I 

mtermine FM core ~LsMl;ntor ~ariffs, . . I  

- >  

. Fd core distributor tariffs for &h region determined by adding an adjustment fktor to the estimated distributor' ' '' 

tarif€ to account for the difference between *e forecasted and estimated core revenue requirements. niisixijustinent 
factor (adjDTAR) is set by apportioning this difference in revenue requjrcments,to the represented sectors based on an 
.estimate of each sector's relative contribution to the total revenue reqbirement, asfollows: , !  

. . ,  , .  

- .. 
. ThcMIN-DTAR-Fterm was added to counter the impact ofhaving any negative tariffs in the quation. I t  is set qual ' 
I to the absolute'value of the largest negative distributor tariff across the three sectors (residential, commercial, and 

industrial) in a given region. If.thm are no negative distributor tariffs, MIN-DTAR-F is set to zero. 
t Determine Base Y& Total Core Market Distribution Costs 

Total con market distribution costs need td bc established irithe base year (1995 for AEO98) to providi a lagged value 
for roral costs in equalion 58. This can be calculated using a form of quation 46 above: 

I 

. -  

I . ,  
For the base year, the m&l reads historical finn citygatc*pnces by region (Appendix E, HCGPR-F) hd historical end- 

.. use prices for the residential and commercial sectors by rkgion. Historid iniermptible citygate prices are assumed to 
equal the regional average wellhead pn& plus a small value (Appendix E, CGPR_MUI). Historical prices for the' 
.indus@ial and e l e c ~ c  generator sectors arc dmved endogenously based on data inpllts' (Appendix F, Tables F6 and n), ' 
however these calculations could have also been done exogenously. From these data core and noncore distiibutor tariffs 
are denved.for each &tor in each' region. .Given user specified &umptions for 1-BYbASS, MINMUJ, and 
D'@f-BETA, quation 47 above can be' used to derive ICC,. Then, assuming that regional'revenue guiremcnts are 
equal to firm revenues, firm revenue rtquirrmentS (RR-FJ can be tstimated as the product of firm distributor-tariffs and 
volumes. Thus, base year total cos& are derived. 

' 

. 

. I I 

I .  I -. 
. ,  . .  , .  

Electri'c Generation Sector 
The distributor tariffsfor the core electric generation sector are initially set to values reflective of the last historical year 
(1996 for MOB). Each forecast year (beyond 1996) one or.two adjustments arc made to these initial tariffs based on 
analyst judgement First, .in regions were the initial values arc exceptionally low (probably due to specially arranged 
deals that are not reflective of markit conditions), it was assumed that these low levels would not be retained indefinitely. 
Therefore, an assumed annual growth rate (0:95) is applied whenever the previous year's tariff is less than -$1.00. 
Second, for aU regions, &I adjustment factor is added to reflect additional costs incurred for expanded infrasrmcture (not 
captured elsewhek in the model) to support increased electric'generator consumption. This adjustment factor is a 
function of the annual percentage change in the regional electric generator consumption, as follows: 
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, 

L 

U!I'IL-DTAR-F, = UTIL-DTAR-FPREVr*(growth factor) + CHQTY,*O.O5 

where, . . I  

UTILDTAR-F = 
UTILDTARJTREV = 

growth factor '= 
* CHQTY = annual percentage change in core electric generator consumption (fraction) 

distributor tarif'f for core electric generation sectorin.c&nt forecast year ($/Mcf) 
distributor tariff for core electric g e n ' d o n  sector in previous foncast year ($/Mcf) 
set to 0.95 if UTIL-DTAR-FPREV is less than -%l.OO, else set to 1.0 

- 
r = region 

The percentage change in core electric conknption is limited to be bitween -2 and 2 and is set as follows: ' 

QGFELGR = core electric generator consumption in indicated year (MMBtu) 

I In historical years, UTJL-DTAR-F is Set to historically based values, 'historical end-use prices (Appendix F, Table F6, 
HPGFELGR) minus historical citygate prices (Appendix E, HCGPR-F). ' 

i 

. .  
Transportation Sector 

Consumers of compressed natural gas (CNG) have becn classified into two endme categories within the core 
transportation sector: fleet vehicles and,personal vehicles. Two different pricing methodologies are defined for 
determining distributor tariffk to these two end-use categories, with the sector average (NONlJ-DTAR-F*:__ia being 
determined as a quantity weighted average of both end-use categories. Distributor tariffs associated with fleet v&icles 
are a function of the historical disdbutor tariffs, a decline rate, and state and federal times, as shown: 

. .  

where, 
' DTA~-TRFV-F 

HNONU-DTAR-F 

"RN-DECL 
YR-DECL 

distributor tariff for the fleet vehicle transportation sector, before adjusting for pipeline 
fuel use (dollars per Mcf) 
historic$ distributor tariff for the transportation sector (assumed to be primarily for 
fleet vehicles), before adjusting for pipeline fuel use (dollars per Mcf) 
fleet vehicle distributor decline rate, set to zero forAE098 [Appendix E, (fraction)] 
difference between the current year and the last historical year over which the decline 
rate is applied 
CNG st&c taxes (dollars per Mcf) 
CNG federal tax (dollars per Mcf) 
cnd-use sector index 
region index 
index for last year historical data are available. 

The methodology used to determine distributor tariffs for CNG consumtd by personal vehicles is called the full cost price 
method. Under this method, the distributor tariff is derived as a function of the full cost of delivering CNG to these 
alternate fuel vehicles. Thus, the distributor tariff is set equal to the sum of the core industrial distributor tariff, the cost 
of dispensing CNG at a high volume seMce station, State motor vehicle fuel tak applied to CNG, and Federal motor 
vehicle fuel tax applied to CNG, as shown in the following equation: 

.. 

DTAR~"RPV-Fj = N0m-DTAR-Fi,, + RETALCOST + STAXj + ,FAX 

when, I 
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. .  

I .  
I 

. DTAR-TRPV-F = :. distribuior tarif€ for the personal .vehicle transportation sector, before adjusting for . 
pipeline fuel use (dollars per Mcf) 

. -NONU-DTAR,F . = . distributor tariff for the core industrial &tor, i=3 (dollks per Mcf) 
* RETAIL-COST. = ~ cost of dispensing CNG [Apphdix E, (dollars per Mcf)] . 

'I % STAX . = State motor.vehicle fuel tax'applied to CNG [Appendix E, (dollars per Mcf)] /L 

Federal motor vehicle fuel tax applied to CNG [Appendix E, (dollars per Mcf)] . FI'AX . = 
i = end-use Sector index (i=3 for the industrial sector) I . .  ' I ' . 

. . ~  . .  .: .. j . = , regionindex. . . ,  
. 1  

e .  - .  
. ,  

' Noncore Distributor Tariffs 
ThC.spaific methodology used for sctting noncoit distributor tariffs for both the'@l&trial &d electric generator sectors 
is described below. For both sectors,.~c historical distributor tad% are.calculatad as the historical end-use price minus 
.an ass- ci&a& price for the intmuptible market. Within the model, the historical intemptible citygate prices are 

end-use prices for the industrial apd electric generator sectors are al& set in the model, as dwribed in Tables F6 and 
F7 of Appendix F. 

set as the wellhead price& a kgion, plus a small exogenously specified value (Appendix E, CGPR,MUI). Historical 
. .  

. d  . .  1 .. ~ 

. .  Industrial Sector . . . , . , 
* 

Regional distribubrtariffs for noncore industrial customek are &tablishd by applying a decline rate to the regional 
historical distributor tariffs that correspond to the lastyear historical.data are avail&le. Note that a smali delta has been 

. addd to'fhe historical tariff and then subtmcted from the declined tariff in order to reverse the impact of a decline rate 
on the negative historicaltatiffs (if any). The comsponding equation is: 

' 

. .  . 
, .  

(69) I 

~ONU-DTAR-I~.~~, = , [( I.. - NONU-DTARI-DECL)~ * 
. (HNONU-DTAR-Ii+Jb + CGDEJ.-TA-Nj)] - CGDELTAANj 

. .  
where, 

NONU-DTAR-I .. . = 
, fuel use (dollars per Mcf),. 

= . historical distributor tariff for the noncore indktrial Sector, i=3 (dollars per Mcf) , 

=. ' , decline &, set to kro. for AEO98 [Appendix E, (fhction)] 
. 

' YRDECL ' = Wennce between the cuknt  year and the la? historical year over.which $e decline 

= ' delta to reverse the impact bf a decline rate on any negative historical tariffs (set to the 
absolute value of the largest negative value of HNOW-DTAR-UJ for all j regions 
in .the last historical y a )  [dollars per Mcfl 

j ,  = regionindex 
h = index for last year historical data are available. ' 

distributor eff .forthe nonco? industrial Sector (i=3), before adjusting for pipeline . ,  
NNONU-DTARJ 

NOW-DTARI-DECL ' 

' 

rate is applied. 
CGDELTAD ' 

i = end-use sector index [i=3 for indu&al sector) 
Y 

. 
' $  

. .  
I .  

. . Electric Generator gktoi. . ' 

- ,  

. The methodology used to define distributor tariffs for both the competitive-withdistillak and the competitive-with: 
&dual fuel categories of the noncore electric generator sector issimilar to that used.for the noncore industrial sector. 

. A decline rate is applied to the regional historical tariffs that corresponds to the last year historical data are available. 
A@, a small delta has been added. to the histqrical tsniff and then subtracted from . .  the declined tariff in order to reverse 
the impkt of a d k h e  rate on any negative historical tariff, Z follows': 

- 1  
. .  - .  

- .  . ,  . ,  - .  
, . .  1 
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- 
Competitivewith-residual fuel 

. UTILDTAR-IRjj, = I( 1 - UTILIR,DECL)YRDUZ * (HUTIL,DTAR-Rm + CGDELTA-UJ ' 

. (701 .. - CGD=TA-Uj 

. *  

wh&, 
UTIL-DTAR-IR. =' 

=' 

diskbutor tariff for the noncore competitive-with-residual fuel electric sector, before 
adjustingfor pipeline fuel use (dollars per Mcf) 
historical distributor tariff far the noncon c o m p e t i t i v e ~ i t d u a l  fuel electric Sector 
(dollars per Mcf) ' 

b - P E c L .  = . decline rate for competitivewitfi-residual fuel distributor taiiff, set to zero for AE098 
[Appendix E, (fraction)] 
distributdr tariff for the noncore competitive-withdistillate electric sector, before 

, . adjusting for pipeline fuel use (dollars per Mcf) 
HUTIL,-DTARJD = historical distributor tariff for the noncore competitive-withdistillate electric'sector 

(dollarsperMcf) - 
decline rate for competitive-with:distillatc distributor tariff, k t  to zero for AE098 
[Appendix E, (fraction)] 
difference betwe& the current year and the l i t  historical year over which the decline 
rate is +plied 
delta td.r&wse the impact of a decline rate on a negative historical tariff (set to'the 
absolute value of the hugest negative .value of HUTIL-DTARJR and 
HUTiL-DTAR-ID across all regions) [dollars per McfJ 

. 
m - D T A R J R ,  

UTL-DTAR-ID = 

UTILID-DEL = 

YRDECL' = 

CGDE&'I'A-U = . 

j = regionindex 
n = Electricity Market Model region index 
lj .= index for last year historical data are available, 

" .  
If a region's distributor tariff for the competitive-with-distihc category in the last historical year is below $0.05, it is 
progressively scaled upward each year so that it equals $0.05 by the lak forecast ye& (2020). ' ~ 

Regional Citygate Benchmark Factors 
Regional citygate benchmark factdrs are established for each year that historical and Short-Term Energy Outlook (STEO) 
data are available, and are used to calibrate the model to historical and STEO values. In historical years. citygate 
benchmark factors represent the diffm~nces between historical citygate prices and cityga!c prices derived by the NGTDM 
for the historical years. Givenihe mathematical relationships in the model, the differences between the historical and 
model core citygate prices are qual to the differences between the historical and model residential (defined as core) 
prices. Therefore, the firm citygate benchmark factors i& calculated as follows: 

where, 
CGBENCHF = citygate bencho&k factor (dollars per Mcf) 
HpGFRSGR = 

N0NU-PR-F = 

NEFF,PIPE = 

historical natural gas end-lise price for the residential sector [Appendix E (dollars per 

model solution for the natural gas end-use price for the residential Sector, i=l (dollars 

efficiency factor to kcaunt €or fuel used to O k m s p o r t  natural gas from the regional hub 
to end-use customers [Appendix E] 

Mcfll 

PerMcf) 

I 
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' AEFF-PIPE = efficiency facto; to account for fuel used for intraregional transport of natural gas 
. . [AppendixE] . 

t . =: model year index 
i = . end-use.scctor index (i=l for residential sector) . 
j = regionindex. 

An quivalent method for calculating the interruptible benchmark fador was used. The differences in the historical and. 
model noncore industrial end-use prices q u a l  the differences in historical and model Citygate prices. Therefore, the 
intemtptible benchmark factors are calculated as follows: ' . I 

. (73) 

CGBENCHI = 
HPGIINGR = 

NONU-PR-I - ,  = 

citygate benchmark factor (dollars per kef) 
historical natural gas end-use price for the noncork industrial sector [Appendix F, Table 
F7, (dollars per Mcfll 
model solution for the natural gas end-use price f i r  the noncon industrial sector, i=3 (dollarsperMcf) . .I 

efficiency factor to &out for fuel use td transport natural gas from the regional hub 
t6 end-& customm [Appendix E] 
efficiency factor,to account for fuel use for the intrarigional transport of naNral gas 
[Appendix E] ' 

model year index 
end-use sector index (i=3 for industrial sector) 
region index. 

. .  
-fir the first i i o n  of i t  &t podel fo-t year ( i m j o f t h e  simulation, the b~richmarkfa~ton arc set to zero within 
the DTM. For subsequent iterations Ad years of d e  historid' r;efiod (1990 through 1996);the NGTDM computes 
benchmark factors as described above. In the STEO years (1w and 1998) a similar process w& applied. However, 
since the STEO only provides *rial level forecasts for the residential and electric generation.sectors, regional STEO 
end-use prices we& derived by scaling the regional model results accordingly. In'addition, the scaled noncore electric 
-generation end-use prices were us'ed instead- of noncore industrial prices. After the S'fEO.years, the portion of the 
citygate benchmhk factors attributable to benchmarking to STEO is progressively phased out, so that by the year 
STPHAS-YR (Appendix E); CGBENCHF and,CGBENCHI q u a h e i r  valuesjn the last historicd year. 

. .  . _  . ,  

I 
, .  

. ,  . '- 



7 . 5 

7. Capacity ,Expansion Module Solution Methodology . 

. .  

The Capacity Expansion Module (CEM) is a component of the Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Model 
(NGTDM). Its function is to determine future interstate pipeline and storage capacity expansion requirements, firm and' 
total pipeline utiiization estimates, and net storage withdrawal levels to meet core and n o n m  demand. This information 
is subsequently used by the Annual Flow Module and/or the Pipeline Tariff Module. A flow diagram illustrating the 
general'structurc of the CEM is provided in Figure 7-1. These results are determined based on an equilibrium between 
expected changes in gas consumption levels and supply availability comsponding to a CEM forecast year (represented 
as the Annual Flow Module model year "t", plus "n" look-ahead  year^).^ Like the Annual Flow Module, it is structured 
tk a transpoFtion network servicing both core and noncore customers; however, it bases its capacity and storage 
utilizatiodexpansion decisions on seasonal firm service loads, thus accounting for peak period and off-peak period 
pnsumption requirements. TIGS tw&pcriod network stmctu~ a~ows for a more accuraie representation of the capacity 
build decisions and storage requirements, as well as a mechanism for setting maximum utilization levels for the Annual .- 
Flow Module. 

* 

Formulated as a linear program, the CEM detennines the capacity expansion and flow decisions which correspond to 
the least cost solution for achieving an equilibrium b e k e n  expected supply and demand levels for natural gas. It is 
designed to determine pipeline and storage expansion and ut i l i ion levels that comspond to satisfying core and noncorc 
demands represenied in both the peak and off-peak ~riods. Rice curves for storage and pipeline expansion are 
employed to represent the costs associated with expansion options. The decision to expand capacity in the model is 
based on the criterion that peak period fkm service requirements for design weather conditionss3 must be met. Thus, 
when current capacitj levels are fully utilized the model simultaneously determines the relative difference in price to 
the consumer among the following activities: (1) adding more pipeline capacity, (2) adding more storage capacity to 
enable the transfer of gas to a core customer in the pcak period, (3) adding no more pipeline or storage capacity but . 
taking an alternate route, and/or (4) temporary interruptions of supplies to some noncorccustomers. Given that the price 
to the consumer is a combination of the wellhead price, the transportation charge, and the storage fee. the availability 
of supply and its relative regional price are included in this determination. The location and amount of pipeline and/or 
storage capacity expansion determined by the CEM serve to satisfy the Nation's expected firm service requirements for 
the lowest price to the consumer. 

For this model to operate properly, a number of parameters are derived. Some are derived from data passed from other . 
NEMS models, such as supply curve coefficients and expected core and noncore consumption levels. Others are based 
on the results from other NGTDM modules, such as the price (or tariff) curves for interregional pipeline and storage 
capacity expansion provided by the Pipeline TeModu le .  Finally, some of the parameters for the CEM are based on - 
exogenously determined relationships and are assigned directly within the module. 

The following sections px+nt the CEM in more detail. Themthodologies used to represent supply, demand, pipeline 
capacity price curves, and storage cqxi@ty price curves used in the (=EM are presented first. Then, a general description 
of the CEM linear pr,ogram is presented, followed by a mathematical specification. Finally, the methodologies used to 
calculate the maximum pipeline utilizations and the net storage flows uscd by the Annual Flow Module are provided. 
The variables for which the CEM solves arc: '(1) the flows along each arc (including flows associated with storage), (2) 
the incremental pipeline capacity expansion required for each arc, and (3) the storage capacity expansion quired for 
each region. 

. 

I 

1 

, %e Iwk-ahead yearn (cuqcnfly set to 2) i s  an inp!t parameter that-repnsenq the *mum p l e n g  horizon for constructing 
new pipeline and storage capac~ty m the CEM (1.a. the hme between the final -on to bmld and the hme when the facility is fully 

53Desip*wcathcr is defined as the pattcm of temp&anms which ns~ l t s  in degnc days which are a ccrhhi percent colder than 
no&' m service customtrs @rim+ly Id distnbution companies) use denynd estimafesunder design weather conditions for 
assessing their.future need for firm pipehne transportation s m c e .  

opemonal). 1 .  
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.. Figure-7-1. Capacity Expansion Module System Diagram 
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* _  

. .  

' Supply Representation 
'As with the Annual Flow Mqdule, natural gas supply sources have been classified into the following basic categories: 
nonassociated and associatcddissolved onshore and offshore dry gas production, Canadian and Mexican imports, 
liquefied natural gas imports, Alaskan gas transported via the Maskan Natural Gas Transportation System, synthetic 
natural gas, and other supplemental supplies. Of these categories, all except nonassociated onshore and offshore, and 
synthetic d gas production are considered to be constant (or fixed) supplies within the CEM. The approach used 
fo represent variable% supply sources is similar to that used in the Annual Flow Module. When a supply source is 
designated as fix& the annual production is split into peak and off-peak levels based on assumed shares (Appendix E, 
SUP-PKSHR). When a supply source is designated as variable, the portion of the annual production that can be used 
in either period is capped at assumed percentages of the annual production (Appendix E -.SUP-PUTILZ, 
SUP-OUTILZ). 

Dry Gas Production . 

. 

\ 

B .  

I .  

1 .  

Both onshore and offshore dry gas production levels are a Gnction of regional beginningsf-year natural gas reserve . 
levels and expected production-to-reserves ratios, with functional forms identical to those used in the Annual Flow 
Module. The parameters defining these supply curves (provided by the Oil and Gas Supply Model) correspond to 
production levels for the year following the Annual Flow Module forecast year (cumnt model year plus 1) and, therefon, 
serve as an approxihion for supplies aviilable to the CEM in the CEM forecast yiar (defined as cumnt model year 
plus n). As in the Annual Flow Module, maximum and minimum supply levels are represented for each region. The 

. minimum supply is defined as a specified percentage (Appendix E, PARM-MINPR) below the product of the reserves 
. * and the production-to-reserves ratio. Likewise, the maximum supply is determined to a specified percentage 

(Appendix E, PARM-MAXPR) above the product of the reserves and the pr*uction-to-reservcs ratio. 

' 

. .  

Natural Gas Pipeline Imports I 

Imports from Mexico and Qnada for each CEM forecast year &e represented for each border crossing nod& as fixed 
supply sources. Mexican imports are made available to the firm network only. These imports are provided directly by 
the Oil and Gas~Supply Model as annual supplies. The CEM then uses exogenously defined values (Appendix E, 
SUP-PKSHR) to split these annual numbers intb seasonal supply levels (peak'and off-peak splits). Canadian @off- . 
peak and firm/intermptible imports Brt determined from Canadian pi'pcline capacities and~utilizations (annual and 
seasonal). Canadian pipeline capacities are exogenously defied by pipeline (Appendix E, CANCAP), and then 
aggregated to the six border crossing arcs within the NGTDM network. Seasonal utilizations (Appendix E - 

* CAN,uTILz) are exogenously defined for the NGTI?M and k p t  constant until a userdefined year (Appendix E, 
CAN~UTL-SYFU);&r which the peak and off-peak utilizationspe increased based on a growth &e (Appendix E, 
CAN,uTIL,GRWl) .and their approach to an exogenously defined niaximUm utilization (Appendix E, ' ~ 

CAN-Ul'IL.-MAX). In a subsixpent year (Appendix E, CANJJ"IL-SYR2) the'growth rate is changed to 
CAN-U"IL-GRW2 (Appendix E). The peak firm u-on is set as a fraiction (Appendix E, CANJl"IL-PF-P) of 
the peak utilization.' Annual utilizations arc approximiited using the AFM output values from the most recent forecast 
'year. The Canadian produced natural gas which passes through the United States on its way to Canadian markets (as 
described in chaptcr3) is split into peak and off-peak levels based on assumed shares (Appendix E,CANFLO-PFSHR). 

. 
+'  

, I  

. 
' 

, 
. Liquefied Natural Gas Imports and the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation System 

The levels of liquefied natural gas imports into the four designated entry pints, and the level of gas entering the United 
States via the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation System, are provided to the CEM, as well as the Annual Flow Module, 
by the Oil and Gas Supply Model. For both of these sources, the level of supply assumed in the CEM for a future 

I 

%e production levels for variable supply sources are endogenou$y determined within the CEM as a function of theenand gas 
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. .  f o m &  year, is the level of supply the Ayual Flow Module will actually see in'that.forecast year, (k., the CEM 
operaq under,perfect foresight with regard to these two supply categories). 

f h e  solution &ce f r d  the Annual Flow Mcidule at tlic n k t  &&iattd marketnode is provided to the Oil and Gas 
Supply Model at the end of each forecast year, and is used 'as a basis for deciding whether or not the capacik at the 
d i g a s i f i c a f i o n  plant will be expanded. The Od and& Supply Model' assumesthat any added capacity will not 

. ,be available for use until ai least *nn years (as defined in the CEM) after the decision is made to expand. The decision 
to build $ not reversed, even if the price in intkmening y- falls below the originally required threshold price. The 
a i b t i o n  rates for t&e gasification plant capacities'are set exogenously. BH.aulie of the lead time for thcse builds, the * 

. Oil and Gas Supply Model is able to provide ihe CEM with the import levels for liquefied d gas for "n" years ' 

beyond the clqrent f o k t  ycq. 

Wikn the Oil and Gas Supply Model; the initial build (for those &ments not aIrcady'in existence) and the potential 
expansion decisions for the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation S&m (ANGTS) is structurally identical, to the method 
used for endogenously forecasting the expansion of liquefied natural gas grisification facilities. Therefore, the 
representation of the ANGTS in the CEhd likewise is similar to the approach taken for representing liquefied natural gas 
impok in the CEM. Natrrral gas supplied through the ANGTSk provided by the Oil and Gas Supply Model based on 
the border pri& at the U.SIcanadian border adjoining the P+irtc Census Division. The Oil and Gas Supply Model 
ass& that de  final pipeline connection (andany subsequent expansions) of the ANGTS.Will be completed at least 
"n".years after the referenced border price is high enough to -over costs for the completion of the project. 

- !  

. 

. - 

, I  
. , '  , .  

, .  . .  

. 
' 

' 

Associated-DissoIved Gas,' Synthetic Natural Gas, and Other Supply Sources' 

Within the CEM (as in the AFM) associated-dissolved gas, synthetic n d  gas from coal, and other supplemental 
supplies are fixed quantities. Associatcddissolved gas production is provided by the Oil and Gas Supply Model and 
synthetic natural gas from coal is set exogenously within the NGTDM. The levels of natural gas used in the CEM for 
these two categories are from the most recent forecast year solved by the Annual Flow Module. Since both of these 
supply categories correspond to cumnt year levels, they serve as & approximation for synthetic natural gas from coal 
and associatcd-dissolved gas available to the CEM in the CEM forecast year (defined as Annual Flow Module forecast 
year plus n). Synthetic natural gas produced from liquid hydrocarbons is treated as a variable supply type within the 
CEM and is calculated as a function of the market price for natural gas, with the same functional form and constrairh 
used in the Annual Flow Module. F i i y ,  since other supplemental supplies are assumed to remain constant throughout 
the forecast in the Annual Flow Module, they.also an assumed constant in the CEM (Appendix E - OSUP,TOT, 

.* 

0sm~RsHR). - 
I 

1 I 

Demand Representation 
Demands within the CEM include end-& consumption, export demands, and pipeline fuel consumption. As with the 

. Annual Flow Module, end-use and export demands for forecast years beyond the cumnt model year are defined by other 
models within NEMS, while pipeline fuel is accounted for through exogenously defined pipeline efficiencies (Appendix 
E, AEFF-PIPE). End-use consumption levels ark provided on an annual basis by region (Census or NGTDhUEMM) 
and type of customer ( c o ~  versus noncon?), and arc represented as consumption levels in the CEM, unlike the demand 
curves ustd in the.AFM. Similarly, natural gas export forecasts are provided on an ann@ basis for each border crossing 
node and are defined to be fixed; however, &adian exports are assumed to seMce noncore customers only while 

Since the CEM is a seasonal model, each of the annual levels must be separated into pe& and off-peak consumption. 
The CEM contains exogenously specified percentages for disaggngating these annual consumption levels into peak and 
off-peak periods. These shares (Appendix E - NON-POSHR-F, NON,POSHRJ, U'IlLJ0SHR-F. UTIL-POSHR-I, 

. uTIL,P;os&c for consumption; W-PSHR for exports) Mve been estimated using historid monthly consumption 

* Mexican .exports service only cork customers. . 
' 

J 

UFor.k e l e e  generator sector, the nonw-re customer*dass is further subdivided into "competitive-withaistillate" and . 
"compe~hve-wIth-rcsh-rtsldual fuel oil," as descnbed 111 Chapter 3. 

7d 
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data reported by sector arid region, combined with annual estimates of demands for firm and interruptible service. A 
fvture model enhancemknt may be to establish these pcak/off-p& shares endogenously. For example, seasonal shifts 
in the demand for electricity (as represented within the Electricity Market Model) could be used as a basis for 
endogenously determining shifts in seasonal demands for natuh gas by the electric gencrator'sector. Likewise, seasonal' . 
shares for the other sectors could be specified at a more disaggregate level, such as by type of end-use (e.g., space 
heating). 

The forecast years and regions representing end-use sector consumption in the CEh4 differ from one sector to another. 
For the industrial, t r a n s w o n ,  and electric generators sectors, f o r k t  consumption levels comspond to "n" years 
beyond the cumnt model year, while residential and commercial consumption levels correspond to "n+h" y m  beyond 
. the cumnt model year. The "n" represents the number of years required to construct a pipeline and the "h" corresponds 
to the planning horizon used by a local distribution company when assessing capacity requkments?6 As for regional 
representation, electric generators consumption forecasts are defined by NGTDM/EMM regions (Chapter 3). while 
consumption forecasts for the other end-use sectors arc specified by Census Divisions. As in the A n n d  Flow Module, 
cstihcs of Alaskan natural gas consumption are generated in the CEh4 in order to derive separate consumption levels 
for the Pacific Contiguous Division. Similarly, consumption levels within three of tlie Census Divisions are further 
subdivided to form separateNGTDM regions using the same fixed historically derived shares as are used in the Annual 
Flow Module. These splits include: Florida split from the rest of the South Atlantic 'Division, California split from the 
rest of the Pacific Contiguous Division, and Arizona and New Mexico split fiom the rest of the Mountain Division. 

Consumption forcasts are provided by a numbir of different sources. The NEMS system provides consumption 
f o m  for the core industrial sector and all the nonwre end-use sectors with the exception of the electricity generating 
sector. Consumption forecasts for the core and noncore electricity generating sector are a function of the estimates 
provided by the Electricity Market Model. The consumption forecasts for the core residential, commercial. and 
transportation customer classes are provid& by the NEMS system based on the observed ahnual growth rates in previous' 
forecast years. However, within the NG'I'DM a limit is placed on how much these consumption levels can increase on 
an annual basis beyond the current forecast year. It is also assumed that consumption will not decline. 

' 

' 
. 

. 

, 
t Pipeline Capacity Price Curve . 

Initial pipeline capacity price curves are developed by the Pipeline TariffModule at the beginning of the forecast These 
curves are based on estimates of capital costs of expansion and parameters (such as interest rates) from the NEMS 
macroeconomic model. (See Chapter 8 for a complete description of how these tariffs are calculated;) Each cost curve 
represents the per unit reservation charge on a particular intemgional arc based on the annual physical capacity (design 

, day capac ip  times 365). The base quantity (initial step) represents the existing pipeline capacity for the base year 
(Appendix E, PCAP-MAX): The corresponding price is the base year reservation charge (i.e., the demand charge) 
expressed on a per unit basis. Subsequent steps represent incremental expansion and the corresponding incremental 
tariff. It is assumed that the price curve is nondecnasing to prevent the model from deciding to build just to lower costs. 
To keep the curve increasing when additional capacity is expected to result in declining prices (such as when incremental 
capacity expansion is the result of added compression), the step on the curGe associated.with this additional capacity is 
held at the price associated with the previous step, is., the step representing the level of capacity without the addition. 
A generic pipeline capacity price curve is presented in Figure 7-2. The QCAP represents the capacity along an arc, and 
the PCAP represents the comsponding unit cost. The UCAP is the maximum capacity that can be &I on each step (the 
length of ae step), and the ycap represents how much capacity was needed for a given solution. 

In forecast year t, the CEM determines the capacity expansion for year t+n (the CEM forecast year). Therefore, each 
year the CEM must adjust the price curves based on capacity expansion which was determined in the previous CEM 
forecast year, and +to come on-line in year t+n-1. Specifically, !he quantity associated with the base step onthe curve 
will be adjusted to equal the capacity which. will exist on the arc at the end of year t+n-1. Note that adjustments to the 
curve have alrcady bten made in previous CEM forecast years to reflect expansion in q y  of the intervening years to year 
t+n-l, The associated base level tariff is determined as a quantity weighted average of the tariffs comsponding to the 

%ese variables weft defined as follows in the Annual Enegy Ourlook 1998: -2, h a .  
nA ipeline's design day capacity (or ccrtifi.cated Capaci 1 represents a level of service that be &n&d over an extended 

peridof time q d  may not represent the -mum thmu$put dpability ofthe system on any gven day. ' 

. .  , '  
I 
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Figure 7-2. Pipeline Capacity Price Curve . 
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cumnt year (t) capacity and the capacity idditions made during years t+l, t+2, ... t+n-1. The original tariff levels defined 
for the remaining steps (Le., the capacity addition steps) ari then adjusted upward by a specific price delta (Appendix - 
E; DELPR-CAP) to ensure that existing pipeline capacity is sufficiently utilized (on a d o n a l  level) before a decision . 
to add new capacity is made. - 

Storage Capacity Price curve . 
I 

hitial working gas storage capacity price curves are determined by the Pipeline Tariff Module at the beginning of the - forecast. These curves axe based on estimates of capital costs of expansion, costs of holding base gas in storage, and 
paramem (such as interest rates) fromihe NEMS macroeconomic model. (See Chapter $ for a complete description 
of how thest tariffs axe calculated.) Each cost c h e  represents the storage charge per unit (PSTR) as a function of the 

. gas to or from storage areas. The base quantity (initial step) represents the existing working gas storage capacity 
, (Appendix E, WORKT). The corresponding price is the initial storage charge per unit. Subsequent steps represent 

incremental ekpansion and the comsponding incremental charge. Tfie final step on the curve represents an upper l i t  
on working storage capacity expansion due to known physical limits in a region (Appendix E, NODFAC) or other 
nonprice dependent factors. A generic working gas storage capacity price curve is presented in Figure 7-3. The QSTR 
represents the storage, capacity at a node, and the PSTR represents the corresponding unit storage cost. The USTR is 
the paximum storage capacity that can &.used on each step (the length of the step), and the ystr represents how much 
storage was needed for a given solution. 

Each year the CEM must adjust these working gas storage price curves bas& on the cumnt capacity levels, similar to 
the adjustment made to the pipeline capacity price curves. Specifically, the quantity associated with the base step on the 
curve is adjusted to qual the working gas storage capacity which exists in the region at the end of year t+n-1, where t 
is the current model year anda js the number of years beyond the cumnt model year for which the CEM is determining 
expansion. Since in model year t the capacity expansion for year t+n is being determined, the base step includes working 

3 gas capacity for current year t as well as the capacity expansions defined in years t+l,t+2, ..., t+n-1. The associated base 
level tariff is determined as a quantity-weighted average of the tarif€ associated with the existing capacity and the tariffs 
for each of the previokly determined expansions for years t+l, t+2, ..., t+n-1, as well as the original base storage capacity 
in model year t. As with the pipeline capacity price curves, the original tariff levels defined for the remaining steps are 
then adjusted upward by a specific price delta (Appendix E, DFLPR-STR). This measure ensures that existing storage . 
capacity issuficiently utilized (on a na$onal level) before new storage capacity gets added, 

. annual working gas capacity for a particular region. This storage charge is exclusive of any transportation costs'to move 

- 

.- 
. *  

- 

- 

Linear Program Formulation 

.. 

t 

A linear programming (LP) fmmework is used in the CEM as the basis for determining expansion requirements for 
pipeline and storage facilities. As described in Chapter 4, the CEM structure is-bascd on a ~ N r a l  gas transmission and 
distribution system composed of four parallel networks interconnected a! the supply points and the storage points. These 
networks serve to represent the seasonal nature @eak and off-peak) and types of scMce (firm and interruptible) 
associated with the natural gas market. Thus, peak h, peak interruptible, off-peak finn, and off-peak intermptible 
service are modeled by the four networks, The CEM LP is solved in two phases: The first phase establishes pipeline 
and storage qapacity expansion requirements, and the second establishes final firm, interruptible, peak and off-peak 
flows, This section describes the CEM LP formulation, the proctss used to determine the pipeline and storage capacity 
expansion requirements; and the methodology used to define annual pipeline utilizations and net storage results. 

General Description of the Linear Program Formulation 
s 

. 
e .  

The objective of the linear program designed for the CEM is to m i n i  the cost of supplying and transporting natural 
gas to the end-user, subject to operational and supply constraints. with the requirement to satisfy all demand for firm 
service under design weather conditions. This section gives a general description and justification of the linear 
programming formulation (objective function and constraints), and a subsequent d o n  includes the explicit 
mathematical equations representing the formulation. 

i 
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'$e objective function &is been formulated miniiniZe costs. k e s e  costs include the costs of supplies, transpodon.' 
along the established network, and costs of additional pipeline and .storage capacity. The objective function can be 
represented as follows: * 

' 

. 

minimize I {transportation costs + s,upply costs + pipeline expansion costs + storage expansion costs + 
. 1  * .  €jackstop supply costs} ' .. 

L f  

A mass balance constraint is included for each transshipment node. This constraint emires that the total input to the 
node equals the total output from the node. . In general, gas flowing into a transshipment node comes from other 
transshipment nodes, supply points, and (in some cases) storage, while gas flowing from a transshipment node goes to 
demand points, other transshipment nodes, and (in some cases) storage. Flows into and out of storage have been defined 
to be network dependent b u s c  gas generally is injected into storage in the off-peak period and used to satisfy core 
customer demand during the peak period. (Peak noncore customers also may draw from storage if it is not needed for , 

core customm.) Theiefon, in the linqar program formulation, gas flows into a regional storage point from transshipment 
nodes (in the same region) on the off-peak firm and/or interruptible service netwdcs, and flows out of the same storage 
point to transshipment nodes (again in the same region) on the peak firm and/or interruptible service networks. As in 
the AFM, the mass balance equations in the CEM include discrepancies or balancing items that are historically seen 
between production and consumption dah collection efforts. The national level exogenous forecast for discrepancy, as 
used in the AFM, is split between the four networks and 12 regions based on the CEM consumption splits. A general 
transshipment node mass balance constraint is listed below for each of the four parallel networks. 

For each peak period firm service network transshipment node: 

. 

I 

(flow into the transshipment node from other peak period firm service network transshipment nodes) + (flow 
into the transshipment node from supply points in the region) + (flow into the transshipment node h m  storage 
in the region) + (peak firm discrepancies) - (losses) = (flow out of the transshipment node to peak period core 
demand points in the region) + (flow out of the transshipment node to other peak period firm service network 
transshipment nodes) 

For each peak period interruptible service network tran'sshipmcnt node: 

, (flow into the transshipment node from other peak period interruptible service network transshipment nodes) 
+ (flow into the transshipment node from supply points in the region) + (flow into the transshipment node from 
storage in the region) + (peak interruptible discrepancies) - (losses) = (flow out of the transshipment node to 
peak period nonwre demand points in the region) + (flow out of the transshipment node to other peak period 
interruptible service network transshipment nodes) . 

For each off-peak period firm service network transshipment node: 

(flow into the tra;lsshipment nodi from other off-peak period firm service network transshipment nodes) + (flow . 
into the transshipment node from supply points in the region) + (off-peak iirm discrepancies) - flosses) = (flow 
out of the transshipment node to storage in the region) + (flow out*of the transshipment node to off-peak period 
core demand points in the region) + (flow out of the transshipment node to other off-peak period firm service 
network transshipment nodes) 

For each off-peak period interruptible service network transshipment node: 

(flow into the transshipment node from other off-peak period inkmptible service network transshipment nodes) 
'+ (flow into the transshipment node from supply points in the region) + (off-peak intenuptible discrepancies) - 
(losses) = (flow out of the transshipment node to Storage in the region) + (flow out of the transshipment node 
to off-peak period nonwre demand points in the region) + (flow out of the transshipment node to other off-peak 
period interruptible service network transshipment nodes) 

A mass balhce constraint also is included for each storage point. This constraint ensures that in a forecast year the total 
gas input into storage equals the total gas output from storage, net of losses (Appendix E, ElT-STR). As mentioned 
above, gas flows to storage h m  the off-peak period firm and/or interruptible service networks, and gas flows out of 
storage to the peak period firm and/or interruptible service networks. The flow comes h m  and goes to the transshipment 

. 

. 
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node coeponding to the same reson'as the storage point. Unliieforecast years, in historical years total net storage 
. w@h&awals arc not zero. Therefore actual net storage withdrawal levels arc accounted for in these mass balance 

&pations when his tor id  years &re being represented. . A, mass balance constraint for storage in a foremst year is . 
' ,  - .  . -  

! I '  
. prcscntedbelow. 

For each storage point: , 
a .  

. t  ' 

(flow of gas ink a storage pokt from the off-peak &od finn s&ce network transshipment node) + (flow of 
.gas into a &age point from the off-peak *nod interruptible vrvice netwoe transshipment node)'- (losses) . . =(flow of gas out of&e storage point to the peak period ijrm service network transshipfnent node) +,(flow of. 
gas out of thestonige point to,the peak period interruptible Service network trarisshipment node) . , 

. &h d e e d  point also has a mass balance constraint rep&ent&. ?his cons&t ensures that the quantity allocated 
to-the end-uk point equals the expected consumption level associi+Ucd *th that point. All expbted core q k c t  
consumption (peak and off-peak)must be satisfitd, howvcr, pipline and storage facilities can only be built to meet peak 
' m e  demands. It is,assumed that the resulting capacity levels will be sufficient to accommodate flows to satisfy core off- 
peakperiod requirements. Since new facilities p not built for the satisfaction of noncok demand, a backstop supply 
is a modeling structure introduced to r e p a n t  the portion of the n o n m  demand for natural gas which cannot be ' 

saM& by conventional supply sources and must be intcnupted. A general demand node mass balance constraint is 
listed below for each of the four parallel networks. 

For &h peak period core de? d, point: 

~. 1 .  

.. 
' 

' 

' 

, 
a .  .: . . .  

I 

(flow from a peak +rid fmn &&-network transshipment node in a &ion to a peak pchodcore demand * '  . point in the region) - (lo-) = (quantity consumed at that peak period core demand point) . 
I .  

- ,  

, .  For each peak period-noncore demand point: ' 

(flow from a peak fid intermptible service network trar;sshipment node in a region to a peak period noncore 
. demand point in'the region) + (backstop supply) - (losses) = (quantity consumed at that peak period noncore 

. .  ' .  
, jicmandpoint) . 

.. ' 8  , 

' For'each off-peak period core demand point: I_ . 

. (flow h m  ,an off-peak period firm service network m+hipment node in a &on t o m  off-peak perid core 
demand point &the region) - (lo&) = (quantity consumed at that off-peak period core demand point) . .  -, 

. ~ For each off-@ period noncore demand point: 
1 

(flow from off-peak period intermptible service network tranyMpmc,nt n&e in a region to an off-peak peribd 
. ' noncoq demand point in the region) + (backstop supply) - (losses) = (quantity consumed at that off-peak Mod 
. noncon demand point) 

,~ 

' Supply util&on constraints are inclided for each supply point, and are represented as peak 'supply constraints and off- 
peak supply constraints. Since gas may flow from a supply point to a transshipment node (in the same region) in any 
of the four.paralle1 networks, these supply constraints ensure that the flows (including losses) do pot exceed the total 
amount supplied at that point. The cons@ints aIs0 ensure that the quantity flowing from the supply point has been 
properly split bekeen the peak and off-peak period during any one year:?he peak supply constraint states that, for any 
supply type and any supply level, a specified portion (Appendix E, SUP-PUTLZ) of the annual supply flow must be 
used to supply peak demands. Similarly, the off-ppk supply constraint states that a specified portion of the annual 
supply flow must be used to supply off-peak demands (Appendix E, SUP-OUTLZ). The latter constraint is defined 
slightly diffenntIy for onshore and offshore dry gas production: the supply quantity supplied to the off-peak networks 
must be less than or equal to a specified portion of the total annul dry gas production level. The constraints are as 
follows. 

. 

, 
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For q c h  supply point! . .  
.(flow from the supply point to'a period firm service network transhipment node) + (flow the supply , ' 

point to a peak period interruptible service network transshipment node) = (peak share of total supply) * (total 
annual quantity supplied from the supply curve) - 

. .  

' For each onshore and offshore supply point . I 

1 .  

(flow fiom the supply lioint to an off-peak period firm service network tinsshipment node) + (flow from the 
supply point to an off-peak period interruptible service n e w k  transshipment node) s (off-peak share of total 

' 

supply) * (total annual quantity supplied from the supply c w e )  

' 

, 

For cadh supply point excluding onshore and offshore supplies: ' .  
(flow itom the supply point to an off-peak period firm service network transshipment node) + (flow from the 
supply point to an off-peak period intcrmptible d c e  network trapsshipment node)-= (off-peak share of total 
supply) * (total annual quantity sFpIied ,from the supply curve) . .  

Capacity expansion ah flow constraints defined for each interregional arc in the overall network. These constraints 
ensure that pipeline capacity is built, as riecessary,,-to satisfy only conpeak period demand, and that the total flows along 
the interregional arcs are less than- or equal to the available capacities, (base'' plus added capacity). Within these 
constraints, seasonal maximum arc utilization rates are used'to capture the variation in load patterns and operational 
iimitations throughout the'stason. constraints have been e i t a b l i  for firm service peak peri~d'flows, total ptak period . 
flows, and total off-peak period flows for each intemgional arc in the network. In general, maximum seasonal pipeline 
utilizations are set equal to the fraction of&e year represented by the SeaSOn timcs an assumed maximum utilization rate 
for the type.of service represented (Appendix E - ARC-PUTILZ, ARC-PFUTILZ, ARC-OUTILZ) t iqes a factor 
representing the percentage of the pipe reserved to account for the potential of abnormal wather (Appendix E, 

It is the firm service peak period capacity constraint that ensures that no pipeline capacity is built beyond what is needed 
to satisfy peak period core market requirements. It thattotal peak firm flow along an arc must equal total capacity 
(base plus added capacity) times a maximuin peak firm arc utilization rate. It is the quality requirement that does not 
allow new capacity to be built unless peak core demands require additional quantities to flow along the specific a&). 
The peak total (firm and intermptiblej period capacity constraint has been established as an inequality constraint to 
ensure! that the flows to satisfy noncore peak period requirements ani less than or equal to the remaining peak season 
effective capacity (is., total capacity times the msximum peak season -on rate) once the core market requirements 
have k n  met, In addition, an off-peak period capacity constraint (also as an inquality constraint) hi+ been devclo* 
to ensure that the total off-peak season flows on the arc are less than or qud to the off-peak season effective capacity 

- 

. 
' 

. .  I -  

WTHRFAC). . .  
\ \  

* 

(i.e., total capxi9 times the maximum off-peak SeaSon ut i l i i on  rate). The resulting constraints are given below for 
each interregional arc. 

. ' For each peak firm seMcc intemegional arc: 

(flow along the arc to satisfy core market peak period requirements) = (level of base capacity used + level of 
pipeline capacity expansion) * (peak period intetrcgional arc maximum utilization rate for firm service) , 

For A h  peak firmand intqruptible service intemgional arc: - 

(flow along thearc to satisfy noncoie peak period requirements) + (flow along the arc to satisfy core market 
peak period requirements) s (base capacity + level of pipeline capacity expansion) * (peak period interregional 

' arqmaximum utilization m) 

~ccall fiom pvious sections that capacity expansion levels axe being detamined for year t+n; thmfon. the b& capacity refers 
to the capacity existing at the end of the year t+n-1. 7 

* ,  
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For each off-peak 6 and intermptible service interregional arc: 
) '  

(flow along the arc to sati$y noncom off-peak period requirements) + ( flow along the arc to satisfy core market 
. 0 f f - d  perid Muirements s (base capacity + level of pipeline capacity expansion) * (off-peak period .' 

I .  intemgional arc maximuq.utilion rate) - 
Storage expansion aud flow constraints are defined for each node in the fowcr 48-State portion of the network These 
coIlstraints ensun that storage capacity is built, as nCCtSyyT to satisfy peak period cort market requirements and that 
the flows from storage are less than or equal to the total available storage capacity (base'' plus added capacity). 
Constraints have bCen estabIished for firm service peak period fl om ahd total peak period flows fiom storage locations 
at tach node. Storage utilization rates (Appendix E - Sl'RJJTLZ, STRJWTILZ) have been used to define the. 

' maximum storage levels uscd for peak finn service and total peak storage. :?he peak firm service constraint has been 
established as an equality constiaint to ensure that no storage capacity is built beyond what is needed to Satisfy peak 
period core market requirements. The total peak constraint has been established as an inequality constraint to ensure 
that the flows to satisfy n o n m  reqements are less than or equal to the effective storage capacity remaining after the 
con market requirements have been met. The resulting constraints are given below. 

- 

- 
' 

. For each storage point: 
- 

(flow from the storage point to the peak period firm service network transshipment node) = ((level of base 
storage capacity used) + ( storage capacity expamioh)) * (peak period maximum storage utilization rate for firm ,. service)' 

For ,each storage point: , 

. . (flow from the storage point to the peak period in&tible service network transshipment node) + (flow fiom 
the 'storage point to satisfy'core market requirements) 4 ((base storage capacity) + ( c a g e  capacitjr expansion)) 
* (peak period maximum storage utilization rate for total peak service) 

Similar to die AFM, minimum interstate pipeline flow k v e  been defined for the CEM firm service networks (in the form 
of lower boundson the flow variables). These minimum flows are defined to .be a fraction of the resulting firm flows 

. in the AFM in the current model year plus an estimated utilization of the new capacity added between the current model 
year (t) and the beginning of the CEM forecast year (t+n). As in the.AFM, this fraction is exogenously specified 
(Appendix E - AKT-MINF, AKT-MfNI) and is intended to represent the level of fleability core customers exhibit 
h changing their selected routes for trampodng natural gas from year:to-y&v~ evenif relative costs would indicate a 
change would be prudent (e.g., flexibility would be lessened due to the existence of long-term contracts). Finally, 
maximum utilizati,on rates are used in estimating firm flows from the last AFM solution for the peak and off-pcak periods 
while accounting for the potential impact of new capacity builds over the next 'h" years. The resulting constraints are 
described below. . t  

\ 

. 

\ 

Foreach interregional arc on the peak firm scrvice,network . 
, '  

peak firm flow L (minimum flow fraction) * (estimated firm flow) * (peak period share of firm flow) 

For each interregional arc on the off-peak firm service network: 

off-peak firm flow z (minimum flow fraction) * (estimated firm flow) * ( off-peak period share of firm flow) 

Additional constraints are represented as lower and/orupper bounds on the flow variables. These include lower bounds 
set for flow along al l  arcs ( and networks) with bidirectional  flow^,^ as well as upper and lower bounds set on all flows 
into (off&+ firm and inmptible) and out of (peak firm and interruptible) storage. The upbr  and lower bunds orl ' 

. 
* 

. .  

' I  

%call from previous sections that sto e capacity ex ansion levels repment working gas capacities and are bein determined 

60Mi&m flows for bidirectional arcs in the CEh4 afe set b multipl 'n the corn ndin minimum flows established in the 
for year t+n; therefore, the base storage zrq to the wo&g gas storage capacity existing at the end of the year t+n-f - Annual Flow Moduie by assumed peak shares (AppenQx E - &ARC-&SbFt, BIARzPIS&). 
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&rage flows arc set to a fmction6' of approximated firm and interruptible net flows into and out of storage in'zperiod. 
These approximations an based on the last historical year's peak/off-peak values (Appendix E Y P-), adjusted 
for changes in the physical storage additions ovcrthe forecast period, and split into firm and intanrptible categories using 
exogenous shares (Appendix E - PKSTFR-F, OPPSTFR-F). Finally, a number of bound constraints arc needed to 
completely describe the step functions for the supply, capacity expansion, and storage expansion c w s .  These bounds 
serve to define the lengths of each of the steps on the curves. 

Thus, the linear program solves for the level and location of storage and pipeline capacity expansion, as well as the . 
associated peak and off-peak flows. Note that the amount of @&ty expansion is a continuous function.. Although, for 
a given pipeline company, Capacity may be added only through discrete projects, the arcs in the CEM represent 
aggregates of pipeline companies. Taken tigether these companies can add capacity in v i r t d y  any desired quantity 
through combinations of additional compressor capacity, looping, or other means. 

5 

c .  

' 

' 

Mathematical Specification of the Linear Programming Formulation 

This section p n t s  the set of equations which established the linear programming formulation for the CEM. This set 
is comprised of an objective function, flow constraints,' and bund on model variables. 

. .  

. I  

c .  
+ F2re.e + c c P s u P ~ * y s u p ~  + c .iPCAPu**ycapw* 

id , s,i k-1 ij k-0 

C 

+ c cPsTR&*ystr& + w * q Z z $  + w * q e  
aj k-0 - id id 

the subscripted indices -5 

ij,andm = transshipmentnode ' 

d = demandtype 
s' = '  Supplytype 

st = storage. 
k = steponthecurve 
c = number of steps on the curve 

i j  '= arc connecting transshipment nodes i.and j 
i,d * = , arc from transshipment node i to demand point d 

.+ 
- 

(74) 

6Qe e o n s  used to set the minimum storage flow constraints for firm. peak interruptible, off-peak firm. and off- 
the maximum storage flow constrh an 1.3. , intemrptlble arcs an 0.80,0.70,0.80,0.65. ~ v e l y .  'Ihe fractions 

1.9,tand 1.9 for the same arcs. 
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. , ' .  

s,i 
st, i 
. i p  - .  

. the superscripted indices are: 

. .P *-. 

o =  
, .  1 . .  = 

- 

F = .  

the parameters are: 

TAR = 

EFF. = 
u =' 
U P =  

' QDEMO = 
UST 

ESTFLOW = 

SHR = 
MINBIFLO = 

MNSTR = 
MXSTR = 

DMD = 
P(JIuFL0 = 

PSUP = 
PCAP = 
PSTR '= 
E =  

Lsup = 
'USUP = 
UCAP = 

' USTR = 
DISCR = 

the variables are: ' 

' .  +-/= 
. YflP& = 

Ycapii, _,.- 
* Ycapij, = 

ystre , = 
' ystrm = 

q u ,  = 

-' 
_ .  , ,  

, 

. ,  

. -- 
arc from supply poiht s to transshipment node i 
arc from transshipment node i to storage point st 
arc from transshipment node i to-storige point st 

. ', . 
, 

. ,  
t .- 

I . '  
.. . peakpefiod 

off-peak period - ,  r 

interruptible. , I .  

iariff (pipeiiie u s a g c ~ ~ m  node to node, gkcring charge from supply point to node, . . 
or distribubr charge from node to end-use point), (dollars per Mcf) 
efficienci'es(fraction) . ' 

maximum allowable utilization of an'arc in ihe season (fraction) 
maxim'um percentage of supply available for d e p n d  type (fraction) 
maximum percentageof storage avail&le to demand type (fraction) I 

quantity demand-ed (Bcf) '. 

flow from~Annwl Flow Module in' year t, plus estimated utilization of capacity added 
after year t through yeg ttm (Bcf) 
periloa share of total flow (-on . , 

minimum flow for bidirectional arcs (Bcf) 
min ium flow allowed into or out of storage for spccified network (Bcf) 
maximum flow allowed into or out of storage for specified network (Bcf) 

I 

> .  

4iml 

', 

. .  ., 

'. 

, 

I 8 .  
I 

total, demand for a demand type (Bcf) 
percent minimum flow requirement (fraction) 
prices on the supply steps (dollars per Mcf) 
prices on the pipeline capacity steps (dollars per Mcf) 
prices on the storage capacity steps (dollars per Mcf) 
price of backstop supply (dollars per Mcf) 
lower bound on supply step (Bcf) 

size of pipeline capacity step (Bcf) 
size of storage capvity step (Bcf) 
discrepancy betUieen supply and demand (Bcf) 

* 

size of supply step (Bcf) 

- 1  

I 

flow from i to j (Bcf) 
for supply point (si), the amount of supply step k taken (B6) 
for arc ij, the amount of pipeline capacity step k built (Bcf) 
for arc ij, the amount of base pipeline capacity taken (Bcf) 

for storage point (st,i), the amount of base capacity taken (Bcf) 
amount of badkstop supply used for demand point (i,d), (BcE) 

' 

' for storage point (ski), the amount of storage capacity step k built (Bcf) 
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’ Mass Balance Constraints at Each Storage Point (st,i): 

(xg + xg)*W$ = S f + \ G  . 
1 ’. 

(79) 

Mass Balance Cons&nts for Demand Points (i,d): ’ 

. -  

I 

Supply Utilization Constraints &-Each Supply Point (s,i): 
c 

x: + s” = cysup&*Vp, I 

P ’  

k=l 

For onshore and offshore supply &es dnly, 

k=l  

For all supply typel;’other than onshop and offshore, 

k=l . \  

Pipeline Capacity Constraints for Each Arc (ij): . . ’ ’ 

(89) 
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. ,  

.. . .  

&rage Capacity Consqaint for Each Region (s,t,i): 
' 

I , !  

. .  
Minimum Bounds on Peak and off-peak FA mows for each k (ij): ~ 

. .  

a ' (91) 

. * '  . .. 

Ofher bo&d consdraints setminimum flows along bigdirectional arcs, as well as minimum and maximum flows into ,and 
out of storage: 

I .  

~' 
~ for each biditectionql flow arc (ij), and each network (xx = PF, PI, 

for each flow (xx = PF, PI, OF, Or) into andout of storage (st,i)" 
OF,OI) ' 

xq" Z M I N B I X X  

MNs== sxLlt" SMXsnki" . 

The following bound constraints also are defined for the steps on the supply, capariity expansion, and storage expansion . .  S I  curves: 

Lsup, s YSUP, ,. . 5 usma 
s us- 

for $ch supply 'pint  (s,i), and k=13, ..a. 

foreaclistorage p i n t  (shi), and k=O;1,2 ,..., n. 
, 0 sYcaPu* - ' , s UCAP,, . for &arc i j ,  and k=0,1,2, ..., n. ' 

0 -  sym, 

In gene& LSUP is zero, except on the. first Step of the supply c w e  when a minimum supply level may be defined. 

Thus, the above equations .and bounds.mathern&cally specify the linear program objective function and the key model 
constraints. A cornmekid software packagea designed to solve limb programming problems is utilized to modify and 
solve the linear program matrix, and to access the resulting solu$on. 

. I  

I - 
Implementat'ion of the Linear Program Within the CEM 

The CEM linear program solves for the level and location of pipeline and storage capacity expansion, as well as the 
corresponding peak and off-peak flows ass0ciated with firm-and interruptible service. To provide this information, the 
linear program matrix is solved in two phascs-the first establishes the pipeline and storage expansion levels, and the 
second establishes the final ff ows. 

In the first phase of the CEM, ;he linear program is defined according to the equations above, and solved. Fkm this 
solution, pipeline and storage capacity expansions and pcak firm flows are established. -However, base capacity on some 
pipeline arcs and in some regional storage locations may not be fdly utilized .because of insufficient peak core demand 
requirements. Given how the model is formulated, this under utilization, in turn,,restricts the amount of off-peak and 5 

interruptible flows that can occur dong h e  under utilized arcs, and into/out of under utilized storage facilities. This 
occurrence'is dictated by the pipcline and storage capacity constraints. The second phase serves to remove this 
connection between peak firm flows and other flows, while.still maintaining the peak firm flow levels resulting in the 
first phase. \ 

\ 

%e variables MNSl'R and MXSTR arc not used in the source code directly, but npnsent the result of a set of quations. 
63Au of the linear programming problems Wie $e Wi!I be solved ysin the Optimization and Modeling Library (OML), 

a product of Ketron Mayigement Saence. a Divlsron of Bionetlcs Corpomon ketron, 19921. 
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In the second phase, .the peak period capacity constraints (quations 88 and 91) must be represented such that 
interruptible volumes can flow along the unused capacity: To accomplish this, pipeline and storage capacities (yapu 
&d y s t r d  arc held coIiStant and set equal to the solution levels (YCqP and YSTR) from the'first CEM phase (base 
utilization plus added capacity). This is represented with the changes in the equation from 'ycap' to 'YCAP' and from 
'ystr' to 'Y!$TR' Also, acovtant term is added to the constraint that identifies the unused base capacity which may be 
used for interruptible flows only. The corresponding equations are presented below. 

Pipeline Capacity Constraint for P& Period Flows on Arc (ij): 

* 

+ .iJ" s u;*(Ymti + i Y W W )  + u;*(QcAPciti.- Y r n t i )  
k-1 

Storage Capacity Conkmint for Peak Period iows  in Each Region (sti): 
, 4 + s UST~*(YSTRO~ + iysnt,, + UST~JP*(QST~O~-~ YSTRO~) 

k-1 - . -  
whtre, 

I .  

' (94) 

(95) 

= flowfiomitoj(Bd) 
U = 

QCAPO = 
YCAP = actual pipeline capacity added (Bcf) 

YCAPO = base pipeline capacity utilized (Bcf) 

maximum allowable u t i l i i on  of an arc in the season (fraction) 
base pipeline capacity (capacity level existing at the end of year t+n-1) (Bcf) 

x, = flqw from storage (st) to node (i) (Bcf) 
UST = maximum percentage of &rage available (fraction) 

QSTRO = 
YSTR = actual storage capacity added (Bcf) 

YSTRO = base storage capacity utilized-(Bcf) 

base storage capacity (capacity level existing at the end of year t+n-1), (Bcf) . 

With the completion of the second phase, the CEM has generated pipeline &I storage capacity expansion results, as well 
as seasonal flows corresponding to core and noncore markets. The capacities are used directly in the Annual Flow 
Module, while the flows ire used to generate annual pipeline capacity utilization factors for use in the hnua l  Flow 

' Module. The procedure to generatk annual capacity utilization factors is pkented in the next section. 

Processing of CEM Results 
The primary purpose of the &.is to pkvide the Annual h o w  Module and'Pipeline Tariff Mdule each year with a 
forecast of physical pipeline capacity and working gas storage capacitj. for forecast year t+n, to determine maximum 
pipeline capacity utilizations corresponding to annual firm and total interregional flows (to be used in the maximum 
'annual flow constraints within the Annual Flow Module), and to determine firm and intermptible net storage withdr&als 
(to be used in the node mass balance constraints w i t h  the Annual Flow Module). Capacity expansion results are used 
to determine the forecasted capacity levels; firm and total flows arcused to determine pipeline utilizations; and, seasonal 
firm and intermptible flows into and aut of storage-are. used calculate firm and interruptible net storage withdrawals. 
These calculations are presented below. 

Pipeline and storage capacity expansion levels for forccistyear t+n are generated by solving the CEM line& program, 
and are used to d e h i n e  forecasted capacities. . Physical pipeline capacity along the interregional arc from 
transshipment node i to node j is calculated as the base capacity (including planned expansions - Apppdix E, 
PNfW-CAP)w plus the comsponding level of expansion in year t+n. 

%e data for planned capacity additiohs just indicates the ty per day and the.year the pipeline will come on line. The 
majority of pipelines tend to come on line tow the begimingxheating SMson. -fore, m ordm to approximare the annu 
pipeline.ca acity in theyear the ipeline comes on line, its capacity level is multi lied by 365 and an assumed fraction of the year 
it IS a v a d l e  (Appends E, Pd-OPEN-p). In the follomng year, the annd capacity level is increased to reflect full ~cctss 
throughout the year. 
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Likewise, rCgional w o k g  gas storage for year t+n is caiculated as base working gas (including planned expansions - 
Appendix E, PNEw,sTRx) plus thecorresponding level of expansion in year t+n. 

\ 

n 

k=l 
StrCapa = QSTROa + Cystr, (97) 

Since loads on a pipeline tend to be variable throughout a year (with full utilization mort prevalent during the peak 
season and lower utilization during the off-peak season), the purpose of &e maximum annual flow constraints in the 
Annual Flow Module is to better represent seasonal flows on an annual basis. This is accomplished by using the scasonal 
flow patterns resulting in the CEM and translating them into annual pipeline utilizations. The CEM calculates both firm 
and total annual pipeline utilizations to be used within the maximum annual flow constraints for both firm and total flows 
in the Annual Flow Modulc A graphical depiction of the load cme that v n t s  seasonal flows is presented in qgure 
7-4. 

~i annUal utilizations are a function of peak iim flows, off-~eakfirm flows, anti peak firm utilization rates. peak firm 
-on rates (Appendix E, ARC-PRJTKZ) define the maximum portion of total physical annual capacity available 
to the peak firm service nehvork along a specific arc, and ark used in conjunction with other utilizations to establish arc- 

I 

Figure 7-4. Example of a Seasonal Flow Pattern Along an Arc . 
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specific load dlnation cUnies represented in the CEM. Assuming that the resulting peak firm flow reflects full utilization 
of the capacity available to the core market during the @stason, an quivalent maximum annual capacity available' 

to ;he &-e market t& bicalculated by dividing the peak firm flow by the peak firm utiliition. Next, dividing the total 
firm flow @cak and off-peak) by,this maximum annual firm capacity produces maximum firm annual utilizations used . 
by. the Annual Flow Module. ?he following equations result I .  

- .  For the core market, dong'cach arc ij:- * .  

. ' ' e A W F  = ((he flow along the arc to satisfy peakperiod core market) + (the flow along the arc to 
satisfy-off-peak period core market)) / (equivalent annual f k n  capacity) 

given, ' e;luivalent annual firm capacity = (the flay dong the arc to satisfy peak pgiodcore market) / (peak 
, f i r m u t i l i n r a t e )  

where, 

. .  

(98) , * 

= annual firm capacitj. utilkiation rate dong arc i j  (fraction) 
~ 

* AT = peakfirmflowatoigarcijecf) 
%q = off-peak firm flow dong arc i j  (Bcf) 

= . equivalent capacity available to core market along arc i j  (Bcf) 
UTILZ, = peak firm capacity u t i l i o n  rate along arc i j  (fraction) . 

Likewise, total capacity utilization rates are a function of peak firm flows, off-peak firm flows, peak intcmptible flows, 
off-peak interruptible flows, and peak utilization rates. Peak utilization rates (Appendix E, ARC-PUTJLZJ define the 
maximum portion of total physical annual capacity available in the peak period along a specific arc, and are used in 
conjuhction with other utilizations to establish arc-specific load dlnation c w e s  represented in the CEM. Assuming that 
the resulting peak flows reflect full utiiization of the capacity available during the peak season, an equivalent maximum' 
annual capacity available to the gas market can be calculated by dividing ?he total peak flow by the peak 
utilization. Next, dividing the total flow @eak and off-peak, firm and intcmptible) by this maximum annual capacity. 
produces maximum annual. total utilizations used by the Annual Flow Module. The following equations result. 

For the total natural gas market, along each arc id: 

A m T  = ((the flow along the arc to satisfy peak period con market) + (the flow along the arc to 
satisfy off-peak period core market) + (the flow along the arc to satisfy peak period 
noncom) + (the flow along the arc to satisfy off-peak period noncore)) / (equivalent 

. given, . equivalent total annual capacity = ((the flow dong the arc to satisfy peak period core market) 
+ (the flow along the arc to satisfy peak period nonwe) / (peak utjlillltion rate) 

. 
e .  total annual capacity) 

. .  
($,+ Xjy + X j y  PI + x t i )  01 

A W T  = 
, ECAF'; . .  

,. . .  

L .  

where, 

7-1s . I  
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A T  = total annual capacity utilization rate along arc i j  (fraction) 
Q = peak firm flow along m'ij (Bcf) xu?. = off-peakfirmflowalongarcij(Bcf) . . 

1 $m .= peak intemptible flow along grC i j  (Bcf) 
= . 

EMUT = 
uTILz,jp . = 

off-peak interruptible flow along arc i j  (Bcf) 
equivalent total annual capacity available for use along arc i j  
peak capacity utilization rate along arc i j  (fraction) 

. .  
I 

Contingencies have been.written into the code to ensure that the &tal utilization remains greater than the firm, 
the total utilization is above a minimum threshold utilization, 

and that 

F i i y ,  neiW&e withdrawals arc determined by subtracting off-peak flows going into storage from peak flows going 
out of storage. This is done at each node for each class of customer (i.e., firm or intemptible). Thus, an annual 
replesentation of the season$ flow pattern established-by the CEM is generated for use by the Annual Flow Module. 
This is defined by the following equations: 

. '. 

. <  

. -  
net storage at node i for firm market (Bcf) 
net storage at node i for interruptible market (Bcf) 
peak firnr flow out of storage at node i (Bcf) 
off-peak firm flow into storage at node i ( ~ c f )  
peak interpptible flow out of storage at node i (Bcf)c 
off-peak interruptible flow into storage at node i (Bcf) 

(101) 
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8. 'Pipeline Tariff Module Solution Methodology . ' 

This Chapter discusses the solution methodology for the Pipeline Tariff Module 0 of the Natural Gas Transmission 
and Distribution Model (NGTDMJ In this Module, for fully regulated services, the rates developed by the methodology 
are used as actual costs for tmnspo&n and storage services. Where interruptible Services are more loosely regulated 
or where markets arc deemed competitive, the methodology computesmaxbnum and minimum rates for service. The 
minimum rate is used as a lower bound on the price of Services. The actual price charged for these more loosely 
regulated services or the "market clearing price" is determined by the Annual Flow Module. Under cumnt regulatory . 
policy, the maximum price computed by the methodology (the 100-pncent load factor rate) will act as a cap on the 
market clcaring price. This "price cap" will not be enforced if deregulation of service is assumed or if Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission provides for alternative pricingkost recovery mechanisms. 

The FlM tirifFcalculation is divided into two phase% a base-year initialization phase and a forecast year update phase. 
These two phases include the following step: (1) determine the total cost of service, (2) classify line items of the cost 
of seMcc as fixed and variable costs, (3) allocate fixed and variable costs to rate component (reservation and usage fee, 
[volumetric charge]) based on the rate design, (4) aggregate costs to the network arclnetwork node, (5) for transportation 
services, allocate costs to type of service (firm and intenuptible),a ana(6) compute arc-specific (node-specific) rates. 
For the b b y e a r  phase, the cost of service is developed from the financial data base while for the fortcast year update 
phase the costs are estimawl using a set of econometric equations. These steps are used to dete&ne (1) transportation 
rates for the Annual Flow Module, (2) transportation rates for the Capacity Expansion Module to determine pipeline 
capacity expansion, i d  (3) storage rates for the Capacity Expansion Module to determine storage capacity expansion. 
A general overview of the methodology for deriving ratcs is presented in the box on the next page, while the VIU system . 
diagram is presented in Figure 8-1.- 

SI I 

, 

Base-Year Initialization Phase - 
. 

The purpose of the base-year initialization phase is to provide, for the base year of the NEMS forecast horizon (cumntly 
1990), an initial set of NGTDM network-level trans'portation and storage revenue requirements and tariffs. The base-year 
information is developed from existing pipeline company transpodon and storage data The base-year initialization 
procis draws heavily on two data bases developed by the Oflice of Oil and Gas, EIA. These data represent the existing 
physical pipeline and storage system. The physical system is at a more disaggregate level than the NGTDM network. 
The first data base provides detailed company-level financial, cost, and rate base parameters. This financial data base 
contains information on capital structure, rate-base, and revenue requinments by major line item of the cost of service 
for the base year of the model. The second data base covers the physical attributes of the natural gas pipelines, including 
contract demand and pipeline layout. The physical pipeline layout data are used, along with the contract data, to derive 
the allocation and billing determinants. These factors subsequently are used to compute unit rates for transpdrtation 
services along each arc (and for storage services at each node) of the NGTDM network. 

. 

This d o n  discusses three separate pmcesw thai occur during the base-year initialiion phase: (1) the computation 
of the cost of service and rates for services, (2) the construction of capacity expansion cosdtariff curves, and (3) 
manipulations required to pass the rates to the Annual Flow Module and curves to the Capacity Expansion Module. 

The computation of b k y e a r  cost of service and rates for seMtxs involves six distinct procedures as outlin-ed m the box 
below. Each of these procedures is discussed in detail below. 

In order to facilitate capacity expansion decisions in the Capacity Expansion Module, thePTM constructs cost/tariff . 
curves which relate incremengl pipeline or storage facility capacity expansion to comsponding &. These curves are 
developed from historibally based estimates'of capital and revenue requirements for capacity expansion projects using 
the co-mputational procedures for determining base-year cost of service and rates. 

%s step is not carried out for storage sewice because no distinction is made between firm and hmuptible stom& senricks. 
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. Prior to passing the rates to the Annual Flow MMohule and Capacity Expansion Module, the rates mus; be adjusted 
to maintain consistency among the three modules. PTM rates ark calculated in-nominal dollars and then converted to 
real dollars for use in the Annual Flow Module and Capacity Expansion Module. 

Compufafion of Rates 

An overview of the processing of costs in the PTM ratemaking procedure is illustrated in Figure 8-2. In the base-year 
initialition phase of the P'IM, e are computed using the six-step process outlined above. ?he first three steps are 
performed forthe transportatl 'on and storage functions at the company level: (1) derivation of the total cost of service, 
(2) classifying line item costs as fixed and variable costs, and (3) Eillocation of fixed and variable costs to rate 
components based on rate design. The fourth step is to transform the costs from the company level to the network (arc 
and node) level. A l l d o n  of costs to services (Step 5) and computation of rates (Step 6) are carried out at the arc level 
for transportation and the node level for storage. Step 5 is only executed for the transportation function because there 
is only one type of storage service represented in the P'IM. 

The equations apply, in general, to both trans&tation and storage funckons. However, not al l  variables used in an 
equation are defied for both functions. For example, costs associated specifically with transportation services, such as 
compressor station labor costs are set to zero when the equation is used to determine storage-rei& costs. . 
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* Figure 8-1. Pipeline Tariff Module System Diagram 
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.Figure 8-2. Processing Transportation Service Costs,in the Ratemaking Process 
.. 

' .  
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. 

. 
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Step 1 : Derivation of the Total Cost-of-Service 

The total costsf-service for a pipeline company is Computed as the revenue requirement minus any revenue credits. The 
total revenue requirement (TRR) consists of a just and reasonable return on the rate base plus normal operating expenses. 

. Revenue d t s  reflect revenues g e d  by nonjrrrisdictional services and one time cosp that are outside of the s&pe 
of the PTM. 'Iherefore, the total cost of service is computed as follows: 

TCOS = TRR - m c  (102) , 

. , ,. e _  

dne, 
' TCOS = total cost-of-service (dollarsa) . 

TRR = total revenue requirement (dollars) ' 
TNOE ='- total normal operating expenses (dollars) . 
REVC = revenue credits to cost-6f-savice'(dolla) (Appendix E) 
TRRB = total return on rate base (dollars) . 

. 66All costs @scussed in this'chaptcr arc innominal dollars, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
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Derivations of r?im on rate base, total normal operating expenses, and revenue credits are presented in the following 
subsections. , 

Just and Reasonable Return. In order to .compute the return portion of the costsf-sayice, the datamimion of capital 
mcturcandratebasckncce&y. Capitalstrucaireisimportantbecauseitdaenninesthcwstofcapitaltothepipeline,' 
company. The weighted average cost of capital is applied i0 $e rate base to determine thc return component of the cost- 
of-service, as follows: 

. ,  

. .  

. .  (104) ' TRRB=WAROR*APR? 
. ,  

whA, I 

j TRRB- = total rem on rate b&c[bcfore &xes, (dollars)] 

APRB , = adjusted pipeline vte base (dollars) 

.- 
WAROR = weighted-average befoptax return on capital (fraction)' . .  

. I  

In addition, for reporting purposes, the "turn on rate base is broken out into the three components as s h o k  below. 

I .  

.PFEN = (PrnrrOTCAP) * PFER * APRB 

where, 
PFEN ,. = total return on preferred stdck (dollars) 

- -  ' , PFES = value Of$KCfCHCd stdck (dollars) 
TOTCAP = total capitalization (dollars) I 

P E R  = coupn rate for prefemd stock (fraction). , 

APRB = adjusted pipeline rgte base (dollais) 
CMEN = total return on common stock equity (dollars) 
CMES . = value of common stock quity (dollars) 
CMER = common equity rate of return (fraction) . 
LTDN = total refurn on long-term debt (dollars) 
.LTDS = value of long-tehn debt (dollars) , ' 

. .  - 

, I  LTDR = long-term.debt rate (fraction) 
I 

The cost of capital (WAROR) is computed & the value-weighted average cost of capital for prefemd stock, common 
stock equity, and long-term debt, as follows: 

, .  

' I  where, . .  
l , WAROR = weighted-averagebefo;e-taxre~oncapital(fraction) . I *. ' PFES = value of preferred st&k (dollars) 

PFER = preferred stockrate (fraction), 

I 

, \  . CMES = value of common stock equity (dollars). I 

CMER = common equity rate of return (fraction) ~ 

. LTDS = value of long-term debt (dollars) 
. LTDR = l o n g - t p  debt rate (fraction) 

TOTCAP = total capitalization (dollars) 
I 

, < .  

The total rate base is computed as the sum of net plant in seMck, cash'working capital, other working capital and 
. .transition expense balance minus accumulated defmed income taxes. That is, .- , 

APRB '= M S  + cwc + OWC +'TPEB - ADIT (110) - _ ,  
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whm, . 
APRB = 
NIS =. 
cwc = 
OWC = 
TpEB = 

. ADIT= 

adjusted pipeline rate base (dollars) 
net capital cost of plant in service (dollars)' 
cash working capital (dollars) 
other Yorking capital (dollars) 
transition expense balance 
aocumulated defemd income taxes (dollars) 

"be net p l h t  in seMce is the original capital cost plant in service minus the accumulated depreciation., 
. .  

'NIS =,GPIS - ADDA 
. . >  

whm, 
N@ = net capital cost of plant in service (dollars) 

. GPIS = original capital cost of plant in service [gross plant in service (dollars)] 
ADDA = accumUiated depreciation, depletion, and amonization (dollars) 

.. . . 
Total Normal Operatiug Expenses. ,Total normal operating expense line i tem.  include depreciation, taxes, 
admhkadve hnd general expenses, customer expenses, and opeption and mainknance e x p e .  In the PTM, tax? 
are disaggregated further ink Federal, State, and other taxes and tax credits p pcxmit tax policy analysis. Operation and 
&ntenance' expenses also disaggregated into several categories to' enhance accuracy in forecasting expenses by 
function. . . .  - .  

TNOE =-DDA.+-TOTM + TAG '+ TCE + TOM 
. I  

whm, I 

- 
. 

'INOE = total normal operating expenses (dollarsj 
DDA = depreciation, dcpletion,'and amortization costs (dollars) 

TOTAX = total Federal and State income tax liability (dollys) ' 

TAG , = total administrative and general expense (dollars) ' . 

TOM = total operations and maintenance expense (dollars) 
. ,  ' TCE = total customer expense (dollars)a * 

've and general expense, and customer expense are available ' . .  Depreciaiion, depletion, and amoriization costs, admmMmh 
directly from the financial data base. 

Total taxes are computed - as the sum of Federal and State income takes and other taxes, less tax credits, as follows: 

where, - 
TOTAX = 

.Fsrr = 
OTrAX = 
Fsrrc = 
FIT= 
SIT = 

SIT 

total Federal and State income tax liability (dollars) 
Federal and State income tax (dollars) 
all other taxes assesstd by Federal, State, or local governments except income t&q (dollars) 
Federal ahd State investment tax cndits.(dollars) 
Federal income tax (dollars) . 
State income tax (dollars) . 

,. 

al%e &sition expense balance is the p&nhg balance of approved but yet to be & v m d  transition &su ' d a t e d  with ' 

"Customer expense i n c l u e  direct payroll distributions of salaries and wages &sociatea with the following services: customer 
rcstmctunng gas supply contracts for Order 636. 

accountsI customer service, information, and sales. 



I 

. .  

. .  
. Federal income taxes are derived from returns to common stock equity 'and preferred stock (after-tax profit) and the 
Federal tax rate. The aftcr-tax profit is determined as follows: 

whm, . 
ATP = 

. APm= 
' T0,KAP = 

P @ R =  
PFES = 

c M E R =  . cMEs= ,.  
- .  . .  

1 

after-tax profits (doll&) 
adjusted pipeline rate base (dollars) 
total capitalization (dollars) 
preferred stock rate (fraction) 
value of preferred stock (dollars) 
common equity rate of return (fraction) 
value of cdmmon stock equity (dollars) 

- ,  
and the Fedepl income taxes are 

where, 

FIT = (FRATE*ATP / 1.- FRATE) 
, 

FIT = Federal income tax (dollars) 

ATP * =e after-tax profits (dollars) 
.FRATE = Federal income tax rate (fraction) (Appendix E) 

. .  

State income taxes arc computed by multiplying the sum of taxable returns and the associated Federal income tax by a 
weighted-average Statt tax rate associated with each pipeline c o m p y .  The weighted-average State tax rate is based 
on peak seMce volumes in each State delivered by the pipeline company. State income taxes are computed as follows: . 

SIT = SRATE * (FIT.+ ATP) : (1 17) 

where, 
SIT = State income tax (dollars) 

FlT = Federal income tax (dollars) 
SRATE = average State income tax rate (fraction) (Appendix E) 

ATP =. after-tax profits (dollars) 

I 

Total operations and maintenance expense consisk of three major categories: supervision and engineering expenses, 
compressor station expenses, and other operations and maintenance expenses.? Compressor station expenses are 
disaggregated further into two categories: compressor station operaling and maintcnhce labor expenses and cornpressor 
station operating and maintenance non-labor expenses. That is, total operating and maintenance expense (TOM) equals 

where, 

TOM = SEOM + CSOML + CSOMN + OTOM 

. TOM = total operations and maintenance expense (dollars) 

CSOML = compressor station operating and maintenance labor expense (dollars) 
CSOMN = compressor station operating and maintenance non-labor expense (dollars) 

OTOM = other operations and maihtenance expense (dollars) 

SEOM = supervision and enginking expense (dollars) 

. 

(lis) 
, .  

Revenue Credits. The revenue requirement is reduced (increased) by various revenue d i t s  (expenses) to de.termine 
the total cost-of-service. These credits may relate to one-time expenditures that are outside the scope of the other cost 
categories. After the demnin$on of the total cost of.serVice, each line item is classified as a fixed or variable cost as 
described in Step 2. 

I 

"Some expenses in this cate o apply only to transporn-on c o s 6  Consequently, compressor-related and similar expenses will 
not be calculated for storage L%tics. . 
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step2 Classification of Cost of  Service Line Hems as FixM and Variable Costs 

The FTk classifies each line item of the cost of servik (computed in Step 1) as a fixed and variable cost. Fixed costs 
arc.indtpendent of 5toragdmsprtation usage, while,variable costs are a function of usage. Fixed and variable costs 
Cire computed by multiplying kach line item of the cost of service by the percentage of the cost that is fixed and the , 

percentage of the cost that is variable. m e  classification of fixed and variable costs is defined by the user as part of the 
scenario qkdication. ?he classifidation of line item cost & to fixed-and variable cost isdetermined asfollows: 

. I  

. 
* 

'~ 

. .  I ,  

R, '= fixid cost prtionoflimc item & (million'dollars) 
AU, = percentage of line item & representing fixed cost 

& total h s t  of line item i (million dollars) 
&, = variable cost portion of line item, & (million dollars) 

ALL, = percentage of line item & representing variable cost 

. I 

= , ,  
~~ . 

. .  i =~ lineitemindex 

. -  
.'*loo -= &+ALL, 

I An example of this p d u r e  is illustrated in Table 8-1. 

Step 3 Allocation of Fixbd and Variable Costs to Rate Components 

Allocation of ked  p d  variable co& to& components is conducted only tbi transportation sc&ces becalise st&ge 
service is modeled in a more simplified manner using a one-part rate. 

The rate design to be used within the pTM is swified by input parameters, which can bk modified by the user to reflect 
changes in k c  design over time. The PTM allocates the fixed and variable costs computed in Step 2 to rate components 
as specified by th~~rate  design. For transpo*on &vice, thf components of the ragconsist of a reservation and a usage 
fee. The rkvafioifet is a charge asstsstd based on the amount of the capacity reserved. It typically is a monthly, fee 
that do& not vary bith throughput. The k g e  fee is a charge aspsed for each unit of gas @at mov? through the 
system' For Storage &vice the rate comppnents arc aggregated into one volumetric charge that is based on the amount 
of working gas capacity.'O 

. .  . , .  
,. 

I .  

I ' 

. . 
b . _ -  

, 

.. 
The actual reservation and ixsage fees that pipelin& arc allowed to charge are regulated by the Federal E n p y  Regulatory 
Commission. How costs arc allocated determines the extent of differences in the rates charged for different classes of 
customers for different types of scnrices. in general, h e  more fixed costs arc allocated to usage fees, the more costs are 
rtcovercd based on thoughput. Thus high load factor customers pay a larger share of system costs. Allocating a larger 
share of fixed costs to reservation fees, however, leads to low load factor custpmers bearing a larger share of system 
costs. 

Costs are assigned either to the reservation fee or to the usage fee according to the rate design specified for the pipeline 
company. The rate design can vary among pipeline companies. Three typical rate deigns q c  described in Table 8-2. 
The PTM provides two options for specifying the rate design. In the first option, a rate design for cach pipeline company 
can be specified for each forecast year. This option permits different rate designs to be used for different pipeline 
companies while also allowing individual company rate designs to change over time. Since pipeline company data 
subsequently are aggregated to the network arc, the composite rate design at the arc-level is the volumetric-weighted 
average of the pipeline company rate designs. The second option pennits a global specification of the rate design, where 
all pipeline companies have the same rate design for a specific time period but can switch to another rate design in a . 

, 

I t  
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Table 61. Illustration of Fixed and Variable Cost Classification 
. I  

I '  

I .  

I 'Allocation Factors * * I  

fQRmJlQ - 
Cost of Service Line Item Total Fixed Cost Variable Cost * Fixed Variable 

Total Retum 
Preferred Stuck 
Common Stock 
Long-Term Debt 

Depreciation 
Taxes . 

Normal Operating Eipenses 

FederaJ Tax 
State Tax 

, OtherTax. 
Tax Credits 

, Administrative & General 
Customer 
Opeitions & Maintenance 

Supervision & 
Engineering 
Compression 
StationRabor 
Compression 
Station/Non-labor 
OtherO&M 

0 ,  .1,000 
.30,ooo 
29,000 

0 

0 ' \  100 

30,000 : l o o ;  

100. , 

0 0 

25,000 

I 51000 
;1 ,000 

0 
. o  , 

. o  
'0 

10 
' 0  

25,000 0 

5,000 0 

1,000 .o 
1 ,m , o  
45;000 '5,000 

100 

100 

100 
50,000 .. 

2,Ooo 
90 
io0 

I 

0 

\ 

0 7,000 

5,000 

li000 

100 

100 

20 

I ' i  

7,000 0 

5,000 0 

200. I 800 

0 

80 

32,000 . 8,000 

21 3,200 13,800 
m000 

227,000 

20 

Revenue Requirement 
Revenue Credits I00 ' 0 25,000 0 -  

Total Costsf-Service , 202,000 188,200 13,800 

I 
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Table 8-2. Approaches to Rate Design - .  

Modified Fikd Variable 
(Three-Par? Rate) 

0 

0 

Two-part reservation 
fee. - Return on equity 
and related taxes are 
held at risk to achieving 
throughput targets by 
allocating these costs to 
the usage fee. Of the 
remaining fmed costs, 50 
percent are recovered 
from a peak day 
resenmtion f& and 50 
percpnt- are  recovered 
through -an annual 
reservationfee.. 
Variable cosis allocated 
to the usage fee. In 

. addition, return on equity 
' and  related taxes are 
also recovered through 
the usage fee. . 

Modified F k d  Variable 
(TwMart Rate) 

I 

0' Re2ervation f e e  
based on peak day 
requirements . - all 
fixed costs except 
return .on equity and 
re la ted  t a x e s  
recovered through this 
fee. 

a I Variable costs plus 
mtum on 'equity and 
related taxes. am 
recovered through the 
usage fee; 

. .  

' ,-ightFiXed. 
Vgriable 

(Two-Part Rate) 

0 One-part capacity 
mewation fee. All fmed 
costs are recovered 
through the reservation 
fee, which is assessed 
based. on peak day 
capacity requirements. , 

0 Variable Cdsts ate 
tecovemd through the 

, ,usagefee. 

1 

The allocation of fixed costs to reservation and usage fees entails multiplying each fixed cost line item of the total cost 
of service by the corresponding fixed cost rate design classification factor. A similar process is carried out for variable 
. costs. This produrc'is illustrated in Tables 8-3a and 8-3b and is generalized in the equations following. 

The classification of transportation line item costs R, and qV to resavdon and usage cost is determined as follows: 

R& = ALLb * R&oO 

= ALL,, * RdlOq . 

whcre, 

c 
, I  \ 

8-10 
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r 

Allocation Factors . CostAssignedto . 
- -  fQQmm co 

Cost of Sewice Line Rem . Total Reservation Usage R e s i r v a t i o x g e  

Total Return 

PreferredStock , , * *l,oOo - 0  loo 0 1;Ooo 
. CommonStock . 30,000 I 0 100- - 0  30,Ooo 

Long-Term Debt 29,000 100 9 29,000 0 

. '  . Depreciation . 30,000 100 ' ' 0 30,000 0 

Normal Opemting Expenses ! 

\ .  
. I  

Taxes 
FederalT& .259.000 Q 100 . . 0 25,000 

. - StateTax '5,boo 0 ' -100 .-  0 5,000 
Other Tax' . , 1,OOo *'loo . ~ 0 '  1,000 ' 0  
Taxcredits 1,000 ' loo 0 1 ,OOo 0 

. Administrdtive & General ' 45,000 ' ' 100 0 ' 45,000 0 
Customer 2;ooo 100. 0 2,000 0 

Supervision &' 7,000 ' 100 0 '  7,000 0 

Compression . 5,000 100 \ .  . o  5,000 * *  0 

Compression 200 100 ' 0  200. .; 0 '  

Operations & Maintenance 

. i .  

Engineering 

StationRabor 

StatiodNon-labor . .  

Other 0 & M 32,000 1 lo0 - 0 ,  32,000 0 
, .  

Revenue Requirement 21 3,200 \ 152,200 Sl',OOO 

Revenue Credits 25,000 . . 100 0 25,000 ' 0  

Totai Costsf-Service 188,200 127,200 61,000 
. .  . -  
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Table 84b. Illustration of Allocation of Variable Costs to Rate Components . 
Allocation Factors . CbstAssignedto 

- 4EgwXlQ 
cost of service Line hem Total . Reservation Usage Reservation Usage 

. .  * I  
I .  . .  

Q .. , 0 *: loo -0' - - ,  0 

. ' 0  . I .  100) . ,- 0 ' 0  

Total Return 
.. Preferred stock: 

Common Stock 0 ' .  

. Long-Terq Debt 
NO& Operating Expenses . 

' Depreciation 
Taxes 

' Federal Tax. 
-state~ax' . -- - 

Other Tax ' 

- ,T& C&&. 

Administrative & General 
Customer . 
0pektions.B Maintenance 
. Supervision & 

Engineering .. . 

Cornpression 
StationRabor 

I - Compression 
Station/Notylabor 
@herO&M 

I . .  

' 0  . o  
I 

0 0 

. .  
. o  
0 

. ; o  
0 

. $000 
' 0  

0 

:0  

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

- 0 '  ' . O  

100 ' 0 .  

100 0 

100 0 

100 . o  . 

100 0 .  

100. , 0 

100 0 
100 . o  

100 0 

I00 ). 0 

100 . '  . .  , 0 

100 ~ , o  
0 

, o  

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

5,000 
0 

0 

0 

800 

8,000 

13,800 
a 0 " 

Revenue Requirement . 13,800 
0 Revenue Credits 

Total Cost-of-Service 

_ ' .  0 109 
13800 0 13,80C 

. -  

3 . .  
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R 
ALL 

100 
100 

i 
, f  

r 
V 

U 

= line item'cost (dollars-) 
=. percentage of reserviition or usage,line item R representing fixed or v ~ a b l e  cost (Appendix E 
-AFR,AVR,AFU,AVU) . I  

= A & x + A G 4  
= &$+ALL,, 
= line item number index 
= fixed cost index ' 
= variable cost index 
= resrrvation cost index . 
= usage cost index 

- .  

At this stagk in the procedure, the line items comprising the fixed and variable cost components of the -reservation and 
usage fees can be sunimed to obtain totaI fixed and bariable costs allocated to reservation and usage components of the 

. 
. * 

rates. . 
* 

, 

After ratemaking Steps 1,2 h d  3 are completed for each company, company-level costs are transfohed to arc-level 
. (node-level) rates for transpodon (storage) services. This process, carried out for each arc and node in the NGTDM . 

network, isaccomplished in ratemaking Steps,4,5 and 6 as presented below. 

Step 4: Aggregation of Classfied Cost of Service to Network Arcs and Nodes 

As discussed above; for rrakportation services h e  PTM develops fixed ind variable. costs and dlocatcs them to 
reservation and usage rate components at the pikline company level. The PThl apportions ihese components to distinct 
segments of a pipeline pa& based on the share of the mileage-based capacity reservations on the segment. These pipeline 
path segments represent the portions of the physical pipelinesystem that fall within the transshipment nodes that define 
'a network arc. The costs associated with each segment are mapped to'the network arc by aggregating the cost . , 
information across all pipeline segments identified with an arc." The capacity reservation shares (Appendix E, PS) used 
tb apportion.costs to pipeline segments are derived exogenously from h e  capacity reservtd and distances associated with . 
each segment and the capacity reserved and distances for the complete pipeline path. The sham do not change 

This procedure is illustrated for two iiypothctical pipeline companies (Figure 8-31. ~n the example, it is tyunkxj that 
,the total costs to be diskibutedto distinct pipeline segments are R,, and RB for Company A and Company B, respectively. , 

Notice that CompanyA is defined by network a, b, c, d, e in the upper portion of Figure 8-3 and Company B is defined 
by network'a, b, c, d in the middlekdfof the figure. Company A receives 4000 MMBWday at point a, discharges 2000 

, , MMBtdday at point c and ships the remaining 2000 MMBtu/day to point e. Company B ships 3,000 MMBtu along its 
entire route, from point a to point c. It is assumed further that segment b-d of Company A's pipeline path and segment 
b-c of CQmpany B's pipeline path are to be mapped into the network arc defined by the &shipment nodes 1-2 at the 
bottom of Figure 8-3. Note that company A's segment b-d actually is composed of two segments: segment b c  and 
segment cd.  

The mileage-based capacity y a t i o n  0 is determined as the capacity reserved in each pipeline segment multiplied 
by the length of the pipeline segment. For Company A the reservation on segment b-c is the quantity (4000*50) MMBtu- 
miles.and the reservation on segment c d  is the quantity (2000*150)'MMBtu-mil~, per day. For company B, the 
feServation on segment b-c is the quantity (3000*200) MMBtu-miles per day. The totsli resewation along the pipeline 
path for company A is the sum of the &ervations on eachsegment, or 1,100,000 MMBtu-miles per day.= 

Once the reservations on the.segments are determirid, the pipeline costs are apportioned,to each segment as follows. 
The share of cost (RJ allocated to Company A's pipeline segment b-c is determined as the cost multiplied by the ratio 
of the reservations on segment b-c to the reservations on the total pipeline path, expressed as follows: 

' 

throughout the forecast. . ~. 
. .  

. 
' 

I .  

I 

, 

I . .  

*' 

'*In the forecast years, arc-level costs inc!ude costs associ* with generic companies representing pipeline capacity added 
&sequent to the base year. Generic compmes are &scussed m $e %chon describing the forecast year updating process. 

acity rtseNations on arc a-b e- to (-100) MMBtu-miles per day, plus capacity reservations on arc 
b-c of (4OOO*5O) M#tu-miles per day, plus capanty rcscr~at~ons on arc c-d of {2OWlSO] MMBtu-miles per day and capacity 

> -  

- 

m v e d  based on 
reservations (2000*100) MMBtu-miles per day on arc d-e. . .  
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Figure 8-3. / . m,mpiepf  , ’  - Apportioning Pipeline Cos& to Network Arcs ‘ ,  
\ *  - , .  - 

. .  
. .  * ,  

. ,  _ .  Source: . 

4,000 MMBtdd 

. .  Pipeline * I 
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Totai Cost 
Component 
= R A .  
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. I  I ’Reservation: ~ - - 
. I  
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I -  
I .  

I 
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I 
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= R B  I 

0 
3,000 MMBWd 

I 
CompanyB I I 

I 4 

200 m-1 I I 
Total Cost 

! L  

. .  ’ . -  
. .  . .  

where, 
R:* = . portion of RA all-. to Company A segment b-c 

v:* . = resmationS on company A segment b-c 
. . RA = total component e s t  for Company A (dollars) 

Vi. = total reservation’on Company A pipeiie path. . .  r , 

Igthis example, Vi* equals 200,000 MMBtu-miles per day and Vi equals l,lOO,OOO MMBtu-miles per day. 

- S i d a i y , k a d ~ & ~ & - c d  Bid’= Rj(3/11)] d t o C h q a y B ’ s ~ k  [R;” = R,*(6/15)] 
are obtained. F d y ,  the costs are aggregated to the network arc by summing all distinct costs for Company A’s segment 

. b-c and segment cd  and Company Bs segment-b-c. 

(1 26) 
’ where, . .  

I .  
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Rr-2 = total~~~tsallo~atedt~.ar~ 1-2 I . * . 

Rl* = ,portion of R,, allocated to Company A &gment b-c 

' R:* = portion.of &, allocated to company B & n e n t  b-c 

' 

R:* F portion of RA allocated to Company A segment c d  . .  

Through this procedure, company-level fixed and varia6le costs are assigned to arcs on thCNGTDM network and for 
each arc these costs have been assigned to a rate component. Thus the following varjables are defined: . 

t 

. ' FCR, = fixed costs assigned to the rtservaiion compdnent ofthe rate 
VCR, = variable costs assigned to the mkrvation component of the rate 
FCU, = ,fixed,costs assigned to the usage component of the rate 
VCU, = variable costs assigned to the usage component of the rate. 

, 

a = a r c  

Apportioning storage costs to network nqdk is a more straightforward process because the costs are simply &signed 
to the nodes as a function ofthe sham of storage capacity 1ocated.in each region. Through the procedure provided in 
the following equations company-level fixed h d  variable costs an shared out and aggregated to nodes on the NGTDM 
network. 

* '  ' 

(127) * 

(1 28) 

. .  ' 

FCS, = FCS,, 4 ( N S ,  * SFJ 
4 -  

, ,  

vcs, =. vcs, + (NS, * SVd. , 

when, 
, VCS, = variable costs of storage (million'dollars) 
FCS, = fixed costs of storage (million dollars) 
NS,,, = share of company p gas storage capacity located at the node n [Appendix E, (fi@on)] 

I SF, I = company p fixed costs for storage service (million doll&) 
SV, ' = .company p variable costs for storage service (million dollars) 
p = pipelins company index 
n = nodeindex 

Step 5: Allocation of Arc-Level Transportation Costs to Services 

The arc-levFl fixed and vaiiable costs ak allocated to fin and interruptible transportation services. In allocating these 
costs, a portion of the fixed costs are assigned to nonwn c ~ m c r s .  Historically, rate designs have placed some of the 
recovery of fixed costs at risk by assigning the recovery of these costs to noncore customers. Should the revenues 
obtained from intcnuptible seMce be less than those anbcipated in the ratemaking proctss, the pipeline company would 
not recover all of its fix@ costs. Variable costs are allocated based on total annu+ thioughput for each type of service. 
The development of the allocation fictors is discussed next. 

I 

Allocation Factors for Fixed Costs. The allocation factors for fixed costs are based, in part, on the firm capacity 
reservations and annual interruptible transportation volumks along an arc. The procedure for obtaining arc-level 
nservations and flows in the base year is comparable to the proccss described &ve for aggregating segment costs to 
an arc,73 The allocation'factors for fixed costs are defined as follows. The fixedcost allocation factor for firm service 
is defined as the annualized peakday reservations for firm seMce divided by the sum of the annualized peak-day firm 
reservations and an adjusted annual throughput volume for intemrptible service. In equation form, this allocation factor 
(FADFS) is defined as follows: 

FAD=, = .(pREsV,*365/(PRESV8*365 + ISERV8*RADJ8*(l + IExpcT,/lOo))) (129) 

I 

nIn subsequent years, flow volumes are input to tiie PTM at the arc&vel. 
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. i  

, .  . .  where, . I  

-I 

+ . . 
.FADFS,, = docation factor fir  fixed costs Acoveted from firm strvice ( d o ) .  
PRESV8 = . @-day rqxvations for firm transportation service (Bcf per day) [Appendix E CO?lDEM] 

I IEXKT8 .= .expected annud rate of growth in interruptible . *  transportation-[Appendix E, (percent, c v n t l y  
. . :@ERV8 = &ual throughput volume for inte-ptible transportation &de (Bcf per year)' 

I ,  

~ set.to 0)J I .  

RADJ, = @justment fFtor for discounting [Appendix-E -BASERADJ,'(ratio)l 
- .  , .  a = a r c  

- 

The inturuptible throughput volume is adjusted inthe above quaiion for two Gens. First, h e  i n k p t i b l e  volumes 
are adjusted to riflect assumed. changes in interruptible transportation volui~~cs using the user-specified IEXPCT 
parameter.' Second, the volume is adjusted downward -via the RADJ factor to reflect anticipated discounting of . 

' interruptible transprtatiian'servicc.5. This adjustment factor (RPSJ) reflects the degree of discounting that took place 
in the prior forecast year and is defined as follow& .. 

where, . I  

7 .  
, .  . t = c k n t  year index 

RP;DJ = adjustment factor for discounting [Appendix E - BASERADJ, (ratio)] ' 
M-mm-Ii-' .=' average interruptible service rate in y k  t-1 [Appendix E, (dollars per Mcfll 

' 1  Pw-' .= maximum interruptible service rate in year t-1 (dollars per Mcf) 
\ . .  . .  a . =  arc ~ . 

~, 

Siniiilarly, the &cation factor for fixcd'cos@ assigned to inkxmptible . service (FADIS) is defincd'as ' 

ISERV,*RADJ,*( 1 +EX€"JlOO) 
PRESV,*365+ISE.RV,*RADJa*(1 +1ExpcT11OO) ' 

. ' FADIS,= 

where. - FADIS, = allocation factor for fixed costs assigned to interruptible service [I-FADFS, (ratio)] 
ISERV, = annual throughput volume for interruptible transportation service (Bcf per year) , 
RADJ, = adjustment factor for discounting [Appendix E - BASERADJ, (ratio)] 
EX€", = expected rate of growth in interruptible transportatr 'on [Appendix E, (percent)] 
PRESV, = peakday reserVations for firm transportation service (Mcf per day) [Appendix E, CONDEM] 

a = a r c  

Allocation Factors for Variable Costs. The allocation factors for variable costs are based on the annual firm and 
interruptible service volumes on the arc. The allocation factor that assigns variable costs to firsl Sentice (VADFS) is 
defined as the annual throughput volume for firm transportatidn on the arc (FSERV) divided by the total annual 
throughput volume for firm and interruptible service on the arc, as follows: - 

VADFS, = FsERVpsERV8 +.ISERV,) 

where, . 
. VADFS, = *aliocation factor for v&able costs assigried to firm service (ratio) 

FSERV, = ann& throughput voiume for firm transportation ~ r v i c e , ( ~ c f  per year) 
:ISERV, = annual throughput volume for intemptible transportation (Bcf per year)' 

I .  a = =  

The allocation factor that assigns'variable costs to intermptible services WADIS) is defined as the annual throughput 
volume for interruptible service divided by the total annual throughput volunie for firm and, intermptible service, as 
follows: 

8-16 



. .  - * *  
* , where, 

VADIS, = allocation factor for variable costs assigned to interruptible service (ratio) 
ISERV, = annual throughput volume for interruptible transportation service in(Bcf per year) 
FSERV, = annual throughput volume for firm transportation (Bcf per year). . -  

\ r ' :. a = a r c  
. I .  I 

 he factors ire &plied t i  costs previously a110cated to rate components (il; step 4) to derive the costs allocated to the 
firm transportation rate components. Similarly all6cation factors are applied to obtain the costs allocated to intcnuptible 
transportation. These procedures are outlined in equation form below. 

Derivation of Reservation costs for Firm T w r t a t i o n .  Costs all@ t o . t h e h  traflSpOrtation reservation fees 
consist of the fimi transportation portion of the fixed a i ~ d  variable costs assigntd'to the meriation fee.  his cost is 
derived by .applying the allocation facto? as follows: 

(134) 

' 

\ 

. . 5 

.~ 
. .  

- ,  I .  RCFS, = (FADFS,*FCR,) + (VADFS,*VCR,) 

where, .. 
RCFS, I = reservation costs assigned to core customcrs (million dollars per, year) 

FADFS, * = allocation factor for fixed cos& recovered from firm service (ratio) 
FCR, = fixed costs assigned to the reservation component of the rate (million dollars per year) 

VADFS, = allocation factor for v&able costs recovered from firm service (ratio) 
VCR, = variable costs assigned to the reservation component of the rate (million dollars per year) 

Derivation of Usage costs for  rans sport at ion. costs allocated to the firm transportation usage fees consists 
of the fum transportaiion portion of the fixed and variable costs assigned to the usage fee. This cost is derived by 
applying the allocation factors as follows: . 

. I  
a = a r c  , 

. I  

UCFS, = (FADFS,*FCUJ + (VADFS,*VCU,) (135) 
5 i . .  

where, 
UCFS, = usage costs assigned to core customers (million dollars per year) . 

FADFS, = allocation factor for fixed costs recovered from km service (ratio) , 
FCU, = fixed costs assigned to the usage compnent of the + (million dollars per year) 

VADFS, = allocation factor for variable costs recovered from firm service (ratio) 
. VCU, = variable costs assigned to the usage'component of the rate (million dollars per year) 

. 

, ' 
* 

a = a r c  

Derivation of Fixed &d Variable Cos& Allocated to Intewptible flransportation. Costs allocated to intekptible 
transportation serviceconsist of a portion of the fixed and variable costs assigned to the reservation and usage rate 
components. This cost isderived by applying the allocation facgrs as follows: ' 

(136) CIS, = pADIs,*(Fcu, + FCR,)) + (VADIS,*OrCU, + VCR) * -  

where, 
CIS, = costs assigned to nonwn customers (million dollars per year) 

FADIS, = allocation factor for fixed costs recovered from interruptible service ( d o )  

VADIs, . = allocation factor for variable costs recovered from interruptible service (ratio) 

* FCU, = fixed costs'assigr;ed to the usage component ofthe rate (million d ~ l ~ a r s  per year) ' 
FCR, = fixed costs assigned to the reservation component of the rate (million dollars per year) 

VCU, = variable costs assigned to the usage component of the rate (million dollars per year) 
VCR, =' variable costs assigned to the rcscrva!ion component of the rate (million dollars per year) 

a = arc 

I .  
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# '  
, .  

The costs allocated in-ptible t h s p r h o n  servikc =.not uscd to derive the maximum and minimum rates that 
may be charged for.intcrmptible service. These costs are presented here to account filly for all costs that make up the 
fotal cost of service and to facilitate the disc&ion,of the derivation of the costs allocated to firm transportation service. 
The computation of rates for firm and intermptible seMce is piesend in Step 6. 

. 

, .  

. .  
. 

. 

' 

' step 6: Computaqon Of Rates. 
. . .  

k i n  Transportafjon Sedce  Fm-&rtation service rats (PTAltJ?) arc composed of arc-leh reservation and ' 

usage fees (PTAR-RE3I-F and UFEE), as well as Ordcr 636 m i t i o n  costs (€'TAR-191-F and €'TAR-GSR-F). Arc- 
level reservation and usage fees' for firm krviqe arc determined by dividing the costs componding to each rate 
cOmpanent.by the appropriate billing factors. Thus, the reservation fee& determined as the reservation costs recovered 
from firm service (RmJ divided by the annualized rescfvations for firm tran3pordon Service. That is, . 

. .  
' RFEE, = R-$(PRESV,*365) . . .  , .  (137) , .  

. .  * ,  
e .  . 

* Where,, 
RFEEa = nservation'fee'for firm service in dollars per Mcf of capacity reserved 

. ',RCFS, = reservation costs assigned, to.wxe customers (niillion dollars-per year) 
PRESV, = . peakday reservations for firm bsportation Scririce (Bcf per day) [Appendix E, CONDEM] 

. Ho'wvcr, the N W M  pipeline network uses tariffs in he form of dollars per Mcf of rhroughput. The reservation fee 
component of the pipeline tariff is derived from the following nonlinear firm tariff curve, which computes the reservation ' 
fee as a'function of the m a t i o n  costs assigned to'con customers; the maximum effective firm service,capacity, and 
the throughput volume for finn transpor@on service in the previous iofoncast year. / I '  

. 

* <  

a = a r c  
- .  . I  

PI;AR,REV,FF, = PNOD*O,FFLJQNOD)TM~V-MS ; (138) 
, .  

&here, - 
FTAR-REV-Fa = reservation f& component of the f h n  service pipeline tariff (dollars per Mcf of throughput) * 

QNOD = base quantity on the firm service tariff cupe, set as a fraction (Appendix E, P"MDPCTQ0,' 
currently set to 1) of the maximum effective capacity for finn service (PREVFCAP) (Bcf per 

I ' . PNOD = base tariff on the firm service tariff curve, set a i  the reservation costs assigned to core 
customers divided.by the base quantity (RCFS,/QNOD) (dollars per Mcf) 

I I?TMD,FFi, = assumed annual throughput volume for firm transportation@cf per year), with a lower limit 
at a &tion (Appendix E, PTMDPCTFC, cumntly set to 05)  of the maximum effective 
capacity for firm service (PREfVFCAP) (Bcf per year) 

: . year) .' . :  

. 
. 1  

TARCRV-EL&' '= assumed elasticit) definhig firm service pipline tariff curve (Appendix E). 
a = arc. 

I .  . .  

TO ens& that recovery of costs ii close to full recovery, the reserve portion of firm tariff is set to be no less , *  thai 
reservation fee (RFEE) divided by firm loading factbr (LFAC-Q. That is, 

[ 
. ,. . 

1 

pTAR,REv,F, = MAX(P"AR-REV-F,, RFEEJLFAC-F) (139) 

where, 
. pTAR,REv,f;, = mervation fee component of the firm servj& pipdine tariff (dollars per Mcf of throughput), 

= nsirvation fee for firm service (dollars per Mcf of capacity reserved) 
EAC-F = load factor for deriving the minimum firm rate (Appendix E) 

; ,  . a = a r c  
. - .  . I *  

I ,  

The usage fee is dtterrnined as the usagecosts rrc.ovefed from core customers (UCFSJ divided by the assumed annual 
th;oughput volume for firm service, as follows: . , . , .  I .  

(140) 
.. 

,. 
1 .  

-a .  = UCFSpTMD-FFL, . 
. .  



. .. 

- .  
where, 

WEE, = . usa&fee for f m  service (dollars per Mcf) 
UCFS, = us&e costs assigned to core customers imillion dollars per year) 

PTMD-FFL, = assumed annual throughput volume for firm transportation (Bcf per year) 
. .  - 

a = m .  

The iotal firm pipeline tariff is the sUni of the rekrvation and usage compqnents as shown below: , 

) I  PTAR-Fa = PTAR-REV-Fa + WEEa (141) 

where, ,, 

PTh-FA = .pipeline tariff for firm service sent to thchnual Flow Module (dollars per Mcf) . * 
PTh-REV-FA =. reservation fee component of the firm service pipeline tariff (dollars per Mcf of throughput) 
. - WEE, = tisagefeeforfirmse~ice(dol1arsperMcf) 

a. = arc 

To account for regulatory oversight and to assist in stabilizing the tariffs, a check is performed each y& to.&it the 
aiUrual increase in the firm tariff components to a user specified escalation rate. This limit is imposed as shown in the 
following quation: . I  

PTAR-F&, = MIN . .  (FTAR-Fat, PTAkFU_, * (l.+MAXESC)) 

PTARLF&, = pipeline tariff for firm service sent to the Annual Flow Module (dollais per Mcf) 
I PTAR-FU.., = pipeline tariff for firm service in previous year (dol& per Mcf) 
MAXESC = maximum allowable annual escalation rate for tariffs [Appendix E, (fraction)] 

(142) 

where, 

a = a r c  
t = forecastyear 

Various accounting mechanisms have been built into the tariff computation procedures to account specifically for Order 
636 transition costs. These mechanisms are implemented in the base year (and subsequent years) and'therefore they. are 
presented in this section of the chapter." 

Balances in purchase gas adjustment accounts (otherwise known as Account 191) are collected on a per et basis of firm 
throughput. The costs are assumed to be collected over a multi-year priod. The Account 191 surcharge is computed 
as follows: 

FTAR-191,Fa = (ANUM191 JFSERVJA191YRS 
\ 

(143) 

where, 
PTAR-l91,F, = f& tariff surcharge for Account 191 A t i o n  costs (dollars perMcf). 

FSERV, = annual throughput volume for firm transportation'(Bcfper year) 
-191 = Account 191 transition costs assigned'to arc a (million dollars) 

A191YRS = , number of years Account 191 costs are zksumed to be collected (Appendix E) 
I .  

a = arc 

Tariff surcharges to collect gas supply realignment costs (GSR costs) are computed in a similar manner; however, 
flexibility i s  provided ti, assign a portion of the costs to core customers and a portion of the costs to noncore customers 
as'follows: 

PTAR-GSR-Fa = [(AGSRGOSTS,*SHARE,GSR-F) / FSERVJ / GSRYRS . (l?) 

where, . 

7%e magnitude of Order q 6  transition costs. t+ years dyin which the are c~llected and the share of costi assigned to different 
classes of service are data dnvcn. See reference in Appenh k (PNEdAC, PSTRANDED) for the default values. 

, 
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' PI'AR-GSR-Fa '= 
. AGSRCOSTS, =' 

'SHARE-GSR-F = 
FSERV, = 

GSRYRS = 
, .  

. a =  

I' . -  . .  

firm tariffsurcharge for GSR transition costs (dollars petMd) 
GSR transition costs assigned to arc a (million dollars) 
fraction of GSR transition costs assigned to firm service (Appendix E) 
annual throughput volume for firm transportation (Bcf per year) 
number of years GSR costs are assumed to be collected (Appendix E) 
arc , 

- The tbtal firm rkf f  sent to.the Annual Flow Module network is the sum of tile firm taiiff Ad  any Order 636 surcharges. * 

The total tariff is computed as shown below. . 

where, 
PTk-Fa = total tariff for firm service passed to the Annual Flow Module (dollars per Mcf) 

.. PTAR-l91,F, .. = firm tariff surcharge for Account, 191 transition costs (dollars per Md) 
F"AR-GSR-Fa = firm tariff surcharge for GSR transition costs (dollars per Mcf) . . 

. .  a = a r c  

This &&iffis then'checked &nst anupper limit on firm tariff(Appendix5 m) toprevent .. 

Interruptible Tcansprtafion Service.' The actual interruptible transportation rates are determined within the linear 
programming  solutio^ procedure, but & bounded by rcblated maximum and minimum rates provided by the PTM. 
The arc-level maxinlwn and minimum rates for interruptible transportation service are derived from variable' costs, 
reservation and usage fees for firm service, and a load, factor permitted by FERC for interruptible service WAC) 
(currently set equal to 100 percent). The ~ u m , ~ ( M A X J  computed as the sum of the rcServation fee (divided 
'by the loqd'factor) and the usage fee. That is, 

the tariff from 
becoming~unrealistidly high due to low utilization along the ak. 

.. . ,  . .  

, *  

. I  

where,. 
. M& = &urn rate for intekuptible service (dollars per Mcf) 

RFEE, = mewation fee for firm Sirvice (dollars per Mcf) 

UFEEa =\ usage fee for firm service (dollars per Mcf) 
WAC-I = load factor for deriving the maximum interruptible rate [(ratio) =LOO, from RDESIGN] 

a = a r c  

Similar to the firm pipeline tariffs, the regulated maximum interruptible tariff is allowed to increase at a rate no greater 
than a user specified escalation rate, as shown in the equation below: / 

where, 
MAX, = maximum rate for intkptible service (dollars perMcf)- w., = maximum rate for interruptible service in previous year (dollars per Md) . 

MAXESC = maximum allowable annual escalation rate for tariffs [Appendix E, (htion)] 
a = a r c  
t '  = forecast year 

The minimh tariff (MINb is computed as the s p n  of all variable costs associated with the arc ( V S W  divid 
total annual firm and @terruptible throughput volume, as follows: 

.. ma = VSUMpsERV, + kERv> 

edbythe' 
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I .  . ,  
. r  

. I  

. , '  . .  

. . .  MIN, = 'minimum rate for in&ptible service (dollars i>er Mcf) 
VSUM, = total variable costs for firm aid interruptible se+e (inillion dollars) 
FSERV, =' annual throughput volume for firm transportation (Bcf) 
ISERV, = annual throughput volume for interruptible tmnsportation service (Bcf) 

, 
I 

, . . 
' 

' VCR, = variable costs assigned to the Wrvation component of the rate (million dollars) 
'Vq, = variable costs assign4.to the usage component of the rate (million dollars) . 

a = a r c  . .  < - 
Iknuptible transportation E& may also include some surcharge attributable to Order 636 transition costs. Gas supply " 
realignmentcos& are partially collected through a surcharge on interhptible rates. The computation of this surcharge 

' is shown below. 
' .  ' . ' .  

- I  PTAR-GSR-I~ = [(AGSRCOSTS,*SHARJ-GSR-I) I ISERVJ I GSRYRS (150) 
I 

where, 
PTAR-GSR-& = interruptible tariff surcharge for GSR transition costs (dollars per Md) 
AbSRCOSTS, = GSR transition costs assigned to arc a (million dollars) , 

* SHARl-GSR-I = fraction of GSR transition costs assigned to interruptible service (SHARE-GSR-I = 1.0- SHARI-GSR-F) . .  
ISERV, = annual throughput volume for interruptible transportation (Bcfpcr year) 

I . .  'GSRYRS , = number of years GSR costs are assumed to be collected (Appendix E) 
a s =  arc 

The surcharge of gas supply realignment &sts on intcnuptible ratcs is then checked against the surcharge of gas supply 
rtalignmcnt costs on firm rates to ensure that the surcharge on intcmptible rates does not exceed the surcharge on firm * 

rates. That is, 

' . 

(151) PTAR-GSR-I, = MIN(PTAR-GSR-I,, PTAR-GSR-FJ 

where, 
PTAR-GSR-4 = interruptible tariff sincharge for GSR transition costs (dollars per Mcf) 
PTkR_LGSR-F, = firm tariff surcharge for GSR transition costs (dollars per Mcf) 

a = a r c  'I 

The interruptible surcharge is then added to the minimum and maximum interruptible rates, when applicable (e.g., during 
the years GSR costs are assumed to be collected). That is, 

(152) 

where, . 
MAX, = maximum rate for interruptible service (dollars per Mcf) 
MIN. = minimum rate for intcnuptible service (dollars per Mcfj 

. 
t 

PTAR-GSR-J = interruptible tariff surcharge for GSR transition costs (dollars per Mcf) 
a = a r c .  

1 

The in-ptible tariff that is cbmputed represents the cost of moving interruptible gas along an arc, and is used in the 
Annual How Module network. The value for thistariff lies between the minimum and maximum interruptible tariffs. 
and is determined using a scale factor (SCALI-I). The interruptible tariff is calculated by the following equation: 

9 

PTAR-Ia = MIN, + scALE_I, * (MAX, - MINJ ' (153) 

PTAR-4. = total tarif€ for intermptible transportation service passed to the Annual Flow Module (dollars 
whm, 

perMcf) 
MAX, = maximum rate for interruptible service (dollars per Mcf) 
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I 

. ,  

MINX' = minium rate for intemptible s e r h  (dollark per Mcf) 
SCALE-IX' = scale factor for interruptible tarif€ (fraction) ' . ' 

. .  

4 '  
- .  

a =. arc 
, -  

. .  . . , -  
I 

t The scale factor (SCALE-I) is a nonlinear function of the interruptible utilization rare on that arc n the previous year. 
. , Its value is between zero and one. If the utilization rate was low last year, the scale factor will be close to m o  and, thus, . 

the intcmptible tariff closer to the minimum interruptible tariff to encourage more use on this arc. On the otha hand, 
if the uti l i t ion was close to full capacity in the previous year, the interruptible tariff will be close to the maximum 
interruptible tariff to discouiage usc on this arc. This algorithm &flects the behavior of .the pipeline company in a 
competitive market where price would quickly react to F k c t  changes. The computation of this scale factor is shown 
below: 

I 

. 

-( 154) 

. whm, I. 

. SCALEA = scale factor for interruptible &ff (fraction) I 

UllL-RATE-I, = utilization rate for interiuptiblc service (fraction) , > I - a  = arc 

Utilization rate is defined based on flows and effeztive capacity (PREYXAPb from the previous year. - 
- 4  

UTIL-RAT-I, = ~ISERV,/~~EVTCAP,-AFSERV~ . (155) 

PREVTCAP, = PCAP-MAX, * AUTILZ-T, * (l-WTHRJCAP,) . - (156) 

*=e, 
uTIL,RATE,I = utilization rate for interruptible service (fraction) 

AISERV. = previous year interruptible flow on arc (sa 
AFSERVX = previousyearfirmflowonarc(Bcf) 

PREVTCAP, = effective total capacity in prciious year (BCQ w-m = maximum effective capacity on arc (Bcf) 
AUTEZ-TX = total utilization on arc (fraction) 

WTHR-XCAPX = weather factor (fraction) 

The interruptible tariff resulting fiom the above calculation is then checked against a maximum intenbptible tariff 
(Appendix E, LIMITINT) to prevent the tariff from becoming unrealistically high due to low utilization along the arc. 

Revenue Credit Option. A revenue credit algokthm has betn designed and implemented as an option in the PTM. Its 
purpose is'to captux thedfects of capacity release on firm pipeline tariffs through the treatment of interruptible 
revenues. with this dgorith,  a pipelie ~Ompdny'~ is ailowed to transfer a portion of theit incremental revenue from 
interruptible service to firm service. The inemental revenue of interruptible service is defined as the portion above 
expected. revenue which is determined by using a conscryative estimate of intemptible flow defined for the pipeline 
company. The portion transferred to firm service then becomes a credit to f m  service, resulting in a reduction in the 
firm revenue requirements and, thus, firm tariffs. The methodology rised to calculate the amount of incremental revenue 
transferred from interruptible service to firm Senrice, and ultimately used to adjust finn service tariffs, follows. 

First, incremental revenue from intemptible service (INC-REV) is calculated as the difference between the actual 
revenue recovered and the revenue expected to be recovered, both from interruptible service. The acm revenue 
recovered from interruptible serviceRquds the intermptible flow (ISERV) times a derived interruptible tariff 
(OIL-TAR& The revenue expected.to be rtcovetcp from interruptible service is also referred to as the cost assigned 
to interruptible service (m). F d y ,  the dnived interruptible tariff along an arc is based on the corresponding marginal 
node prices produced by the AFM in the previous ytar. The comsponding equations are as follows: 

I . 

. f  
75 According to TC lation, revenue crediting E be adopted intd the rate W n g  process of 4 individual pipeline'company. 

However, in the &module, revenue crediting IS implemented at the arc level, instead. 
, .  
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, I  

. .. 
J *  

CA.L-TAR-1, NGLMAGPR-IAT * --PIPENAT - NG,MAGPR& 
J i .- , .  

where, 
~ C - R E V  = incremental kvenue on arc (millions of 1987 real dollars) , -  

M & R V  = interruptible flow from AFM calculated in previous year (1 year lag) (Bcf) 
CIS = cost assigned to interruptible service in current year (millions of nominal dollars) 

Ik-PGDP = GDP deflator (from-Macr&onomic Activity Model) 
W-TAR-I  = derived interruptible tariff ($87/Mcf) 

NG-MAGPR-I = marginal node price (from AFM, $87/Mcf) . , 

AEFF-PIPE = pipelindaic efficiency [Appendix E, (fraction)] . .  
a = ?  - /. 

. AF = sourcenodedongarc . . ’ 
AT = destination node along arc 

(158) 

Next, incremental costs are defined as incremental flows times the minimum tariff(for.intemptible servik) needed to ~ 

rtcovcr variable costs. Incremental flows are the difference between interruptible flows along an arc for this year and 
the ptevious year. Thus, 

’ , 

. INC-COST, = INCiFLOW, * MIN, (159) , 

where, 
INC-COST = incremental cost on arc (millions of 87 dollars) 

I INC-FLOW = incremental flow on arc (Bcf), - 
MIN = the minimum tariff for interruptible service ($87/Mcf) .. 

a = a r c  . .  

Incnmeni profit is then calculated as the difference between incremental revenues and incremental costs, as follows: 

INC-PRFI’, = INC-REV, - INC-COST, 

where, 
INC-PW = incremental profit on arc (millions of 1987 dollars) 
INC-REV = incremental revenue on arc (millions of 1987 dollars) 

INC-COST = incremental cost on arc (millions of 1987 dollars) 
a = a r c .  

A portion of this incrcmental profit is defined as the revenue credited (CkEJXT-F) to firm service. This credit is then 
converted to a rate (RATEADJ,F;) w&h is used to reduce firm rata (FTAR-Fh. ?hat is, 

(161) CREDIT-Fa = RCREDIT-Fa * INC-PW, 

1 ,  

RATEADJ-F, = CREDIT-FA 1 MESERV, 

(163) FTAR-F, = PTAR-F, - RATEADJ-F, 

where, 
CREDIT-F = amount of credit transferred to firm service on arc (millions of 87$) 

INC-PW = incremental profit (millions of 87$) 
RCREDIT-F = the perfentage of revenue redlodated as revenue credit to firm Service [Appendix E, (fraction)] 

RATEADJ-F = the adju&ng’rate used to credit firm tariff on arc ($87/Mcf) 
MFSERV = previous year firm flow provided.6y the AFM, including Alaska flow, m current year (Bcf) 
FTAR-F = finn pipeline tariff on arc ($87/Mcf) 

a * =  arc 
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On& the firm tariff is adjusted, a check is made_ to ensure that the resulting-firm tariff i s  no less than the mihmum 
interruptible tatiff times a scale factor. This test serves t6 ensure that an unrealistic over-adjustment has not been made. 

(164) 

I 

. .  . .  
.' . PTAR-Fa = Iliax (PTAR-Fa,. MINa * SCAIE-F-MIN)' 

F I ~ R - F ~  = . jjnii pipeline tariff on arc ( $ ~ / ~ c f )  
where, 

. 
I 

. MIN, . = minimum intcnuptible tariff on arc ($87/Mcfj 
~ SCALE-F-MIN = scalefactor(AppendixE) . 

. .  \ -- . 
, '  , -  a = =  

, .  
Storage M c e .  Stbrage facilities are defined in the NGl'DM network at regional nodes.. In the base-year initialization 
phase, storage facility costs, capacities, inventories, and other data for existing companies are allocated to regional 
NGTDM network nodes using storage facity data in FERC and EIA data series.% An intastate pipeline company's total 

., reported storage cost is allocated to NGTDM iegion nodes &cording to the regional &+bution of natural gas storage 
capacity in the company's own storage facilities, as reported on Form'EIAL191.'" 'Because storage costs arc related to 
base'gas s t o k e  capacify, the cost 'allocation is based on the company's regional share of bast gas storage capacity 
relative to its total base gas storage capacity. Regional inters- pipeline dompany-level costs are aggmgakd to the 

' 

. I 

corresponding NGTDM &ion node (Equations 127 and 128). 

The regional sto&e costs for intektaE pipeline companies a& converted to per-unitcapacity costs by dividing the 
aggregate regional cost.by the aggregate regional base gas storage capacity. The interstate pipeline per-u&t storage 

* '  Capacity cost obtaincdfor each region is applied to the non-interstate (intrastate and third party owners) regional storage 
capacity to' obtain their estimated storage costs. Thke costs are added to the NGTDM region: aggregate interstate 
pipeline company costs (FCS and VCS) to obtain the total storage . .  facility costs (FCST and VCST) at the region nMe. 

.Next, the node-level storage tariff is computed & the sum of fixed and varihle,total costs divided by the working gas 

. 

capacity, as shown below. . >  

STAR, = vsUMpGcTTn ' .  - (165) 

where, 
.. STAR,, = storage tariff (dol!ars per Mcf) , .  
VSUM,, = total storage costs (million dollars) . 

WGClT, = working gas capacity, jurisdiciional and non-jurisdictiond (Bcf) 
. -  ' : , .  . n = .node 

, .  
The total cost of storage is defined as the sum of all fixed and variable total storage costs as shoyn below: - "~ 

, 
. .. 

VSUM,,' = VCSTA + FCST, (166) 

.,. ~ .. 
where, 

V S W  = total storage &st (million doll&) ' ' 

VCST, = variable storage costs (million dollars). 
FCST, = fixed storage cost (million doilars) .. 

'n .= node' 

T o  account for regulatory oversight and to assist instabilizing the tariffs, a check is perform& each year to limit the 
annual increase in the storage tariff to a user specified escalation rate. This limit is imposed as shown in +e following 
equation. 

I .  , .  
I I .  

'%ERC Form 2 pr0Me.s total storage costs for intnstate pipeline companies with storage facilities. Form EIA-191 provides 
injections, withdrawals, invatones, and bast and worldng gas acity by fieldreservoir for storage facilities owned by all storage 
companies. The Form EIA-191 filings include information M%ows facilities to be designated as owned by interstate pipeline and 
other firms. 

"7'0 distribute costs regionally, it is assumed that reported &ts represent only costs associated with storage facilities owned by 
the company and do not include costs of storing gas in other facilities. 
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. .  

where, 

STAR,,* = MIN(STARk -STARm-,*(l +MAXESC)) 
. ,  

ST- = storagctariff(doll&’perMcf) . ’ ’ . 
ST&., = storage tariff from previous year (dollars per Mcf) I 

MAXESC = maximum allowable annual escalation rate for tariffs [Appendix E, (fraction)] 
n = node 
t = forecastyear . c 

, .  
This method of computing storage tariffs does not conform strictly to industry practices; rather it conforms to the 
repmentationof storage in other modules of the NGTDM. 

’ . 

Con8truction of Capacity Expansion Cost (PipelindStorage) Tariff Curves 

As’part of the baseyear initialization process, the PTM coIlstnrcts cost (or pipelinelstorage tariff) curves for the Capacity 
Expansion Module. The primary criterion in determining when and where physical pipelines and storage facilities will 
need to be expanded is the need of customers purchasing firm service to receive gas on future peak days. A secondary 
criterion is that the costs associated with pipeline and storage expansion are kept to a minimum. In general, pipeline 
companies and local distribution companies &DC) recognize tha! the high costs incurred in adding pipeline and storage 
capacity may lead to increased per-unit charges to customers purchasing firm service, which in the short-term may lead 
to slight decreases in consumption levels. In the long-term, i n d  delivery costs may lead to much more significant 
demand shifts when+nd-use capital purchasing decisions arc affected. 

To facilitate the cost minimization pr6ccss in the Capacity Expansion Module, separate cost/tariffcurves for incremental 
pipeline capacity expansion and storage expansion projects are developed for the incremental pipeline and storage 
services by the PTh4 and input to the Capacity Expansion Module. These costltariff curves relate inmmental capacity 
expansion by arc (region) to &naponding pipeline (storage) tariffs. 

\ . .  

I -  

.Th$ cost/tarif€curves are ~nstructed through a process comparable to the b y c a r  initialidon procedure described 
earlier. The PTM has an exogenous data input file of pipeline and storage capacity cost curves that relate capital cost 
to corresponding capacity expansion. Pipeline and storage capital cost data are developed from the incremental costs 
rquired to add an additional increment of Capacity along a network arc or to a storage node in the NGTDM. :These 
incnmental’co-sts reflect the capital costs associattdwith adding comprtssors, looping,n and other means of expanding 

’ 

pipeline capacity, or the capital costs associated wih adding new or expanding existing natural gas storage fields. The 
PTM also obtains from an exogenous data base the operating costs. deprcciz@on schedules, and other components of 

* revenue requirements associated with pipeline or storage expansion. The exogenous data are defined by region and are 
based on historic industry averages. 

Construction of the pipeline capacity (storage) tariff cost c w e s  is comparable to the process in which base-year 
transportation (storage) tariffs are developed. However, instead of using the existing pipeline company data bases, the 
components of revenue requirements for the capacity expansion cost curves arc obtained fiom a separate exogenous data 
base containing the capital and revenue requirements for capacity expansion projects. Using these data, together with 
the baseline initialization equations discussed below, the F’TM develops the reservation fee associated with each level 
of capacity expansion provided by the Capacity Expansion Module. ’Ihe pipeline capacity (storage) expansion tariff 
curves arc &msmxd in the base year and are used by the Capacity Expansion Module in all subsequent forecast years.’’’ 

Passing Rates to the Annual Flow Module and Curves tb Capacity Expansion Module 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the PTM passes the following items to the Annual Flow Module: (l).reservation costs 
assigned to core customers, (2) usage fees for firm transportation service, (3) minimum transportation rate for 
intcmxptible service, (4) maximum transp0-n rate for inmqtible service, and (5) mtes’for storage service. All PTM 

I , -  

nLooping is the construction of a pipeline parallel to an existing line to incnase the capacity of the system 
m e  pipeline tariff is in do+ per Mh4BI~-dk and the storage tariff, includiag injection Ad inventory costs. is in dollars per 

MMBtu of working gas capmty. 
I . .  
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. _ .  
data elements prissed to the Annktl Flow Module must be converted to real dollars using the GDP deflators from the 

' . NEMS macroeconomic model. Similarly, when passing the capacity expansion cost tariff curves to the Capacity 
Expansion Module; the pites mist be converted to real dollars. 

, ' 

' .  - t -  

Forecast Year Update Phase i 
The purpose of the forecast year update phase is to project, for each subsequent year of the forecast period, the line ikms 
of the costsf-service discussed above that are used to develop rates. In each remaining year of the simulation, the FIM 
forecasts the pipeline tympany-level parameters required to determine the cost of capital, rate-base, operation and 
maintenance expense, and taxes. Additionally, arc-specific billing detyminants arc projected for the forecasi year. 
These parametets are used to calculate the arc-specific (node-specific) rates using the procedure described in the base- 
ycar initialization phase. The fortcasting relationships are discussed in detail below. 

. The PTM also accounts for revenues and volumetric flows for new capacity in the forecast ycar by assigning these 
parameters to arc- or region-specific generic pipeline or storage companies. These parameters are forecast at the arc- 

. level in subsequent years. Generic pipeline and storage companies are discussed in mort detail below. 

After ~II the i i e  items of the costsf-service are forecasted, the proceeds to: (1) classify line items of the cost of 
serviv as G e d  and variable costs, (2) allocate fixed and variable cosk to rate component (mentation and usage fee, 
voluxnetric charge) based on the @e design, (3) aggregate costs to the network ardnetwodc node, (4) for transportation 
Services, docate cosp to type of service (firm and intcmptible), and (5) compute arc-specific (node-specific) ram. 

' 

-. 
Generic Pipeline and Sforage Companies for Capacity Expansion 

The Capacity Expansion Module projects pipeline capacity expansion at the arc level and storage expansion at the 
regional level, as opposed to determining expansion for individual companies. 'Ihe PTM creaks arc-specific generic 
pipeline companies and regional, nodespecific, generic storage facilities to incorporate the effects of capacity expansion 
on an arc or node. 'Ihus, the PTM tracks costs attributable to capacity added during the forecast period separately from 
the costs attributable to facilities in service in the base year. The PTM uses an exogenous data base to obtain the capital 
costs which cornspond to the level of capacity expansion provided by the Capacity Expansion Module in the forecast 
yearsm The exogenous data base contains costs in tcal dollars. These costs must be converted to nominai dollars in the 
forecast year using the GDP deflators provided by the NEMS macroeconomic model. Other line items of the cost-of- 
service for the generic cgmpanies arc derived from historical industry averages and are provided by an exogenous data 
base. These costs to6 must be converted to nominal dollars and also must be scaled to reflect the size of expision 
determined by the Capacity Expansion Module. 

The new capgcity expansion expenditures allowed in the rate-base wi@in the forecast year is derived for each'arc and 
node from the amount of incremental capacity additions determined by the Capacity Expansion Module as shown below. 

. 

* 

s .  
NCAE, ='C(CAPCST,, - v T & , , f )  * (EXPANDN / AVAIL&) ' (168) 

5.2 

whm, , .  . 
. NCAE = new capacity expansion expndihnes allowed in the.rate base &thin the forecast year (dollars) 

dAPCsT = total capital cost to expand capacity (dollars) 
EXPAND = amount of incremental capacity added by the Capacity-Expansion Module (Be- 

- 

TapitaI requirements for new storage y c i t y  expa&on.arc determing fipm the incnmental'base gas capacity expansion and 
the wellhead price in the forecast year whic is used as cushion gas to mammn adequak pressures. 
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a 

. .  - ,  I .  

AV+ = maximum amountof capacity expansion avalable ( B C ~  
' 

a = a r c  . .  
n = node' 
s = type.ofexp&ion, 1 =existing capacity, 2 = iompression, 3 =looping, 43,6= new pipe 
f = type of facility (pipeline or storage) . 

' 

, _  

' The total capital cost to expand capxi@ ateach pipeline arcis derived below. 

' ARC~~*((~~~-ARcEx,-*)*l,~,~)*MILES, 
C;4pdSTm = CAPCSTz_l~ + 365 ' (170) - 

. .  
where, 

CAPCST* = total capital cost to expand capacity at a pipeline arc (dolIars) 
ARCCC = capital cbst k r  unit of expansion (dollars-day per Mcf-mile) .. 

ARCEX = allowable expansion size for an arc (Bcf) , 

MILES = length of trans~rtatiori arc in miles [Appendix E) , 
' 

a = a r c  
s = type of expansion, 1 = existing capacity, 2 = compression, 3 = looping, 45,6 = new pipe 

. 

I 

An upper bound liiting the amount of additional capacity that q be achieved through adding compression, looping, 
and adding new pipe is defined for each arc as a function of the base year arc capacity. The bounds are defined as 
follows: . 

whm, 
ARCEX = maximum allowable capacity expansion (Bd) 

PCAI-MAX = base year design capacity (Bcf) 
ARCFAC = arc capacity expansion factor [Appendix E, EXPFAC, (fraction)]. 

a = a r c .  . 
s = expansionstep * 

Unit capital costs for expanding capacity an adjusted to reflect regional differences in costs, as shown below. 

* .  

ARCCCC, = CCOSTw * (1 + CSTFACJ' , (172). ' 

where, 
ARCCC = *&ital cost per unit of exparision (dollars-day per Mcf-mile) 
CCOST = capital cost to expand 1 unit of pipeline capacity [Appendix E; (dollapday per Mcf-mile)] 

'CSTFAC = factor to accommodate regional difference in cost [Appendix E, (fraction)] 
a = a r c  
s = expansionstep 

Similar to pipeline capacity expansion, capital costs for expanding storage at each node is derived below. 

CAPCST-.= CAPCST,-I,, + (NODECC, * (NOD--NODEE&J * l ~ ~ ~ ~ )  (173) 

where, 
I 

CAWST, = total capital cost to expand storage capacity (dollars) 
NODECC = capital cost per unit of expansion (dollars per Mcf) 
NODEEX = a ~ o w d ~ ~ e  expaniion size for a node (BCQ . .  - 

n . =  node * .  

s = expansionstep 
. .  

An upper bound limiting the amount of additional storage capacity that can be added at each node is defined as a function 
of the base y& node capacity. The bounds are defined as follows: ' 
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. \  . - 
_I NOD- = (WCCr, + WGCN",,) * NODFACw , 

I 

Whm, . 
NODEEX .= .maximum allowable capacity expansion at a given s ~ r a g e  nmie (BCO 

WGCT = jurisdictional working gas capacity in he base year (Bcf) :. 
, WGCNT = ~ non-jurisdictional working gas capacity in the base ykar (Bcf) 
NODFAC , = node Capacity expansion factor [Appendix E - FACTOR, (fraction)] 

' 

. ,  - 

' 

. 
% 

n ,= node . .  
s = expansionstep 

I '  

, '  . .  
For pipebe capcity e&ioi the peak day ~ r v a t i o z k  & set equal to the daily capacity (@e capacity provided by ~. 
the Capacity Expansion Module dividda by 365 days per year). . The annual flow through the pipeline is tylculated is ' 

the capadty muItipIied by a utilization factor hvided by the Capacity Expansion Module or assumed exogenously. For 
storage capacity I .  expansion, the amount of gas withdrawn is set equal to the working gas capacity. 

Afkr the'generic pipeline company ttanskrration and storage, volumes and costsf-service are determined, the generic 
.' company is treattd &thin the PTM as an itdditional.arc-spccific pipeline company andor regiond nodc-si>ecific storage 
Wty. cdst-of-semice for the -gate ofs& prior years' capacity expansion projects is projected to the forecast year 

. according to the subsequent year's forecasting procedure discussed below. Company-level cost-of-service for the new 
determined &cording to the base-year initialization proceduk discussed 

above-and added to the projected cost-of-serkice of the aggregate prior years' capacity. 
' 

. ,  

- 
, '. incremental capacity in the forecast year 

. . .  
I .  

- .  Forecasting Cost-of-serVice *I 
- .  

. I  

The primary purpose in forecasting cost-of-sFce is to capture major changes, in the compsition of the revenue 
requirements and major changes in cost trends through the forecast period. These changes may be caused by new. 
construction, or maintenance and life extension of neatly depreciated plants, as well as * .  by,changes in the cost and 

The projection of the cost-of-service is approached from the viewpoint of a long-run marginal cost analysis for gas 
pipeline systems. This differs from the determination of cost-of-service for the purpose of a rate case. Costs that are 
viewed aslixed for the purposes of a rate case acpally vary in the long-qm with one or more external mcasurei of size 
or activity levels in the industry. For example, capital investments for replacement and refurbishment of existing 

.' facilities are a long-run marginal c o ~  of the pipeline, system. Once in place, howeve?, the capital investments are viewed 
as fixed costs for the purposes of rate'&. The same is true of operations and maintenance eipenscS which, except 
for short-qn variable costs such as fuel, 'are most comnionly classified as fixed costs in'- &. For example, 

' . customer expenses logically vary,over time based on the number of customers servd and the cost of*slrving each 
customer. ?e unit cost of serving each customer, itseIf, depends on factor ?st changes (e.g., wage rates), the extent 
or complexity of service provided to each customer, &d the efficiency ofthe technology level employed in providing 
the service. 

The long-m-marginal cost approach generally projkts total costs & the product of unit cost for the activity multiplied 
by the incidenceof the activity. Unit costs arc projectea from factor cost changes combined with-time trends describing 
chinges in level of sayice, complexity,'or technology. The leveI of activity is projected in ferms of variables external. 
to the PTM (e.g., annual throughput,.etc.) which art 6 t h  Iogically andzmpirically related to the incumnce of costs. 

.Implementation ofthe long-xyn marginal cost approach involve$ forecasthg redationships developed through empirical 
studies of historical change in pipelinelstorage facility costs, accoUnting algorihu, exogenous assumptions, and inputs ' 
from other NE?,!IS modules. These foredasting algorithms may be claSsified into 'bee distinct projected pipeline cost . 

. 

1 -  

availability of capital. , '  

' 

. . 

, .  
, I  

a .  - areas,asfoIlows: I - 

The projection 0; existing and inhmental rate bas&d capital costs 
.- 

. I  

L .  

** Ail cost components in the forecast equations in this yxtioiarc in no&nal dollar, cess explicitly stated otherwise. 
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1 

0 
' 0 

The projection of capital-related components of the revenue requirement 
The projection of operationsand maintenihce expenses of the revenue requirements. -...-. . .L 

The empirically derived forecasting algorithmsdiscussed below are determined for each pipeline company. 

Projection of Rate Base and Cost of Capital 

The approach for projkting rate base &d capital costs is summarized in Table 84.  Long-run marginal capital costs of 
pipeline companies a~ reflected in changes in the rate base. Once projected, the rate base is translated into capital- 
related components of the revenue requirements based on projections of the cost of capital, capitahtion, and algorithms 
for depreciation and 5 effects. ._  

RabBase Compnen~ The projected rate base in year t is computed as in the base year. That is, the rate basq in year 
tis the net plant in service'in.year t plus working capital and transition expenses in year t. 

- 
PRB, = GPIS, - ADDA,-, + CWC, + OWC, . (175) 

where, 
PRB = pipeline rate base before adjustm-ent in dollars 
GPIS = original capital cost of.plant in service (gross plant in service) in dollars 

CWC = cash working capital in dollars 
OWC' = other working capital in dollars . 

a -  
ADDA = accumulated depletion, depmiation, and mortization in dollars 

. t = forecastyear 

The variables of the ratc-base equation are forecast by the follo%g set of equations. Fit, gross plant in service in the 
forecast year is determined by the prior year's gross plant in service, new capacity expansion (as determined by the 
Capacity Expansion Module), current capital additions to existing plants for replacement and refurbishment, and cost 
associated wih  new facilities for complying with Order 636. Gross plant in service is forecast as follows: 

I 

. GPIS,_l + BLAE, +. PNEWFAC, ' (existing pipe) 
GPIS,-l + NCAE, (generic pipe) '(176) ~ , I GPIS, = 

whek, 
' .GPIS = 
NCAE = 

" . BLAE = 

PNEWFAC = 

c 

original capital b s to f  plant in service (gross plant in service) in dollars 
new capacity expansion expenditures allowed in rate base within the forecast year in dollars 
capital expenditures .associated with base year capacity (refurbishment/repla&ment 
expenditures) in dollars 
cost of new facilities reqsred to comply with Order 636 (nominal 

Capital expenditures associatql with base y& capacity (refurbishment on existingpipelindstorage) are obtained by 
using three available options (BLAESWT = 0,1,2). The first option (used in AE098) sets capital'expenditures for 
pipeline refurbishment/replacement to zero, The second option sets refurbiihment to be a proportion of the annual 
depreciation expense. ,The proportion is a function of the age of the plant. Option three allows the user to exogenously 
define total annual capital expenditures for refurbishment for the whole pipeline industry. The industry-wide expense 
is distributed to individual companies as a function of the gas plant in service. These options are defined as follows: - .  

a (BLAEswT4): - 
BLAE, = 0 .~ , -  

I (177)' 

"New facilities transition costwill be added to On@nal ca ital cost of lant in seMce. on an individual pip&ne basis. See 
Ap ndix E (A191YRS. ANUh4191. AGSRCOSTS, SHARE-G!R-F, GSRYkS. tjEWCOSTJ5) for default assumptions on costs . .' 

' an%depnciationschtdules. , + 
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Table 8-4. Approach to Plojectlon of Rate Base and capital Costs 

Projection Component 
" -' . . .  

., 

. RateBase . . .  . . . : 
a. GrosspIantin'&Mce . . . .  

I. .capacity expansion costs for generic 
. - pipelindstorage 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

li. Replacement/refurb/shment costs for 

Accurnulated'Depre$ation, Depletion & 
Amortization . 

Cash'and other working capital . 

Transition expenses 

existing pipdindstorage ~ 

, 

Accumulated deferred income taxes 

f. Depqiation, depletion, and a m o m t i o n  

2. Costof Capital 

a. Long-term debi rate 

b. Preferred equity rate 

c. B m m o n  equity return' 

3. Capital Structure 

. a a '  

Approach 

?mvided by,the Capacity Expansion Module 

Accounting algorithm or user defined options 

Existing Pipelines: empirically estimated 
Generic Pipelines accounting algorithm ' 
Empiricaiiy eimated 

Accounting algorithm with exogenous 
specification for recovery/absorption 

Existing 'Pipelines: empirically estimated 
Generic . .  Pipelines: accounting algorithm 

Existing Pipelines: empirically estimated 
Generic Pipelines: accounting algorithm . 

Base year avekge rate, adjusted using 
projected bond yields 

Base p a r  rate (fixed) ' 

' Incorporate changes in dividendbond yields 

- 

Held constant at base year values 

.. 

I 

\ 

. .  



. 

BLAE, = DDA, * ADDA, / GPIS,_, (178) * 

where, 
BLAE = capital expenditures associated with base year capacity (refurbishment/ replacement 

expenditures) in dollars 
DDA = depreciation, depletion and amortization costs in dollars 

* ADDA = accumulated depreciation, depletion, and amortization in dollars 
GPIS = original capital cost of plant in service (gross plant in service) in dollars 

e t = forecastyear 
1 

- a @ ( B L A E S W T = I 2 ) :  

B U E ,  = BLAETOT. * (GPIS,-, / INDUSTRYGPIS,-J (179) 

where, 
BLAE = capital expenditures associated with base year capacity. (refurbishment/ replacement 

BLAETOT = userdefined total capital expenditure for rcfurbishment/replacement for the pipeline industry 
expenditures) in dollars 

in doll& , 
. GPIS *= original capital cost of plant in seivice (gross plant in service) in dollars 

.INDUSTRYGPIS = total capital cost of plant in.service (gross plant in service) for pipeline industry in do,llars 
\ t = forecastyear 

Accumulated depreciation, depletion, and fiortization is given,by: 

ADDA, = b D & _ ,  + DDA; 
. 

. Where, 
' ADDA = accumulated depreciation, depletion, and amortization in dollars 

DDA = depreciation, depletion, and amortization costs in-dollars 

A regression quation is used to define the annual depreciation, depletion, i d  amortization for existing pipelines. while 
an accounting algorithm is used for generic pipelines. For existing pipelines,.this expense is forecast as follows: . 

where, 
DDA =. depreciation, depletion, and amortization costs in dollars 

= coefficients estimated based on an en~pirical study (Appendix F, Table F4) 
p = estimated autoamlation coefficients (Appendix E Table F4) . 

NETPLT = net capital cost of plant in service (doll-) 
DEPSHR '= ratio of accumulated depreciation, depletion,+and amortization expenses to gross plant in 

0 "  

. 
: 

scrvice'(a proxy for pipeline age) 

. 
I 

A certain, portion of the cost of new facilities required to comply Fth Ordq 636 can also be depreciatedduring the 
recovery period. Thus during this period, the deprediation, depletion, and amortization costs for existing pipkliie are . 

I 
calculated asfollows: . 

DDA, = DDA, + PNJWFAC/W.COST-PER 

' where, 
DDA = depreciation, depletion, and amortEz@on costs in nominal dollars 

* PNEWFAC = cost of new facilities required to comply with Order 636 (nominal dollars) 
NEWCOST-PER = period allowing recovery of new facility costs (Appendix E) 
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' .  . .  . .  . .  

, .  I .  

The net plant in service * I  and the proxy for pipeline age are defined's follows: 

'( 183) I 

. NETPLTt -=- GPIS,,, - AD%& .. 
, ' DEPSHR, = ADDhl, / GPIS,-, . ,  

- .  
J 

whae* 
GPIS = iKiginal capital cost of plant in'service (gross plant iaservice) in dollars 

\ 
~ ADDA = 8ccumu18ted depreciation, depletion, and amortidon in dollars ' I  

The accounting. algorithin used to define &e annual depreciation, depletion, and amortkkon for generic pipelines ' 
I &sums straightline depreciation ovh a 30 year life, as follows: 

b 

. .  
, .  

. .  . .  
fl whae, 

. ' DD&. = .depreciation, depletion, and amortidon costs in'doll- .' 1. 

. . , NCAE, ~ = new capaciiy expansion expenditures occrniing in year s (in dollars) 
s. = theyearnewexpansionoccrimd - 

. .  

- .  
30 = 30y~a~ofplan t l i fe  

,- ' t .= forecastyeat I I '  . .  - .  

Cash working capital is set equal to zero, bccakiehktoncally it has been or n& zero. Thus, . .  
- cwc,=o 

.. 
where, ' 

. W C  .= cashworkingcapitalindollars . I 

Other working capital consists of material and supplies, gas held in &rage, and other components that vary by com&ny. 
Other working capital is calculated as a function of gross plant in service, as follows: 

' (186) * 

. ,  where, . . 
OWC = other working capital in dollars ' S  , 

. GpIS = original capital cost of plant in (gross plant in service) in dollars . 
p0 = estimated codficient on gross plant in service 

. . cJl = estimated txcfficient-on price level 

cJ2 =- estimated coefficient on time,tnnd 
m = year in J& unit.6 (is., 1%) 

p = :estimated auto conelation.coefficient 

MC-PGDp, = implicit GDP price deflgtor (from'the Marroeconomic Activity - .  Model) 0 

CONST =' est@akdCOn$aIlttnm , > . , -  , ' - .  I .. 
t = forecastyear, I 

. mote: See Table F4 in Appendix F,for derivation of coefficients and regression statistics] 
. ,  

The rate base is adjusted for accumulaied deferred income taxes and other expenses as foliows: 

>. 

whae, , 
.. 

. MRF3 = adjusted pipeline rate-base in dollars ' 
PRB = pipeline rate base before adjustment 'in dollars 
ADIT = accumulated & f e d  income taxes,in dollars 

1 
- 



I 

1 .  

. .  
TPEB = transition expense balance in dollars 

t =- forecaityear 

Accumulated deferred income taxes depend on'income tax kgulations in effect, dif€mnces in tax and book dep&on, 
and the time vintage of past construction. The relationship established for the existing$pelimes is different hm'the - 
generic pipelines. The accumulated deferred income taxes for existing pipelindstorage is derived as follows: . 

, whm, 
P,,,P& = coefficients esthated based on empirical study (Appendix F,'Table F4) . 

ADlT = accumulated deferred income tax,= in dollars . 
NETPLT = difference between original Wital cost of plant in service and accumulated depreciation in. . ' ~ 

previous period (net plant in service) in dollars' . -  
- .  , t = forecastyear -. . 8 * .  

* I  
- .. . 

' Accumulated deferred income taxes for generic companies is calculated using an accounting'igorithm; It is assumed 
that for rate making purposes, straight line depreciation (SLD) is used. However, for taxpurposes, modified accelerated 
cost rccpvery system (MAW) with a 15 1/2 year schedule is used. ADITis derived' from the difference between two 
depreciation schedules and the tax rate. Selecting the formula used to calculate ADIT depends on the difference between 
tyo depreciation schedules and the book value of the asset (calculated using the MACRS depreciation schedule). The 

I ,  , '  
' formulae are as follows: . .  

ADrr, = 

where, 
ADIT 

DEPRMACRS 
DEPRSL 

t *FRATE 
BOOKVL 

' t  

ADlT,-, - DEPRSL, *FRATE ' 

if DEPRMACRS > DEPRSL 

.if. DEPRtviACRS e DEPRSL (189) 
,and BOOKVL > 0 

ifBOOKVL = 0 

= accumulated deferred income taxes in dollars 
= annual depreciation expense using MACRS 
= annual depreciation expense using 30 year straight line schedule 
= federal tax rate (Appendix F, Table M) 
= @k value of plant, which is calculated using straight line depreciation schedule 
= forecastyear. 

t 
pEI?RMA&, = E. NCAE; * &XS-RATEt4,, 

r-1991 , 

t .  
DEPRSL, = NCAE, /30 

, r-1991 

where, 
NCAE = new capacity expansion expenditures occurring in year s (in dollars) 

MACRS,RATE = rate of depreciation by MACRS schedule (Appendix F, Table F4) 
s = the year new expansion occurred 
t = forecastyear 

cost of Capital. The capital-related components of the revenue requirement depend upon the size of the rate base and 
the cost of capital to the pipeline company. In turn, the company cost of capital depends upon the ratcs of return on debt 
qnd equity and the amounts of debt and equity in the overall capitahtion. 

Company cost of capital consists of long-term debt, prefemd stock, and common equity. The rate of return variables 
for debt and equity will be related to forecast macroeconomic variables. For existing pipelime, it is assumed that the long? 

' 

I .  
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~. 
term debt rate will vary as a function of the difference in the long-& debt rate and the yield on AA utility bonds ' 

-(provided by the Macroeconomic Activity Model) in the baseyear, asfollows: 

' LTDQ = MC_RMPUAANS, / 100.0 ,+ DLTDRa ' . 

(191) = MC-RMPUMS, /'l00;0 + (LTDRu - MC-RI&UA+WS,, /100.0) 

when, 
.- 

MC-RMPUAANSs, = dA utility bond index rate, provided by the Macroeconomic Activity Model (percentage) ' 
LTDh =' ' long-term debttate [Append& E- PLIDR, (hction)] . ' 

, . 
. D L m Q  . = difference in the long term debt rate and the,yield on AA utility bond for pipeline company i 

, I .  

1 ,  . . . I  

. iqbaseyear 
i ,= pipehecompanyi I ,  b , =  baseyear , . .  
t f forecastyear . I  . .  

The rate of'& on common equity forkxisting pipelines is.considered to be a function of the long-t&n debt rpte and 
the difference between the long-term debt rate and the rate of return on cohmon equity in the base year. That is, 

when, 
(=MER, = common equity rate of return [Appendix E - FCMER,'(fraction)] 
L T D G  = long-term debt rate [Appendix E- PLTDR, (fmction)] 

DCMER, = the dfierence between rak of return on common equity and rate of return on long-term debt 
in base year 

i = pipelinecompanyi 

t = forecastyear 
. b = baseyear' 

8 

I . ,  

The rate of r&n-on preferred stock for existing pipknes is'also tied 
rate, as following: 

the bond rak through the long t e p  debt 
- ,  

'(193) 

. *  

. I  

\ P q t  = LTDRQ + DPFERa 

I '  , '  
- .~ 

where, 
. PFER, = .rate of return for preferred stock [Appendix E - PPFER, (fraction)] 
. LID& = long-teh debt rate [Appendix E - PLTDR, (fraction)] 

DPFER, = the difference between rate of return on preferred stock and rate of ?turn on 1ong-b debP * 

. ' , , 

i = pi$iecompanyi : 
b = b a s e y e a r ' \ , '  

. , t = forecastyear ' * I  

. For generic piphnes, the rate of return on long & debt (LTDR) is d'efincd an industry & a g e  rak of return 
weighted by gross p lh t  in service (GPIS) b the base year. In the forecast years, it is equal to the sum of the AA utility 
bond rate andla deviation constant calculated in the base year. The derivation is . .  shown below:, , 

. .  . -  

- 

I 
, -  I .  . I  

1 .  ' I .  . .  
. -  ' -  

~ . 'Ihi DPFER variable is assigned as 0.5% and kept constant for each pipeline Umughout &e en& folecast 'Ibis value rtpnsents 
analyst's judgement because attempts to duivc it from historical data prOauCea umeaktic results. ~ . -  
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. .  

-GPIS; = c(MC-RMPUAANS, / 100.0 + DLTDRJ* 

= MCJUvlPUAhS(100.0 + c ( D L D R J  * 

i GPISG 
j 
GPIS, . 

i . . cGPISlb . 
= .MC,RMPUAANS(lOO.O + GLTDRO J .  . 

. ‘ I  
where, . 

LTDK = industry aveige long-& debt ratc for generic pipeline (fraction) 
LTDQ ’ = long-term debt rate for existing pipeline company i [Appendix E - PLTDR, (fracton)] . 

MC-RMFWAANS, = AA utility bond index rate provided by the Macroeconomic Activity Model (percentage) . . 
D L T D b  = the difference between $e long term debt rate and the yield on AA utility bond for pipeline * ’  

company i 

.yield on AA utility bond in the base year 
GLTDRO = deviation constant is the derived average difference between the rate of long term debt and the 

GPIS, = original capital cost of plant in service (gross plant in service) in dollars 
i = existing pipeline company i 
b = baseyear 
t = forecastyear 

The rate of return on common equity (CMER) fix generic pipelines is tied to the AA utility bond rate through the long- 
term debt rate (LTDR). CMER is equal to the sum of long term debt ra& for generic pipeline and a deviation constant. 
’Ihe derivation is,shown Wow: 

GPIS, 

j 

-, = c (-kt * 1 
i GPISj,b 

= (LTDRil + .DCMERi$ * GPISi,b , 

i . C,GPIS~$ . 
j 

i .  cGPISjb i 

GPIS, GPIS, 

j I 

= C(LTDRu* 
>+c@cMER * cGPISj+ 1 . 

I .  

(195) 

= LTD& + -0. 

where, ‘ , 
CMER, = .industry average common equity rate for generic pipeline (hction) 
CMER, = rate of r e m  on common equity for existing pipeline company i [Appendix E - PCMER, 

LTDR = industry average’long-tcrm debt rate for generic pipeline (fraction) 
L T D h  = long-term debt rate for existing pipeline company i [Appendix E - PLTDR, (fraction)] 

DCMER, = the difference between rate of return on common equity and rate of return on long-term debt 
for pipeline company i in base year 

GCMERO = deviation constant is the derived average difference be&een the rate of return on common 
equity and the yield on AA utility bond in base year 

’ (fraction)] 

’ GPIS, = original capital cost of plant in serVice.(gross plant in service) in dollars 
i = pipelinecompanyi . 
b = baseyear 
t = forecastyear 

Similarly, the rate of retum on p r c f d  s@ck (T’FER) is equal to the sum of the long term debt rate for generic pipelines 
and a deviation constant. It can be derived as s h o h  below: - , 
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. -  

GPIS, 
k.1 '* '-I 

(196) 1 

. .  

. I '  .=LTDR,+GpFE% . 
- _  

&ere, 
PFER, - = 'average ratc of p r e f e d  stock for generic, pipelines ( h t i o n )  
PFER, , = rate of return for p r e f d ' s t o c k  for . ,  the existing pipeline company i [Appendix E - PPFER, ' - ' 

. - .  - (fracton)l ' . 
,LTDR = ihaustry average 1 o n g - h  debt rate for generic pipeline (-on) . .  

. LTDRi, = long-term debt rate for existing pipeline company i [Appendix E- PLTDR,'(fraction)] 
DP- = the difference between rate of %turn on preferred stock and rate of return on long-term debt 

1 .  . forcompanyi 
GPFERO = deviation constant is h e  derived aver& difference between the rate of =.turn on preferrqI ' . 

I 

., , - .  
' . stock and the yield on AA utility bbnd in base year . 

GPISU = original capital cost of plant in service (gross plant in service) in dollars ' 

i.' = pipeline company i 
b = baseyear . ,  . I  . .  

.. t. = forecastyear 1'. 

For e&g companies, the-value of common s&k, prefericd stbck and long term debt are assumed to be constant in 
real dollars; therefore, in nominal dollars these are increased by the inflation rate for the f0-t perid 

.. 
/ 

I ,  ... 
PFES, = ma:, * GDP&FL* * - , .  

. where, 
" mu 
.-u 

LTD, 
GDP- 

. i  
t .. , '  

~. 
_ I  = -value of preferred stock in nominal dollars 

= value of common eq~ty in nominal dollars 
= long-term-debt in nominal dollars 
= implicit GDP pri&nflator relative to previo& year (hm,the Macroeconomic Activity Model) 
= pipelintkmpanyi I , , 

= foncast'year 4 

me capital s t r u ~ b n e  for generic pipelines is assumed constant. Ihe three components of capital structure (GPFESTR, 
GCMESTR, and GLTDSTR) are defined as the avcrage 1990 capital structure of the pipeline directly represented in the 
PTM (Appendix E - PFES;-, LTD), and arc used, along with the adjusted pipeline rate base, to determine the 
values of prefer@ stodk, common stock, and long term debt , 

PFl%, = GPFESTR, * APRB, . r  , 

(198) CMES, = 6ChrIEsq * APm, 

LTD, = GLTDSTR, * APRB, 
I. wfiae, 

PFES = value of preferred stock in nominal dollars 
CMES = value of common equity in nominal'dollars 
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CTD = ' 1 o n g - h  debt h nominal dollars 
GPFESTR = average historical ratio of p r e f e d  stock to total capital used as capital structure for generic 

GCMESTR = average historical ratio of common stock to total capital used & capital structure for generic 

GLTDSTR. = average historical ratio of 1ong.term debt to total capital used as capital structure for-generic 

. . pipeline (constant over forecast'period) . .  

pipeline (constant over f o k t  period) 

pipeline (constant over forecast period) . 

.' APRB = adjusted pipdine rate by& (dollars) 
* . 't =' forecastyear .. -. I 

, '. . _  
Capital structure is the percent of total '&pitahation represented by each of,the three capital components: long-term debt * 

' costs,*preferred equity, and common equity. The proportions of total capitalization due to common stock, preferred 
stock, and long-term debt are considered fixed at the base-year values throughout the forecast. Assuming that the 
fractions of total ca$talization remain the same over the forecast horizon,U the weighted average cost of capital in the 
forecast.year is given by: I. 

. -  
WAROR, =. [(PFJ3Zt*PFESJ + (CMER,*CMESJ + (LTDR,*LTDSJ] / TOXAP, 

where, ' 

WAROR = weighted-average before-tax rate of rem on capital (fraction) 
PFER = coupon rate for p r e f e d  stock (fraction) 
PFES = value of prefemd stock (dollars) 

CMER ' = common equity rate of return (fraction) 
. CMES = value of common stock (dollars) 

LTDR = long-term debt rate (fraction) 
. LlkS = value of long-term debt (dollars) 

* TOTCAP = sum of the value of long-term debt, preferred stock, and common stock equity muation 109 
(dollars)] 

t = forecastyear 

Projection of Capital-Related Components of the Revenue Requirements 

The approach to the projection of capital-related components of the revenue requirements is summarized in Table 8-5. 
Given the ratebase and capitalization projections discussed above, the components of revenue requirements are relatively 
straightforward to project. The capital-related components of the revenue requirements include total return: Federal and 
State tax credits; Federal and State income taxs: other taxs; and depreciation, depletion, and amortization costs. These 
cost components are projected as follows: 

n;e total return is computed from the projected weighted cost of capital and estimated rate base, I .  as follows: 

where, , /' 

TRRB = total return on rate base @fore taxes) in dollars 
WAROR = weighted-average beforetax rate of return on capital (fraction) 

APRB = adjusted pipeline rate base in'dollm 
, t = forecastyear . ' \ 

The r e m  on rate base for existing companiei is broien out into the three components as shown below. 

Whanges in capiy mcture could be later as an y@mment to the PIU. This would involve consideeon of, .among 
otha factors, soufces and uses of funds. Qvldmd payout pohaes, and regulatory caps on how much common quty is pernutted in 
determining rates. It is not clear that this enhancement would offer large benefits to the forecast. 

847 



. Table 8-5. Approach to Projection of Revenue Requirements: CapitaERelated Costs and Taxes 
. -. . .  

. .  . ai*- 

. I ProjectIan Component --. 

b. FederaVState tax’credk 

c. . FedekVState income taxes 

2. OtherTaxes . .  
. .  

. Approach 

D i k  calculation from pmjected rate base 
and rates of return , 

Held constant in real terms at base year 
values . 

.. 

Accounting algorithms based on iaX rates 

L 

Held constant in real terms at base year 
values 

’ 

where, 
. .  PFEN = total return on p r c f d  stock (dollars) 

\ PFES = value of preferred stock (dollars) 
. TOTCAP = total capitalization (dollars) 

PFER . = coupon rate for preferred stock (fraction) 
- APRB = adjusted pipeline rate base (dollars) 

CMEN = total return on common stock equity (dollars) 
* CMES = value of common stock equity (dollars) 

CMER = common equity rate of return (fraction) 
. LTDN = total return on long-teh debt (dollars) 

. LTDR = long-teyndebtrate(fiaction) 
LTDS = value Of long-term debt (dollars) I 

* t = forccastyeat 

(201) . 

For generic companies the capital structrae is a h n u 3  to.be constant over the forecast period. ’Iherefore, the retuin on 
rate base for generic companies (new expapion portion of pipelhdstoragc) is dcfined-using a simpler - format: 

where, . 
PFEN = total return on p f d  stock (dollars) 

CMEN = total return on common stock equity (dollars) 
LTDN = total return on long-term debt (dollars) 
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. .  

GPFESTR ' = average historical qtio of preferied stock to total capital used as capital structure for generic 

' . GCMESTR =' average historical ratio of common stock to total capital usedas capital structure for generic 

GLTDSTR ' = avcrage historical ratio of long term debt to totalcapital yed as capital structure for generic 

' pipeline (constant over forecast period) , ,  

pipeline (constant over foricast period) 

pipeline (constant over forecast period) 
. PFER = doupon rate for preferred stock (&tion) 
. CMER = common equity rae of return (fraction) 
.. LTDR = long-term debt rate (fraction) 
' APRB = adjusted pipeline rate base:(dollars) 

t = foncastyear 

Total taxa consists of Federal ipcom taxes,.Statc income tax&, and other taxes at a v k g e  .+s, minus tax credits for 
* Federal and Stak income taps. Federal income taxes and State income taxes are calculated in. the same ,manner as in 

the base year (Equatidns 113-1 17) using average tax rates. The quation for total taxa is as follows: . 

TOTAX, = =ITt + Om4 - FSlTC, (m 
Where, 

. .  .. TOTAX F total Federal and State incomelax liability (dollars) 

FSlTC . = Federal and State investment tax credits (dollars) 
OTTAX = , all other taxes assess#l by Federal, State, or local governments except income taxes(dol1ars) 

Federal income tax d i t s  are assumed to remain constant in real terms at the base year level throughout the forecast. 
and therefore they are adjusted for inflation. Other taxes relate to a combination of ad valorem taxes (which grow with 
company revenue), property taxes (which grow .in prop0rtio.n to gross plant), and all other taxes (akumed constant in 
real terms). Other taxes are determined as a function of .ae previous year's level times the inflation rate.from.the previous 

. 

FSIT. = Federal &d State income tax (dollars) I ,  I _  

' ' 

t = foncastyear 

* year. 
. I  

O!lTA& = OTI&-, * WC-PGDP, / MCJ'GDPJ . (208) 

where, 
OTIAX = all other taxes assessed by Federal, State, or local governments except income taxes (dollars) 

MC-PGDP = implicit GDP price deflator (from the Macroeconomic Activity Model) 
t = forecastycar 

Projection of Normal Operating Expenses and Revenue Credits 

b 

The remaining projected components of the revenue requirements are normal operating expenses and revenue credits. 
Normal operating expenses are further disaggregated into depreciation, depletion, and amodzation expenses, total taxes 
(previously estimated above), administrative and general expense, customer expenses, and total operations and 
maintenance expenses. The approach to the projection of these line items is summarized in Table 8-6. The projected 
costs arc based on long-run marginal cost relationships in the pipeline industry which relate cost incurrence to external 

* . measures of industry size or activity and which relate unit costs to measurable changes in f&tor costs, the level and 
nature of the service, and technology. In some cases costs are assun@ to beheld constant beciiilse of limitqd resources 
available to develop data and develop the empirical estimates.. 

me total cost df service for a forecast year is as foliows: 

TCOS, = TRRB, + TNOE, - REVC, 
. \  

where, 
* TCOS = t o t a l ~ a ~ t - ~ f - S e r v i ~ e ( d o ~ ~ )  

TRRB = total return on rate base [before taxes (dollars)] 
TNOE = total normal operating expenses (dollars) 

' 
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.. . 

1. Revenue Credii to Cost of Service' ' . 
/~ . ,. . . 

. ,  . .  
~- . 

* .  
- .  

. .  
2. Qepreciation, Depletion, and Amortization 

. ,  , 
. .  

3. Administrative & General. 
salaries, pension beirefits, tegulatory . 
e v n s e s ;  and other expenses. ' ., . . .  I < 

1 .  

4. - . Customer Expense . 

. . . .  

I .  . .  
'5.- Total Ope'rating and Maintenance , . .  Expense 

. t  

Table k. Approach to Projection of Revenue Credits and Normal Operathg Expenses . .  

I Held &stant at .. base-year value adjusted for 
inflation 

Epiricaiiy estimated 

Empincallyestimated , ' .. 

. - ,  

. .  *~ 

Held constant at base-year value adjusted for 
iriflation , I  

Empirically estimated 

I .. il 
, \  . *  

. Projection Component . ~ Anar I _, ,_wch 
I 

REVC = &venue credits to cost-of-service (dollars) 
t = forecastyear 

Revenue credits to cost-of-service is determined as a function of the previous year's level times the inflation rate from 
the previous year, as follows: 

5 -  

The revenue requirement consists of a just and -&sonable return on the rate base plus normal operating expenses. 

. *ere, . %  

TRR = totalrevenuerequhment(dollars) - 
TRRB = total return on rate base ibef0t.e taxes (dollq)] 
TNOE = total normal operating expenses (do&&) 

t =. forecastyear 
, .  

 he total n o d  operating expenses costs consist of the fo l lowg components: 

where, 

-0-4a I 

f 

(21 1) 
, ,  



: ,> L 

,TNOE = total normal operking expenses (dollars) 
TOTAX = total Federal and State income tax liability (dollars) 

DDA =- depreciation; depletion, and aniortization costs (dollars) 
. TAG =. total adniinistrative and general expense (dollars) 

TCE = totalcustomerexpense(dol1ars) * ' I 

' TOM = total operating and maintenpce expense (dollars) ' 3 

t = foredastycar. 
' .  

A regression equation is used tq'defind the annual depreciation, depletion, and &&on for existing,pipelines, while 8 

. . an accounting algorithm is used for generic pipelines. For existipg pipelines, this expense is fortcast as follows: . 
A 

, ,  
. .  

DDA, = (i-pj*p,,,+ ~,.*NETPLT, + ~ ~ D E P S H R ;  
' ' (213) 

+ P*DD& - P*(p.l*rnLTt-I' + P2*DEPSHq-J - .  
whm, 

DDA = depreciation, depletion; and amortization costs in dollars 
p&,p2 = coefficients estimated based on an empiriqJ study (Appendix F, Table F4) 

p = estimated autwomlation coefficients (Appendq F, Table F4) 
NETPLT .= net capital cost of plant in service (dollars) 
DEPSHR = ratio of accumulated depreciation, depIetion, and qortization expenses to gross plant in 

service (a proxy for pipeline age) 

A certain portion ofthe cost of new facilities required to comply with Order 636 can also be depreciated during the 
recovery period. During-this period, the depreciation, depletion,-and amortization costs for existing pilkline are 
calculated as:. 

DDA, = DDA, + PNEWFAC/NEWCOST,PER 

where, 
DDA = depreciation, 'depletion, and amortization costs in nominal dollars 

M A C  = cost of new facilities required to comply with Order 636 (nominal dollars) 
NEWCOST-PER = period allowing recovery of new facility costs (Appendix E) 

The net plant in service and the proxy for pipeline age are defined as follows: 

NETPLT, = GPIS,-l' - ADD4-l ' . 
DEPSHR, = ADDh-, / GPIS,-, 

I .  where, 
GPIS = original capital cost of plant in seMce (gross p ld t  in service) in dollars 

ADDA = accumulated depreciation, depletion, and amortization in,dollars 

The accounting algorithm used to- define the annual depreciation, depletion, and amortization for generic pipelines 
assumes straight line depreciation over a 30 year life, as, follows: 

, I  

t -  
. D D & = C  (NCAEs/30) 

s-1991 

where, - 
DDA, = depreciation, depletion, and amortization costs in dollars 

NCAE, = new capacity expansion expenditures occurring in . .  year s (in dollars) 
s = theyearnewexpansionoccurred 
30 = 30ycarsofplantlife 
. t = foncastyear 

. 

For projection purposes, total customer expense is a function of last ycar's level times the inflation rate from the previous , 
Year- I . .  
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due, ' "ICE = total customer expense (dollars) 
MC-F'GDP = @licit GDP price &flator (from the Mameconomic Activity Model). 

t = foncastyear 

TOtald@lWatl 've and general costs &AGJ arc dcterrmn#l * using an estimated equation and an efficiency adjus&ent 
term. The efficiency adjustment.tnm is included to incorporate the observation that the efficiency of t h e . d  gas 
pipeline system has been dramatidy improved as a result of the increase in competition associated viith open 
Tbe estimated equation used for the unadjusted TAG (Appendix F, Table F4) is deterrhined as &function of gross plant 
in service, lab& and rental cost indices, and some pipeline specific variables, 

i. 
- 

. I  defined belqw: 

\ 
where, 

- ,  

. .  

- ,  . _  (218) 1 

- .  0 -  h ('d3 TAGA-D = e(su*FD, %*'IF3 *;GPIS$I * W, . * PK, 

TAGd- . = total administrative and general costs before adj&g for efficiency (1987 real dollars) 
. .  

. .m,. = piperine spcciic +immy variable that npresents pipejine specific unob~eryed effects (eq~als. . ' I a ' 

, = TRNSW * FQ , where, TRNS€@ ii ihdustry average share .of gas transported for othek. 
[TRNSW equals historid average shares during 1990 to 1994 (Source: FERC Form 2), and 
isassumedtobe1.0after 19941 - '  

GPIS~.~ =' original capital cost oflilant in service (gross plant in service at& beginning of thg: year) in 
dollars (used as a proxy for size of,company i) ,' 

W, = real labor cost index, all private sector 
= ' MCJXlWSPJMCSGDp, wkrcMCJXWSP,is~~rcostindex and MC-PGDP ,is GDP 

P& =. rental of office space for,corpbraiioni ( R E N T B ~ J  
' - .  = rental cost index timks rate of r e m  (source: DRI) 

. ' 1 if pipeline company i, 0 otherwise) ,, 

TFu .'= pipeliie specific open access variable 
- 

price index frqm Macroeconomic Activity Model . . I  ' 

.alj, a, = firm-specific coefficients estimated based on empirical study* (Appendix F, 'able F4) 
- 

pi, = cx@icients estimated based on empirical study (Appendix F, Table F4) 
, .  

f _ .  

I = pipelinecompanyindex' . . 
t = , forecast year 

. .  

. Next, the estimated TAG equation ili' used to determine total administ*ltive and general costs which include &e efficiency 
adjustment (TAGJT. Similar qthods arc used for existing and generic pipelines to accomplish this. For both cases, 
.the adjusted TAG equation is coniposidof two cost components: a discounted,cost frontier*and a discounted inefficiency 
measure. For generic pipeline, the inefficiency term ik also multiplied by the GPIS (d as a proxy-for size). "he 
equations are presented below: 

. .  .~ 
. .  . . 

= (1 - d,)(,-I) * TAG&*) + (1 - d2)(c-z) * TAG-IEFFA, . .  - , ' 
(219) , 

, .  
, .  

, . .  . ,. I .  

where4 . 
TAG;* .= total ad&&ative and g e n d  costs with efficiency adjhtment for existing pipeline i in year. 

TAGd&) i cast frontier of total d v e - a n d  general costs for existing pipcline i in year t (1987 real 

I 

. t (1987real dollars) ' 

dollars) . 
TAG-EFF-Q =- TAG inefficiency measurement for e&ting pipeline i in year t (see ~ndnote 2) 

dl '=. 'dishunt rate of TAG cost frontier [Appendix E - TAG-DCLEXF, (fraction)] 
4 = discountiatt of TAG inefficiency for existing pipeline [Appendix E - TAG-DCLE, (fraction)] 
i = pipelinecompanyindex 

i .  
. t = :fonxktyear . .  

- .  
. I  . .  . ' .  

' U"Effi&ency,in the Natural Gas Industry," by . ,  &vh ForbkS, SAIC, Januiq 31,1995. 
' I  . 
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. .' 

' where, . .  've and general costs withefficiency adjustment for generic pipeline i in year TAG,'dn = total- 

TAG&-'? = cost frontier of total adminiStrative and general costs for generic pipeline i, in year t (1987 real 

TAG-EFF-G, =I TAG unit inefficiency factor (cg., inefficiencyper GPIS) for generic pipcline i (calcuiakd in 

GPI& = original capitalcost of plant in service (gross plant in service at the beginning of the year) in 

d2 = discount rate of TAG inefficiency for generic pipeline [Appendix E - TAG-DCLG, ( M o n ) ]  

. ,  . .  t (1987 real dollars) 

dollars) . 

base year and kept mm&t in forecast years, &e Endnote 2)' - .  
, 1 ,  dollars (used as a proxy for the size of compgny i) . 

'. d, = discount of TAG cost frontier [Appendix E - TAG-DCLE-CF, (fixtion)] 

i i = pipeline company index 
t = 'forecastyear 

. .  
The cost frontier for total administrative and general costs ( T A G J Y  is defined the same for both exhingkd generic 
pipelines: the coefficients and dummy variables of the mosi efficient pipeline comp%y are substituted into the estimated 
quation (TAG&@>). This defines the least cost for a company with the same size. The inefficiency term, however, 
is defined differently. For existing pipeline, the inefficiency measurement (I'AG-EFF-EJ is defined as the difference 
between the undjuskl cost and the cost wntier (after discounting). Thus, the amount of inefficiency is calculated each 

8 year by subtracting the discounted cost frontier from the 'un@justed costs. For generic pipeIines, the inefficiency 
meaSurement term (I'AGJEFF-GJ is the product of a unit inefficiency factor &es a discount rate. me unit 
inefficiency factor is defined as the inefficiency per GPIS (used as a proxy forthe size of expansion). This factor is 
calculated as the difsuencq between the unadjusted pipeline TAG costs and the frontier TAG costs using the historical 
arc average data in,the base year. The diswunt rate is applied to model the potential efficiency improvement in new 
generic pipklines. , 

Finally, the total administmtive and general costs are converted to nominal dollars t o  beconsistent with the convention ' 

used in this module. 

, 

I 

I~ 

. ,  

I .  

TAGi, = TAG:?') * MC-PGDP, (221) - . 

where, 
TAG, ,= total administrative and general costs with efficiency adj&tment for generic pipeline i in year 

've and general costs witti efficiency adjustment for generic pipeline, i in year 
I t (nominal dollars) . .  

. TAG&(- = total- . .  
t (1987 real dollars) - 

I MC-PGDP = implicit GDP price deflator (from the Macroeconomic Activity Mqdel) 
. .  t = forecastyear . 

' As with the TAG calculations, the total operation and maintenance costs ("QMJ are determind using an estimataj 
equation and amefficiency adjustment tam, The estimated quation used for the unadjusted TOM (Appendix F, Table 
F4) is determined as a function of,gmss plant in service, labor and rental cost indices, and some pipeline specific 
variables, as'defined below: 

(222) m&=dj) = e ( a ~ ~ * m ~  + %*'IF3 * GPIS,,-, P I  * w,a * pq(l-a, 

! * ,  where, ' 

lD&(Afi = total operation and maintenance costs before adjusting for efficiency (1987 real dollars) 
FD, = pipeline specific dummy veable that repnesents pipeljne specific unobserved effkts (equals 

1 if pipeline company i, 0 othenvise) 

1 .  
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, .  TF, = pipelinesljecificopenaccessvariable, . . 
= TRNSW * FQ, where, TRNSW is industry avbge'share of gas transported for others. 

[TRNSm equals historical average sharcs drning 1990 to 1994(soarct: FERC Forq 2), and 

GPI& = ariginai capital cost of plaqt in ScNice (gross plant in I .  service at the beginning of the year) in 

. = . MC_EcIwSP, / MC-PGDPv whqqMCkCIWSP,is labor.m& index and MC-PGDP;iS GDP 

. ,  . is~umedtobe1.0aftei1994] * 

dollars (used as a proxy for size of company i) . 

price index from Macroeconomic Activity Model 

W, =. real. labor cost index, all private sector ' 

P& = .theuser cost of capital for comprcssor'stations 

.. . I 

. '  
' .  ' . 

all, cr, = firm-specific coefficien@ estimated based on empirical study (Appendix F, Table F4) 
pl, pt = .coefficients estima;ted based on empirical study (Appendix Fa Table F4) 

-.  1 = pipeline company index. 
t = roncastyear 

In the above equation, &e user cost of Capital for compressor stations is defined as the rend price of capital,.rcpresentcd , 

as: 

wilere, 
. PK, = the user cost of capital for compressor stations 

PIPE-DEPR = assumed depreciation rate on compressQr station equipment (= 0.10 annually, from FTARIFF) 
. - PIPE, = Producer price index for compressor station equipment [initial values of PIPE are 1.133 (index 

of 1990) and 1.184 (iidex of 1991)]L6 
. REALA4 = therealrateofAAutilitybonds - 

. . .  
Next, the &timated TOM equation is used to determine total operation and maintenance costs which include the 
efficiency adjustment (TOQ(e3. Similar methods arc used for existing and generic pipelines to accomplish this. For ' 
both cases, the adjuSteaTOM equation is composed of two cajt components: a discounted cost firontier and a discount@ 
inefficiency measure. For generic pipelines, the inefficiency term is also multiplied by the GPIS (uscd as a proxy for 
sku). The equations are presented below: 

8 

. where, mMp0 

i 
t L 

. -  

. .  

= ' total operation and maintenance costs wib ifficiency adjustment . I  for existing pipcline i i i  year 
t (1987 real dollars) ' 

dollars) 
= cost frontier of total.opkation and xkintenance costs for existing pipeline i in year t (1987 real 

= TOM inefficiency measurement for existing pipeliie i in year t (see Endnote 2) 
=  discount ra& of .TOM cost hnt ier  [Appendix E - 'IOM-DCLE-CF, (fkaction)] 
'=. ;cisCotgt 

= pipelbe comphy index . 

of TOM inefficiency for existing pipeline [Appendix E - TOM-DCLE, . .  . .  @=tion)I 

= foncastyear . . .  
. ,  .. 

' I  



I 

II , , 
I ,  

i 
t 

, .. 

* .  
= total operation and maintenance costs &th efficiency adjustment for generic pipeline i in year 

= 'cost frontier of total operation and maintenance costs for & x i c  pplinc i in year t (1987 rcal 
' dollars)' -- 
= TOM unit inefficiency.factor(e.g., inefficiency per GPIS) for generic pipeline i (calculated h 
= original capitd cost of plant in service.(gross plant in service at the beginning of the year) in' 

= TOM-DCLE-CF: discountrate of TOM cost @ti= [ A p p ~ ~ h i ~  E - TOM-DCLE-CF, 
. . (fhction)] .. . . ,  
= discount &e of TOM 'inefficiency f& generkpipeline [Appendix E - TOM-DCLG, 

= pipelinccompany$dex I 

= foncastyear 

t (1987 rral dollar) . . c , 

base year and kept constant in €o& years; set Endnot6 2) 

dollars (used as a proxy for size of wmpany i) 

(fraction)] t ,  

The cost frontier for total operating and maintenance costs (TO&(-)) is defined the same for both existing and 
generic pipelines: the coefficients and dummy variables of the most efficient pipeline company are substituted into the 

'Ibis defines the leastwst for a company with the same size. The inefficiency term, 
' however, is defined differently. For e e g  pipe!ne; the inefficiency measurement (TOMJEFF&J is defined as the 

difference between the unadjusted cost and the cost frontier (after discounting). Thus, the amount of inefficiency is 
calculated each year by subtracting the discounted cost frontier from the unadjusted costs. For generic pipelines, the 
inefficiency measuremnt tam ('"OM-IEFF-GJ is the product of a unit inefficiency factor times a discount rate. I h e  . 
unit inefficiency factor is defined as the inefficiency per GPIS (used as a proxy for the size of expansion). This factor 
is calculated as the difference between the unadjusted pipeline TAG costs and the hntier TAG costs using the historical 
arc average data in the base year. The discount rate is applied to model the potential efficiency improvement in new 
generic pipelines. 

F d y ,  the total operation and maintenance costs arc converted to nominal dolIar to be consistent with the convention 
in this module. 

. 

, estimated equation 

, 

I . 

TOM,, =  TO^&' * MC-PGDP, (226) 

where, . 
TOM, = total opaatibn and maintenance costs with efficiency adjustment for generic pipeline &in y y  

TOMJ~J? = total operation and maintenan& costs wib efficiency adjusrment for gencric pipeline i in year 
~ t(noxniinaldolla@ - , ' 

t (1987 real dollar) 
,MC,PGDP = implicit GDP price & f l a p  (from &e Macroeconomic A4vity Mode!) 

t =.foxecastyear 
J 

' I  
. '  

Computation of Rates for Forecast Years . - 
1 

Rates for the forecast years are computed using the procedures for the base-year initial&ion phase discussed above. . 
These procedure include the following steps: (1) classify line items of the cost of service as fixed and variable costs, 
(2) allocate fixed and variable costs to rate component (reservation and usage fee, volumetric charge) based on the rate 
design, (3) aggregate costs to the network ardnetwork node, (4) for transportation services allocate costs to type of 
service (firm and intmuptible), and (5) compute arc-specific (node-specific) rates. Estiplation of pipeline costs for 

, forecast years was presented in the previous section. Adjustment of the billing detuminants in each year of the forecast 
is discussed below. ' 

' 

The method used to'forecast billing factors is &nsistcnt with (1) the assumptions used in the scenario definition, (2) the 
capacity factorfload factor assumptions, and (3) the incremental new capacity derived from the capacity expansion 
algorithm. Baseyear peakday billing factors will not change throughout the forecast period for capacity in place in the 
' base year. Rather, changes in biliing factors from capacity additions will be captured through arc-specific generic . 

pipeline companies. Forecast pipeline and storage capacity nquinments are determined by the Capacity Expansion 
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. Module.. Inmnkntal annG pipeline capacity and storage requirements and capital cost requirements by arc provided 
'by theC5pacity Expansion Module are assigned to arc-specific generic pipeline companies and storage facilities. Arc- 

. .  s p d i c  adjptmcnts to billing factors arc modeled through the addition to base-year volumes of incremental annual and 
. . pkak Service vol~umes for each generic pipeline cornpan)? AnnuaI volume billing factors will change b a d  on throughput 

solved for in the Annual Flow Module in the pnyious year with an adjustment to include an estimate of throughput on 
incremental ehansion in the Current year assuming a load factor provided by the Capacity ExpansionModule. 

Billing factors are determined, at the &-level, by peakday design delivery requirements, annual firm transportation 
volumes, annual interruptible transportation volumes, and the arc distances between regional nodes. Since regional 
growth in pipeline cqaci tyk aggregated to the'arc-level, m- distance between regional nods  remains constarit 
throughout the forecast period. Consequently, changes in b a n g  factors arc dfected solely through changes in peakday 

. design and annual natural gas flows through each network arc during the forecast period. 
.. 

- .  

. -  



9. Model Assumptions, Inputs, and Outputs 
1 

' lhis last chap& summarizes the model and data assumptions used by the Natural Gas T&ion and Distribution 
* Model (NGTDlf) solution methodology and also pnstnts the data inputs to and the outputs from the NGTDM. 

. . Assumptions ' .  
This section presents a brief summary of the assumptions ustd within the Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution 
Model (NGTDM). Generally, there are two types of data assumptions that a&ct the NGTDM solution values. ?he first 
type can be derived based on historical data (past evenp), and the second type is basd on experience andlor events that 
arc likely to occur (expert or analyst judgment). A discussion of the rationale behind assumed values based on analyst 
judgment is beyond the scope of this report. Information on the performance testing of a previous version of the 
NGTDM through variation in key inputs to the model is provided in 'a Volume fi of this document (the Model 
Developer's Report, January 3,1995), which discusses the model performance and results of sensitivity tcstingP All 
FORTRAN variables related to model input assumptions, both those derived from known sources and those derived 
through analyst judgment, are identified in this chapter, with background information and actual values referenced in 
Appendix E. 

. . 

' 

in this section are referred to in Chapters 3 through 8. They are used in NGTDM equations 
as starting values, coefficients, factors, shares, bounds, or user specified parameters. Six general categories of data 
assumptions have been defined: classification of markct scrviccs, demand, transrmsst * 'on and distribution service pricing, 
pipeline tariffs and associated regulation, pipeline capaciv and utilization, and supply. These assumptions, along with 
their variable names, are summaflzcd * below. . 

' .  Theassumptionssummanztd 

Market Service Classification ~ 

Nonclktric sector natural gas customers are classified as either core or noncore customers, with core customers 
transporting their gas under firm (or near firm) transportation agreements and noncore customers transporting their gas 
under intemptible or short-term capacity release transportation agreements. The residential, commercial, and 
transportation (vehicles using compreked natural gas) sectors are assumed to be core customers. The transportation 
sector is further subdivided into fleet and personal vehicle customers. Industrial end users fall into both categories, with 
industrial boilers and refineries assumed to be noncore and all other industrial users assumed to be core. 

~ i w t r i c  generation lustomcis of natural gas arc c~assifia BS either (1) dre,  (2) noncire, priced competitive with 
distilIate fuel oil, or (3) noncore, priced competitive with residual fuel oil. The classification is based-on the type! of 
electric generator boiler. The electric generator units defining each of the three customer classes modeled are as follows: . 
(1) core - gas steam units or gas combined cycle units, (2) noncore priced competitive-withdistillate - dual-fir+ 
d i n e  units or gas 'kbiie unit$ (3) noncore priced competitive-with-residual fueI - dual-kd steam pIants (consuming 
both .natural gas and residual fuel oil). 

Demand 

The shares ( N G - C m )  for disaggkgahg nonelectric Census Division demands to NGTDM regions are held constant 
throughout the forecast period and are ba@ on average historical relationships. 

"lie Alaskan natural gas consumption levels for residential, commercial, and iadlistrial sectors (Equations 12.13.14) 
are primarily defined as a function of the CXOgenOUS1y specified number of customers (~ab lu  FI, n): Alaskan gas 

nscnsitivi testing was p a - f o d  on the v&on.of the model used to produce theAEO95. This document has not been-updated 
and will not %e updated to reflect the EO98 version of the NGTDM. 
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consmtion disaggregated into North and South Alaska in order to separately compute .the'n'atural gas production 
forecasts in these regions (EqMons 15.16). The value of gas consumption in South Alaska as a p&nt of total Alaskan 

.. gas consumption ( M J ~ I S O ~ )  6 based on average historical da!a..Similarly, ihe Al&kan lease fuel, plant fuel, and 
p&dine fuel consimption levels arc calculatd as historically based percentages of total .dry production in Alaska 

. (AKPCTPLZ A K S C ~ P ~ P .  AK.JJCR.SE),-T~~ forecaSt for reporting discrepancy in kilaska (MJISCR) i s  set to the last' 
higorid value. TO compute natural gas prices by end-use sector for Alaska, fixcd.markups derived from historical data 
(AICpM. M-W, KEM) -are 4ded to the average Maskan natural gas wellhead price over the North and South regions 
(Equalion 17), with @e exception of the ipdustrial sector.which is estimated as a function of the world oil price (equation 
18). -I%storically based perchtag& and markups 

Lease and plant fuel wnsumption in A h  NGTDMq$on is'computed as, an historically dcriv& pcrccntage of dry gas 
production ( P ~ J W L )  in each NGTDM/OGSM region. These percentages are held constant,throughout $e forecast 
Paid. 

Pipeline fuel use is dmvd u k g  the efficiency factors assoCiattd 4th Ah arc @e NGTDM network. Exogeno& 
specified shares areused to allocate fuel usc along an interregional axc to its kssociated regions b a d  on the relative 
pipelime mileage in a.given region (NG-~RCS~ZE) .  These shares are held constant throughout the forecast period. 

In the Capacity &&ion Modde,.pcak and ofc-peak consumptionleve!~ arc plculated as exogenously specifiedT 
peicentages of expected 'annual 'consumption levels. These exogenous peak and off-peak shares (NON-POSHRJ, 
N O N ~ O S H ~ U ,  mJOsHR-F,  ~ L J O S H R J .  ~JVLJ=OSHR-C, E~PJSHR) by market type and sector are estimated based on 
historical monthly natural gas' consumption and are held constant throughout the forecast I _  perid. 

- 

. 

. . 

held constant throughout the forecast period. 

' . . 

a _  I 
~. - 

I .  

. 
' 

~ Pricing -of Dis ffibufion' Services 

Ed-use prices for residential, commercial, industrial, transportation, and electric generakon customers arc derived by 
adding markups to the regional hub price of natural gas. Each regional end-use markup consists of an intrarcgional tariff 

. (determined by the PTM), an intrastate tariff (~m-~m, Im-~m), a distribution tariff (endogenously defined), and 
a Citygate benchmark factor {endogenoply defined based on historical citygate prices (HCGPR-F, HCGPRJ)].a Distributor 
tariffs are defined differently for the core and noncore markets. The distributor tariff algorithm for the core market (with 

- the exception of the transporta!ion and electric generator sectors) uscs parameters such as technical efficiency (TECHEFF), 
cost sharing percentages (DWJETA), bypass percentages (IJYPASS), and debtlequity shares (WJEBT), all of which are 
exogenously defined. The algorithm also uses exogenously defined cost coefficients (TCF-COEFF) which r e p e n t  the 
relative contribution of an annual change in demands and economic parameters to annual change in costs. The core 
electric generator distributor tariffs are historically based (HPGFEUR, HCGPR-F) and change based on the a n n d  
percentage change in consumption. The fleet vehicle 0 component of the core tmmphb 'on sector defines distributor 
tariffs using exogenously defined historid data ( H P G m G R  HCGPRJ), a decline rate W - D & C L ) ,  and state and federal * 

taxes (srxx, m'), while the personal vehicle 0 coniponent defines distributor tariffs as a markup (Rn;UL,coSr. flM, 
FZM) over the core industrial sector distribm' tariff. Noncore distributor tariffs are determined using historical 

~ U R J E &  ~ U D J E C L ) ~ .  

- 

, 

(HPGIINGR, HPGIEUR, HPGCEUR, HCGPRJ), and CXOgCnOusly defied d C C h  rates ( N O N U . T M D E C L  

\ 

Pipeline Tariffs and Regulation 

. Firm transpmtation rates for interstate pipeline services (both between NGTDM regions and within a region) are 
caIculated assuming that the costs of new pipeline capacity will be rolled into the existing rate base. However. the test 
for determining whether or not to build new capacity is done based on incremental rates.. Core market transmission 
Service rates are based on a c o s t - o f - d t x . h t c - o f - ~  calculation, at Fl'RlDKTQO pucknt of the maximum effective, 
pipeline capacity. To reflect recent regulatory changes related -to alternative ratemaking and capacity release 
developments, these iariffs arc discounted (bastd on an assumed price elisticity of TARCRV-EL.AS) as pipeline 

' . 

- 
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u t i l i i on  & decline. Noncore transmission d c e s  arc compCtitively priced with the price floor equal to the-variable 
cost of delivering natural gas (generally compressor station fuel plus a few cents). 

In the computation of & gak pi&ne -on and storage ratcs,the Pipeline Tariff Module uses a set of data 
assumptions based on historical data or expert judgment. Theseinclude the following: 

Factors (ARF. ARK A+, MU, A&, AVU) to allocate cakh company's line item cosk into the k e d  and 
variable cost components of the reservation ahd usage fees (Equations 121 to 124, and Chapter 8 

capacity mirvaiion shares (PS, clvrcntjy pvymcd colulrmt b u g h o u t  tfirfoncprl) used to allocate costs to 
portions of the physical pipeline system: 

Share of a pipeline company's storage capacity located in a region mvs), used to allocate fixed and 

Laid factor, uppcr bound, and m a h u m  allowable hnual escalation rate for tariffs (UAC-F, UAC J. 
IMPCI; MAxEsc. BASERADJ. UMIIFIM,' UMmNT. lTuDPCTFC) and FERC &der 636 transition cost 

) parameters (SHmE-GsR-F, PWMl91.~PGSRCOsrS. PNEWFAC PSRANDED) n d  for the derivation of 
' pipeline tariffs for firm and intermptible transportation services (Equations 144 and 153) and storage 

0 .  

. ' 

. 

' mss-referenCc in-Appendix G) 

0 6 

. 
. 

variable costs to network nodes (Equations 127,128) . .  

. ,  
0 ' 

' 

. - i  miffs (Equation 167) - .  

0 e a c i t y  expansion cost parameters (ccosr) andiipe &age (MILS) used to derive to& capital costs 
to expand pipeline capacity (Equation 170) and storage capacity (Equation 173). respectively. 

e * Input coefficients ~ A G J I F F ~ ,  TOMJEFFAAI. TAGJXLE-CF, TOMBCLE-CF, TAGJCLE. TAGRCLG, 
TOMJCLE, TOMJCU;) forefficiency components in the TAG and TOM calculations. 

All interstate pipeline companies are assumed to have completed the switch fiom modified fixed variable (MFV) to 
straight fixed variable(SFW) rate design by Jan+ 1994 to comply with Fedaal Energy Regulatory Cdmmission Order 
636 rate design changes. Approved transition costs are assumed to be consistent with FERC's revised cost estimate as 
. published by the General Accounting office in "Natruai Gas: Costs, Benefits, and Concerns Related to FERC Order 636, 
Final Report," November 1993. It is assumed that the Gas Supply Realignment costs are r & o v d  over a 5-year period 
beginning in 1994. Furthermore, it is d that 90 percent of these*costs are assigned to firm transportation markets 
and 10 percent are assigned to intermptible markets as stipulated in Order 636. Purchase Gas Adjustment Account 
Balance (Account 191) c o h  are assumed to be collected over a 2-year period, also beginning in 1994. These costs will 
be paid only by core customers. 

With full implementation of FERC Order 636 and the incnasing &y of unbunded servi& W i g  offmd by pipelines. 
it is assumed that segmentation of the natural gas market will continue and ultimately lead to prices reflecting the 
marginal costs of providing service to diverse groups of end users. "he methodology employed in solving for the market 

throughout the forecast period. The NGTDM uses the market clearing prices in developing the supply and end-use prices 
paid by noncore customers. The weighted average cost of gas is used in deriving the cost of natural gas supplies 
delivered to core customers. . , 

. .  equilibrium within the natural gas market assumts that marginal qsts are thebasisfordc&muun g market clearing prices 

Pipeline Capacity and Utilkation 
The Annual Flow Module linear program formulation has been developed to minimize a supply and'transportation cost 
objective function (Equation 23) subject to the following constraints: capacity utiiization constraints (Equations 24-25), 
mass balance constraints (Equations 26-29), and bob& on model flow variables (Equaiions 31-35). The capacity 
utiiization constraints for the firm market and total market along each intcmgional arc set the limits on the flows for the 
firm'market and total market, m@vely. These utilization levels rcprescnt the maximum fraction of the physical 
capacity on the pipeline that is expected to be ustd on an annual basis. A small portion ( m w )  of this capacity is 
assumed to be reserved inathe event of severe weather. p e  minimum bounds on flows along transshipment arcs in the 

1 .  
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' firm E d  interruptible networks (Equations 31-35) are set as pcrcentages.(,tiJcr..w,Apmmi) of flows in the previous 
forecast year. These minimum flows help to generate some continuity in flow patterns from year to year. The model 
methodology assumes that pipeline and storage capacities are available 2 years from the decision to add new capacity. 

In the CEM, it is assumed that pipelines and l & d  distribution companies build and subscribe to a portfolio of pipeline 
and storage capacity t6 serve a colder-than-normal winter consumption levels. This is represented by building 5 to 15 
pgcent W ~ ~ R E A C )  mort pipeline capacity t h q  is ntceSSary to support normal winter loads (with lower percentages on 
sires supplying arcas with warmer winters). 

. The model rqmscnts netixijcctionsof natural gas into storage in the off-peak mod and &withdrawals during the peak 
pcriod. ' Annual net storage withdrawals qual zcro in all forecast years (excluding historical years). The Capacity 
Expansion Module is constrained by an assumed maximum level of incremental storage capacity that can be built in each 
NGTDM region (FACTOR). 

Several data assumptions araembedded in the mathematical speckation of the linear program in the Capacity 
Expansion Module. The constraints on the arcs from each supply point during both the peak and off peak periods 
(SmJmU suP,omU SUPPKSHR. IWJSHR) ensun that the production rates in a period do not exceed a plausible 
level. The formulation ensures that pipeline capacity is built primarily to satisfy firm peak d e k d .  Exogenolisly 
specified seasonal maximum pipeline u t i l i i o n  rates ( A R C J ~ U  A R C J F ~ U  A R C - O ~ U  ~ - ~ L J M X ,  
W ' m L J F J )  are used to capture the variation in load patterns w i t h  a period. For Canadian import arcs, exogenously. 

. defined growth factors (&-mL-GRWI, CAN-mL-GRW) allow the historically based u t i lmon  rates to change during 
tht forecast years. Throughout the forecast years, firm and interruptible storage withdrawal levels are bounded above , 

by the maximqm storage levels determined from assumed storage u t i l i i o n  rates (m-mu ~ J ~ L Z ) ,  and below 
based on a @lining percentage (APmNINF) of historical levels. 

. 

. 

' . 

The CapacityZxpansion Module provides the Annual Flow Module and epeline Tariff Module with a forecast of 
working gas storage capacity, physical pipeline capacip, and maximum annual pifeline capacity u t i l i i on  rates. "he 
total available pipeline capacity in a given forecast year is @culated as last year's value plus planned expansions 
(PNEW-W) and any additional expansion determined to be required within the model. Assumed maximum seasonal 
utilization rates (identified above) are ustd together with peak and off-peak flows within firm and interruptible markets 
to calculate the firm and totalannual pipeline capacity utilization rates in the Capacity Expansion Module. The existing 
regional working gas capacity [including planned storage expansions (BGSCT, B G S W ,  WGCT, W G W ,  P N E % V R X ) ] k .  added 
to the detnmincd level of storage expansionto obtain the regional .working gas' storage capacity levels. 

SUPPrV 
The supply curves for domestic aty gas production (Equation 11) incorporate assumed values of short-term price 
elasticity of supply ( p i . u p u t k  P A R M S U P C R ~ ~ )  depending on the selected functional form, In addition, d p c  supply . 
cwes are limited by minimum and maximum levels, calculated as a factor ( P A R M ~ R ,  PARMJUNPR) times the reserves 
times the expected production-to-reserves ratio. 

Imports from Mexico and Canada at cach border crossing point are represented as follows: (1) Mexican imports are 
assumed constant and provided by the Oil and Gas Supply Model; (2) Canadian imports are largely determined from 
exogenously specified Canadian pipeline capacities (GINGO and exogenously defined maximum seasonal utiliitions 
(cAN,Vmz GWU27LbUX W-tY77L-GRW1, W N i 7 L G R W z  CeN-vnLPFp,. Total gas hpsrts from Canada (Equation 
4) exclude *e amount of gas thaf travelshto the United States and then back into Canada (WLUJN).. Liquefied natural 
gas imports are provided by the Oil and Gas Supply Model. 

synthetic pmiuctibn ofnatrrral gas itom c ~ a l  (set exogenously) is als~ represented as a constant supply within the ~ n n u a l  
How Module and the Capacity Expansion Module. However, synthetic gas production from liquid hydrocarbons in 
lllinois (Equarion 2). which is defined within exogenously specified minimum and maximum production levels (SNGMN), 
is represented as a function (Tubre F3) of the firm service markct natural gas price in the East North Centra€ Census 
Division. Synthetic gas pxuduction from liquid hydrocarbons in Hawaii is held constant throughout the forecast period 
at:an assumed average historical production level '(SNGHi). Finally, other supplemental supplies (OSUP-TOZ OSUPJSHR) 
are held constant throughout the forecast in the Annual Flow Module and the Capacity Expansion Module. 

. 
c 

-. . 

I 

' 
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A set of seasonal utilization parameters (suP-PV~~LZ S U P , O ~ L . Z  SUPJKSHR. ~ J S H R )  have been defined to split 
constant production levels into peak and off-peak categories, and to define seasonal splits for production from supply 

Discrepancies that exist between historical supply and disposition level data are modeled at historical levels 
(NATL-DISCR) in the N V M  and kept constant throughout the forecast years.'?he disctepancy variable also includes . 
an additional value to account for provisions of the Climate Change Action Plan to expad ttte N d  Gas Stk program 
(Action 32). The p r o e  & assyned to recover 35 billion cubic feet of natural gas per year by the year 2000 that 
otherwise might be lost to fugitive emissions. This is phased in by recovering an additional 7 billion cubic feet per year 

.from 1996.through 2000, and by'rtcovering the full35 billion cubic feet from 2000 through the end of the forecast 

, sources that are price responsive. L C  

r r l r .  

' 

' period. 

Model Inputs 
?hi NGTDM is a comprehensive framework which simulates the natural gas transmission,and distribution industry in 
the United States as regulated (by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) for the pipeline transportation services 
across States (at the interstate level) and (by State Public Utility Commissions) for the local distribution services within 

* States (at the intrastate level). ?e natural gas pipeline network (including storage) ties the suppliers to the end-users 
of natural gas, and captures the interactions among these institufiops &at ultimately determine market clearing prices and 
quantities consumed of natural gas. The NGTDM inputs are grouped into six categories: supply inputs, pipeline 
financial and rcgulatpry inputs, pipeline capacity and utilization inputs, storage inputs, end-use pricing inputs, and 
demand inputs. Short input dah descriptions and identification of variable names that provide more detail (via Appendix 
E) on the sources and transformation of the input data are provided below. 

Supply Inputs 

Supply curve parameters and historidSTE0 data 
WPRIAGON, WPRLAGOF, OGWPRNG, STOGWPRNG. OGPRDNG, PRNG-PAVD, OGPRDNGON, OGPRDNGOF, WPRLAGON, 

HistoridS'IEO production levels for supplemental natural gas supplies 
(OGPRSUP3, STOGPRSUP) 
Historical import levels and prices 
(CNJRDPRCW, C N J E W M .  CNWELPRc89, OGCNPPRD, OGCNQPRD, OGQNGIMP, OGPNGIMP, CANFU-IN, 
W F L O J H R )  
Regional wellhead price benchmark variables 
(STMJ, STARJ, STAROFJ, STM0F-F) c 
Alaskan lease, plant, and pipeline fuel parameters 
(AK-PCll'IX AKJCTPIP, AKJCIZSE) 
Minimum and'maximum production-to-reserves k o s  
(PARUJUXPR, PARMJlINPR) 
Seasonal supply shares 
(SUP-PVl7I.Z SUP-OVl7L.Z.SUPJKSHRi EXPJSHR WFU..PFSHR) 
Seasonal wellhead price differentials, 
(PKPRCFAG: OPPRCFAC) . ~ 

Maximum and minimum synthetic n h a l  gas production and historical data 

W P W  W E  OSUP-TOT. O S U P B H R  PARUJUPCRW. PARMSUPCRW. RSHIFTON, PSHIFTOF. PSHIFT-SGU.E, SNGAI, 
* S N W )  1 

' 

. e  

(CLsyNGWp. SNGMIN, SNGHI, SNG89 and Tiabk F3) 

Pipeline Finar?c;al and Regulatory Inputs 
0 Rate design specification 

0 , Pipeline rate base, cost, and volume para mete^^ 1 

(ARF, AFR AVR ASF;ARK AFU, AW. ASV) ' ! 

(DDA, Ol7M,  TAG. TCE SmM, G O M L  GOMN, OTOM, CWC, bWC. ADn GPIS, ADDA, PFES.. CMES. LID, REVC, PCMER, . 
PPFER, PLTDR, DCMER, DLR)R MMflARJ, W S H R  RENTZILDG) . 
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0 

i Revenue crediting parameters 

0 

0 

FtderalandStateincometaxrates 9.. 

0 

Revenue requirement forecasting equation parameters 
(7izble F4) 

(RCREDflJ. S W I M I N )  
.Mer 636 transitio? cost parameters 

. . (SIIARE,GSR-F, PNUMI9I. PGSRCOSIS. PNEWEAC. PSIRANDEL)) 
Rate of return set for generic pipeline companies 
(PPFER, PCMER, PLTDR DcMwl DLTDR) 

(FRATE. SRATE) 
Parameters for interstate pipeline transportation 

' (LFACJ, LFACJ,.IMpcT.hfAXEYC. BASERADJ, UMlTFIRhf, LlMITINT. e D P c n ; . C ,  ?%kDPcTeo. T A R a V D )  

.. 

Pipeline Capacity and utilization Inputs _j 
I 

.O Seasonal transmission service utilization rates'and minimum flows 

CYi-~LJfAX, Ch-Cn7L-GRWI. GU-UIILGRWZ, C Y i - m L J F J ' )  
Initial finn and total pipeline flows and utilization rates 
(AFLOW-F.AFWWJ, AUli'U.f.AVIIIZT) 
Existing pipeline capacity and planned capacity additions 
( P W J U X ,  PNEW-GIP) 
Hisiorical arid planned Canadian import pipeline capacities 
(CswCAp. CMIMP) I 

Pipeline fuel usage parameters and historical/S'IEO data 

~ (APCT'INE APCTMINI. ARC:PU"LZ ARCJFU"I.2 ARC-OUIILz BURC'FSHR BURCJXSHR, cW,vnrZ 

0 

0 costs of new ujnstruction 

e 

. 

. -  

(CCOS, EWFAC. GS'TEAC D W R - W )  .. 

(NEFFJYPE UEtFJIPpE. SEFFJIPpE. AEFF-PIPE, AEFFJIPESCUE. UEXEFF, W W F ,  NG-MCSIZE, QGpTR STQGPTR) 

(Wl?iWAC. WUGW 
Factors related to planning for abnormal weather ,- 

0 Distance and capacity commitnienk by network arc I 

0 
. (MILES. CONDEhf) 

Company volume shares by arc 
(PSI . 

Storage Inputs 

Existing storage capacitymd planned additions \ 

(BGSCT, BGSCNT. WET WGCT. WGCNT, W O W ,  pNrn-1 
0 HistoricaVSTEO net storage with$rawals and co@noncore designation 

( P ~ ~  OPPNETJnL P W R J .  0 P P m R - F .  MVElWl'W . . 
.0 Seasonal utilization parameters 

(Sli'2-t?TlU Sli '2-FmW 
0 

0 . 

0 

Sharc of company storage capacity by re&on 
ms) ' 
Costs of stprage additions 

e . . (CCOS. EXPFAC. ~ A C .  DEURB) 
Maximum storage capacity potential by region 

8 

(FACTOR) . 

End-Use Pricing Inputs 

0 

0 .  Inmtatetariffs 

Cost coefficients and other parameters uscd in core distribukr tariff algorithm 
(XF-COEFF, IJYPM,  TECHWF, D Z K B m A ,  UINUUJ, D T A R S )  
Distributor tariff decline rates used in noncore distributor tariff calcuhons 

' 

t 

I ( N O W - D T M R E C L )  

(INlR4-TW. INTM-TM) 



, ' 0 State and Federal taxes, costs' to dispeae, and other compressed natural gas pricing parameters 
(SZXX, lTM, RET'L-COST. TRNJECL) 

(HCGPRJ, HCGPRJ) . . 
, .  

' 0 Historical citygate prices 

I .  0 Historical/STEO end-use pri& 
(HPGIPA~R HPCFEU~R ~ffiimfi HPGCELGR HPGFRS. HPGF&, HPGI%R HPGFIN.HPGIRE, ~pi3!cM. H K ~ .  HPGIRV, 
HPGFRSGR, HPGFCMGR, HPGFINGR HPGFTRGR. SrPNGRS, SrPNGW, SrPNGEL) 

I .  

. .  
:Demand Inputs . .  

' ,' 0 Subregion gas consumption shares for Census Diy&ions 5,8 and 9 . 
(NG-CENSHR) ' .  
seasonalconsumptionshares ' 

_ .  . (NONJOSHR-F! NONJOSHRJ, WLJOSHR-F, WLJOSHRJ, W L J o m R - C )  - .  
I Historical export quantities and prices 

(OGPNGEXP) 
I '0 . Alaskan consumption-and.pricing parameters 

WOPN. W P ~ ,  AKJIM. M-W, A K ~ ,  A K J ~ O ~ ,  AK-c MR, AKA AKA A K - G ~  Tdk FI) 
Lease and plant fuel consumption parameters and hiStori@S"EO data 
(PCIZSE;SUPL LPTLJCXU QLPIN, S T W I N )  

0 ' Short-term demand elasticities 
(N0NUJUS.X  NONU-J) 

0 Discrepancies between historical regional supply and disposition data 
(TOT?ISCR NAnJISCR STEOJISCRZSHRAK-DISCR) 

. 

Mode1:Outputs 
-a 

Once a set of solution values zk determined &thin the NGTDM, thosc values required by other models of NEMS are 
passed accordingly. In addition, the NGTDM model results arc presented in a k e s  of internal and external reports, as 
outlined below. 

Outputs to NEMS Models 

The NGTDM passes its model solution values to different NEMS models asfollows: 

0 
0 
0 
0 

'0 

0 ,  

0 

0 
0 

Pipeline fuel consumption and lease and plant fuel consumption by Census Division (to NEMS PROPER) 
Natural gas wellhead prices by Oil and Gas Supply Model region (to NEMS REPORTS) 
Core and noncore n d  gas prices by sector and Census Division (to NEMS PROPER) 
Dry natural gas production and supplemental gas supplies by Oil and Gas Supply Model region (NEMS 
REPORTS) 
Core and noncore (competitive with distillate and residual fuel oil) natural gas prices to electric generators 
by NGTDM/Electricity Market Model ?@on (to Electricity Market Model) 
Dry nahnal gas production by Pebolwn Administratr 'on for Dcke Districts region (to Petroleum Market 
Model) 
Nonassoc'iated dry.natural gas production by NGTDWOd and Gas Supply Model region (to Oil and Gas 
Supply Model) 
'Canadian natural gas wellhead price and production (to 03 and Gas Supply Model) 
Natural g& imports and prices by border crossing (to Oil and Gas Supply Model) 

Internal Reports &d 

The NGTDM produces reports designed to assist in the detailed analysg of NGTqM model results. These reports 
include the following information: 



. 

. .  
. .  

_. 
. .  

0.. Natural gas hub price at'each trans'shipment nqde, by type of service , . , 

~ 0 Ma!rices+'of data describing interregional trarismission between NGTDM regions 

Average natural gas wellhead price by NGTDM region \ .  

. - 0 Nantral gas distributor &ffs and markups by end-use sector, typi of service, and NGTDM region ' 

- Flowsofnahlgiis by typeofservice ' : . . . : 

. .  
- .  

- Maximumphysicalpipelinecapacity .. " 

.- 
Peak period and off-peak p a i d  expected natural gas ensumption levels 6y region and sector used in the 
Capacity Expansion Module . 
Expmcd natural gas supply volumes as &lied'in%e Capacity Expansion Module results; by Oil and Gas 

. - Maximum annual pipeline capacity utilization 
Realized annual pi+line capacity ut i l i ion.  

~ - .I 

. ~ u p p ~ y  Model =@on, . .. 
.' - ; Pipeline wacity expakion by arc 

'0 Storage capacity expansion by region. 
. I  

. External Reports. . 
. .  

In addition to the reports dekribcd above, the NGTDM produces extern3 repork to suppoi recurring publications. 
These reports contain the following information: 

0 -  
0 
e 

Natural gas end-use prices and consumption levels by end-use sector, type of service (core and noncore), 
iind Cknsus Division (and for the United States) 
Natural gas wellhead prices and production levels by NGTDM region (and the average for the lower 48 
united States) 
Natural gas end-use prices, margins, and revenues 
Natural gas import and exw volumes and import prices 
Natural gas supply activity and prices by NGTDM regon 
Pipeline fuel consumption by NGTDM region (and f& the United States) 
Natural gas pipeline capacity (entering and exiting a region) by NGTDM region and by Census Division 
Natural gas pipeline capacity utilization (entering and exiting a region) by NGTDM region and Census . 
Division 
Natural gas transmission and distribution revenues, activity levels, and unitcosts 
Natural gas underground storage and pipeline capacity by NGTDM region 
Unaccounted for natural gasm 

I 

. 
, i .  

I 

/ 

i 

Wnaamuntcd for natural gas is a balancing item -em.the amount of nap4 gaqconsumed and the amount supplied. It includes 
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reporting disnepancies, net storage wthdrawak (in hlstoncal years), and &ffennces due to convergence tolerance levels. 
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NGTDM Model Abstract 

Model Name: 
I Acronym: 

"We: 

. Doaimentation: 

P r e v i O U S  
Docamentation: 

Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Model 
NGTDM 
N d  Gas Transmission and Distribution Model 

The NGTDM is the component of the National Energy Modelig System (NEMS) that 
represents the mid-term natural gas market The purpose of the NGTDM is to derive natural 
gas supply and end-use prices'and flow p h s  for movements of natural gas through the 
regional interstate network. The prices and flow patterns are derived by obtaining a market 
equilibrium across the three main cbmponents of the.natural gas market the supply 
component, the demand component, q d  the transmission and distribution network that links 
them. , 

ACTIVE 
BASIC . c 

0 Office: Integrated Analysis and Forecasting 
0 Division: Energy Supply and Conversion 

0 Model Contact JoeBenneche * 

0 Telephone: (202) 5866132 

. Branch Oil and Gas Analysis, EI-823 

Energy Information Adminimation, Model D o c u m e A n  of the Natural Gas Transmission 
and Distributwn Model (NGTDM) of the National Energy Modeling System (NEiUS), . 
DOE/EIA-M062/1 (Washington, DC, December 1997). 

Energy Inionnation Administration, Model Documeaon of the Natural Gas Transmission. 
and Distribution Model (NGTDM) of the N r n . 0 ~ 1  Energy Modeling System (NEMS), 
DOE/mA-M062/1 (Washington, DC, December 1996). 

Energy Information Administration; Modi1 Documentation of the Natural Gas Transmission 
and Distribution Model (NGTDM) of the : N a t i o ~ I  Energy Modeling System (NEiUS), 
DOE/EIA-M062/1 (Washingon, DC, December 1995). 

Encrgy Information ~dministratl 'on, Model Documentation, Natural Gas Transmission and . 
Distribution Model (NGTDM).of the Nqional Energy Modeling System, Volume II: Model 
Developer's Report, DOE/EIA-M06W (Washington, DC, January 1995). 

Energy Information.Administon, M A 1  Documentation of the Natural Gas Transmission 
cind D M u t w n  Model (NGTDM) of the N a t i o d  Energy Modeling System (NEiUS), 
DOE/EIA-M062/1 (Washington, DC, February 1995). 

. ,  
Energy Information Administration, Model Documentation of the Natural Gas'Transmission 
and Dkribution Model (NGTDM)'of thk National Energy Modeling System (NEMS), . 
DOE/EIA-M062/1 (Washington, DC, February 1994). 

Paul R Carpenter, PhD, Incentives Research, Inc. "Review of the Component Design Report 
Natuml Gas Annual Flow Module (AFM) for the N a r d  Gas Transniisswn and D@nibution 
Model (NGTDM) of the National Energy Modeling System (NEUS)." Boston, MA, Aug 25, 
1992: 

1 . Reviews Conducted: 

. -  
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~ Paul R Carpent&, PhD, Incentives Research, bc. "Review of the Gmponent.Design Report 
mity Expansion Module (CEU) for the Natural Gas Tr-n and D M u t i o n  Model 
(NGTDM) of the N-nal Energy Modeling System (NEMS)." Boston, MA, Apr 30,1993. 

Paul k carpent;s;' PhD, Incentives Rq&ch, Inc. "Review of the CoGnei Design Report 
Pipeline T w  Module (PTM) for the N&ral Gas TransmissiOn and Distributwn Model 

' (NGTDM) of the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS)." Boston, MA, Apr30.1993. 

,. e .  

- .  

. . 

* 

, -  

-- * *  Paul R Carpcn@r, PhD* kcntiv& Research, Inc. "Review of the Component Design Report 
DiStributor TariffModule.(DTM) for the Natural Gis Transmission and Distribution Model I 

(NGTDM) of the National Enerb Modeling System (NEMS)." Bos'ton, MA, Apr 30,1993. ' 

Tmal Review of the National En&& 
Mdeliig System (NEMS) Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Model (NGTDM)." 

Archive Tapes: NEMS98-(Part of the Nationd Energy Modeling System archive b h g e  as archived for the 
AnnuaI Energy Outlook 1998, DOm-0383(98)). 

NEM$97+Part of the NationalEnergy Modeling System archivepackage as arChiv+ for the 
Annual Energy Ourlook i997, DOE/EIA-0383(97)). 

. Annuul Energy Outlook 1996, DOE/EIA9383(96)). 

, 

. I  

. Paul R. 'Carpenter, P b ,  Incentives R&uch, 
. 

I .  

_ -  ' , 
. Boston, MA, Jan 4,1995. . .  

~. 

a 

. %  

' 
' e . -  NEMS9&-(Part of the National Energy Modeling System arch& package as archived for the 

* 
. ,  

. *  
. 2 - ,  . .  

h@95-(Part of the National Energy Modeling System archive package as archived for d e  ., 
. . Annual Energy Outlook 1995, DOEEIA-0383(95)). . .. 

NEMS94-(Part of the National Energy Modeling System archive package as archived for the 
Annul Energy Outlook 1994, DOEEI&O383(94)). 

* EnerggSystem 
Covered: The NGTDM models the US. natural gas transmission and distribution network that links the 

suppliers (including importers) and consumas of natural gas, and in so doing determines the 
regional market clearing natural gas end-use and supply (including border) prices. i 

, . 
Coverage: Geographic: &&and regions are the 12 NGTDM iegions, whkh are based on the 9 Census 

Divisions with Census Division 5 split further into South Atlantic and Florida, Census Division 
8 split Wer into Mountain and ArizonaMew Mexico, and Census Division 9 split further into 
California and Pacific with Alaska and Hawaii handled separately. 

~. T i e  Unit/Erequency: h u a h y  through 2015 . - 
, - .  
\ .  

. .  . .  * 

* . Produdt(s): Naturalgas ' 

'Economic Sum&): 'Residential, &mcrcial, i n d W ,  electric generators aid  transportation ' . ,  

DataInpntSonrces: . a 
(Non-DOE) 

a 
t 

0 

National Oceanographicand Atmbspheric Aaministratiqn (NOAA) 

The Potential. for Natural Gas in the United States (National Petroleum Council, ' 
December, 1992) - Pipeline capacity eyansion cost cshatci 
Federal Offshore Statistics, OCS Report, MMS/0068 - offshore gas production and market values 
Canadian Energy Research Institute - Cluiadii natlnal gas wellhead price and production 

- Heating degree data 

' 



-, 
, .  

' 0 . .  AlaskaDcpartmentofNaturalResourcts . 
. ,  - State of Alaska hhtorical and ejected oil and gas consumption. 

I. * InformationR&ourccs,Inc,,"OctaneWeek" . . - Federal vehicle natural gas (VNG) . . . *  

,a Data Rcsburces Inc., U.S:Quarterly Model . . -c 

. 0 ~ o a t d  of G O V ~ O ~ S  pf the ~ e d c r a ~  Rtscrvc*Systcm Stari~tical ~eieast, 61~e~tcted .' 

- Yield on kA utility .bonds I .  

In&t Rates and Bond Prices'' . 
.r -Real average yield on 10 year U.S. govcmm'cnt bonds 

. .  . 
I ,  

. ,  . Dah Input 

(DOE) . .  
Sources: Forms and Publications: .- , .  

0 ETA-23, "Annual Survey of Domestic Oil and G& &es". 

0 ETA-176, "Annd Report of Natural .and Supplemental Gas Supply and Disposition" 
. - Annual natural gas sources ,of supply,xonsumption, and flows on the interstate 

- AnnualeStimatepf gG-6 by type and State 

pipeline network . .  . 

0. EIA-860, "Annual Electric Ge&atorRepoit" 
. -, Electric generators plant type and code i n f o d o n ,  used in the classification of 

power plants as core or n o m  customers. Data from this reprt are also used in 
the derivatjon of historical prices and qarkups for fhdii&rruptible service. 

- Electric generatox% plant type and-boiler'information, by month, used in the 
classicafjon of power plants as core or noncore cu?omers. Data from this report 
are also .used in the derivation of historical prices and markups for ' 
Witenup t ib l e  @qc 

' - I 0 EIA-767, "Sttar4-Electric Plant Operation and Design Report" 

0 ETA-759, "Monthly Power Plant Report: - Natural gas consumption by plant code and month, us& in the classification of 
power plants as core or n o n m  customers. Data from this report are also used in 
the derivation of historical prices and markups for firmlinterxuptible service , , 

0 Rate.case filings under Section 4 of the Natlrral Gas Policy Act, as submitted to FERC 
by each pipeline company - Con&% deqand data and cost allkition by pipeline company 
Annual Energy Review, DoEIEIA-0384 
-*'Grok domestic product and implicit price deflator 
FERC Form 2, "Annual Report of Major Natural Gas Companies" 

' - Fwcid statistics of &jor interstate natural gas pipelines - .Ahnuai purchaseslsales by pipeline (volume and price) 

> 

. 

I 

. 
I 

0 . FERC-567, "Annual mow Diagram" 
' - Pipeliecapachyandflowinf~on ' 

'0 Federal &cr& Regulatory Commission . 
. - FERC Order 636 +ition c o e  , . .  

' I EIA-191,"Unrler~undGasSto~geReport" . - Base gas and working gas storage capacity and monthly storage injection and 
withdrawd levels by region and p i p b e  company 

0 EIA-84.6, "M'anufacturing Consumption survey" 
I - Base year.average annual core industrial end-use prices .' 

0 capacitv and Service on the Interstate Naturcj Gas Pipehe System 1990, DbEEIA- .. 

- Pipeline capacity and capacity &rvations by customer. I , 

. 9  

. 0556 

0 Natural Gas MonthZy, DOEEIA-0130 

0 Fedcral Energy.Rcgulamy Commission, NGA Section 7(c) Fiiigs, ''Applications for 

'- planned pipeline capacity additions 

-'Bkywhistoricalquantityandprieb 

, .-,cation of Public Convenience and Necessity" , , I .  



. *  

--.- 

0 Natural Gas Imports and Exports, Office of Fuels Programs, Office of Fossil Energy, 

- Peak/of@ak parameters for natural gas imports and exports 
I ~ a r t m c n t  ofhergy * .  

Y Alternatives to Traditwnal Fuel& DOEEOA-QS85. . 
. * - State taxes for natural gas consumed in vehicles. 
Natural Gas Zssues Md Trends 1994, DOE/EiA-o560(94), p. 117 - Long-tam debt as a percent of invested capital 

0 Short-Tern Energy Outlook, DoE/EIA-o131. : 
-National forecast targets for first two forecast years beyond history . 

0 . FERC Form 423, Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility P-, DOE/EIA- 
0191. - N d  gas prices to electric generators 

Modelsandother: ' 

. .  0''  NationalEncrgyModeli~Systcm(NEMS) , . 
. -  --'Domestic'supply, hports2-and demand representations arc provided as inputs to 

. 
0 Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Data System (PIPENET) - Inter-regional pipeline capacity - Contractdemanddata. 

~ 

the NGTDM from other NEMS models ; 

1 -  

I .  

. I  
' I  

. ,  General optput : , .  \ .  
Descriptions: ..e- Average n d  gasend-use prices le&ls by's&tor and region 

0 Average nafural g& supply,prices and production levels'by region 
0 Pipeline &el consumption by region 
0- Lakc and plant fuel consumption by region 
0 Pipeline capacity additions aid utilization .levels by arc 
0 Storage Capacity additions by region. 

. ,  . ' ' 

. ,  

~elaiea ~ o d e l s :  NEMS (part 00 .' 

, .  
. .  

prvtof. , - 
' Another Model: Yes, the Ngonal Energy Modeling System (NEMS). , 

\ 

Model Features: ,_ 0 Model~Stntctme: Moddw, four major components: the Annual Flow Module (AFM), . he Capacity Expansion Module (CEM), the Pipeline Tariff Module (PTM), and the 
Distributor Tdff M&e @TM) \ .  

' .  

. i 

. A 4  

- AFM. Integrating module of the NGTDM. sim~lates the natural gas price 
determination process by bringing together all major economic and 
technological factors that influence regional natural gas trade in the United 

- CEM Develops pipeline and storage facilities capacity and caphity expansion 
plans, and establishes effective maximum utiliition rates for each 
pipeline route based on a seasonal analysis of supply and demand 

-* PTM Develops f imdiihpt ible  tarif& for transportation and storage seMces 
provided by interstate pipeline companies 

- DTM 'Develops markups for distribution services provided by LDC's and 

-states . :  

capability 

. intrastate pipeliie companies. 
. .  

0 Modeling Technique: 
- A F M  Linearprogram 
- c E M  Linearprogmm - PTM Accoaintingalgorithm 
-DTM Empiricalprocess . 



SpccialFeatuns: 
t: .. 

Model Interfaces: 

Computing 
Endronment: 

0 
. o  

0 
0 

0 

- Represents interregional flows of gas and pipeline capacity constraints - Represents regional supplies - Represents diffednt types of transmission service (firm and intermptible) - Determines the amount and the location of pipeline and storage faciity capacity 

- Captures the economic tradeof& between pipeline capacity additions and increases 

- Provides a peaWoff-peak, or seasonal analysis capability in the area of capacity 

7- Distinguishes end-use customers by type (corekd noncore). 

* 

- 
expansion on a regional basis 

in regional storage capability . 

expansion 
- -  

NEMS 

HardwaIeuSed: Rs/m 
OperatingSystem: UNIX 
LanguagdSoftware Used: FORTRAN 
Memory Requirement: unknown 
Storage Requirement: 44413 bytes for input data storage; 1162K bytes for source 
d e  storage; and 9 o K  bytes for compiled code storage 
Estimated Run Tie:-  

’ for CEM 
for AFM 

2.7 CPU seconds per forecast year 
1.0 CPU seconds per forciast year in 1st iteration . - 
0.6 CPU seconds per forecast year in subsequent i tedons 

S&i  Features: NGTDM uses a proprietary software package, Opthiation and 
Modeling Library (OML) distributed by the Kctron Management Science Division 
of the Bionetics Corporation [Ketron, 19923. This is aspecially designed linear 
programming interface that is callable from FORTRAN. 

e .  

status of 
Evaluation Efforts: , Model developer’s report entitled “Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution 

’ Model, Model Developer’s Report for the National Energy Modeling System”, 
dated November 14,1994. 

. , 

. I  

Date of Last Update. , September 1997. 

.. 

A b  
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Alternative Modeling Approaches- -: 
, I  . .  . .  

' During the design p h e  of the NGTDM, a survey was'conducted of models and modeling approriches being used 
throughout the industry to analyze and f o k t  natural gas transmission and distribution activities. approaches, 
along with other general modelingapproaches, wtrl considered as possible candida& for the NGTDM design. For the 
M099 a project is underway to replabe the Annual Flow Module and the Capacity Expansion Module with a single 
methodology thatjoidtly performs the function of both. An approach that was up for consideration during the origin$ 
design phases will be employed @sised on the SRI-GULF allocation process). This appendix provides an overview of 
the methods and modeling techniques considered when the NGTDM Was first &veloped. First, the modeling techniques 
employed in several different natural gas traqsmission and disdbution models are reviewed. Second, modeling 
approaches used in models not specifically designed for natural gas transmission and distribution, but which could be 
applied to this ana, are discusstd. This i4ppendijr concludes with a comparison of the modeling approaches presented. 

, 

I 
. I  

, \  
* .  

Other Natural Gas Transmission-and Distribution Models 
I .  

The natural gas transmission and distribution industry is a segment of the complex natural 'gas 
production/delivery/demand system, and 'therefore. is usually modeled as part of a larger, overall modeling system. 
Bedause the, n;arketstructure of the transmission and diskbution industry is rapidly evolving; inost representations 
developed in the past are no longer adequate.' Several of the models reviewed have detailed supply and 'demand 
representations, with fairly simple mechanisms for linking the two. Others haveincorporated mechanisms for dealing 
with such issues & capacity expansion and the unbundling of m b p o d o n  services, but none offers acomprehensive 
modeling treatment of the Wmission and distribution industry as a whole. Additionally, none of the models reviewed 
addresses the issue of the environmental impacts associated with the tramnus ' ion and distribution of &'gas. It was 
ultimately decided that there were no m$els in existence that could be used either intact or as a base to begin with and 
modify for the development of the NGTDM. Although it would have been very difficult to develop a model that 
addresses al l  of the regulatory issues and complexitiq of the ind&y, the design of the NGTDM considered desirable 
features of all the mbaeling approach? pvitwed, and the resultant model provides a,more comprehensive analysis tool 
than any other models available. This section provides an overview of the othq natural gas models that were considered. 

* 

* 

. .  
, I  

Gas Analysis Modeling System (GA MSY 

E W s  previous &del of the natural gas market is the Gas Analysis Modeling System (GAMS), a computer-based partial 
equilibrium model ,used to analyze the U.S. nawal gas prdductionldelivery/demand system. GAMS produces annual 
forecasts through 2010 of natural gas production, consumption, and prices. GAMS interacts with a separate supply 
component,which represents the various available sources of natural gassupplies and separate demand components that 
represent natural gas consumption by end-use sector and Federal region. GAMS consists of a mechanism for 

' representing the costs and losses associated with the transmission and distribution of natural gas and an iterative 
equilibration process that solves the entire ,system to determine the wellhead and end-use prices at which an overall 
supply/demand balance can be achieved. Although the model can be run in a stand-alone mode, it is primarily used as 
the n a t d  gas module within the Intermediate Futtire Forecasting System (IFFS),= a modeling system representing the. 
,supply and demand response within all &e Primary US. energy markets. The GAMS d e h d  representation is provided 

, through IFFS bythe Demand Modeling System @EMS), for the non- electric generators demand sectors, and by the 
Electricity Market Model (EMM) for the electric generators sector. The representation of oxishore Lower48 natural gas 
production is provided through direct linkage with the Production'of ,@shore Lower48 Oil ana Gas Model 

. 

- 

, .  

0 .  - 

* .  

91F0r co lete documentation of GAMS, see Ener&Information Administration, Do-nfarion ofthe Gm-hIysis Modeling 1 .  

Infomarion Administratioa Docknfarion of rhe Integrating Module of the 
'system, Z b 1 ~ - ~ ~ 0 4 4 ( 9 2 )  o  as lung ton, DC, December 1991). . 
Intennediate FWUW ~orecasmg System, DO%!IA-M023(91) (Washington, DC,.May 1991). . =For mort information on-IFFs, see Ene 

. .  
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@ROLOG)?j Supply &nates for other sources of gas are either set exogenously or determind endogenously via, 
additional supply submodules. , 

GAMS was developed in 1982 and 1983. when the complex system of price ceilings in eff&t under the Natural Gas 
Policy Act (NGPA) of 1978 covered both intastatt and in= wllhsad purchriscs of mu@ gas. The categorization 
of gas under the NGPA and the contractual nahrrc of the natural gas market that existed at the time werc primary factop 
in the early strucftlre of the model. The laws and ~gulations conccrnjng the m t d  gas market hike changed MidIy 
in support of dmgulation and increased competitivents (for a detailed discussion on ind& background, see Appendix 
C): The GAMS model has subsequently undergone a number-of methodological changes, to represent the active spot 
mar&& the deregulation of w e l l h d  gas prick and the increase' in competitive pr&ures throughout the industry. 

In the original version of GAMS, a detailed-pipline neWak consisting of 17 pipeline systek was Usca to reconcile 
supply and demand in the market equilibration process. This network represented sale of gas from the wellhead, through 

' pipdks,  to distributors, and to end-ukrs.. F'hysical moveFnt of gas through the system was not tracked, and pipeline ' 
capacitik were not accounted fg. Reserves were dedicated to the individual.pipcline systems .kid drayn down, is 
produced, through an elaborate accounting mekhanism that track@ gas by NGPA category and contract and 
conditionS. 'The sales structure allowed for analysis of alternative wellhead Contract pricing schemes and their effdt on 
the natural gas market.' ~nordcr to represent both the increased spot market activity and the growing competition within 
the markctpl'ace, GAMS. was subsequently modified to include a pool of spot or dlcoritrolled gas available to all 
piklines. ' Reserves wcp no longer trcated as 'dedicated to individual pipelines. GAMS was ale revised to reflect 
changes in producer contracts, wie contracts treateb as respondent to market conditions and new contracts excluding 

, takc-or-pa~ restrictions. 

-As a result of in& competition and h e  unbundling of pipeline-sales and transportation Wces, the cost-of-service 
representation of bundled rates originally used to represent tariffs within GAMS .was no longer representative of the 
market. The tariff component ip GAMS was replaced with a sin& mechanism that calculates end-use prices by hding 
exogenously detrrhined nigional transmission and end-use distribution costs (which fixed throughout the forecast) 
to the national.average wellbeid price. Competition was represented by alloying these costs to be discounted in the 
.industrial and electric generators sectors. As pricing distinctions responsive to market conditions between different levels 
of hransrmssr ' 'on and distribution service developed, tbe different levels of +ce were repmcnted by expanding the level ' 
of electric generators sector detail. The el&city market mddule 0 provides demand curves to GAMS in the form 
of step functions defing by a set of pridquantity pairs. The steps on the cwes simulate the effect of hge-scale fuel 

r swi@ing and changes in the plant dispatching order by electric utilities. To model the price'variabon associated with 
different levels of service, these demand curves were redefind to represent three categories of electric generator plant 
types as followsi (1) cdre customers assuqaed to purchase firm service and pay the highest rates; (2) noncore customefi 
asSumed to purchaie interruptible service .and pay lower rates, and (3) customers with fuel switching capabilities 
somethies o f f .  discounted rates based on competing fuel priceS. In cdntrast to the,detailed electric generators demand 

defined simply by a unique reference pricdquantity pak h d  an associated elasticity. 

Transmissionldistribution I& and pipelie fuel use & taken into ac'count within G h B  during the supply/demand ' 
equilibd.on process by applying factors based on historical data to total throughput. The equilibrating process includes 
the following steps; (1) estimating's national wellhead price (the initial-estimate is the previous year's solution price, 
.and subsquent estimates are based.on the pnyious iteration's price), (2) adding ap&opri& markups .(representing 
transmission and distribution &) to arrive at regionaYstctoral end-use prices, (3) e v a l e g  end-use consumption 
lev& gt these prices using the appropriate demand cbes ,  (4) summing these consumption levels and adding losses to 
arrive at tfie amount which w d d  be demapded at the wellhead given the estimated wellhead pfice, -and (5) comparing 
ibis aggregateconsumption (plus.losses) to the level (provided by PROLOG) that would be supplied given the estimated 
wellhead,price. If the calculated copsumption is not w i d 6  a specified tolerance of the corresponding supply level, a 
new wellhead p r i ~  is estimated and the prpcess is repeated until convergence is achieved. 

I .  \ .  
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. ' representation, each Ggional demand c u r k  pbvided to GAMS by DEMS for the non- electric generators sectors is , 

. . 
I .  
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BFor more i n f o d o n  on P R O F ,  see me 

gcT'ake-or-pay contract nstrictioe nquind a pipeline to pay for.the specified quantity of gas whether or not it could be nsold. 

---.-_.-. ----------. UA.ml e.aT~"--l-.lan nt&h,&&-Ud@lVd-I 

h f o d d r i  Adminis&ion. model Methodolo and Data Description of the ' production of Onshore Lower-48 011 and Gas &I," DOEIEIA-M034(91) (Washington, qC, A81991). 
_ I  . 
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. Data Resources, Inc. (DRI' - I 

. *  
The DRI natural gas markct analysis is done in conjunction with an overall analysis of the exitire U.S. energy sector. The 
principal models used are shoxt-term natud.gas spot prick and demand models, a longer term U.S. and regional energy 
model (which has detailed sectoral demand submodels), and a U.S. oil and gas drillinglproduction model. Annual 
forecasts through 2010 are providia for 11 pgions based'on Census regions and subdivisions of Census regions. 

The DRI modeling system uses an iterative process (based on achieving a wellhead pricehidual fuel oil price rario that 
is d e p e d  to reflect accurately frebmarket supply/demand influences) which determines av&e regional wellhead gas 
acquisition prices and then applies region- and sector-specific markups to arrive at end-use prices. Average natural gas 
prices are projected for US. domestic wellhead gas (based on spot contract, and regulation-influenced gas prices) and 
for Canadian and LNG imports. These prices are then combined into regional "acquisition" prices, based on the varying 
volume weights of each gas source in the region. Region- and sector-specific markups are then applied to *each region's 
average acquisition cost to arrive at each sector's end-use price for the region. The markups are intended to capture the 
transmission, di.strib&on, and other delivery costs for each sector in each region. The markups arc based on historical 
EL4 data Thus interstate pipeline transmission rates are not separately and specifically estimated, but rather, are rolled 
in with local distribution and other charges into the o v d  retail markups. Growth in price markups is assumed to 
~incnase at the rate of inflation, as determined by the GNP deflator. Pipeline capacity constraints ind capacity expansion 
issues are not addressed in the model. 

6 .  

Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates (WEFAP 
. .  

WEFA models the transmiqionldistxibution of natural gas by means of a supply/transportation model within its Natural 
Gas Modeling System. The North American natural gas market is defined as a collection of many markets (16 hubs) 
which trade gas both intra-regionally (within hubs) and inter-regionally (between hubs). Markets may be defined 
geographically, by type of, transaction (spot or contract), by quality of service (interruptible or firm), and by SeaSon 
(heating or nonheating). The model is implemented as a spreadsheet that determines the production and consumption 
in each market and the volume of gas transported between markets and between seasons (storage), using a heuristic 
algorithm to solve iteratively for a set of prices across regions, seasons, and time periods that achieves a market balance. 
Annual forecasts are provided through 2020 for natural gas production and wellhead prices in 13 domestic supply basins, 
and for flows, capacity utilization, transportation costs, and required capacity expansion along the arcs connecting the 
16 hubs. 

.. 
I 

Three key assumptions are made as follows: 

0 

0 

Producers maximize profits and consumers minimize costs, subject to demand requirements and capacity 
constraints 
Pipt$ine trarisportation and storage rates are-a function of regulation, and capacity expansion only takes 
place if it is economic (i.e., if the marginal cost of expansion is less than the marginal price that consumers 
are willing to pay for the additional gas) 
Prices are pcmittcd to adjust freely to clear al l  markets simdtaneously., 

Initial estimates of regional, end-use gas requirements arc determined fhm econometric models for the non- electric 
generators sectors and from regional load dispatch models for the eleCtric generators sector. The demand is then assigned 
to the different supply redons based on initial market shares. Initial estimateS of regional/scctoral prices are also used. 
Actual prices are then determined, and the relevant demands adjusted via price elasticities for subsequent iterations. 
Transpodon tariffs are initi- assuming a had factor of 85 pergnt, but may be discounted if the actual utiliition 
is less. 

.' 

I 

%e most cumnt documentation on DRI's model was written in 1984 and is out of date. A brief report entitled "Natural Gas 
Forecasting Methodology" prpvidcd by Margant Rhodes of DRI was used for a more acuuatc description of their current 

%e WEFA model i? used for intepal forecasts only. and Gus full documentation does not exis!. I n f o d o n  on their cumnt 
m&odolom was obmned from a bnef methodology descnpbon in the WEFA Natmd Gas & m e  Long-Tern Forecast @ala 
Cynwyd, PA. Winter 1992) and from telephone conversations with Morris Greenberg of WEFA 

methodology. 
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Consumption is disagsregatea ink heating and nonhr-ating &ns, and frather disaggngatcd by users with and without 
fuel switching capabiity. Consumers have the flexibility of selecting dtanative supply some.% Gas can be transported 

- *  &om regions linked by the piperine network or withdrawn from storage, both subject to available capacity. Any gas 
withdrawn from storage during a h&g season is replaced during.the following nonheating season. Consum& adjust. 
.supply sources to minimize costs, given theprice of gas in the source region and the transporta$on (or storage) rate, 

. including fuel and loss. Transportation rates arc determined assuming competitive conditions, and ratcs on routes with 
excess capacity can be discdunted down to variable costs. Alternatively, if pipeline capacity on a given route is 
constrained, rates may be adjusted upward ixi.the solution process to the point whae they exceed the regulated I 
trsnsportation ceiling rate in order to clcq the market In this case, if the marginal value of the expansion, as pkasured 
by cumnt and future price differentials p d  utilization rates, exceeds its marginal cost, capacity is expanded. If such 
expansion dots not OCCUT, transportation-constraind sources will lose m t  share to unconstrained routes.. 

. Throughout the solution proctss, prices are adjusted to reduce excesses of supply or demand'in any or all 
. .  

rcgions/scasons/time periods. The ~s is repeated iteratively until market-clearing prices arc deterdned. ' 
Convergence is achieved when the following conditions.arc met 

0 
0 
0 

Excess supply/demand is zcro in each market 
'&e delivered cost of gas to each reson is the same for every active route . 
fibline capacity u t i w o n  is less than or equa~ to 100 percent on every route 
The mqrginal value of transportation on each route is less than.or equal to'the marginal cost of expansion. 

. 

. 
I 

'American Gas Associafbn (AGA)m 
/ 

Natural gas modeling at the American Gas Association is done within the framework of the American G& Association's 
Total Energy Resource Analysis model (A.G.A.-TERA). The TERA modeling system provides annual projectionS 
through 2010 of natural gas production, consumption, and prices, with projections for the residential, commercial, 
industrial, and electric generators end-use sectors provided for the nine Census Regions. The approach is a heuristic one 
that simulates the market and d m  not assume optimization of either policy or market behavior. The equilibration 
pmc& iqvolves the interaction of three components; (1) a set of drilling models, (2) a demandlmarketplace model, and 
(3) a delivcrabiity model. The drilling models and the demandmarketplace model provide inputs for the deliverability 
model, but there is not anauto- feedback loop from the delivcrabiity model to the drilling and demandmarketplace 
models. Analyst interyention is often neceSSaTy to equilibrate the market via adjustments in the trial wellhead prices. 

The models tteat the' natural gas &mission and distribution segment of the industry very-simply. ' Flows are not 
eqliciUy represented, and capacity constraintkxpansion issues are not treated. The prices of natural gas to consumers 
are calculated as linear functions of the wellhead price via ordinary l e t  'squares regression in order to reflect the 
combinkion of supply-related costs and transmission and delivery-related costs. 

. -  
Gas Research Institute (GRI)" Energy Overview Model (EOMF 

In producing its yearly Baseline Energy Forecast, the Gas Research Institute (GRI) uses a model known as the Energy 
Overview Model @OM). The transmission and dis'kibution segment of the natural gas industry is represented by a 
separate model, the National PipelindFlowing Gas Model developed by Energy and Environmental Analysis, 
Incorporated (EEA). The EEA model is a simulation model that represents the U.S. pipeline system by means of 12 
composite pipeline groups, which arc aggregates of actual pipeline systems chosen to represent the major differences 
in gas supply artas Serving the 10 Federal regions. The network has rtctLltly been expanded to include the entire North 
American gas market (including both ranarln and Mexico). Each pipeline group has its qwn inventory of gas reserves, 
access to one or more of 15 supply regions (as represented in the GRI Hydrocarbon Supply Model), and an individual 

' I  . .  

mIntro&ciion to the AGA-TERA Energy Modeling System. American Gas Association (Arlington, VA, 1991), provides a very  ovavi view of the overall mod& phone'conversations with Leon 'hcker of the AGA. provided specifics on the handling of 
eansrmssion and distribution. 

#Guide lo the Hydi.oearbon Supp M& 1990 Up&&?, En& arid Environmental Analysis, Inc. (Arlington, VA, October 1990) 
and conversations with EEA and G i I  staff.\ . 
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iost of service estimate for pipeline operations..  he EEA model is ini&tet i  'with thC EOM, ani thus flows aie 
considered in the market equilibration process. Nonlinear optimization is used to minimize costs subjectto supply and 
dbmand constraints. . 

The pip&ne d e l  simulates pipelines in their role as both merchants and transporters of gas. Transportation services 
are provided to distributors and end-uscrs under a mix of rates based on the quality of service. Rates are based on cost- 
of-service with the flexibility for rate discounting caused by market pressures. Anaccounting kskm tracks both 
committed gas suppljes under long-term contracts with pipelines and uncommiw supplieskiig marketed by producers 
and sold on the spot market. Associated with committed supplies are detailed contract & and conditions. 

The model represents the distribution of supply from the city' gate to end-users by means of 'aggregate local 
distribution company in each demand region. Revenue rcquirc-ment accounts are maintained'for each LDC to 
set distribution margins by end-use sector, with margins and burnertip gas prices differing by demand region. LDCs 
fhemselves offer end-users both Sates service ana transportation of gas purchased on ihespot marker. 

Seasonal transmission charges for each pipeline group and disiiibution charges for'the LDC in each Federal region are 
estimated by the model based on cost-of-service ~timatcs. The charges are $en allocated to the services provided by 
the diskbutor or pipeline. Market pressures and regulatory structures determine the extent to which $hose charges 
m v e r  gas transmission and distribution costs. A cost-of-skvice algorithm estimattS year-@year changes in the overall 
nongas costs of pipeline operations so as to take into account the response of the costs to changes in system throughput, 
compression costs (whichchange with volume and cost of gas), rate base, and the cost of capital. After determining the 
cost of service for each pipeline group; the model allocates these cos-ts between the sales and transportation services 
.offered to customers based on the mix of each pipeline's merchant and transport services. After alloc+ing costs, the 
model pipelines establish a stNcture of differential rates for ihd various class? of service. The transmission margin 
included in pipeline d e  rates is assigned on a fully allocated basis, meaning that the costs allocated to this service will 
be glly recovered in providing the service. Pipelines also maintain separate firm and interruptible rat& applicable to 
transportation. Competitive forces and market pressures may prevent pipelines from fully recovering costs for 
in,terruptible service. The model allows margins on transportation to distributors to be redukd below full cost.recovery, 
to represent the potential discounting pressures on pipeline supplies caused by interpipeline competition. Costs not 
recovered due to discounting arc reported. 

The EEA model has F n t l y  been updated to include a detailed represenktion of capacity expansion in support of an 
ongQing National Petroleum'Council (NE) study.= The model takes into accouht both planned expansion and other 
future expansion. An input data file describes planned projects for the next 5 y ~ ,  including their construction costs. 
For projects beyond the 5-year time horizon, the same data file contains "generic" projects that can be undertaken if it 
is economic to do so. Data for these generic projects include cost estimates on a dollars per thousand cubic feedmile 
(where mileage figure represents miles that the gas'is actually moved). @st data are determined by using a cost 
algorithm that reflqts today's capacity addition costs. Three setk of cost algori- are employed: one for the Lower 
48 States, one for Canada, and one for frontier areas where expansion is cosgy. Regional differenwsin construction 
costs are not captured. Costs are determined for three types'of possible expansion: compression only, looping and 
compression combined, and construction.of new pipe. Potential future projects arc set up throughout the system as 
though they were nal ones. 'hus the model sees what &analogous to asupply curve.for capacity additions at each node. 
The stepson the "supply" m e  arc a@ogous to the amount of each of the three types of expansion possible at that point 
in the system. The data &ow for expansion evcrywhcrt in the system, with those arcas deemed most l i i i y  to have more 
expansion activity provided higher bounds on the amount of expansion possible. 

. '  

, .  . .  

I ,  

I 

. 

, . 

In solving for capacity expansion, the model begins each forecast year with an Cstimate of new capacity that would be 
n d e d  to meet the demands for that year. Each potential new pipeline link has a supply s o g x  with an associated 
volume and price elasticity, and a demand at its destination. The model takes into account how much the supply price 
would be raised at the source due to .the added volume, and how much the demand would be depressed as a result of the 
associated higher prices. Capacity to be added is controlled by the criteria that any added capacity must be able to 

* operate at a minimum of an 80-percent load factor. New links compete against alternate supply sources and each 
pther--capacity will not be added if there is a cheaper altem&ve for meeting demand. New costs are compared against 

. 
, 

, 

%e enhanced treatment of capyity expansion $ the Pipeline/Flowing Gas Model has not as yet been documented. The 
abbve information was provided through conversaQons wth Robert Crawford of EEA. 
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, .  
-thecost of adding capacity. The cost of the added capacity mustbe less than thiprik differential on competing links,. 

. and the throughput'high enough (at least 80 percent) in order for capacity to be added. ' 

Storage is cbnsidend to be a supply source during the winter months and a demand source during the summer months. 
,, . Stofage expansion ki not endogenously dctc+ed. Offline scenarios arc run to determine how much storage capacity 

would increase, and storage is fixed within any given model run. The offline analysis to determine storage expansion 
is an i'crat'vepyess in which estimates of expecttd incitases in storage are made, the model is run and results analyzed, 
estimateS arb revised and the model kern ut3 analyst judgment indicates a satisfactory estimate of future storage 

, . . .  . .  

' 

I , .  . _  
,~ 

expansion. ' . .  
. .  

- Decision Focus, Inc. (DFI) North American Regional Gas Model (NA RG)lms'M. 
, .  

Decision Focus, Inc. has developed a'multiregion Samuelson spatial eqwibrium model ustdby the'Gas R q w c h  . 
Institute (GFU) for sensitivity analyses. This model is referred to the GRI North American Regional Natural Gas 

The model represents ~ x i r h a ! c l y  150 distinct gas supply sources in the United States and Canada. Fifteen demand 
regions ~reprcscntcd, 3 in Canada and I2 in the United States (based on disaggregations of the census regions), with. 
distinctions within each demand region between corn and noncoxe niar&t~. '~ In'the Unitld States, all of the residential 
and commercid and half of the industrial demand'are assumed to be core, while the balance of the industrial and all of 
the electric generators demand are assumed to be noncore: 

. .  . 
. .  Supply-DemandMod~l. ' 

. 

. -  
, The model's representation of the North Abcrican pipeline system includes: 

. I 

. -  
.a 

0 Tariffs and losses for each pipelinelink. ' 

A coniprehcnsive pipeline network consisting of cumnt and potential Iiture pipeline'liiks from supply 
kgions to demand regions 

. .  9 

The degree of pipeline detail is consistent with the degree of supply Ad  demand.detai1 elsewhere in $e model. In 
particular, while the mod71 could have been desigxied to enumerate and distinguish every individual pipeline in the United 
States, iis developers instead sought commonalities among supply kgions, pipelines, and demand regions that would 
allow -@on. Rather than repmnting individual pipelines,' the model instead represents pipeline corridors from 
its supply regions tq its demand regions. These corridors are expliciyy defined by the characterization of the model's 
supply and demand regions, and by the configuration of the U.S. and Canadian pipeline systems that exist today. Each 
of .the existing pipeline corridors represented in the model begins in a given supply region, extends perhaps through 
. inkrmediate supply and demand regions, and terminattS in a demand region. The network of existing pipeline corridors 
interconnects currently producing regions with all currently consuming regions. . 

The model aIso enumerates all prospective~fuaue pi&lines that might be built in the next 50 years. These pipelines 
+ conneit new producing regions (or subregions) with various demand regions, and connect.Caflada-and Mexico to the 

United States. They are truly prospeCtive h the sense that they will be built only 'if they become economic (i.e., only if 
supplies at the upstrcam ind, marked up to adCount for fhe cost of the new pipelines, coqstitute the most competitive. 

an option.for all existing capacity, as well as for 
the @sting links of the new corridors. 

linkage km&,canada and the United S& is potentially very important. The mbdel therefore distinguishes the. 

.. 

' 

. . some at the do- end). In the model, looping is considered 
. .  

. ,  
. .  

* 

pipelines in Canada that directly or indirectly lead to the Lower 48 United Statcs. The model also includes two 

'%ale M:Nesbia et. d. "Anal sis of GRLNonh American Regional Gas Sup ly-kmand Model". in North American Natural 
GpF ~ankets: selected r e m i . ,  ~nrrgy ~odcling ~ o M n  (EMF) ~cpor t  8, Volume m. pp. 185-234 (stanford University, 
April 1989). i 

. 10IDale M. Nesbitt e& d (DFI), "A dices for the GRI Nonh Amaican Regional N d  Gas Supply-Demand Model," prep@ 
for Gerald Pint (GRI), Febqmy lR 

'%e core service customer is guaranteed service (is., is assumed to purchase firm service) and generally pays the hi est rate 

. 

- 
. Tbe noncom customers consume gas under a less certain andlor less continuous basis (i.e., an interrupti P le basis) 

' %*&Le a lower mte than the con customers: 
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I 
' .  - .  

prosptive Canadian export routes to the United Sratcs. One of thqc routes mns from North Alaska through Alberta 
and ultimately to the United States, and represents the upstream leg of the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System. 
The other runs from Northern Can& (MacKhzie and Beaufort Sea), through Alberta, and ultimately to the United 
States, and represents the pipeline that will have to be built in order to exploit Canadian Arctic gas (the Polar project and 
prospective expansions). 

. 

,The current vkion of the moilel con& conidor capacity estimates prepared by B e n j h  Schlesinger and Associates 
0 .  

I , @SA, under contract to the California Energy Commission). BSA also provided.amnopriate corridor transmiss ion costs, 
which represent the embedded cost of each pipeline and specifically account for discounting behavior on the part of 
pipeline owners. Pipeline capp5ties'and cost structures for rill Canadianpipelines are based on data from the National 
Enerh Board of Canada., 

Several generic types of pipeline capacity expansion are.explicitly re-nted (for each pipeline link) within the model: 

. 

, .  

.. I .  , I  ' . 

0 * Expansion of capacity of a given pipeline by- such actions as looping or increasing pnssur.~ 
Expansion of capacity along a given comdor by &ding a new pipeline 

*' Addition of an entirely new p i p h e  comdor. 
. -  

' For each pipeline link, the model qsumes that the embedded cost of the capacity currently in place will affect the ram 
for quantities of gas transported that do not exceed the current known capacity.. In order to transport .more gas than the 
cumnt capacity of the corridor,.it is necessary to augment the capacityduough looping or pressure increases. Such 
'augmentation is possible (at a cost) and is usually bounded by an upper c o n s e t  (Le., looping and pressure increases 
can each add only a limited quantity of additional &pacity). In ordk to exceed the &a&ty of an existing, fully looped, 
maximum pressure pipeline link, it is-necessary to add new pipeline capacity. At the incremental cost of securing 
appropriate rights of way and building such a pipeline, it is possible to expand the capacity of that corridor virtually 
without bound. 

' 

I .  

The model thus requires current transportation costhformation, capacity expansion costs through augmentation, and 
new capacity addition costs. For the current version of the model, such data (for every existing and prospective future 
conidor) were provided by BSA under contract to the California Energy Commission. 

. 
' 

Stanford University North American Gas Trade Modei. (GTM)'" 

The North.American.Gas T d e  Model (GTM) developed at Sianford University in conjunction kth the Stanford 
University International Energy Project is an interregional natural gas M e  partial equilibrium model which computq, 
for 2 single time periods (1990 and 2000). markct clearing prices and a possible partern of trade flows betwecn 11 supply 
and 14 demand regions in the United States, Mexico, and Canada. Dengnds within the United States arc progded for 
each of four c o n s d n g  sectors (residential, commercial, industrial, and electric generators). Key inputs to the - model 

. 

, include: 
' 

0 

0 Transportationcharges . 
Pipeline capacity constraints 

0 . Canadian and Mexican export quanti@ limits. . 

"Be regional distribution of gas supplies and demands at alternate price levels 

I .  
In some regions, prices are free to ,move so as to equilibrate supplies and den&&, while in others there may be 
disequilibria associated with controls over prices and/or qmtities traded. The objective of the solution process is to 
maximize the sums of producers' and consumers' surpluses, or, alternatively, maximize the sum of consumers' benefits 
minus the costs of production and transportation. With the exception of the nonlinearity of the objective function, the 
GTM is a straightforward transportation model. The model is solved using MINOS, a nonlinear programming computer 
package. 

. 

laMark A. Beltramo, Alan S. Manne, and John P. Weyant, "A North American Gas Trade Model (ClnJr))," , .  Energy J o m I ,  July 
1986, pp. 15-32. 
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* .  

. ,  
~, .. . 

I Economic policy and technical constraints are handled as upper or lowq bounds on objective function variables. For 
example, pipeline Capacity l i t s  are represented as upper bounds on the transportation variables, and take-or-pay 
wnt& limits am r c p n t e d  as lower bounds. The user can specify limits on certain demahds or  expod volumes, which 
'allows the simulation of.export and price controls. Taxes or subsidies on individual supplies or demands can be similarly 
represented by constraints on individual Supply and demand variables. &h of thest conditions is represented as an 
upper or lower bound on an individd~vir i~le .  ' 

-' The objective funkon contains l i n k  cost coefficienti related to the & p o d o n  variables. Supply and demand 
- variables enter in a separable no- form. A market equilibrium is computed by maximizing the objective function 

subject to supply and demand constraints and upper and lower bounds on individual variables. 'Ifsupply and demand 
arc unconstrainec~, the shadow p+xs will be the margim~ costs of production or the price consumers are witling to pay. 
lhis infonnatiqn can aid the analyst in making decisions (e.g., whether to expand productibn or increase capacity). 

Massachusek Institute of Technology (MIT) Center for Energy Policy Researchim 

The Center for Energy Policy Research Energy Laboratory at MIT has developed a North American natural gas trade 
model as part of a project on international gas issuck ThePrimary purpose of the mde l  is to estimate thi costs and 
benefits to Canada and Canadian firms of alternative gas production and export programs. While it is an interregional 
trade equilibrium model similar in concept to the Gas Trade Model (GTM) described above, it has been formulated as 
a linear, rarher than a nonlinear, programming problem. The model solves for exports to $.e United States and 
investment and production in each Canadian supply kea, reporting additional information including marginal costs of 
production, export prices, marginal export revenues, capital rental charges, resource depletion costs, etc. .The model 
includes nine different pools of Canadian reserves and three gas markets within the United States: West Coast, Middle 
West, and North East. 

Constraints involve supplyldemand balances, production-reserve relationships, production-investment relationships, 
export delivery pai!ems, pipeline capacity constraints, and export revenues. Demand functions are represented by piece- 
wise linear approximations. Pipeline capacity is input exogenously. Invcstment in capacity expansion, although 
incorporated in annual capital costs, is not, however, endogenously determined. Pipeline operating costs are handled 
as linear functions of export volumes based on operating cost coefficients. 

The model can be solved using any one of three objective @ctions: 
. 

0 Maxim& net 'benefits to Canada as a whole 
. 0 -Maximize the sum of net benefits to Canada and to US. importers of Canadian gas 

0 Simulate competitive profit maximizing behavior among Canadian producers, inclusive of royalties. 

The second objedtive function seeks to determine the perfectly competitive solution, h effect maximizing net benefits 
to Canada (producers' surplus) and net benefits to theunited States (consumers' surplus). 

<~ 

Energy lnformaticrn Administration Gasnet Modef O5 

The Gasnet model is an op&on model, developed by EIA in the late 1970's to foncast short-term seasonal patterns 
of natural gas distribution given'predetermified projections of both supply anddemand for natural gas. Although no 
longer in use within ETA, the Gasnet model was pviewed in doing background research for development of the NGTDM 
as it explicitly represents a pipe@ network, using a series of constrained optimization techniques to simulate the 
transmhion pattern within the natural gas industry. Gasnet'provides summary tables listing quarterly estimates of natural 
gas supply by State and consumption and excess demand by State for theresidential, commercial, industrial,'and electric 
generators sectors. 

I 

*MCharlw Blitzcr, 'A North American N W  Gas Model: Part I." F M  Report on CMOdian-U.S. Norural Gus Trade, 
(Cambridge. MA: MIT Center for Energy Pohcy Research October 1985). 

*?Energy I n f o d o n  Addnistration, Gasncc M e f W b g y  Description (Washington, DC, August 1978) 
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On the demand side, 48 States; the District of Columbia, Mexico, and 5 Canadian provinces arc repnsenttd. On the 
supply side, there are 45 producing areas located in the 26 producing U.S. States and 4 Cadian provinces. Four of the 
pioducing States are divided into substate regions. Five major intastate pipeline activities tq r e p e n t e d  in the model: 
(1) selling gas to end-users, (2) receiving produced gas, (3) injecting or withdrawing gas fiom storage, (4) exchanging 

. gas with other pipeline companies, and (5) transmitting their own gas volume to other States. Within the model, various 
nodes are i n t e r c o ~ d  by arcs. Each node is associated with one or more of the five major activities described above. 

modeltrepresents each pipeline.by a system of interconnected nodes allowing the calculation of intastate flows along 
a pipeline system. A separate module, the Historical Apportionment Model 0, computes the distribution of the 
forecasted gas production through the network onihe basis of the historical relative flows (Le., the panem determined 
from the base year data). The HAM model solution provides a base case for the final phase of the modeling process: 
the linear program. The linear program minimizes the deviations of gas from the desired storage goals, the sum of excess 
demands and supplies by consuming sector in each State, and the costs of operation for the transmission of gas 
throughout the entire network, subject to the following constraints: 

, The model connects the demand regions and supply areas to estimate the sectoral effects of n d  gas shortages. ?he 

- 

0 Mass balance at c k h  node 
0 Regional gas production equation for cach region . 
0 Balance of supply and demand over all States and demand sectors. 

\ 

. -  
' Solution Methods ,for Solving Network. Flows 

In developing the methodology for the NGTDM, a number of modeling techniques were evaluated other than those 
employed in natural gas models. In particular, specific mathematical formulations and solution techniques, such as linear 
programming (LP), mixed integer programming (MI€'), sp ia l  ordered sets (SOS), and nonlinear programming were 
considered.'M In addition to the specific natural gas models discussed above, the following models were reviewed 
because they employ techniques that were considered'for use in the NGTDM. 

Energy * In for ma fion Administrafion Project lndependence Evaluation System 
(PIES)'m 

The PIES model, developed in the mid-1970's. was EIA's first large &ale energy forecasting model. The PIES 
framework consists of three major components: a demand model, a supply network, and an equilibrating mechanism. 

The PES supply network is composed of pduction, convnsion, and transpottation activities. They are linked by means 
of a distribution network that'repreknts the movement of raw materials or products. The major economic assumption 
implidit in the PIES stxucturc is that market equilibrium conditions govern the purchase prices and quantities of fuels so 
that the sum of consumers' and producers' surplus is maximized across all regions and all energy industry sectors, subject 
to the constrained market conditions introduced by government regulation. 

The following assumptions are made: (1) subject to regulatory constraints, participants in thy economy act in their own 
self-interest, (2) consumers are rational and maximize their benefits, and (3) producers maximize profits. A linear 
programming formulation is used, incorporating steplike approximations to the supply and demand curves. . 

. 

'*or further information on formulatio?s, see "An E$ualion of pIsblem hrmula$onsand Mathematical Prd 'ng Software 

"We Inregruling Modcl of t+ Pmject Indcpendarcc Evalrcarion System, Volume I - E&xtive Swnmary, Logistics Management 
for the Gas Market Model of NEMS." Saence Apphcahons Internahonal Corporauon ( M c h  VA. April 1 9 r  

Institute (Washington, DC, Apnl1979). L 

. .  
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Stanford Research Institute SRI-GULF Energy Mpderm 
- ,  

The Stanford R&h institute's SRI-Gulf Energy Model is. a highlydethiled regional, dynamic model of tk supply 
and demand for energy in the United States. It was developed. in 1973 to analyze synthetic fuels strategy for the Gulf 

. Oil Corporation and has subsequently been extended and widely used in other energy analyses. It employsa generalid 
equilibrium modeling methodology which represents a synthesis of several modeling techniques. The conceptual 
hmework of generalized equilibrium modeling emphasizes: (1) the netd to focus modeling efforts on decisions and 
(2) the coordinated decomposition of complex decision problems using iterative methods. A decision problem is first 
coaceptu&z&, and then decomposed to define the basic decision'and physical pracesses that must be included in the 
modeling process.. The overall model is then implemented using the following three basic elements of generalized 
equilibrium modeling: (1) processes describing the fundamental submodels, (2) a network describing the interactions 
among the pmceses, and (3) an algorithm for detexmining the numerical values of the variables inthe model. 

In the SRI-GULF model, 17 end-use demands are modeled for each of the 9 U.S. Census Divisions through 2025. 
A p p r o ~ l y  2700 processes are represented, with proccscs that describe end-use demands for energy and Primary 
nsotncc supply linked by a network of other processes describing market behavior, conversion, and transportation. The 
dgorithrn used to solve the model finds the set of variables (primarily prices and quantities) that satisfy the physical kd 
behavioral relations embodied in the processes and the linkages among the variables as &fined by the network. 

Althoughihe model involves hundreds of distinct proc'esses, each can be implemented as one of a few basic processes 
-which consist of: (1) simple conversion pmesse& (2) allocationprocesses, (3) primary mom processes; (4) end-use 
demand processes, (5) transportation processes, (6) complex conversion proc&s, and (7) secondary industry processes. I 
The main progss of interest in the SIU-Gulf model is the allocation process, which allocates the demand for a fuel among 
the competing sources of supply. The allocation process used in the model is a dynamic pocess that responds 
continuously to c h g e s  in price. The sharing method is reprckntcd in terms of simple market share curves and simple 
market penetration (behavioral lag) curves that reflect lags or time delays in responding to price changes. This is 
preferable to an allocation process that responds sharply to small differences in prices (as would be the case if demand 
were allocated entirely to the lowest price so?), as the latter tends to overstate the market response to prices. . 

\ 

- .  
. Conclusions 

 his section consists of two wens.  tie first compares the NGTDM with EWS former modeling system, GAMS, 
as one of the main goals of the design of the NGTDM was to address the weaknesses of the GAMS in modelinglhe 
current natural gas industry and provide EIA with a more effective modeling tool. The second section compares the 
NGTDM with the other modeling approaches considered, detailing which aspects of each approach were included and 
why each particular model or approach was, or was not, adopted for the NGTDM. . 

. Comparison of Capabilities of GAMS to the NGTDM 
. GAMS has a number ofwtations that 'pluded its'use withimthe =Si The N h M  was designed; ad& these 

limitations. As Micated in the Model Quality Audit'nview of GAMS pcrfqrmd for the office of Statistical 
Standard~,'~ one of the major limitations of GAMS was that it does not &.idto 8ccomt significant regional differences 

. in both supply availability and pricing. 'When GAMS was first modified to explicitly treat deregulated-gas, a simple. 
structure was included to represent a single national pool-of deregulated gas. TI& n i i t i o ~  m t a t j o n  of deregulated 
gas means that GAMS does not fully account for regional supply distinction: on the overalI market. The NGTDM 
represents both supply avail&ility.and price 1evels.for all supply Sources . ,  by region. 

, \  . I  . .  

%&&-riaan M&g: T& Method$ogy of the SRI-Gulf Energy Modcl, Decision Focus, hwrporated (Palo Alto, 

logCarpakr, PauI R, "Review of the Gas Anal 'S Modeling System," Incentives Rescad Inc. (Boston, MA, August, 1991). (Also 
CA, May 1977). 

' containid in Appendix B of the GAMS Model &ty Au~I~.) . .  , .  
~- _. -..----- ~ ~~ ~.~ .~ ~ --A-*--L -I -I,,-,.--, 
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Another drawback to GAMS is that'it does not include a representation of the physical flow of gas, and thus can not be 
used to analyze pipeline capacity issues. The assumption was made during the idtial development of the model that 
sufficient capacity wouldexist to satisfy demand, and therefore-ne$ha capacity constraints nor future capaciiy expansion 
issu.cs were considered. In reality, thm arc significant differences across regions in capacity utilization, with very heavy 

' utilization occurring in certain'sections of'the countr) (specifically the West and Northeast);"o One of the key 
determinants of how piplines will price services in thefwurc will be how intensely &cir system are u t i w .  To 
represent this, a treatment of. both capacity constraints and capacity expansion (pipeline and storage) decisions is 
ntces'bry. These issues are addressed by a separate Capacity Expansion'Module within the NGTDM. Flows aie 
accounted for in the Annual .Flow Module (AFM) by incorporating an aggregate representation of the natural gas 
transmission and, distribution network. This allows amore comprehensive analysis of the results of supply and deniand , 
shifts on capacities and flow patterns, as w d  as a more representative analysis of the pricing of natural gas transmission. I 

and distribution services. ' , 

Also k y  t~ the pricing of natural gas transmission and distribution Services is the representation of tariffs. While the 
GAMS representation of tariffs via markups b p d  on fixed historical levels reflects both transmission and local 
distribution costs, the representation is simplistic and can not be easily adapted to reflect future market conditions. While . 
pipelines and distributors foqerly could be assumed toprice strictly on the basis of their average Cost of service, they 
are now offering a full range of &vi+ 'under competitive and market-based pricing arrangements. Although not totally 
deregulated, they have considerable pricing fleiibility. The GAMS structure does not reflect this, and.thus does not 
permit regulatory analysis of-pricing issues. Tariffs in the NGTDM are endogenously detcnnined along different 
segments of the physical pipeline systeni, wi$ ypaT"'e modules to mpdel tariffs for pipelime and distributor services. 
The NGTDM.also represents differences in pricing various classes of service more adequately than GAMS. GAMS - , , 
applies the classsf-service pricing distinction only to the electricgenerators sector. Many industrial sector and large 
commercial sector uSers are also taking advantage of the lower prices asscciated with intcnuptible service, which is 
available to all customers. The NGTDM has the'capabiiity of distinguishing customers by type of service in all end-use 
sectors. Cost-based, average pricing is appliedto core customers (firm sirvice) within each sector and market-based, 
marginal pricing is applied to doncore customers (intquptible service). . 

There arc two final areas not addressed in GAMS. The first is that of environmental impacts, which has become an area 
of considerable importance as a result of the Clan Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of1WO. The NGTDM tracks 
emissions of crit&a pollutants associated with the transmission and distribution of naturaf gas. The second is that of 
energy related investment. Energy relatd investments in areas such as the capacity expansion of natural gas pipelines 
are quantified in the NGTDM.Key features of the natural gas models review& are summarized below in Table D-1. 
While some of the models, such as WEFA and GRI, do address most of the issues that were of concern in the 

transmission and distribution segment of the industry. In the DRI'and AGA models, flows are not explicitly represented, 
end-use prices are determined via fixed markups, and capacity constraints and capacity expansion decisions are not 
represented. These models were thus not suitable to address the requirements' of ?EMS. 

, 

I 

' - 

, -. I 

* . 

' 

. 
: 

development of the NGTDM, others, such as the DRI and AGA models, employ a very simplistic representation of the . I  

. ' 

Comparison of Capabilities of Other Models to the NGTDM 
The WEFA and GRYEEA models address several of the issues which are represented in the NGTDM. Like the 
NGTDM, these models track flows, take into account capacity constraints and cap&ity expansion decisions, and have 
endogenous determination of tariffs. Both models also have structures not represented within the NGTDM, as well as 
some general drawbacks in comparison to the NGTDM. The WEFA model is implemented as a spreadsheet, and is 
therefore not directly compatible with the NEMS system While tariffs are endogenously determined, the methodology 
is a simple one which does not allow the type of regulatory analysis required by NEMS. While the GRT/EEA model has 
a more sophisticated determipation of tariffs', all pricing is based on cost-of-service, and marginal pricing, which the 
NGTDM allows for, is the direction in which the industry is going. Capacity and capacity expansion issues are 
considered to be of great importance, and thus are treated in more d e e l  in'the NGTDM than in the GRYEEA model. . - 

\ .  

-. 

"OCarpenter, Paul R:. "Review of the Gas Analysis Mbdeling,System," In&ntives Research Inc. 
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, .  . . ,  .Table p1. Natural Gas Models Reviewd ' . \  

Model Feature 

CoieInoncore 
markets 

Seasonal , 

Spot and contract 
1:s * . * . 
Environmental n s u e s  

Two features of the WEFA and GRVEEA models not directly incorporated into the NGTDM are seasonal pricing and 
the distinction between wellhead spot and contract gas, A detailed treatment of contract pricing provisions for system 
supply is no longer necessary, since total dengulationof the wellhead market'occurrcd in 1993. In addition, given @e 
resulting competitive nature of the market at the wellhead, it is expected that the majority of new supply contracts will 
contain clauses tieing the contract price to the going price on the spot market, &ulting in these prices moving in tandem 
over time. If the relative difference between the spot and contract gas price is determined to be significant, this 
distinction can be d y  incorporated within the NGTDM. Seasonal pricing is an important issue for fbture 
consideration within NEMS, but is beyond the scope of the current design. 

The basic structure of the GTM and ha models is similar to the design of the NGIIIM. Both are interregional trade 
equilibrium models which, like the NGTDM, are formulated as optimization pro%lems that maximize the sum of 
producers' and cons me^^' surpluses subject to supply, demand, regulatory, and technological constraints. There are, 
however, a number of significant enhancements that are provided in the NGTDM. The GTM focuses on long-term 
markct equilibria rather tfian on mid-tenn institutional and rcgOlatory issues, which are important for NEMS to address. 
Like many of the other models, the GTM does tnot incoqorate an endogenous determination of tariffs or' capacity 
expansion decisions. W e  the structure of the MlT model similar to that of the NGTDM, it is basically a Canadian 
model without the US. market detail nquired of NEMS. 

Because of the &mbcr of supply regions and pipelinecomdors, the representation of the trans-ion and distribution 
network incorporated in the DFI model is the most de.tailed of any of the models reviewed. Given that the solution time 
required to solve a system of this level of detail does not fall within the NEMS guidelines and that tariffs are determined 
based on exogenously determined values, the structure was not considered to be suitable for NEMS. 

Since the Gasnet model was developed during a time period when the gas market was very different from the &nt 
market, it has a structure that could not be easily modified . .  to address the issues relevant to NEMS. It does, however, 
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provide a good example of the general technique of applying network optimization to natural gas transmission and 
distribution, which is themethod that is used h the  NGTDM to model the nonwre transportation segment of the market. 

Of the nonnatural gas models reviewed, PIES was most relevant to the design of the NGTDM. The PIES solution 
methodology, in fact, forms the basisfor the linear programming approach used as the solution methodology h the 
NGTDM. Theallocation proctss ustd in the SRI-GULF model was seriously considered to be used as the basis for an 
heiristic approach to modeling cost-of-service pricing in the core market within the NGTDM. This approach was 
subsequently abandoned due to added operational and convqrgence complexity that would be introduced by the use of 
separate modeling approaches for core and noncorc markts. . ,  

. I  
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Appendix E 

r 

Model Input Variable Mapped to Data Input Files 

! 

’ . This appendix provides a list of the FORTRAN variables, and tlieir associated input files, that arc assigned values 
through FORTRAN READ statements in the source code of the NGTDM. Information about all of th&e variables and 
their assigned values (including sources, derivations, units, and definitions) are provided in the indicated input files of 
the NGTDM. Electronic copies of these input.files arc available upon request from Joe Benneche (202) 586-6132; ‘ 

./ 
, 
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Variable 

’ A191START 
A191YRS ’ . 
ACT-DRY-PROD 

ADDA 
ADDA 
ADDYR 

. ADGPRD89 
ADIT 
.ADm 
ADIT-FD’ 
ADIT-TEMP ‘ 
ADmo * *  

AEFF-PIPE 

, AD-FR-OIL 

f . .  

AEFF-PIPE-SCALE 
AEFF-PIPE-SCALE93 
AF 
m 0 W - F  
mow-I 
m - m A R - 1  , 
AFR 
AFU 
AK-C 
AK-a4 
AK-CN 
AK-D ’ 

AK-DISCR 
AK-E 
A K D  
AK-F 
AK-G 
AK-PCILSE 

AK-PCTPLT 
AK-PCTSOUTH 
AK-RM 
AK-RN 

* AK-PCTPIP ’ 

ANGTS-TAR 
ApcT,MINF 
APCT-MINI 
ARC-OUTLZ 
ARC-PFUTILZ 
ARC-PUTU 
ARC2P * 

ARF 
ARV 

ASV 
AT 
AUTU-F 
AUTILZ-T 
AVR . 
A W  
BASERADJ 
BASET 8 

ASF I .  

File 

RDESIGN . 

HISDATA ‘ 

-AT 
FORM2 
PTARIFF 
CAPACIY 
INITDAT 
FORM2. 
€TARIFF 
PTARIFF 
PTARIFF 
PTARIFF 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
PTARIFF . 
CAPACIY 
CAPACIY 
PTARIFF 
ALLOCAT 
ALLOCAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT . 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT . 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
INI”DAT 
INI”DAT 
INITDAT 
CEMDATA 
CEMDATA 
CEMDATA 
PTARIFF 
ALLOCAT 
ALLOCAT 
ALLOCAT 
ALLOCAT 
PTARIFF 
CAPACIY 
CAPACIY 
ALLOCAT 
ALLOCAT 
RDESIGN 
C A P A W  

R D - ~ I G N  

Vsriable 

BENCHF 
BGSCNT 
BGSCI’. 
BIARC-PFSHR ~ 

BIARC-PISHR 
BLAEEFFC 
BLAESWT 
BLAETOT 

DTARIFF 
CAPACIY 
CAPACIY 
INITDAT 
INITDAT 
PTARIFF 
mARIFF 
PTARIFF’ 

CAN-NODEIN INITDAT 
cAN-?IoTEouT INITDAT 
CANJTTIL-GRW 1 CEMDATA 
CANJTIL-GRW;! CEMDATA 
CAN-UTLm ,CEMDATA 
CANJJ”LPF,P CEMDATA 
CAN-UTIL-SYRl . CEMDATA 
CAN-UTIL-SYR2 . CEMDATA . 
CAN-UTILZ . CEMDATA 
CANCAP CAPACIY 
CANEFF INITDAT 
C A M E X P .  CAPACIY 
CANFLO-IN INITDAT 

. CANFLO-PFSHR ,CEMDATA 
CANFLO-sm INITDAT 
--sHR INITDAT 
CANTAR-F INITDAT 
CANTAR-I INITDAT 
CAPEXP PTARIFF 
CCOST PTARIFF 

. CGBENCHF DTARIFF 
CGBENCHI * DTARIFF 

- CGDELTA-N DTARIFF 
CGDELTA-U DTARIFF 

CH CAPAClY 
CLSYNGWP HISDATA 
CMES FORM2 
CMES PTAFUFF 

’ CN-BRDPRCW INITDAT 
CN-mw -INITDAT . 
CN-TOL INITDAT 

C N Y E A R -  CAPACIY 
CONDEM PTARIFF 
CSOML FORM2 
CSOML PTARIFF 
CSOMN FORM2 

. CSOMN PTARIFF 
CSTFAC PTARIFF 

. CWc PTARIFF 
CWC FORM;! 
DCMER FTARIFF 
DDA PTARIFF 
DDA FORM2 

. DDA-FD PTARIFF 
DDA-RHO-E ~ PTARIFF 

/ 

CGPR,MUI D T ~  

CN-WELPRC89 INITDAT 
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Variable . File Variable File I 

HPGTELGR HISDATA 
DDA-TEMP . FrAiuFF 
DEBTYR DTARIFF 
DEFPRIE ~ INITDAT HPNGCM- HISDATA 

HISDATA 
HISDATA 

HPNGEL DELFLC-CAP . CEMDATA 
DELFLG-STR CEMDATA ’ WNGIN 

HPNGRS . HISDATA 
HPNGTR HISDATA 

DEL,PR-CAP , CEMDATA . 
DELPR-STR . CEMDATA 

HQAKJONU-I HISDATA 
DEPSHR90 PrARIFF 

HWPFUAWN HISDATA 
I-BYP+SS DTARIFF 

DISPRC . HISDATA 
DISTO DTARIFF 

PTARIFF . IBRD C A P A W  
ICEN HISDATA 
IMPCT RDESIGN 

PTARIFF 
DLTDR 
WLYR 

. DTAR-REEYR . DTARIFF . IFLOOR DTARIFF * 

- ING HISDATA 
DTMLBETA- . DTARIFF . 
EFF-STR INITDAT 

INGEM HISDATA 
INGOG HISDATA 

- EMISRAT - N T D A T  ‘ . 
EST-DRY-PROD HISDATA 

INTRA-TARF DTARIFF 
INTRA-TARI DTARIFF 

EzCp,PSHR * CEMDATA 
EXPFAC PTARIFF 
EXPMAP INITDAT IOG HISDATA 
FACXOR PTARIFF IPADD HISDATA 
FRA’I;E RDESIGN . IPDl DTARIFF . 

IPD2 , DTARIFF 
IPD2YR DTARIFF 

FrAx DTARIFF 
GDBGRPT INITDAT 
GPIS . FORM2 KAFtcEx 9 P T m  . ,  
GPIS PTARIFF KCMER PT-ARIFF 
GPIS89 PTARIFF . lUTDR PTARIFF 
GSRSTART - RDESIGN WAC-F RDESIGN 
GSRYRS RDESIGN LFAC-I RDmIGN 
H-REALRMGBLUS DTARIFF I.&mmRM RDESIGN 
H-RMPUAANS DTARIFF - . .  RDESIGN 
HCGPR-F . DTARIFF . LPTL-SCALE INITDAT 
HPAK-NOW-F HISDATA LTD PTARIFF 
HPAK-NONKI . HISDATA L’SD . FORM2 

MAm-MTE PTARIFF 
MATRE RDESIGN HPGFCM HISDATA . 

HPGFCMGR HISDATA MAX-MAm-YR PTARIFF 

HPGFIN . HISDATA MAXESC RDWIGN 
HPGFINGR HISDATA ’ MAXPROF ’ INITDAT 

. HPGFRS HISDATA MAXPRON . IMTDAT 
HPGFRSGR . HISDATA MEXEFF INITDAT 
HPGm HISDATA MExFRMITR,sHR INLTDAT 
HPGFl’RGR HISDATA MEXTAR-F . INITDAT 

MEXTAR-1 INITDAT . 
MILE,FD PTARIFF 

HPGICM 
HPGICMGR 
HPGELGR HISDATA MJLES . PTARIFF 
HPGIIN HISDATA . --I. DTARIFF 

. HPGIINGR. HISDATA *MNuMBx HISDATA 
HPGm HISDATA MNUMOR HISDATA ‘ 

HPGIRSGR HISDATA . MNUMPR HISDATA 
H P G m  . . HISDATA WIN-CRG HISDATA 

* -HPGlTR.GR *  DATA 

HQ AK-NONU-F HISDATA 
DEIkHk91 PTARIFF 

. DISCR-PK INITDAT . HWPFUAGOF . , HISDATA . 

1 HPGCELGR HISDATA 

. HPGELGR . * HISDATA MAXCHNG DTARIFF * 

\ Y 
, HISDATA 

HISDATA 

i 
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Variable - File . *  Variable File 

MQIN-CRG HISDATA owc-FD PTARIFF 
N *  PTARIFF. OWC-TErVF . PTARIFF 
NATL-DISCR HISDATA F2ARCF PTARIFF 
NA'K-DISCR INITDAT ' F2ARcT PTARIFF 
NEFF-PIPE INFTDAT P A R h L W R  INITDAT 

' . PARM,MINPR INITDAT, 
PARM-suPcRv2 INITDAT 

rnTPLl-90 PTARIFF 
NETPLrnl PTARIFF. 
NEWCOST-PER RDESIGN PARM-SUPCRVS ' INITDAT 
NEWCOSTSTART.. RDESIGN -PcAP-MAx ' CAPACIY 
NG-ARCSIZE . INITDAT PCMER PTARIFF 
NG-AVGPR-F AFMDATA FCTLSE,SUPL INITDAT 
NG-AVGPR-I AFh4DATA PER-OPEN-YR CAPACIY 

PEXP HISDATA 
PFES . FORM2 

NG-CENSHR INITDAT 
. NG-UDMD-C INlTDAT 

* m  c 

' NG-UDMD-F INlTDAT PFES - PTARFF. 
NG,UDMD,I INITDAT PFSTRBND CEMDATA 
NGRATMAX DTARIFF PGRCOSTS PTARIFF 
NNETWITH HISDATA PID PTARIFF 
NOCSREG . HISDATA PIMP HISDATA 
NON-POSHR-F ' FSHARES PIPE . PTARIFF 
NON-POSHR-i FSHARES PIPE-DEPR PTARIFF 
NONU-DTm-DECL DTARIFF. PIPED PTARIFF 
NONU-DTARI-DECL DTARIFF PIPEID RDESIGN 
NOW-EL.AS-F INITDAT PPENO CAPACIY 
NONU-ELASJ INFTDAT PISTRBND CEMDATA 
NOW-PR-F AFMDATA PKNETSTR CAPACTY 
NONU-PR-I , AFMDATA PKPRCFAC CEMDATA 
NSUPSUB HISDATA PKSTFR-F CAPAcrY 
NUMSTRX CAPAClY PLTDR PTARIFF 
OFSTRBND CEMDATA PNA HISDATA 
OGcNPpRD HISDATA PNAME PTARIFF 
OGCNQPRD HISDATA ' PNEW-CAP CAPACTY 
OGPNGEXP HISDATA PNEW-STRX CAPAcrY 
OGPNGIMP HISDATA PNEWFAC PTARIFF 
OGPRDNG HISDATA - PNuM191 PTARIFF 
OGPRDNGOF HISDATA PPFER ' PTARIFF 
OGPRDNGON HISDATA PRFY-PIPE * P T m  

' OGPRSUP3 HISDATA' PW-RENTBLDG PTARIFF 
OGQNGIMP . HISDATA PRNG-PADD . HISDATA 
OGWPRNG . HISDATA PS PTARIFF 
OILPRD89 INITDAT - ' ' -  ,PSIhFr-SCALE ' INITDAT 
OISTRBND (=EMDATA P s H I F r - s m  INlTDAT 

' OPPCNT CEMDATA . PSHlFTOF INITDAT 
OPPNETSTR CAPACl'Y P S W O N  . =AT 
OPPRCFAC CEMDATA . PsTRANDm PTARIFF. 
OPPSTFR-F CAPAcrY PrMDPCTFC RDESIGN 
OSUP-RSHR HISDATA =pcTQo RDESIGN 
OSW-TOT HISDATA PTOT HISDATA 
OTOM ' PTARrFF PW-CRG. HISDATA 
OTOM FORM2 QW HISDATA 

HISDATA 
OWC FORM2 QJMP HISDATA 

, OWC PTARIFF QLPIN HISDATA 

I 

QGNONU-MAXGROW , CEMDATA OlTAX PTARIFF 
OlTA2C FORM2 QGm 

\ 
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Variable File Variable . File 

. RCREDIT-F RDESIGN TAG . FORM2 
FENTBLDG . PTARIFF. TAG PTARIFF 
RESPRC HISDATA I . TAG-DCLE * PTARIFF 
RETAIL-COST I DTARIFF TAGLDCLI-CF PTARIFF 
REVC FT& T A G - m G  c PTARIFF 

TAG-- PTqRIFF 

I 

PTARIFF 

PTARIFF 

SCALJ-F-MIN 

SEOM . FORM2 ~ TAG-FD 
PTARIFF 
PTARIFF SHARE-GSR-F RDESIGN TAG-TF 

SHR-AD17 MI'DAT. TARCRV-ELAS RDESIGN 
. . SNG89 INITDAT TARO CEMDATA 

SNGA'I INlTDAT .TARP ' CEh4DATA 
< S N G A ~  =AT TCE PTARIFF 

SNGHI INlTDAT TCE FORM2 
INITDAT 'TCF-corn. DTARIFF 

SPCM HISDATA TCMES PTARIFF 
SPEU HISDATA 'TECHEFF . DTARIFF 

HISDATA .. TEMP PTARIFF 
- 1 TFDl, DTARIFF 

m 2  . DTARIFF 
HISDATA 

SPIN 
SPRS 

HISDATA 
' .  SQEU HISDATA m2YR DTARIFF 

s w  
TFLOOR DTARIFF 
TILT1 DTARIFF 

SQIN HISDATA 

. . SRATE RDESIGN TILT2YR DTARIFF 
SQM 

SRVYR HISDATA m 2  DTARIFF% 
STAR-F- INlTDAT 'TLTD PTARIFF 
STAR-I INITDAT . TNS FTARIFF 
STAROF-F INlTDAT - . TOM-DCLE P T A  
STA~OF-I INlTDAT TOM-DCLE-CF PTARIFF 

DTARIFF TOM-DCLG P T m  
PTARIFF 

STAX 

STEOYRS HISDATA TOM-- PTARIFF 
sTINPiTT,scAL HISDATA eTOM-FD PTARIFF 
STOGPRSUP . HISDATA TOMJEFFADJ PTARIFF 
STOGWPRNG HISDATA . TOM-TF . - PTARIFF . 

TOMEFFC FTARIFF 
TOMINCl FTAFUFF 

STOR-NODES (EXDATA 
STPHAS-YR HISDATA 
STPNGCM HISDATA TOMINc2 FTARIFF 
STPNGa HISDATA TOMSW 'FTARIFF 
STPNGRS HISDATA - TOTDISCR . INTJPAT 
STQGPTR HISDATA . TPFES PTARIFF 
STQLPIN HISDATA - "RN-DECL DTARIFF 
STR-FUTKZ CEMDATA TRNSHR FTARIFF 
STR-UTILZ CEMDATA 1 . TSTl - DTARIFF 
STSCAL-CGF * -HISDATA TsT2 . DTARIFF 
STSCUiCGI HISDATA TsT2YR DTARIFF 

TYP-SUPCRV INTJPAT 
'UBENCH DTARIFF 

STS CAI.,-LPLT HISDATA 
STSCAL-PIPE HISDATA 
su€-ouTILz -CEMDATA UBENPER DT- 
sul-PKSHR CEMDATA UBENYRD DTARIFF 

UDFLOOR - '  'DTARIFF 
UDPDl DTARJFF 

SUP-PUTILZ CEMDATA 
SWT-COSTSHIFT RDESIGN 
sYNcoAL5 - INTJPAT UDPD2 DTARIFF 

RDESIGN 'TAG-EFFl . 
' * = A T .  . SEFF-PPE 

. SEOM FTARIFF T A G - ~ A D J  

. SNGMIN 

HISDATA . 

STEO-DISCR-SHR INTJPAT . TOM-EFFl 

\ 
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File 

DTARIFF 
INITDAT 
DTARIFF 
DTARIFF 
DTARIFF 
DTARIFF 
DTARIFF 

' INITDAT 
INITDAT ' 

Fls- 
FSHARES 
FSHARES 
AFMDATA ' 

AFMDATA 
DTAR~FF 
DTAEUFF' 

h uTILl2Y 
' w-COAL . 

W-DIST 
W-LPG 

. *w-REsID . 
W G C N T .  
WGCT 

- 6  . WOP89 
w o r n  
WPR89 
WPRLAGOF 
WPRLAGON 
WT-DEBT 
PITIFR,XCAP 

m--m 
. WTHRFAC 

i 

. I  

. -  

File - I 

DTARIFF 
DTARIFF . 
DTARIFF 
DTARIFF 
DTARIFF * 

W A W . .  
CAF'ACIY 
INITDAT 
CAPAClY 
INITDAT * 

=AT 
IN"DAT 
DTARIFF * 

AFMDATA 
AFMDATA 
PTARIFF 
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Derived Data 
. I  

' Table F1 

I .  

Data: .Paramckr estimates for the Alaskan natural gas consumption equations for the residential, commercial, 
and industrial sectors. Parameter estimates for the Alaskan average natural gas wellhead and industrial 
price equations. 

Author: Tianchi Wang, SAIC, July i995. 
. 

Source; , .N&rul Gas Annual 1986,1988,1991, DOEEIA-0131: 

'Derivation: 

Annual Energy Review 1991 (Table 69, Appendix C). 

The method of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) was used to esti& the parameters of the $askan 
natural gas consumption equation for each StCtOr (except for electric generation), the industrial sector 
natural gas price equation, and the average wellhead price equation. These equations are defined as 
follows: 

Residential Natural Gas Consumption ' 

.. 

In w- AK,C(l) + AK-C(2)*ln RNt 
N = 24, R-Squared = 0.959, Durbin-Watson = 2.5 

Variables: AK_C(l) AK-W) 
EStimatedVal~C: .SA71 * 0.852 
t-statistic: (29) (17) 

'Commercial Natural Gas Consumption 

. In YC, = ac + 6,*h CNt 
N = 24, R-Squared = 0579, 
rho = 0579 (t-3.2), Durbin-Watson = 1-5 

. Variables: . ,_ 

Estimated Value: I 9.0492 
t-statistic (50) 

6, 
' . 0.3708 

(4.1)' 

, Aftcr incorporating the first-order autocomlation, the &re.c,ast function becomes: 

Industrial Natural Gas Consumption' 

InY&=.ai+6,*1nT 
N = 24,. R-SqWed = 0,90 
rho = 0.8086 (t-7.67), Durbin-Watson = 1.4 

Variables: ' ai 
Estimated Value: 955 
t-statistic: . 8 . (22) 

After incorporating &e first-order autoconelation, the forecast function'becomes: 

I .  
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\ 

. L  

n, = e ~ l )  * W )  * TU) ( T _ ~ ) A K _ E ( ~ )  - 
n.1 . I  ' 

, . .  
I -  . I Variables: ' M - W )  M-E(2) AK-EO) ,AKA41 

. Es'timated Value: 1.8280 0.8086 0.4890 . ' -0.3954 
. ,  

Average Nahlial Gas Wellhead Price .. 
- ,  WP,= (AK-F( 1) * WP,,) + (AK-F(2) * 'KJ . . ' 

N = 24, 'R-Squared = Q72, Durbii-Watson = 1.85 
. .  

c ,  

- .  , I  

. Variables: . 7 .AK-F(l) . . AK-F(2) 

t-statistic: . (5.2) . ; (2.4)- 
Estimated Value: 0.6964 0.002346 \ , 

t .  

. '  . .  
. . I  Industrial NaturaI Gas price 

mote: esimated with 2 less yerlys of data than the quations above) 

IPt = AK,G(l) + AK-G(2) * OP, 
\.' > .  

, 

Durbin-Watson = 2.149, R-Squared = 0.288, N = 12 ' . 

. -  
. I  

. '  variables: . . AKlG(1) .\ K G ( 2 )  
Ekimated Value:, .1.0191 0.00645 ' 

, .  +statistic: . ' . (9.997) ' (2.009) . .  \ 

where, 
In= ndlogarithmoperator - 
N = number of observations 
t =  yearindex 

RN, = residential consumers (thousands) at current y&. (AK-FW), See Table F2 
CNt = commercial consumers (thousands) at current year. (AK-CN), See Table F2 
OP, = total landed costs of crude oil imports (1987$/baml) in current year. (WOPCUR) 
YR, = resideptial Alaskan natural gas consumption (MMcf) (QALK-NONU-F(l)) I 

YC, = commercial Alaskan natural gas consumption (MMcf) (QALK-NONLF(2)) 
Y& = industrid Alaskan natural gas consumption (MMcf) (QALLNONU-F(3)) 

T = time trend variable having value 1.2.3, ..., 23 starting from 1969 to 1991. In 2015, 

= Total Alaskan natural gas consumption (MMcf) (AK-CONS-S + AK-CONS-N) 
the T variable will take on the value of 47. (CNTYR+21) 

. WPt = avehge wellhead price (1987$/Mcf) in current year. (WPRCUR) 
WF't.I = average wellhead price (1987$IMcf) lagged one year. (WPRLAG) 
Pi= industrial gas price (1987$/Mcf).'@ALK-NONtJ-F(3~) 

Notes: Variables displayed in' pareniheses areused in the source c e .  

. . Variables:' 
. Parametefs for Alaskan.residential natural gas consumption (Appendix E)c 

Parameters for Alaskan commercial natural gas coksumption (Appendix E). 
Parametas for Alaskan industrial natural gas consumption (Appendix E). 

. Parameters for average Alaskan n d  gas wellhead price (Appendix E). 
Parameters for Alaskan industrial natural gas price (Appendix E). 

- 
I 

I . .  

. ,  
,_ 

. .  
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* Data ukd in estimating parametersin Tables'Fl and F2 

YEAR YR *YC YI YE PD kN 

1969 4573 11018 13653 6618 50.864 14.000, 
1970 6211 12519 14744 8198 111576 15.000 
1971 6893 14256 10628 10260 121.618 18.000 
1972 8394 16011 12328 13085 12559621.000 
1973 5024 12277 14985 l5m 130.007 23.000 
1974' 4163 13106 13976 17117 128.935 22.000 
1975 10393 14415 22388 19619 160.27025.000 
1976 10917 14191 26687 22204 166.07228.000 
1977 11282 14564 49302 23534 187.889 30.000 
1978 12166 15208 77138 24431 203.088 33.000 
1979 7313 15862 92733 28295 220.754'36.000 
1980 7917 16513 69773 28763 230588 37.000 

I 1981 7904 16650 53083 29071 242.56440.000 
1982 10554 24232 77621 30988 264.36448.000 
1983 10434 24693 74641 31348 276.691 55.000 
1984 11833 24654 72465 31582 286.28063.000 
1985 13256 20344 75676 34194 314.643 65.000 
1986 12091 20874 60439 34409 300.635 66.000 
1987 12256 -20224 67467 30530 340.247 68.000 

1989 13589 21738 59341 32746 373.79769540 
1990 14165 21622 76849 34366 381.431 70.808' 
1991 13562 20897 75637 31330 409.381 72565 
1992 14350 21299 80938 28953 411593 74.268 
1993 13858 20003 75795 28025 398.093 75.842 

I 

1988 12529 20842 67805 30841 355.398 68.612. 

' .  

C N '  QP 'WP 

4.000 8.38 0.7508 

3.000 854 0.6469 
3.000 8.30 0.3866 
3.000 9.88 0.3632 
4.000 27.88 0.3786 
4.000 28.31 0.6098 
4.000 25.77 0.7457 
5.000 25.99 0.7156 
5.O00 24.16 0.8624 
6.000 33.08 0.7939 
6.000 47.27 1.0181 
6.000 49.96 0.7858 
7.000 40.04 0.7518 
8.000 33.60 0.8372 
10.000 .31.74 0.8022 
10.000 2859 0.7839 
11.000 14.45 0.5160 
11.000 18.13 0.9400. 
11.649 14.01 1.2223 
11.806 16.66 1.2546 

12.071 15.89 1.2650 
12.204 15.03 1.190 
12.359- 13.00 1.1430 

4.000 8.41 *0.7123 

11.921 -19.21 1.2223 

IP 

1.08108 
1.22507 
1.72507 
1.75258 
1.74334 
1.67038 
1 a634 
1.66348 
1.80680 
199204 

'052999 
0:45627 
0.69212 
0.76835 
0.72527 *'. 
0.75212 
0.83591 , 
0.74000 
1.02984 
0.963 1 
1.07174 
1.00855 

1.60305 ; 
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. .  . .  
* ' ,  

, .  

. .  Table %'2 I .  

.~ - .  . ,  
. I  . .  .~ . .  . .  

Data: 'Exogenous forecast of the n'kber of residential 'andcommzicial customers in Alaska , t 

Aupor: 

source: 

Derivation: 

, 

- .  

.~ . -  Tianchi Wang, SAIC, July 5,1995. 

Nmrd 'Gas Annual'( 1985- 1993), DOEEIA-013 1. 
. \  

. .  .. 
The number of residential consumers represents the number of iesidential households. In the last 25 
years this number has'been steadily inmasing, mirroring theppuiation growth in Alaska. Since the 
cumnt year popul@on.is highly dependent on ?he prcyious year population, the number of residential 
consumers was estimated.based on its.lag value, as follows: . * 

'> 
log (RNJ = 0.276 + 0.9437 * log(RNt.,) 

, I  , .  . t=  (3.7) (46) . 
' R2= ,9.99 ~ 

DW = ' 1504 (&is not statistically significant) . 
. \  

. .  
. .  . .  

mi translates into the following forecast equation: -' 

I 

.I RNI = 1.3178 %* RNt-psn . .  
_ I  

. - The nufiber of commercial consumers, based on billing units, showed a strong relationship to the 
number of residential households and the number of commercial consumers in the last year, as follows: 

. -  .) ~ 

. .  ' I  c ~ ~ = o . i 6 2 5 * ~ ~ ~ '  . ' I .  

t =  (31). 

DW'= 1.715 
rho= 0.627 (e3.3) 

R2= 0.97. e ,  
/ 

. ' After incorpsrating the first-order htockiat ion,  the forecast fu;lction becomes: 
. ,  

\ 1 '  . 
CNI = 0.627 * qt., + 0.16248 * RNt -.0.10187 **RNt.; - .  

. 

Notes: Documented in memo dated July 5,1995 under SAIC Task 118. 

Units: Thousands of customers. 

Variables: AK-k  I 'Number'ofresidential n W  gas-customers (thousands) in Alaska (Appendix E) . 
Number of commercial natural gas customers (thousands) in Alaska (Appendix E) . .  AK,cN 

. .  
- .  



.Table F3 
I ' "  

, I  

~ i k  Parameter estidates of the re-sion equation for the projection of Ijlinois synthetic n&.gas 
I .  

i .  production from liquid hydrocarbons. 
I t  

Author: Chetha Phang, EI-823, September 1993. . I . , 

Source: Naurd GasA&l 1985, DOE/EIA-o131, Table 11. ' - 
Nurural Gas Annual 1986,1987, DOE/EIA-O131, Table 12. 
Nantrd Gas Annual 1988,1989,1990, Table 15.. 
Annwl Energy Review 1991 (Tables 71,81, Appendix C). 
D h  &ted using PPJ3CLSNGLQDS.PRDPROJ.DO420931. . ' 

, 
. ,  

I\ 

Derivation: The method of Ordinary Least Squares (Om) was used to estimate the parameters of the Illinois 
synthetic*gas production from liquid hydrocarbons equation, which is assumed to be a log - 1' inear 
function of East North Central regional gas price. This production function is expressed as follows: 

lnSNG,=al +(a2*InENCGPR,) 

whm, I 

I 

, I  

-. J .  '$ 

In= naturallogarithm 
SNG, = synthetic natural gas production from liquid hydrocarbons in Illinois in year t (Bcf) 

al, a'= parameters to be estimated 
ENCGPR, = East North Central regional gas price (1987!§/Mcf) in year t . 

~ The OLS r e p i o n  results based on the given data (1981-1991) showed an evidence of positive serial 
correlation in the data with Durbin-Watsond = 1.125. Using the Generalized Difference Equations 
[Gujarati] to correct for the positive serial correl@on between the disturbance terms, the second stage 
regression results were obtained as follows: 

I 

In SNG, = -05161 + 2.81803 * In FCGPR, 
t-statistic = (0.98) (6.46) 

Durbin-Watson = 1599, R-Squared = 0.8224, N = 11 

The above production equation can be written as: 

SNG,= SNGAl *ENCGPR,mM or, . . 
SNG, = 05968 * mCGPR,''m3 

where, SNG, and ENCGPR, are defined in the source cbde as VAL and VALUE, respectively. 

. 

. .  
- .  

Units: Not applicable (no . .  hits). . .  
Variables': SNGA;I 

SNGA2 
Intmxpt coefficient for the Illinois,synthetic gas production function (Appendix E). 
Slope coefficient for the Illinois synthetic gas production function (Appendix E). 
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. .  
- .  

Data: ., . 

. *  

.. . 

. .  

F-6' . 

. TableF4 ' ,  
. ,  

I 

Coefficients for forecastiRg-equations. Totd working capital; total administrative and general 
expense; accbulated & f e d  income taxes: depreciation, dkletion. and amortization expenses; and 
total operations and maintenance expense. 

Science Applicatio@ Internationd Corporation 
. ,  

- ,  . .  

- . .  
Form F&C-2 Data collektiiii for.1980 - 1991, . ,  

, 

I 

Estimations are done. by using eounting algorithm or forecast.softivare. Forecasts are based on a 
series of F o h - b a d  econometric qbations which have been estimated using the Time Series 
Package (TSP) software. Eq'ilations & estimaied for each pipeline hnpany & generic pipelie: total 
working capital; tbtal operations and maintenhce expense; total a d m i w t i v e  and general expense; 
depreciation, depletion, and zimortiiation expenses; and &cumulated , 3  income taxes. These equations 
arc defined as follows: ' , , 

( I )  Total Wonking Capital I 

. .  
r .  

3~ 

OWC, = GPIS? * G P I S ~ ~ ' ~  * exp [Pl * (MC-PGDP, - p*MC-PGDP,$ 
. '.,* exp [p2 *, - ~*CT~EAR-~I .O)) ]  * owc:, * ~OWC-CONST . -  

.. 

. 
where,. 

(a) existing % " pipeline 

.po, PI* p2 = (1.92244,1.99710, -0.170208) . ,  

, mj 

' = <0.602771 . I  

. .  ' ' P  
OWC-CONST , = (1-p) * EXP(C+FDj) . 

. .  . - \ .  firm dpmmy variable which is equal to 1, if j =.i, or equal to.0, * 

otherwise. (vdue of FDj see Table F4.1) 

< . -  t-statistic = SeeTableF4.1 

. . R-Squared . '= 0.985791 ' 

I .  

DW .' = .1.65411 

(b) genericpipeline . 
' po, p1,i2. , .  = (1.76412, 1.94711, -0.159168) ~~ 

= o .  . P 
OWC-CONST = 294.161, 

* .  
. t;statistic = 3.12307,26.9230,1~.70727, -3i31806 , .  

DW = 1.93182' 
R-Squakl . , = 0.952241 

1. , I  



I 

PK, 

’ i  
resulting ioeffibients, 

I 
. ’  

# 

= pipeline specific dummy variable: equal to 1, Xpipeline company 

= pipeline specific open access variable: TRNSHI? * FQ (values 

= original capital costsf piant in Service (gross plant in service) , 
= real labor cost index, all private sector [=.MC-Em$P / 

MC-PGDP J 
= rental of office space for coiporations ( R E N T B ~  1: equal to 

rental cost index times rate of return (values listed in Table F4.2a) 
= pipeline 

i, 0 othenvisc (values listed in Table F4.2b) 

for TRNSHR, liited in Table F4.2a) 

All Statistics are applied to transformed data with first order-autoconelation correction in Log-linear 
regression function: 

.- 

t-statistic = Ste, Table F4.2b. 
DW = 1.94 ’ 
Adjusted R-Squared = 0.9998 

The most efficient company is Trailblazer Pipeline (ID=6410), whose value of TAG represents the cost 
frontier in the industry. 

(3) Accumulated Deferred Income Tax 

. .  

= FDj coefficients (valuk listed in T e l e  F4.2b) 
= TFj coefficients (values listed in Table F4.2b) 
= coefficient of InfGPIS) (TAG-EFF1 value in Table F4.2b) 
’= coefficient of labor cost (TAG-EFJ3 value in Table F4.2b) 

POST86 
i . I a .  

= (FDj + pOS~6,0.72988,0.064099) 
= firxti dummy variable which is qual to 1, if j = i, or qual to 0, 

otherwise. (value of FDj see Table F4.3) 
’ = 0.129514E+7 

= pipeline . 

= SteTableF4.3 

= 0.956792 

, 

. = 1.85921 

.(b) generic pipeline - 

. Accumdated deferred income taxes for generic companies is calculated using an accounting 
algorithm. Straight Line Depreciation (SDL) is used for rate making purposes, while 
Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MAW) with a 15% ycar schedule is used 
for tax.purposes. The amount of depreciation using the.MACRS and SDL schedules are 
deriYed as follows: 



whm, , *  

MAcRs,RATE = (5.00,950,855,7.70,6.93; 6.23,5.90,5.90,5.91,5.90,5.91, ' 

. 5.90,5.91,5.90,5.91,2.95) . 
/ 

, I  , . '. . .  
mTE ' I  . ' = 35% 

.. . (4) Total Depreciation, Depletion, and Amortbtion . 
, 

. .  (a) , . existing pibline . 

'where, . 1 1 

= ( ~ ~ j , 9 1 $ 2 )  . . 
= (FDj, 0.037362, -0.315983E7) , 

= firm dummy variable which is qual to I, if j = i, or qual to 0, 

=. 0.151232 

@i1,P2 . .  : 

otherwise. (value of FDj sd Table F4.4) . I  

FDi 

= pipeline. , *- . 
P ' . .  
i . '  

t-s&tic = SeeTableF4.3 
. .  . .  

. DW = 1.77499 
= 0.9634 . 

. I  

R-Squarcd 

, ' , .  , .  (b) generic pipeline 
. . ,  , I  

, A regression equation is not used for the generic pipeline; iriSteaa, an accounting algorithm ,' , . ' .  I .  is used (presented in Chapter a. ,, 

(5) Total Operatwns and Maintenance Erpense 

'Ihe following equation is used to calculate the TOM before adjustmenp for efficiency are made: 

I 

inputvariables, . - 
mi 

TFi, . 

GPISu-1 

= pipeline spec& dummy variable: qual to 1, if pipeline company 

= pipeline specific open access variable: "RNSH& *FQ (values 

= original capital cost of plant in service (gross plant in service) 

- i, 0 otherwise (values listed in Table F4.2b) 

for TRNSHR, listed in Table F4.2a) 
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PIPE-DEPR 

- R E A L A A  
i 

resulting coefficients, 

' = real labor cost index, all private sector [= MC-ECIJVSP / 
. MC-PGDPJ 
= the user cost of capital for compressor stations 
= producer price index for comprcssor stations: 1.133 (index o f .  

= assumed depreciation rate on compressor station equipment (= 
0.10 annually, from FTARIFF) 

= the rcal rate of AA utility bonds 

. 

1990) and 1.184 (index of 1991)"! 
[= PIP&* ( M C - ~ W C - ~ & . , ) I  . 

= pipeline 

QIJ . . = FDj coefficients (values listed in Table F4.4) 
% -  = TFj coefficients (values listed in Table F4.5) 

= coefficient of In(GP1S) (TOM-EFFl value listed in Table F4.5) 
= coefficient of labor cost (TOM-= value listed in Table F4.5) 

All Statistics are applied to transformed data with first order-autocornlation correction in Log -inear I' 
regression functioni . 

. 

. P I  
Pz 

- 

! *  

*t-statistic = See Table F4.5 
DW = 1.81 
Adjusted R-Squared =0.99996 ,. 

The most efficient company is Trailblazer Pipeline (ID=6410), whose value of TOM represents the . 
' cost frontier in the industry. 

Variables: 

ADIT = accumulated deferred income taxes in dollars 
DDA = depreciation, depletion, and amortization costs in dollars . 

DEPSHR = percentage of depreciation, derived from dividing accumulated depreciation by gross plant in 
service in previous period 

FD = firm dummy variable which is qual to 1 if j=i, 0 otherwise (iqipeline) 

GPIS = original capital cost of plant in service (gross plant in service) in dollars 
MACRS-RATE = rate of depreciation by MACRS schedule 

MC-ECIWSPNS = 'price index of labor (from Macroeconomic Activity Model) 

mTE = federaltaxrate 

MC-PGDP = implicit GDP price deflator for year t (from the Macroeconomic Activity Model) 
MC-WPI = wholesale cost index provided by Macroeconomic Activity Model 
NETPLT . = difference between original capital cost of plant in service and accumulated depreciation in 

previous period (net plant in service) in dollars 
OWC = other working capital in dollars 

PIPE = producer price index for cornpressor station equipment 
OWC-CONST = estimatedcon~tantterm . 

PIPE-DEPR = assumed depreciation rate on'compressor station equipment 

TAG = ' total administrative and general costs in real dollars 
* * TF = pipeline specific open access variable (TRNSIIR, * FDJ ' 
TOM = total operating and maintenance expense in real dollars 

REALAA = therealrateofAAutilitybonds 

TRNSHR = industry average share of gas transported foiothers 

W, = real labor cost index, all private sector 
"EAR = year in Julian units @e., 1995) 

h 

lllSource of historical data: Burcb of L+or Statistics, 1987=1.06. 
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.Notes: None. 

Units: 

ADlT = 'nominaldollar , 

DDA = nominaldollar 
DEPSHR = h t i o n  

. *  FRATE = fraction 

-MAcRs-RATE = fraction 
GPIS = nominal:dollar'. 

MC-ECIWSPNS = index' 
MC-PGDP = index , . 
.MC-WPI = index 

' .-LT = nominalaollar - - 

PIPE = index ' 

OWC = nominaldollar 

. -PPE-DEPR = fraction . , ' 

. - = r a t e  
TAG = 1987 d d o l l a r  (ultimately, converted to nominal dollar) 
TOM = 1987 real dollar (ultimately, converted to nominal dollar) 

. .  . .  

TRNSHR = fkction 
. .  

TYEAR I = Julian units (i.e., 1995) 
. W, = +index 

6 .  
. .  

' Refemk: (1) "Dqcumen&tion of the Pipeline Tariff Model.Econometric Equation" by Science Applications 

(2) "Final Report, Documentation of Simplified Tf'M .Algorithm," by Science Applications \ 
International Corporation, April 30,1993. , .  

I .  
I International Corporation, May 22,1995. 

- .  

c 

c 

M O  
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Table F4.1. Summary Statistics for tXe Total Working Capital Eqdion with Dummy Variables 
. .  

M 1  



Table F4.2a. Some Input 
_ .  

..- _. . . --.A_. 

Data for Cakulating Total Administrative and General Expense Equation 

/ .  

. .  
llzSource: FERC Form 2 for 1W1994. and assumed to be 1.0 after 1994. 
ll’SOurce: DRI. . .  

I 



Table F4.2b. Total Adm@trative and General Expense Equation with Dummy V&les 
. .  

, .  

_ .  
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. . -  

I 

. -  
Table F43. Summal.p Statikcs for Accumulated Deferred Income Tax Equation with m y  Vaiiables 

. .  

I .  

, 

I .  

I .  

. '  
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... 

. .  . - 
, Table F4.4. Summaxy Statistics for Depredation, Depletion, and Amortization Eauation 'with Dummy Vari~~bles 

, -  -r 

e ,  .. 

, 
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, .  
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, 
. -  

.- . -. 

- .  . . -  , I  . 
...- Table F4.5. S& Statistics for Total 'Operations and Maintenance Expense Equation witd Dummy 

.. . .  Varkibles . 

.. I - '  . I -  .- . . '  
1 

. .  
~. 

, .  .. 

,. .. 

.. . 

- .  

1 

. .  

- \  

. 
L 
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Data: 

Author: 

Sources: 

Note: 

Derivation: 

. 

i .. 
Table F5 

. )  -. 
Paramepr e s t i m k  for the average cost of capid component in the total cost equation of the 
Distributor Tariff Module. 

Chetha Phang, EI-823, September 1996. 

National Income and Product Accounts, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Dept of Commerce 
(MC-PGDP). 
Moody's Investor's Service, Inc. (MC-RMPUWS) 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System Statistical Relcise G.13, "Selcctcd Interest Rates 
and Bond Prices" (RMGFCM@lONS) 
U.S. Department of-r, BUWU o f m o r  statistics (WPISOP~SOO) 
Mary L. Barcella, PhD., Consulting Fonomist, 2944 Davenport St, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008 
(AVG-COSTC AP) 

MC-REALRMGBLUS = RMGFCM@lOS - 
100 * ( ~ I S O P 3 5 0 0 ( 1 )  /WPIS0P3500(13))(yJ'- 1') 

~arameters were estimated for thk LDC cost of capital equation, as a function of the previously used 
proxy for the LDC cost of capital and a, time trend, using the method of Ordinary Ltase Squares (OLS). 
The exponent used on the time variable is an assumed value, resulting in a decreasing nonlinear time 
trend ( T O 7 ) .  Due to a lack of data it was not possible to obtain a 20-year average for the yield on AA 
utility bonds. Therefore *om 1978 through 1993 the value of AVG-RMPUAANS was based on the 
average over the available years of data only (e.g., for 1978 a five year average was'used). ,The LDC 
cost of cap@ is defined as follows: 

AVGCOSTCAP = 7.44691 + (1.22689 * AVG-COSTCAP-OLD) + (72.60079 * p7) 
t-statistic = (0.876) (0.933) (6.223) 

[The coefficient on the time trend (72.60079) was mistyped in the code as (71.60079).] 
' N = 12, R-Squared = 0.849, Durbin-Watson = 1.40 

. 

Variables: AVG-COSTCAP 

AVG-COSTCAP-OLD 

MC-PGDP . 
RMGFCM@lONS 

wPIsoP35oo 

. WT-DEBT 

iverage LDC cost of capital as used in estimiited equation for total cost of 
capital (1994$/$100 of capital) 
Previously used proxy for average LDC cost of capital, as defined using 
MC-RMPUhS, NG-REALRMGBLUS, MC-PGDP, and W-DEBT ' 
as d&bed in Chapter 6. 
Time trend, where T=l for 1980 
Yield on AA utility bonds (percent peqannum, not seasonally adjusted) 
R d  average yield on IO-ycar U.S. Government Bonds, Constant maturity, 
(percent) 
Implicit price deflator for gross domestic product. 
Yield on 10-year U.S. Treasury notes, Constant Maturity (percent per 
annum, not seasonally adjusted, avekge of daily figures, bond yield 
equivalent baiis) 
Producer price index, finishid goods, excluding food and energy (Index 
base: 1982=1.00, seasonally adjusted) 

. 

. 

weighting for debvequity contribution to cost of capital . .  
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Data used in estimating parameters in Table F5 
- 

. 'YEAR T '- . MC,RMPUAANS 

1974 . . - 
1975 , - 4 -  

- 
- 1976 .- 
ign . - 

. 1978 - 
1979 - 
1980 1 
1981 .2 
.1982 3 .  
1983 4. 

!. 1984 5 
1985 6 
1986 7 
1987 8 
1988 ' 9 
1989 - 10 

. 1990- ' 11. 
1991 12 
1992 13 

. 1993 14 

F-18 

- 9.04 
9.44 

8.92 
8.43 
9.10 - 
10,22 
12.99 
15.29 

12.83 
13.67 

. 12.07 
. 9.31 

9.77 
10.26 
955 . 

. 9.66 
9.10 . 
855 
7.43 

14.78 

NG,REALRMGBLUS 'MC-PGDP AVG-COSTCAP 

- 
.- 

I .  

I - 
2.17 
2.28' 
2.66 
4.32 
4.13 
459 ' 

8.25 
7.81 

* 5.33 
' 5.98 

6.29 
5.28. 
4.92 
3.93 

' 3.62 
3.21 , 

01463 , 

0508 

.0537 
0572 

' 0.613 
0.665 

. 0.727 
-0.795 . 
0.845 . 
0.881 ' , 

0.913 
0.946 
0.970 
LOO0 
1.036. , 

- 1.079 
1.127 
1.171. 

' 1.203 . 
1.235 

, .. . . ,  
c - 

7 
1, 

. -  
51.48 

' 44.15 . 
41.03' 
35.06 
28.23 ' 
28.90 
31.15 
3151 

.26.97 
23.72 . 
21.64 

' 38.82 I .  

~ 30.23 
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Table F6 
I .- 

/ ’  
1 .  

, Data: Historical electric generator n d  gas prices,by type of service, NGTDMAMM region 

Subroutine: NGTDM-HISTUPR 

Derivation: Natural gas prices’ by NGTDM/EMh4 region in the historical years for eleckc generators 
(HPGFELGR, HPGIELGR,-HPGCELGR) arc read from NGTDM input files for the three types of 
services represented in the model: core, noncore and competitive-withdistillate, and noncore and . 
compctitive-with-residual. Assumptions are used to generate the competitive-withdistillate prices. 
Given the corresponding consumption levels assigned in the Electricity Market Module (EMM), and 

for HPGFELGR I-IFGIELGX and HPGCELGR arc scaled to insure that the resulting quantity- 
weighted average prices for electric generators at the Census.Division (TAVGPR) match published 
historical values (HPNGEL). 

passed to the NGTDM during a model run (QGWR, QGELGR, QGCELGR), the input file values 

Variables: 
8 

HPGFELGR Historical natural gas prices for core electric generators by NGTDMEh4Ivl region 
(Appendix E, 1987$/Mcf) 

HPGIELGR Historical natural gas prices for noncore, competitive-withdillate, electric generators 
by NGTDMEIvM region (Appendix E, 1987$/Mcf) 

HPGCELGR Historical natural gas prices for noncore, compctitive-with-residual, electric generators 
. by NGTDM/EMM region (Appendix E, 1987SMcf) 

QGFELGR Historical natural gas consumption by core electric generators by.NGTDM/EMM . 
region (Output from EMM, MMBtu) 

QGIELGR Historical natural gas consumption by noncore, competitive-with-distillate, electric 
generators by NG”DhUEMM region (Output from EMM, MMBtu) 

QGCELGR Historical natural gas consumption by noncore, competitivc-with-residual, electric 
generators by NGTDM/EMM region (Output fromEMM, MMl3tu) 

HPNGEL Historical natural gas price to electric.generators by Census Division (Appendix E, 
1987$/Mcf) . 

I 

. .  
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. .  

- .  

, -  , .  
, 

Da6: Historical industrial sector natural gas pri.ces by type of service, NGTDM region. 
1 . \  

- .  Subroutine:. NGTDM-HISTIPR' 

Derivation: .. The historical industrial natural gas 'prices published in ,the Natural Gus Annua1,only reflect gas 
purchased through local distribution companies. In order to appro~matt the average price to all 
industrial customers by service type and NGTDM region (HPGFINGR, HPGIINGR), data available 
at the Census Region from 1988, -1991,.and 1994 Manufactmng Energy Consumption Surveys 
(MECS) were used. me procedure outlined below is usdin the NGTDM ti, fill in the intermediate 
years and expand the regional &t& Through. a special request the Census Bureau generated the 
MECS'data &XI in the N O M  by service type (con vcrsw. noncm) based on an assumption of ' 

which industrid classifiMons 'kc nton likely to conslime most of-their purchased natural gas in 
boilers. . I  

Notes: - , -  

supply price = average of wellhead and import prices' ,. 
'markup = end-use price minus supply price 
type = core or noncom 

. .  

I 

. 
\ 

. . '  

' 

\ 

1) 'Calculate markups based on MECS data by Census Region, by type, in MECS years. 
2) Linear-interpolate to get intervening years data for MECS based markups and industrial 

consumption by Census Region and type. 
3) For years beyond the last MECS year, set MECS based markups to the value from the last MECS 

year and set MECS industrial consumption by applying growth rates (equal to observed growth in 
NEMS consumption levels) to the consumption in the last MECS year. by Census region and type. 

4) Set end-use industrial MECS based prices for all historical years qua l  to the supply price plus 
markup, by Census Region and type. 

5)  Scale the prices in step #4 by a factor that will insure that the resulting prices, when averaged 
(across types in each Census Region) based .on NEMS consumption level weights will equal the 
prices from step #4 averaged based on MECS consumption level weights. 

6)- Calculate markups equal to the supply price minus the prices calculated in step 5 by Census Region 

7) Add these markups to the average supply price in each NGTDM region, within the associated 
Census Region, to derive industrial natural gas prices by NGTDM region and type. 

S) Scale the prices in step #7 by a factor that will insure that the resulting prices, when averaged 
(across types and across NGTDM regions in each Census Region) based on NEMS consumption 
level weights will qual the prices from step #4 averaged based on MECS consumption level 
weights, to arrive at HPGFINGR and HPGIINGR. 

9) Using NEMS consumption levek and HPGFINGR and HPCDNGR, calculate the quantity-weighted 
average industrial n d  gas prices in each Census Division (HPGFIN, HPGIIN). 

Variables: WIN-CRG Industrial c ~ t  and nonkre natural gas price from MECS by Census Region, in, MECS 

MQIN-CRG Industrial core and noncore natural gas consumption from MECS by Census Region, in 

PW-CRG . . Average natural gas wellhead price by Census Region, in MECS survey years (Appendix 
E, $1987/Mcf) 

HPGFINGR Resulting industrial core natural gas price by NGTDM region (1987$/Mcf) . 
HFGIINGR Resulting industrial noncom natural gas price by NGTDM &@on (1987$/Mcf) 
HPGFIN Resulting industrial core natural gas price by Cehus Division (1987$/Mcf) 
HPGIIN Resulting industrial noncore natural gas price by Census Division (1987$Mcf) 

. 
I 

. 

and type. 

. , 

. I  

. . survey years (Appendix E, $1987/Mcf) 
' . 

- MECS survey years (Appendix E, Bcf) . 

' 

, .  
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VariablelCross Reference Table 
. .  I .  

. .  
 he linear program ~ r g )  formdation ofthe Annual HOW ~ o d d i ( m )  is presented in manix form in figure G-1. The 
roys represent the objective function, variable bounds, and problem constraints, and the columns'are the variables to be 
solved. ~h row (constraint) and column (variable) have been given a unique name which also arc defined in Figure 
G-1, The row and column names are used in the code to identify where changes ?re to be made in the working matrix 
during each model iteration or model year. Since the variables definql in the AFM LP equations are being referenced 
differentlywithin 1) the mathematical equations presented in Chapter 5,2) the LP ma&@ (referenced above), and 3) the 
code, a cross reference table (Table G-1) has been generated for these variables. . 

. 
' 

. 

Similarly, Figure G-2 presents the LP matrix representation of the Capacity Expansion Module (CEM) fGnnulation, as 
well as definitions of the abbreviations and names used. Again, the columns represent the variables, and the'rows 
represent the objective function, variable bounds, and problem constraints comspodig to the model equations defined 
in Chapter 7. Table G-2 presents a cross reference of the names used within 1) thi mathematical equations presented 

. 

* in Chapter 7.2) the LP matrix (referenced above), q d  3) the code to reference the variables in the model equations. 

Note that in both figures, two coefficients are defined for a single variable in the mass balance constraints. 'This is a 
shortcut means of representing the coefficient associated with the same flow variable that is needed within two mass 
balance constraints. For example, when the arc represents flow into a node, the &fficient is the arc efficiency variable; 
however, when the arc represents flow going out of a node, the flow should not be reduced by efficiency, thus the 
coefficient is one. 

The Pipeline Tariff Module (PTM) is represented by economic and regression guations (see Chapter 8 for details). 
Table G-3 presents cross references of model equation variables defined in this document and in the code for the PTM. 
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Figure G-1. LP Matrix Definition for the Annual'Flow Module.(AFM) (Continued) 
. I  

Columns 

= Firmflowfromnodetonode . 
= hterruptib~e flow from node to node 

X F N  * * N *  * 
X I N * * N * *  

, ' I  

XFS++N** 
X I S + + N * *  

X F N * * ? @ @  
XIN+*?@@ 
XFQ**?@@ 
XIQ**?@@ 

= 
= Intemptible flow from supply to node . 

F h  flow from supply to node 

. .  
., = Firm flow to end-use sector 

* = 
' = 
= 

Intenqptible flow to end-use sector 
. Fii flow from backstop supply to end-use sector 
Inmpt ib l e  flow from backstop to e n d - p  sector 

Steps on regional supply curve 
Base step on core demand curve 
Positive steps on core demand curve 
Negative steps on core demand curve 
Base step on noncore demand curve 
Positive steps on noncore demand curve 
Negative steps on noncok demand curve 

Right hand side of constraint quations 

S S + + N * * #  
F * * B ? @ @  
F * * P ? @ @ #  
F * * N ? @  @ #  
I * * B ? @ @  
I * * P ? @ @ #  
I * * N ? @  @ #  

R H S  . .  

Rows .~ 

AFM Objective Function 
AFM Variable Bounds 

A F M O B J  I 

A F M B N D '  

Pipeline capacity knit-Total flow . 
Pipeline capacity limit-Firm flow 
Regional mass balancerFirm network 
Region& mass balance-Interruptible network 
End-use mass balance-Firm network 
End-use mass balance-Interruptible network ' 
Supply subregion mass balance 

C P N *  * N *  *, 
C P F * * N * *  
M F N * *  
M I N * *  
M F * * ? @ @  
MI*-*?@ @ 
M S + + N * *  

Legend: ** = nodes (01-21), ++ = OGSM region (01-06), ? = sector code (R,CiT,U), 
@@ = CENSUS (01-09) or NERC region (01-13), # = step number on curve (1-9) 
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'Figure GLl. LP Matrix Definition for the Annual Flow Module (AFM) (Continued) 

Coefficients, Right Hand Sides (RHS), and Bounds 

EFF 
T A R F  
T A R 1  
P Z Z F  

. P Z Z I  

P S U P .  ' 

U S U P  . 
PDEMF 
PDEMI '' 

' U D E M F  
: U D E M I  

I .  

M I N F F  . 
M I N F I  
M I N S F  . . 
M I N S I  - 

. I  

Q C A P O  
U T I L Z T  
U T I L Z F  

- P C T W  
N E T S T R - F  

L 

= Regional pipeline efficiency . .  
* = . Supply, didbutor, pipeline ta~jffs-Firm network ~ 

. = . Supply, dMbutor, pipeline taiiffs-Interruptible network , 

6 Ali fuel price for backstop supply-Fii network 
= Alt. fuelprice for backstop supply-Interruptible network 

= -I+& on supply curve steps @7$/md) 

= Prices on demand curve steps (87!$/mc&-con (Fh sei'vice)- . 
=, ' Pri& on demand curve steps (87$/mcf)-noncore (Interruptible service) 

= Quant$ies on demand curve steps (B,CF)-noncore (Interruptible service) 

# A  

I .  

. = ~uantitits on supp~y cpes t eps  (BCF) ' .  

Quantities on demand curve steps (BCF)-core (Finn Slrvice) ' = ' ,  

.. , .  . .  
* _  = Minim~flowalongiI;iemgionalarc-firm . 

' = Minimum flow along intemgional arc-interruptible ' 

= . Minimum flow from supply to node-firm network 
= I Minimum flow from supply to node-intgruptible network 

= Physical pipeline capaciq (BCF) for year t 
= Pipeline utilization-Total flow 
= Pipeiine utilization-Fii flow 
= Weather factor percent 

- = Neth~toriig~withdrawals , .  
- .  

N E T S T R - I  = Net interruptible storage withdrawals. 
DISCR,F ' = Supply/demand discrepancy for Firm network . 
D I S C R - I  = '.Supply/demand disqrepancy for Interrupible network 

, 

G 4  

= .I 

'. 

. &  
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Table G-1. Cross Reference of AFM Variables Between Documentation, LP, and Code 

Objective Function Variables: 

XFd * 

&.I ' 

. ?  
XFiti., 

XIl., . 

xFld 

x'id 

qnFid 

qzz:d 

YSUPd, 

QDEMV, & ydemFu . 

I 

QDEMO', & ydemtM 

, 
. -  

- I ̂AFM LP Variable . I 'Code Variable . .. Docmehation , '  

XFS++N** AFLOW-F(s.i) . 

XIS++N** - . AFuyw,l(sj) 

XFN**N** AFLOW-F(ij) 

m**N** . ' AFLOW-I(ij) . 

xFN**?@@ AFLOW-F(i,d) 

XIN**?@@ AFLOW-I(i,d) - 
xFQ**?@ @ F-BKSTOP 

XIQ**?@ @ I-BKSTOP 

SSi+N**# SUP-QTY(s,isr) 

F+*BU@@ a .  uTIL,QTy,F(i,sr) 
P*PU@@# 
P*NU@@# 

F*B?@@ NONU-QTY-F(djsr) 
F+*P?@@# 
F+*N?@@# 

I**BU@@ ' U"IL-QTY-I(isr) 
I**PU@ @# 
I**NU@@# 

I**B?@@ NONU-QTY-I(d,i,sr) 
I**P?@6# (where d = ? = r,c,i,t) 
I**N?@@$ 1 

I 

(where d = ? = r,cj,t) 

Variable Bounds: 

UDEMFPASE FIRM) 

UDEMIPASE MT) 

UDEM'idA UDEMFWS FIRM) 

UDEMF(NEG FIRM) 

UDEMI(P0S INT) . 

UDEMI(NEGINT) 

USUP 

MINF: , MINFF 

MINP~,, . MINFI , 

!!!! MINSF 

!!!! MINSI 

ElAlModel Documentation: Natural Gas Transmiasion and Distribution Model Vol& I 

BASE-QTY, EXFQTY 

BASE-Q'W. EXPQW 

DQDELO from DQUANT(ns). DELQ 

DQDWns) from DQUANTO. DELQ 

DQDEL(ns) .from DQUM(ns), DELQ 

DQDEL(ns) from DQUANTO. DELQ 

SQDWns) from SQUANT(ns) ' 
AW-MIN 

AW-MIN 

MINSUPF . 

MINSUPI 

. '  

. 

* .  

65 
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Table G-1. Cross Reference of AFM Variables Between Documentation, LP, and Code I 

equation: 26 rownaIne:MFN** rowUame:MFN** 
QrnF.ST NEISTR-F --F(i,P) 
DISCR~, . DISCR-F . DISCR,F(i) 
equation: 27 rownnme:MJN** rowname: MN** 
QSTR:, I 

DISCR', 

Coemcientsi 
EFF, mm+w 

--I , m r n - I ( i , p j .  . .  DISCR-I DISCR-Ifi) 

AEFi-PIPE6.m) 
SEFF-PIPE(s,sr) EFF, EFF(S->N) 

Mass Balance Constraints at Demand Points: . 

~ 

Documentation AFM LP Variable Code Variable 

- 

rowname: MF**?@@ 
FC*B?@ Q 

rowname: Mi**?@ @ 

equation: 28 
QDEMO~,, 

QDEMO:, ' 
equation: 29 

d c i e n t s :  

, rowname: MF**?@@ 
U'I'IL-QTY-F. NONU-(2TY-F 

r o h :  MI**?@@ 

Mass Balance Constraint at Supply Points: . 
1 I 

equation: 30 I rowname:MS++~** . I rowname:MS++~** 

I 
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Figure 6-2. LP Matrix Definition for the Capacity Expansion Module (CEM) 
.. 

P P . 0  0 .  . P P O O  
P , I  P I P I , . P  I 

s . s  s s N N N N  
t t t t .  + , + + +  . I  I 

. P  P , o , o  P 
P . 1  P I I 

N N . N N Q  
t . .  t t t ..- - 

t t .  t * , , e  t , - + +  ,%v. + q .  

t .  t v-; ' . . e  a . .  e e ,  e - - e  
t t t .'. *. .* ,* - e .  e . e  o a .e 

t t t t  

' N  N ' N  N N ' -N yp- N . ,  7 . 1  ? ?  ? ?  

. .  
t t t t  

TARP TARI TARP TARI' TARP TARP FARO TAR? TARPF TARPI TAROP TARO1 PZZPI PZZOI 
> 

, -  ; * 

EgcDBJ 

CekeNDn 
LlpHpp H X N O F .  

. .  . ,  

XPF*'?OO 

CPISM" 

SPS++N*' 

SbS++N** 

TFBKSNP 

TOEXSOP 

~qd: ** x d e s  (01-21), ++ OaSn region (01-06). ? I sector e& (R,C,I,T,U). 
00 x CENsZTs (01-09) or NEW xwion (01-1331, . #  = st.p number on curve (0 -9)  - 

T 
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Figure G-2. LP Matrix Definition for the Capacity Expansion Module (CEM) (Continued) 

P P 0 0 1 ' s  s , . c  
N P I P 1  s 

s s s s  + N t 

T T T T  

N N . N  N' N N 
t e ' .  * # t 

= 1 . .  

+ - 0  - .  

R 
n 
s 

X o ? ~ * ? O O  ' 

CPI**N** 

wA: ** = nodes, (01-211, +* = OGSM region (01-061, ? = iector code (R,C,I ,T,U),  
00 I CENSUS (01-09) or bIwc region (01-131, # = stm number on -e (0-9) 
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- Figure G-2 LP Matrix Definition for the Capacity Expansion Module (CEM) (Continued) . 
Columns 

P F N * * N * *  
P I N *  * N *  * 
O F N *  * N *  * 
O I N * * N * *  

PFS++N.* .* .  

0 F S +f N * * 
O I S + + N * *  ‘ 

PFN**?-@ @ 
P I N * * ? @ @  
O F N * * ? @ @  
0 I N  * *’? @..@ 
P I Q * * ? @ @  
O I Q * * ? @ @  

PIS++N** 

P F S T N * *  
P I S T N * *  
OFSTN** 
O I S T N * *  . 
S S & & N * * #  
S T N * * #  
C C * * N * * #  

. R H S  

= Peak Firm flow from node.to node 
’= . Piak Interiuptible flow from node to node 
= Off-peak Firm flow from node to node . . = Off-peak Intemptibleflow from node to node 

= Peak Firm flow from supply to node 
= Peak htenuptible flow from supply to node . . 
= . Off-peak Firm flow from +pply to node 
= Off-peak Interruptible flow &om supply to node 

= . Pcak Fm flow to end-use sector 
= Peak Intcrruptibleflow to end-use sector 
= Off-peak Firm flow to end-use seetor 

* = Off-peak Interruptible flow to end-use sector 
= Peak Interruptible flow from backstop supply to.end-use sector 
= Off-peak Intermptible flow from backstop supply to end-use-sector . 
= Peak Fm flow from storage.. 
= Peak Intcmptible flow from storage 
= Off-PeakFirm flow from into stokge . 
= Off-peak Interruptible flow from into storage 
= Steps on regional supply curve 
= Steps on storage capacity expansion curve 

. = Steps on pipeline capacity expansion curve 

= Right hand side of consmint equations 

Rows 

- . C E M O B J ’  = CEM 0bjtctive.Function 
C E M B N D ’ -  I = .  C E M V a r i a b l e B ~ ~ ~ d i  
M P F N * *  = Regional ma& balance-Peak Fim network ~. , 

M P I N * *  - = Regional mass balance-Peakhtekptiblc network . 
M O F N * *  = Regional mass balance-Off-peak Fm network 
M O I N * *  i . .  = Regional mass balance-Off-peak InteAptible network - 

M S T N * *  - = Regional mass balance-Storage points - 
M P F * * ? @ @  = End-use mass balance-Peak Firm network . . 
M P I * * ? @ @  =.. End-use mass balaqce-Peak Interruptible network 
M O F * * ? . @ @  , = End-use mass balance-Off-peak Fm network , 

M O I * * ? @ @  = - End-use mass balahci-Off-Peak Interruptible netyork 
C P F * * N * * 
C P I * * N * *  . = . Pipeline capacity lit-Total Peak flow- 
C O N  * * N *  *- = Pipeline capacity lit-Total Off-Peakflow ’ 
CPFSTN** = Regional storage capacity limit-Peak Firm flow. 
C P I S T N * *  = Regional storage capacity limit-Total Peak flow 

. , s ,Pipeline capacity Ihit-Peak Firm flow 

. S P S + + N * *  = &@on supply limits for total peak flows , 
S 0 S + + N * * , . -  - Region supply lmip for total Off-peak flows . .\ 
T P B K S T . O P  . = Backstop USed-T~tal Peak 
TOBKS’TOP = Backstop W-’J’otal,Off-Peak 

.’ hgend ** = nodes 01-21; i+.= OGSM region 01-06, ? = *tor code, , 
. 

@@ =CENSUS or NERCregion, 01-13, #=step n&ber oncurve I - ’  

. .  

. I  
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Figure G-2. LP Matrix Definkion for the-Capacity Expansion Module (CEM) (Continued) ' , 

' ' Coefficients, Right Hand Side (RHS); &d Bounds , .  - '. 
a = Intemgional pipeline tariffi-~m networks 

I ,  

= Interregional pipeline tariffs-.Interruptible networks 
T A R F  

T A P P  .= Supply gathering charges-Peak networks 
T A R O  . =' Supply gathering chkges-Off-peak networks ' 

- T A R I -  * * 

' ' T A R P F  = ,Distributor tariffs--Peak Firm network , 9  

T A R P I .  . = Distributor tariffs-Peak Intirrbptible network \ 
=, Distributor tariffsl-Off-peak Firm network . . 
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. T A R O 1  = ' Distributor: tariffs-Off-peak Intxp. network , 
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QDEMOOI 
Q S T R O  
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AIL fuel price for backstop supply-Peak Interruptible network . 
* .  , 

AIL fuel price for backstop supply-Off-peak Interruptible network 
Prices on supply curve steps (87Vmcf) 
Quantities on supply curve steps (BCF) 
Prices on storage capacity curve steps (87$/mcf) 
Quantities on storage capacity curve steps (BCF) 
Prices on pipeline capacity curve steps ($/mcf) 
Quantities on pipeline capacity curve step (BCF) 
Minimum interregional flow-Peak Fm . 
Minimum interregional flow-Off-peak Fm . 
Maximum flow from storagcto Peak F i  network 
Minimum flow from storage to Peak Firm network 
Maximum flow from storage to Peak Interruptible network 
Minimum flow from storage to Peak Interruptible network 
.Maximum flow from storage to Off-peak Firm network 
Minimum flow from storage to Off-peak Firm netwoik 
Maximum flow from storage to Off-peak Interruptible network 
Minimum fl ow from storage to Off-peak Interruptible network 

Regional pipeline efficiency-Peak networks - 
Regional pipeline efficiency-Off-peak networks I 

Regional storage efficiency 

Utilization factor for Peakf;irm flows (is., .33 * .95) 
Utilization factor for total Peak flows (i.e., .33 * 99)  
Utilization factor for total Off-peak flows (i.e., .67 * .80) 
Utilition factor for Peak F i i  storage flows 
Utilization factor for total Peak storage flows 
Maximum 46 supply available for Peak flows (i.e., .33 * .99) 

I 

' Maximum % supply availablq for Off-peak flows (Le., :33 * .85) 

I 

Supply/demand discrepancy for Peak Firm network 
Supply/demand discrepancy for Peak Interruptible network 
Supply/demand discrepancy for Off-peak Firm network 
SuppIy/demand discrepancy for Off-peak Interruptible network 
Peak core (Firm sewice) demands (BCF) for year t+n+h or t+n 
Peak noncore (Intemptiblc service) demands (BCF) for year t+nth or t+n 
Of€-Peak core (Firm service) demands (BCF) for year t tn+h or t+n 
0ff:Peak noncore (Interruptible service) demands (BCF) for year.t+n+h or t+n 
Existing + Planned storage capacity (BCF) for year t+n 
Utilized capacity (BCF) in alpha loop 1 

I 
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rable 6-2. Cross Refefence of CEM Variables Between Documentation, LP, and Code 

USuP,iJ, * . ' 

UsT%,i,t 

Documentation . I CEMLPvdable . 1 Codev&ble 

USUP I 
U r n '  

1 

. .  . 

BKSTOP 

BKSTOP 

PFm 

PISTR 

OFSTR 

01- 



. 

' TARP 

T A R O & ,  TARO 

TARFI,l . . TARF 

~~ 

Table 6.2. ' Chss Reference of CEM Variables Between Documentation, LP, and Code 

TARP(stypj,s) 

TAR06typj.s) 
PTAR-COM-F(ij) 

~ ~~ 

TAR(, ~TA&,, 

p=% 

PSUP,I,k 

PCAPI,Ik ' 

m u i d  

W i d  

TARPI &TARO1 , NONU-DTAR-I(i,d). 

'PSW SW-PR(StYpjS) 

UTIL-DTAR-I(id) 

. P s T R  PSTRCURV(i) & PSTR & 
CEM_PSTR(i,nst) , 

PCAP PCAPCURV(i) & CEM-PCAP(i.nc) 
P Z P I  NG-BKSTOP-PR \ 

pzu)I NG-BKSTOPPR 
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rowname: mm** 

equation: 76 rowname: WIN** 

equation: 75 
DISCR~, DISCRPFi 

DISCR'F, DISCRPIi 

quation: n ~ rownnme:MOFN** 
DISCR~, DISCROFi 
equation: 78 .. rowname: MOM** 
DISCR~, . DISCROIi 

coemdents: 
EP 
EP . 
E o .  
Eo 

. .  1 

mi, ' 
EWG 
mu 
EFFO,,i 

E13 

rowname: =I&** 
DISCR-PF(i) 

rownnme: m m * *  
DISCR-PI(i) 

rowname: MOFN** 
DISCR-OF(i) 
rowname: MOM** 
DISCR-OI(i) 

AEFF-PIPE(i j) 
SEFF-PIPE(s j) 
AEFl-PIPE(ij) 
SEFF-PIPE(s.j) 

. I  

Mass Balance Constraint at storage: 

equation: 79 rowname:MsTN** rowname: MSTN** 

EFF9.U EOSTR EFF-STR 
coefficients: 

A 



.. . . -. -- . . . . 

equation: 80 

equation: 81 

eqnation:82 - I 

QDEMPId --i 
eqnation:83 . 
Q D E M O ~ ~  

QDEMpid 

QDEMOR, 

- 

-dents: 
, EFF', 

E F P t d  

. -  rowname: MPP*?@@ . r o m a m e : ~ p * ? @ @ ~  ' 

G k e :  MPI**?@@ pwname: MPI**?@@ 
QDEMOPF(i,d) & QDEMOPFU(i) 

.---- 
QDEMOPFW 

QDEMOP4, QDEMOPI(i,d) & QDEMOPNB) 
rowname: MOP*?@@ rownamc MOP*?@@' 
QDEhlOoFid QDEMOOF(i,d) & QDEMOOFUB) 

QDEMOOIid QDEMOOI(i,d) & QDEMOON(i) 
* ' r ~ m :  MOP*?@ @ r o k :  MOP*?@@ 

- 
' NEFF,pIpE(i,d) & UEFF-PIPE(i,d) 

hEFF-PPE(i.d) & UEFF-PIPE(i.d) 
Eo. 
EP 

equation: 87 . rowname:CpF**N** 

equation: 88 row11pme: CPI**N** 
(CEM loop 2) 
righthandside . < * QCAPO-YCAKI 

d d e n t s :  CON**N** 
v"Y 

(CEM loop 2) 

equation: 89 rowname: CON**N** 

UPF 
. U P  

vo,, uo 

rowname: CPF**N** 

rowname: CPI**N** 
(- loop 2) 
PCAP & QCAw(ij)-YCAP(ij,l) 
rowname: CON**N** 

PCAP 
UPF from ARC-PFUTU&i) 
UP from ARC-PUTIWij) 
UO from ARC-OU"U.(ij) 

\ 

I 

vpo, - 

equation: 90 ~. rowname:CPFSTN** 

equation: 91 rowname:CPB'iPJ** - 
(CEM loop 2) loop 2) - 

P QSlT&YSTRO righthandside . 
coefficients: 
U s l s ,  UPFSTR 
Usl',,i UFSTR 

c 

rowname: CPFSTN** 

rowname: CPISTN** 
(cEMlwp2) 
QsTRo(stl-YSTR(st, 1) 

STR-mLZ 
S T R - W s t )  

. .  I 
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equation: 84 rowname: SPS++N** 
, mmame:SOS++N** equations: 8 5 s  

R o m e / R B s :  
wu . , UPP 

vpo 

a 

-' 

, .  , 

' . _  

rowname: SPS++N** 
rowname: SOscrCN** 

UPP using 
SUP-Pu"iU(styp,j,s) or 
SUP-PKSHR(stypJs) 
irpo using 
SUP-oU"LZ@typJ,s) or 
SUP-PKSHR(stypjs) 



TPBKSTOP - 
TOBKSrlY)P 

- 1  - -  BKSrOP(d) 

BKSrOP(d) .- 
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Table 6-3. Cross Reference of PTM Variables Between Documentation,, and Code 
(continued) 

ai FDi 

at * TF,,, 

~~~ ~ ~~ 

IEq Documentation ’ . I CdeVahable . uation ## 

219 TAG-FDO 

TAG-TFO 219 

, .  

GPISi,,., 

PK . 

pl . 

p2 

ai *mi 
at * Wi,, 

GPISi,t.i 

x1 219 ’ 

RENTBLDG 219 - 
TAG-EFFl 219 

TAG-EFF2 219 

TOM-FDO 222 

lXjM,TFO 222 

x1 ’222  

pl 

P2 ’ 

_ _ _ ~  

T - Pipeline type, t - year, rd - rate design index, i - node 

222 TOM-EFFI 

TOM-EFF2 .222 

. .  

.’ 
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- .  .Appendix H 

Model Equations 

. This appendix presents’ihe mapping of ihe equation (by equation number) in the documentation with the subroutine in 
the NGTDM code where the equation is used or referykd. 
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I 

I 

. I. 



Chapter 3 Equations . .  

EQ.# ' . SUBROUTINE 

1 (~irm) 
@I-.) 

2 

3-6 - 
7 . .  (onshore & 

' '  offshore) 

8-1 1 . (onshore) ' 
' (offshore) 

12-18 

N G T D M - C R V N O ~  . 
NGTDM-CRVNONUW 

I NGSYNLLIQH' 
NGCAN-IMP* . \ ,  

NGTDM-PRE 
, . 

NGPRDJ48' , . .  
NGPRJ-OCS' I , ' , .  

. .  
NGTDM-DW ALK 

\ Chapter 5 Equations 
EQ. # SUBROUTINE 

19-22 
I 23 

24-27 . 
I -  

28-29 

30 

31.34-35 

32-33 

Not applicable 

NGTDM-LPSI,NGTDM-LPEI,NGTDM-~P, . 
N G T D M - T ~ ~ G ~ M - T ~ ~ G T D M - S ~ I ,  
N G T D M - ~ ~ G ~ M - N O ~ ~ ~ G ~ M - ~ ~  
NGTDM-C MI , -  

NGAFM-SUF'MIN 
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. .  

4 

. -  
I .  

I 
. . Chapter6Equations . . .  

3639 . NGTDM-POSTNONU 

40-44' NGTDM-POSTUTL ' 
. .  

_ -  
45 . . I NGDTMJAWJVGDTM-MW, NG~JIM-DTM, 

NGTDM-POSTUTL, NGTDM-POSTNONU . 
46 NGDTM-FORECAST-DTARF 

47 

48-56,58 . .  NGDTM-TCFl 

56-57 

59-63.65-66 

64 .  

67-68 

69-7-1 

.: , . _ .  NGDTM-ICC ' 

. .  , .  

, -  . ' NGDTM-CALCCOSTC" . ' 

. I I NGDT~;~_F~RECAST-DTARF . ' 

\ 

. .  . I  

NGDTM-XFO . /- 
. -  

- 
. NGD~M-FORECAST-TRNF 

. .  ' NGDTM-DTARI - * 

I . ,  . .  72 . NGDTM3ENCHF * 

FWNCI'ION 1 

. .  

. -  
. -  

* .  
. .  -. . . 

. .  

- .  . .  
i .  j .  

I .  
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, 92-93 

, 9 4 9 5  

96-97 * 

. .  Chapter 7 Equations 

SUBROUTINE , , .  EQ. # I 

t .  

iETSOLUTiON1 

74 

A- 

75-78 b 

98-99 NGdEMAFMuTLz 
100-101 GETSOLUTION2 

79 

80-83 ’ ’ .  

84 

B5 

36 

87 , ,  _ .  . 

I 

. 

I 

% a  
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